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PREFACE

THE view taken of a University in the Dis

courses which form this Volume, is of the

following kind :
- that it is a place of teaching

universal knowledge. This implies that its

object is, on the one hand, intellectual, not

moral; and, on the other, that it is the dif

fusion and extension of knowledge, rather

than the advancement. If its object were

scientific and philosophical discovery, I do not

see why a University should have students ;

if religious training, I do not see how it

can be the seat of philosophy and science.

Such is a University in its essence, and

independently of its relation to the Church.

Hut, practically speaking, it cannot fulfil its
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object dulv. such as I have described it,

without the Church s aistance : or, to use

the theological term, the Church is necessary

for its intci/rifi/. Not that its main charac

ter- arc changed by this incorporation: it

still has the office of intellectual education ;

hut the Church steadies it in the performance

of that office.

Such are the main principles of the Dis

courses which follow ; though it would be

unreasonable for me to expect, that I have

treated so large and important a field of

thought with the fulness and precision, neces

sary to secure me from incidental misconcep

tions of my meaning on the part of the

reader. It is true, there is nothing novel or

- insular in the argument which I have been

pursuing, but this does not protect me from

such misconceptions; for the very circum

stance that the views I have been delineating

are not original with me, may lead to false

notions as to my relations of opinion towards

those, from whom I happened iii the first

instance to learn them, and max can e me to
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be interpreted by the objects or sentiments of

schools, to which I should be simply opposed.

For instance, some persons may be tempted

to complain, that I have servilely followed the

English idea of a University, to the dis

paragement of that Knowledge, which I pro

fess to be so strenuously upholding ; and they

may anticipate that an academical system,

formed upon my model, wih1

result in nothing

better or higher than in the production of

that antiquated variety of human nature and

remnant of feudalism, called &quot; a gentleman&quot;.*

Now, I have anticipated this charge in

various parts of my discussion ; if, however,

any Catholic is found to prefer it (and to

Catholics of course this volume is addressed),

I would have him first of all ask himself the

previous question, what he conceives to be

the reason contemplated by the Holy See, in

recommending just now to the Irish Church

the establishment of a Catholic University?

lias the Supreme Pontiff recommended it for

the sake of the Sciences, which arc to be the

Vi.l. llnl.ri- s Kn^li-li Inn . b.ii&amp;lt;!ii, 1*1:;. v..|. ii., (iar( 1.

]&amp;gt;)..
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matter, or rather of the Students, who are to be

the subject- &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t it- teaching? Has lie any obli

gation or duty at all towards secular knowledge

as such ? Would it become his Apostolical

Ministry, and his descent from the Fisher-

man, to haye a zeal for the Baconian or other

philosophy of man for its own sake? or, on

the other hand, does the Vicar of Christ con

template such achievements of the intellect,

as far as he contemplates them, solely and

simply in their relation to the interests of Re-

yealed Truth? Has he any more direct juris

diction over the wisdom than over the civil

power of this world? Is he bound by office or

by vow, to be- the preacher of the theory of

gravitation, or a martyr for electro-maemet-
/ o

ism? A\ nuld he be acquitting himself of the

dispensation committed to him, if he were

-mitten with an abstract love of these matters,

however true, or beautiful, or ingenious, or use

ful? What he docs, he does for tlie sake of Re

ligion : if he looks with satisfaction on strong

temporal o-ovcrniiiciit&amp;gt;. \\hieh promise perpe-

hiitv, it i- for the sake of Religion; and if
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In1 encourages and patronizes art and science,

it is tor the sake of Religion. He rejoices in the

widest and most philosophical systems of

intellectual education, from an intimate con

viction that Truth is his real ally, as it is his

profession; and that Knowledge and Reason

are sure ministers to Faith.

This being undeniable, it is plain, that,

when he suggests to the Irish Hierarchy the

establishment of a University, his first and chief

and direct object is, not science, art, profes

sional skill, literature, the discovery of know

ledge, but some benefit or other, by means of

literature and science, to his own children ;

not indeed their formation on any narrow

or fantastic type, as, for instance, that of an

&quot;English Gentleman&quot; may be called, but

their exercise and orowth in certain habits,o

moral or intellectual. Nothing short of this

can be his aim, if, as becomes the Successor of

the Apostles, he is to be able to say with St.

Paul, &quot;Non judicavi me scire aliquid inter vos,

nisi Jcsum Christum, et hunc crucifixum&quot;. Just

a commander wishes to have tall and well-
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formed ami vi^(n-&amp;lt;u&amp;gt; -oldier-. not from any

al &amp;gt;-tract devotion to the military standard of

height or age, but for the purposes of war,

and no one thinks it anything but natural

and praiseworthy in him, to be contemplating,

not abstract qualities, but his own living and

breathing men; so, in like manner, when the

Church founds a University, she is not

cherishing talent, genius, or knowledge, for

their own sake, but for the sake of her

children, with a view to their spiritual wel

fare, and their religious influence and useful

ness, with the object of training them to fill

their respective posts in life better, and mak

ing them more intelligent, capable, active

members of society.

Nor can it justly be said that in thus acting

&amp;gt;he sacrifices Science, and perverts a Univer-

-ity from its proper end, under a pretence of

fulfilling the dutie- of her mis-ion, as soon as it

is taken into account, that then- are other insti

tutions, far more suited to act as instruments of

Stimulating philosophical inquiry and extend-

in^ the boundaries &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f our knowledge than a
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University. Such for instance, are the literary

and scientific &quot;Academies&quot;, which are so cele

brated in Italy and France, and which have

frequently been connected with Universities,

as committees, or, as it were, congregations

or delegacies subordinate to them. Thus the

present Royal Society originated in Charles

the Second s time, in Oxford ; such just now

are the Ashmolean and Architectural Socie

ties in the same seat of learning, which have

risen in our own time. Such too is the British

Association, a migratory body, which at least

at times is found in the halls of the Protestant

Universities of the United Kingdom, and the

faults of which lie, not in its exclusive devo

tion to science, but in graver matters which

it is irrelevant here to enter upon. Such

again is the Antiquarian Society, the Royal

Academy for the Fine Arts, and others which

i night be mentioned. Such is the sort of in

stitution, which primarily contemplates Science

itself, and not students; and, in thus speak

ing,
I am saying nothing of my own, being

supported l&amp;gt;\ n&amp;lt;&amp;gt; less an authority than Car-
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&amp;lt;liiial (rerdil. Ce n e&amp;gt;t

pas&quot;,
lie &amp;gt;a\s.

&amp;gt;w

&amp;lt;m

il y ait aucune veritable opposition entre T

esprit des Academies et celui des Universites ;

ce sent seulement des vues different es. Les

Universites sont etablies pour enseigner les

-rienees ?M I

elitees qui veiilent s y former ;

les Academies se proposent ^/&amp;lt; nouvelles re~

cherches a faire dans la carriere des sciences.

Les Universites d Italie out fourni des su-

jets qiii out fait honneur aux Academies; et

celles-ci ont donne aux Universites des Pro-

fesseurs, qui ont rempli les chaires avec la

plus o-rande distinction&quot;.*

The nature of the cast- and the history of

philosophy combine to recommend to us this

&quot;division ot&quot; intellectual &quot;labour between

Academies and Universiti* To discover

and to teach are distinct functions; they are

also distinct gifts, and are not commonly
f&amp;lt;und united in the same person. Tie too

who spends his day in dispensing his existin

knowledge to all comers, is unlikely to ha\

either leisure oi
1

energy to acquire new. The
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common sense of mankind has associated the

search after truth with seclusion and quiet.

The greatest thinkers have heen too intent

on their subject to admit of interruption ;

they have been men of absent minds and

idosyneratie habits, and have, more or less,

shunned the lecture room and the public

school. Pythagoras, the light of Magna

Grsecia, lived for a time in a cave : Thales,

the light of Ionia, lived unmarried and in

private, and refused the invitations of princes.

Plato withdrew from Athens to the groves of

Academus. Aristotle gave twenty years to a

studious discipleship under him. Friar Ba

con lived in his tower upon the Isis ; Newton

in an intense severity of meditation which al

most shook his reason. The great discoveries

in chemistry and electricity were not made in

Universities. Observatories are more fre

quently out of Universities than in them, and

even when within their bounds need have no

moral connexion with them. Porson had

no classes ; Elmsley lived good part of his

life in the country. I do not say that there
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are not t examples the other \vay, per

haps Socrates, certainly Lord Bacon; still I

think it must be allowed on the whole, that,

while teaching involves external engagements,

the natural home for experiment and specula

tion is retirement.

Returning: then to the consideration of theo

question, from which we may seem to have

digressed, thus much we have made good,

that, whether or no a Catholic University should

put before it, as its great object, to make its

students
&quot;gentlemen&quot;,

still to make them some

thing or other is its great object, and not

simply to protect the interests and advance

the dominion of Science. If then this may
be taken for granted, as I think it may,

the only point which remains to be settled is,

whether I have formed a probable conception

of the sort of benefit which the Holy See has

intended to confer on Catholics who speak

the English tongue, by recommending to the

Irish Hierarchy the establishment &amp;gt;! a I ni-

\ei&amp;gt;itv: and this [ now proceed to consider.
*

Here then, it is Datura! to ask those \\lio
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are interested in the question, whether any

better interpretation of the recommendation

of the Holy See can be given, than that

which I have suggested in this Volume.

Certainly it does not seem to me rash to pro

nounce, that, whereas Protestants have great

advantages of education in the Schools, Col

leges, and Universities of the United Kingdom,

our ecclesiastical rulers have it in purpose,

that Catholics should enjoy the like advan

tages, whatever they are, to the full. I con

ceive they view it as prejudicial to the

interests of Religion, that there should be any

cultivation of mind bestowed upon Protes

tants, which is not given to their own youth

also. As they wish their schools for the

poorer and middle classes to be at least on a

par with those of Protestants, they contemplate

the same thing as regards that higher educa

tion which is given to comparatively the few.

Protestant youths, who can spare the time,

continue their studies till the age of twenty-one

or twenty-two ; thus they employ a time of life

all-important and especially favourable to
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mental culture. I conceive that &amp;lt;&amp;gt;ur Prelatesare

imprc-M-d with the tact and its consequences,

that a youth who ends his education at

-venteen, is no match (cceteris paribus} for

one who ends it at twenty-one.

All classes indeed of the community are

impressed with a fact so obvious as this.

The consequence is, that Catholics who aspire

to he on a level with Protestants in discipline

and refinement of intellect, have recourse to

Protestant Universities to obtain what the\

cannot find at home. Here then is an addi

tional reason, assuming, that is (as the Re

scripts from Propaganda allow me to do),

that Protestant education is inexpedient for

our youth, why those advantages, whatever

they are, which the Protestant sects dispense

through the medium of Protestantism, shouldo

he accessible to Catholics in a Catholic form.

What are these advantage- I repeat,

they are in one word the culture of the in

tellect. Insulted, robbed, oppressed, and

thrust aside, Catholics in these islands hnvc

not been in a condition tor centuries to
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the sort of education, which is

necessary for the man of the world, the

statesman, the great proprietor, or the opu

lent gentleman. Their legitimate stations,

duties, employments, have been taken from

them, and the qualifications withal, social and

intellectual, both for reversing the forfeiture,

and for doing justice to the reversal. The

time is come when this moral disability must

be removed. Our desideratum is, not the

manners and habits of gentlemen ; these can

be, and are, acquired in various other ways, by

good society, by foreign travel, by the innate

grace and dignity of the Catholic mind; but

the force, the steadiness, the comprehensive

ness and the flexibility of intellect, the com

mand over our own powers, the instinctive just

estimate of things as they pass before us, which

sometimes indeed is a natural gift, but com

monly is not gained without much effort and

the exercise of years. This is real cultivation of

mind; and I do not deny that the characteristic

excellences &amp;lt;f a gentleman are included in it.

Nor need \\e lie ashamed to admit it, since
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tile time tlie Poet wrote, that &quot;In^enuas didi-

cisse tideliter artcs, Emollit mores&quot;. Certainly

a liberal education does manifest itself in a

courtesy, propriety, and polish of word and

action, which is beautiful in itself, and ac-

ceptable to others ; but it does much more.

It brings the mind into form, for the mind is

like the body. Boys outgrow their shape

and their strength ; their limbs have to be

knit together, and their constitution needs

tone. Mistaking animal spirits for nerve,

and over-confident in their health, ignorant

what they can bear and how to manage

themselves, they are immoderate and extra

vagant ; and fall into sharp sicknesses. This

is an emblem of their minds
; at first they

have no principles laid down within them as

a foundation for the intellect to build upon ;

they have no discriminating convictions, and no

grasp of consequences. In consequence they

talk at random, if they talk much, and cannot

help being flippant, or what is emphatically

called
&quot;//&quot;&quot;&quot;//&quot;. They are merely dax/led

by phenomena, instead oi perceiving things.
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It were well, if none remained boys all their

lives ; but what is more common than the

sight of grown men, talking on political or

moral or religious subjects, in that offhand,

idle way, which we signify by the word un

real? &quot; That they simply do not know what

they are talking about&quot;, is the spontaneous

silent remark of any man of sense who

hears them. Hence such persons have no

difficulty in contradicting themselves in suc

cessive sentences, without being conscious of

it. Hence others, whose defect in intellectual

training is more latent, have their most un

fortunate crotchets, as they are called, or

hobbies, which deprive them of the influence

which their estimable qualities would other

wise secure. Hence others can never look

straight before them, never see the point, and

have no difficulties in the most difficult sub

jects. Others are hopelessly obstinate and

prejudiced, and return the next moment to

their old opinions, after they have been driven

from them, without even an attempt to ex

plain why. Others are so intemperate and
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intractable, that there i- n&amp;gt; irreater calamity

tur , &amp;gt;1 cause than that they should &amp;lt;rct

hold of it. It is very plam from the very

particulars I have mentioned, that, in this

delineation of intellectual infirmities, I am

drawing from Protestantism and Protestants:

I am referring to what meets us in evci

railway carriage, in every coffee - room &amp;lt; r

table-cThote, in every mixed company. Xay, it

is wonderful, that, with all their advantages, so

many Protestants leave the University, with
. /

so little of real liberality and refinement of

mind, in consequence of the discipline to which

they have heen subjected. Much allowance

must be made here for original nature; much,

for the detestable narrowness and (I cannot

find a better word) the priggishness of their

religion. Catholics, on the other hand, are,

compared with them, almost born gentlemen.

Take the same ranks in the two Religions s

and the fact is undeniable. The simplicity,

courtesy, and intelligence, for instance, of the

peasant- in Ireland and France have often

been remarked upon. Still after all, in tl
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province, which is not of a distinctly religious

nature, Catholicism does little more than

create instincts and impulses, which it requires

a steady training to mould into definite ando

permanent habits. They may begin well,

and end ill. The want of that training, in

Catholics, so far as there is a want, is a

positive loss to them ; and the existence of it

among Protestants, as far as it exists, is to

them a positive gain.

When the intellect has once been properly

trained and formed to have a connected view

or grasp of things, it will display itself with

more or less effect according to its particular

quality and measure in the individual. In

the generality it is visible in good sense,

sobriety of thought, reasonableness, candour,

self-command, and steadiness of view. In

some it will have developed habits of busi

ness, power of influencing others, and saga

city. In others it will elicit the talent of

philosophical speculation, and lead the mind

forward to eminence in this or that intellec

tual department. In all it will be a faculty
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of entering with comparative ease into any

subject of thought, ami of taking up with ap

titude any science or profeion. All this it

will be and do in a measure, even when the

mental formation he made after a model hut

partially true; for, as far as effectiveness goes,

even false views of things have more influenceo

and inspire more respect than none at all.

Men who fancy they see what is not are more

energetic, and make their way better, than

those who see nothing ; and so the undoubt

ing infidel, the fanatic, the bigot, are able to

do much, while the mere hereditary Christian,

who has never realized the truths which he

holds, is able to do nothing. But, if consis

tency of view can add so much strength even

to error, what may it not be expected to

furnish to the dignity, the energy, and the

influence of Truth !

Some one, however, will perhaps object

that I am but advocating that spurious philo-

sophi&amp;gt;m.
which show* itself in what, for want of

vvord, I may call
&quot;

viewiness&quot;, when I speak

much of the formation, and consequent
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grasp, of the intellect. It may be said that

the theory of University Education, which I

have been delineating, if acted upon, would

teach youths nothing soundly or thoroughly,

and would dismiss them with nothing better

than brilliant general views about all things

whatever.

This indeed would be a most serious objec

tion, if wT
ell founded, to what I have advanced

in this Volume, and would deserve and would

gain my immediate attention, had I any reason

to think that I could not remove it at once,

by a simple explanation of what I consider

the true mode of educating, were this the

place to do so. But these Discourses are

directed simply to the consideration of the

dims said. principles of Education. Suffice it

then to say here, that I hold very strongly

that the first step in intellectual training is to

impress upon a boy s mind the idea of science,

method, order, principle, and system ; of rule

and exception, of richness and harmony.

Tliis is commonly and excellently done

by be^ innin^ witli (iraimnar; nor can ton
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:it aeeuraey. nr minuteness and subtle!)

of teaching be used towards him, as his

faculties expand, with this simple view.

Hence it is that critical scholarship is so

important a discipline for him, when he is

leaving school for the University. A second

science is the Mathematics : this should follow

Grammar, still with the same object, viz., to

give him a conception of development and

arrangement from and around a common

centre. Hence it is that Chronology and

Geography are so necessary for him, when he

reads History, which is otherwise little better

than a story-book. Hence too Metrical Com

position, when he reads poetry ;
in order to

stimulate his pow
rers into action in every

practicable way, and to prevent a passive

reception of images and ideas which may else

pass out of the mind as soon as they have

entered it. Let him once gain this habit of me

thod, of starting from fixed points, of making

his ground good as he goes, of distinguishing

what he knows from what he does not, and I

roneeive he will be gradually initiated into
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the largest and truest philosophical views, and

will feel nothing but impatience and disgust at

the random theories and imposing sophistries

and dashing paradoxes, which carry away

half-formed and superficial intellects.

Such parti-coloured ingenuities are indeed

one of the chief evils of the day, and men of

real talent are not slow to minister to them.

An intellectual man, as the world now con

ceives of him, is one who is full of &quot; views
&quot;,

on all subjects of philosophy, on all matters

of the day. It is almost thought a disgrace

not to have a view at a moment s notice on

any question from the Personal Advent to

the Cholera or Mesmerism. This is owing

in great measure to the necessities of perio

dical literature, now so much in request.

Every quarter of a year, every month, every

day, there must be a supply, for the gratifica

tion of the public, of new and luminous

theories on the subjects of religion, foreign

politics, home politics, eivil economy, finance,

trade, agriculture, emigration, and the colo

nies. Sla\ cry, the ^old fields, ( ierman philoso-
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phy, the French Empire, Wellington, Peel,

Ireland. must all be practiced mi, day after

day. by what are called original thinkers.

As the great man s guest must produce his

good stories or songs at the evening banquet,

as the platform orator exhibits his telling

facts at mid-day, so the journalist lies under

the stern obligation of extemporising his

lucid views, leading ideas, and nutshell truths

for the breakfast table. The very nature of

periodical literature, broken into small wholes,

and demanded punctually to an hour, in

volves this extempore philosophy. &quot;Almost

all the Ramblers
&quot;, says Boswell of Johnson,

&quot; were written just as they were wanted for

the press; he sent a certain portion of tin-

copy of an essay, and wrote the remainder

while the former part of it was
printing&quot;.

Few men have the gifts of Johnson, who to

great vigour and resource of intellect, when

it was fairly roused, united a rare eonnnon-

sense and a conscientious regard tor veracity,

whieh preserved him from flippancy ^r extra-

\ .-&quot;^aiiee in \\ritinr. Feu men arc Johnson-
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yet how many men at this day are assailed by

incessant demands on their mental powers,

which only a productiveness like his could

suitably supply ! There is a demand for a

reckless originality of thought, and a spark

ling plausibility of argument, which he would

have despised, even if he could have dis

played ;
a demand for crude theory and un

sound philosophy, rather than none at all.

It is a sort of repetition of the &quot; Quid novi?&quot;

of the Areopagus, and it must have an an

swer. Men must be found, who can treat,

where it is necessary, like the Athenian

Sophist, de omni stibili,

&quot;

Graminaticus, Rhetor, Geometres, Pictor, Aliptes,

Augur, Schoenobatcs, Medicus, Magus, omnia novit&quot;.

I am speaking of such writers with a feel

ing of real sympathy for men who are under

the rod of a cruel slavery. I have never been

in such circumstances myself, nor in the

temptations which they involve ; but most

men who have had to do with composition,

must know the distress which at times it

occasions tliem to have to write a distress
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-ometime- &amp;gt;o keen and so specific, that it

resemble- nothing el&amp;gt;c than bodily pain. That

pain is the token of the wear and tear of

mind : and, if works done comparatively at

leisure involve such mental fatigue and ex

haustion, what must be the toil of those

whose intellects are to be flaunted daily be

fore the public in full dress, and that dress

ever new and varied, and spun, like the silk

worm s, out of themselves ! Still, whatever

true sympathy we may feel for the ministers

of this dearly purchased luxury, and whatever

sense we may have of the great intellectual

power which the literature in question dis

plays, we cannot honestly close our eyes to

the evil.

One other remark suggests itself, which is

the last I shall think it necessary to make.

The authority, which in former times was

lodged in Universities, now resides in verv

great measure in that literary world, as it is

called, to which I have been alluding. This is

not satisfactory, it , as no one can deny, its teach-
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ing be so offhand, so ambitious, so change

able. It increases the seriousness of the mis

chief that so very large a portion of its writers

are anonymous, for irresponsible power never

can be anything but a great evil ; and, more

over, that even when they are known, they

can give no better guarantee of the philoso

phical truth of their principles, than their

popularity at the moment, and their happy

conformity in ethical character to the age

which admires them. Protestants, however,

may do as they like : it is their own concern ;

we are not called upon to thrust upon them

remonstrances which they would stigmatize

as narrow-minded. But at least it concerns

us, that our own literary tribunals and oracles

of moral duty should bear a graver character.

At least it is a matter of deep solicitude to

Catholic Prelates, that their people* should be

taught a wisdom, safe from the excesses and

vagaries of individuals, embodied in institu

tions, which have stood the trial and received

the sanction of ages, and administered by men
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wlio have no need to be anonymous, as being

supported by their consistency with their pre

decessors and with each other.
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DISCOURSES

UNIVERSITY EDUCATION.

DISCOURSE I.

INTRODUCTION.

IN addressing myself to the consideration of a ques

tion which has excited so much interest, and elicited

so much discussion at the present day, as that of

University Education, I feel some explanation is due

from me for supposing, after such high ability and

wide experience have been brought to bear upon it

in both countries, that any field remains for the

additional labours either of a disputant or of an

inquirer. If, nevertheless, I still venture to ask

permission to continue the discussion, already so

protracted, it is because the subject of Liberal Edu

cation, and of the principles on which it must be

conducted, has ever had a hold upon my mind; and

MI iso 1 1 1:1 vr- lived the greater part of my life in a

place which lias all that time been occupied in a
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-&amp;gt;f controversies among its own people and with

-rranift -rs. :nid of measures, experimental or definitive,

bearing upon it. About fifty years since, the Pro

testant University, of Avhich I was so long a member,

after a century of inactivity, at length was roused,

at a time when (as I may say) it was giving no

education at all to the youth committed to its keep

ing, to a sense of the responsibilities which its pro

fession and its station involved
;

and it presents to

us the singular example of an heterogeneous and an

independent body of men, setting about a work of

self-reformation, not from any pressure of public

opinion, but because it was fitting and right to

undertake it. Its initial efforts, begun and carried

on amid many obstacles, were met from without, as

often happens in such cases, by ungenerous and jea

lous criticisms, which were at that very moment

beginning to be unjust. Controversy did but bring

out more clearly to its own apprehension, the views

on which its reformation was proceeding, and throw

them into a philosophical form. The course of bene

ficial change made progress, and what was at first

but the result of individual energy and an act of the

academical corporation, gradually became popular,

and was taken up and carried out by the separate

colh-iate bodies, of which the University is composed.

Tin- was the first stu- e of the controversy. Years

3ed away, and then political adversaries arose,

and ( political i I; but still, as that
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contest was conducted in great measure through the

medium, not of political acts, but of treatises and

pamphlets, it happened as before that the threatened

dangers, in the course of their repulse, did but afford

fuller development and more exact delineation to the

principles of which the University was the represen

tative.

Living then so long as a witness, though hardly

as an actor, in these scenes of intellectual conflict, I

am able, Gentlemen, to bear witness to views of Uni

versity Education, without authority indeed in them

selves, but not without value to a Catholic, and less

familiar to him, as I conceive, than they deserve to

be. And, while an argument originating in them

may be serviceable at this season to that great cause

in which we are just now so especially interested, to

me personally it will afford satisfaction of a peculiar

kind
; for, though it has been my lot for many years

to take a prominent, sometimes a presumptuous, part

in theological disscussions, yet the natural turn of

ni)
r mind carries me off to trains of thought like those

which I am now about to open, which, important

though they be for Catholic objects, and admitting

of a Catholic treatment, arc sheltered from the ex

treme delicacy and peril which attach to disputations

directly bearing on the subjoct matter of Divine Tv&amp;lt;&amp;gt;-

velation.

What m&amp;gt; iK i al character of those views

rsity Education t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; which 1 hav^ alluded, and
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of which I shall avail myself, ran hardly le doubtful,

n. considering the circumstances under

which I am addressing you. I should not propose to

avail myself of a philosophy which I myself had

gained from an heretical seat of learning, unless I

frit that that philosophy was Catholic in its ultimate

source, and In-fitting the mouth of one who is taking

part in a great Catholic work
; nor, indeed, should

I refer at all to the views of men who, however dis

tinguished in this world, were not and are not blessed

with the light of true doctrine, except for one or two

special reasons, which will form, I trust, my sufficient

justification in so doing. One reason is this : It

would concern me, Gentlemen, were I supposed to

have got up my opinions for the occasion. This, in

deed, would have been no reflection on me personally,

supposing I were persuaded of their truth, when at

length addressing myself to the inquiry; but it would

have destroyed, of course, the force of my testimony,

and deprived such arguments, as I might adduce, of

that moral persuasiveness which attends on tried and

sustained conviction. It would have made me seem

the advocate rather than the cordial and deliberate

maintainer and witness of the doctrines which I was

Mipport ;
and while it undoubtedly exemplified

the faith I reposed in the practical judgment of the

Church, and the intimate concurrency of my own

D with the course she had authoritatively sanc

tioned, and the devotion with which I could promptly
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put myself at her disposal, it would have cast suspi

cion on the validity of reasonings and conclusions

which rested on no independent inquiry, and ap

pealed to no past experience. In that case it might

have been plausibly objected by opponents that I was

the serviceable expedient of an emergency, and never

could be more than ingenious and adroit in the ma

nagement of an argument which was not my own, and

which I was sure to forget again as readily as I had

mastered it. But this is not so. The views to which

1 have referred have grown into my whole system of

thought, and are, as it were, part of myself. Many

changes has my mind gone through ;
here it has

known no variation or vacillation of opinion, and

though this by itself is no proof of truth, it puts a

seal upon conviction, and is a justification of earnest

ness and zeal. The principles, which I can now set

forth under the sanction of the Catholic Church, were

my profession at that early period of my life, when

religion was to me more a matter of feeling and ex

perience than of faith. They did but take greater

hold upon me as I was introduced to the records of

Christian Antiquity, and approached in sentiment

and desire to Catholicism
;
and my sense of their

truth has been increased with the experience of every

year since I have been brought within its pale.

And lu-re I am brought to a second and more im

port MM t reason for introducing what I have to say

n the subji-ct &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f Liberal Education with this refer-
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Mhiir nmig it ; and it

-
.;&amp;gt; follow- : In

propo&amp;gt;i
treat of so grave a

matter. I have felt vividly that some apology was due

f
V&quot;in me tor introducing the lucubrations of Protest

ant- into what many men might consider almost a

question of dogma, and T have said to myself about

myself :

&quot; You think it, then, worth while to come

all this way, in order, from your past experience, to

recommend principles which had better be left to the

decision of the theological schools !&quot; The force of this

objection you will see more clearly by considering the

answer I proceed to give to it.

Let it be observed, then, that the principles I

would maintain on the subject of Liberal Education,

although those as I believe of the Catholic Church,

are such as may be gained by the mere experience of

life. They do not simply come of theology they

imply no supernatural discernment they have no

special connection with Revelation; they will be

found t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; he almost self-evident when stated, and to

arise out of the nature of the case : they are dictated

by that human prudence and wisdom which is attain

able where grace is quite away, and recognized by

&amp;gt;implr
r.iimnin sense, even where self-interest is not

present to sharpen it; and, therefore, though time,

and just, and good in them*rlvf&amp;lt;, though sanctioned

,md used by Catholicism, they argue nothing what

irv i.r faith of thoM- \yh,, maintain

Tii- \vcll as
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by Catholics; they may, accidentally, in certain

times and places, be taught by Protestants to Catho

lics, without any derogation from the claim which

Catholics make to special spiritual illumination.

This being the case, I may without offence, on the

present occasion, when speaking to Catholics, appeal

to the experience of Protestants; I may trace up my
own distinct convictions on the subject to a time

when apparently I was not even approximating to

Catholicism
;

I may deal with the question, as I

really believe it to be, as one of philosophy, practical

wisdom, good sense, not of theology; and, such as I

am, I may, notwithstanding, presume to treat of it in

the presence of those who, in every religious sense,

are my fathers and my teachers.

Nay, not only may the true philosophy of Edu

cation be held by Protestants, and at a given time,

or in a given place, be taught by them to Catholics,

but further than this, there is nothing strange in the

idea, that here or there, at this time or that, it

should be understood better, and held more firmly by

Protestants than by ourselves. The very circum

stance that it is founded on truths in the natural

order, accounts for the possibility of its being some

times or somewhere understood outside the Church,

more accurately than within her fold. Where the

sun shines bright, in the warm climate of the south,

the natives of the place know little of safeguards

jainsl
&amp;gt; old and wet. They have, indeed, bleak and
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piercing blasts; they have chill and pouring rain;

but only now and then, for a day or a week
; they

bear the inconvenience as they best may, but they

have not made it an art to repel it
;

it is not worth

their while
;
the science of calefaction and ventila

tion is reserved for the north. It is in this way that

Catholics stand relatively to Protestants in the

science of Education; Protestants are obliged to

depend on human means solely, and they are, there

fore, led to make the most of them
;

it is their sole

resource to use what they have; &quot;Knowledge is&quot;

their
&quot;power&quot;

and nothing else; they are the

anxious cultivators of a rugged soil. It is otherwise

with us
; funes ceciderunt mihi in prcedaris. We

have a goodly inheritance. The Almighty Father

takes care of us; He has promised to do so; His

word cannot fail, and we have continual experience

of its fulfilment. This is apt to make us, I will not

say, rely too much on prayer, on the Divine Word and

Blessing, for we cannot pray too much, or expect too

much from our great Lord
;
but we sometimes forget

that we shall please Him best, and get most from Him,

when we use what we have in nature to the utmost,

tit the same time that we look out for what is beyond

nature in the confidence of faith and hope. However,

we are M. nit ti UK &amp;gt; tempted to let tilings take their

course, as if they would in one way or another turn

up right at la&amp;gt;t l r certain ; and so \\v go mi, getting

int.&quot; dilYiciiltio and getting &amp;lt;&amp;gt;ut .f them, lUCCeedi

EX. LIBRIS
REV. c. v &quot;

BRA
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certainly ou the whole, but with failure in detail

which might be avoided, and with much of imper

fection or inferiority in our appointments and plans,

and much disappointment, discouragement, and colli

sion of opinion in consequence. We leave God to

fight our battles, and so He does
;
but He corrects

us while lie prospers us. We cultivate the inno

cence of the dove more than the wisdom of the ser

pent ;
and we exemplify our Lord s word and incur

His rebuke, when He declared that &quot; the children of

this world were in their generation wiser than the

children of
light&quot;.

It is far from impossible, then, at first sight, that

on the subject before us, Protestants may have dis

cerned the true line of action, and estimated its im

portance aright. It is possible that they have in

vestigated and ascertained the main principles, the

necessary conditions of education, better than some

among ourselves. It is possible at first sight, and it

is probable in the particular case, when we consider,

on the one hand, the various and opposite positions,

which they enjoy relatively to each other
; yet, on

the other, the uniformity of the conclusions to which

they arrive. The Protestant communions, I need

hardly say, are respectively at a greater and a less

distance from the Catholic Church, with more or with

less of Catholic doctrine and of Catholic principle in

them. Supposing, then, it should turn out, on a

survey &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t their opinions ;md their policy, that in pro-
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portion as they approach, in the genius of their re

ligion. t: Catholicism, so do they become clear in

their enunciation of a certain principle in education,

that very circumstance would be an argument, as

far as it went, for concluding that in Catholicism

itself the recognition of that principle would, in

its seats of education, be distinct and absolute.

Xow, I conceive that this remark applies in the

controversy to which I am addressing myself. I

must anticipate the course of future remarks so far

as to say what you have doubtless, Gentlemen, your

selves anticipated before I say it, that the main prin

ciple on which I shall have to proceed is this that

Education must not be disjoined from Religion, or

that Mixed Schools, as they are called, in which

teachers and scholars are of different religious

creeds, none of which, of course, enter into the mat

ter of instruction, are constructed on a false idea.

Here, then, I conceive I am right in saying that

every sect of Protestants, which has retained the idea

of religious truth and the necessity of faith, which

has any dogma to profess and any dogma to lose,

makes that dogma the basis of its Education, secular

as well as religious, and is jealous of those attempts

to establish schools of a purely secular character,

which the inconvenience of religious differences

urges upon politician* f the day. This circum-

stance i- -trikin- 11 natuiv as ill itsdf to
justify

inf. as I ^&quot;ii-i lcr. in in\
p]&quot;|,,,,r&amp;lt;l appeal in this cn-
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trovcrsy to arguments and testimony short of Ca

tholic.

Now, Gentlemen, let me be clearly understood here.

I know quite well that there are multitudes of

Protestants who are advocates for Mixed Education

to the fullest extent, even so far as to desire the in

troduction of Catholics themselves into their colleges

and schools; but then, first, they are those for the

most part who have no creed or dogma whatever to

defend, to sacrifice, to surrender, to compromise, to

hold back, or to
&quot; mix

&quot;,

when they call out for

Mixed Education. There are many Protestants of

benevolent tempers and business-like minds, who

think that all who are called Christians do in fact

agree together in essentials, though they will not

allow it; and who, inconsequence, call on all parties

in educating their youth for the world to eliminate

differences, which are certainly prejudicial, as soon

as they are proved to be immaterial. It is not sur

prising that clear-sighted persons should fight against

the maintenance and imposition of private judgment

in matters of public concern. It is not surprising

that statesmen, with a thousand conflicting claims

;ind interests to satisfy, should fondly aim at a

forfeited privilege of Catholic times, when they

would have had at least one distraction the less in the

simplicity of National Education. And next, I can

conceive tin- most, consistent m-n, and the most

in (I to lh&amp;lt;-ir own system &quot;! doctrine.
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neverthel titing to schemes of Education from

which IMigk ii i&amp;gt; altogether or almost excluded. from

the -^ity, or the recommendations &amp;lt;t r.\-

Lence.
Nece-&amp;gt;ity

has no law, and expedience is

often one form of nece. ity. It is no principle with

4ble men, of whatever cast of opinion, to do

always what is abstractedly best. Where no direct

duty forbids, we may he obliged to do, as being best

under circumstances, what we murmur and rise

against, while AVC do it. &quot;We see that to attempt

more is to effect less
;
that we must accept so much,

or gain nothing ;
and so perforce we reconcile cur

sives to what we would have far otherwise, if we

could. Thus a system of [Mixed Education may, in

a particular place or time, be the least of evils
;

it

maybe of long standing; it may be dangerous to

meddle with
;

it may be professedly a temporary

arrangement ;
it may be in an improving state

;
its

disadvantages may be neutralised by the persons by

whom, or the provisions under which, it is admi

nistered,

Protestants then, in matter of fact, are found to

be both advocates and promoter- of Mixed Education
;

but tlii-. as I think will appear on inojiiry, only

under the conditions I have &amp;gt;et down, first, when;

tln-y have n&amp;lt; special attachment t&amp;lt; the dogmas \\liich

mpromised in the comprehension ;
and next,

when they find it impossible, much as they may de-

it. t carry &quot;tit their attachment t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; them in
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practice, without prejudicial consequences greater

than those which that comprehension involves. Men

who profess a religion, if left to themselves, make re

ligious and secular Education one. Where, for in

stance, shall we find greater diversity of opinion,

greater acrimony of mutual opposition, than between

the two parties, High Church and Low, which mainly

constitute the Established Keligion of England and

Ireland ? Yet those parties, differing, as they do,

from each other in other points, are equally opposed

to the efforts of politicians to fuse their respective

systems of Education with those either of Catholics

or of sectaries
;
and it is only the strong expedience

of concord and the will of the state which reconcile

them to the necessity of a fusion with each other.

Again, we all know into what various persuasions

the English constituency is divided more, indeed,

than it is easy to enumerate
; yet, since the great

majority of that constituency, amid its differences,

and in its several professions, distinctly dogmatises,

whether it be Anglican, Wesleyan, Calvinistic, or so

culled Evangelical (as is distinctly shown, if in no

other way, by its violence against Catholics), the con-

seqiu iice is, that, in spite of serious political obstacles

and of the reluctance of statesmen, it has up to this

time been resolute and successful in preventing the

national separation of secular and religious Educa

tion. This concurrence, then, in various instances,

supposing it to i \i&amp;lt;t, as I believe it docs, of a dogma-
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tic faith &amp;lt;&amp;gt;n the one hand, and an abhorrence of

Mixed Education on the other, is a phenomenon

which, though happening among Protestants, de

mands the attention of Catholics, over and above the

argumentative basis, on which, in the instance of

each particular sect, this abhorrence would be found

to rest.

While then, I conceive that certain Protestant

bodies may, under circumstances, decide, more suc

cessfully than Catholics of a certain locality or period,

a point of religious philosophy or policy, and may so

far give us a lesson in perspicacity or prudence, with

out any prejudice to our claims to the exclusive

possession of Revealed Truth, I say, they are in mat

ter of fact likely to have done so in a case like the

present, in which, amid all the variety of persuasions

into which Protestantism necessarily splits, they

agree together in a certain practical conclusion, which

each of them in turn sees to be necessary for its own

particular maintenance. Nor is there surely anything

.startling or novel in such an admission. The Church

has ever appealed and deterred to testimonies and

authorities external to herself, in those matters in

which she thought they had means of forming a

judgment: and that on the principle Caique in sua

arte crcdcndam. She has ever used unbelievers and

pagans in evidence of her truth, as far as their testi

mony went. She a\aiU hei&amp;gt;elf of heretical .v-h .lai

critics, and antiquarians rkd her tli
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logical teaching in the phraseology of Aristotle
;

A|uila, Symmachus, Theodotion, Origen, Eusebiu*,

and Apollinaris, all more or less heterodox, have sup

plied materials for primitive exegetics. St. Cyprian

called Tertullian his master; Bossuet, in modern

times, complimented the labours of the Anglican

Bull
;

the Benedictine editors of the Fathers are

familiar with the labours of Fell, Ussher, Pearson,

and Bcveridge. Pope Benedict XIV. cites according

to the occasion the works of Protestants without

reserve, and the late French collection of Christian

Apologists contains the writings of Locke, Burnet,

Tillotson, and Paley. If then, I come forward in

any degree as borrowing the views of certain Pro

testant schools on the point which is to be discussed,

I do so, not, Gentlemen, as supposing that even in

philosophy the Catholic Church herself, as represented

by her theologians or her schools, has anything to

learn from men or bodies of men external to her

pale ;
but as feeling, first, that she has ever, in the

plenitude of her divine illumination, made use of

Nvliatevur truth or wisdom she has found in their

Irarhing or their measures; and next, that in par

ticular times or places some of her children are

likely to profit from external suggestions or lessons

which are in no sense necessary for herself.

And in thus speaking of human philosophy, I have

intimated the mode in which I propose to handle my

subject altogether. Observe, then, Gentlemen, I have
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intention &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f 1 (ringing into the argument the

authority of the Church at all; but I shall consider

the question simply on the grounds of human reason

and human wisdom. And from this it follows that,

viewing it as a matter of argument, judgment, pro

priety, and expedience, I am not called upon to deny

that in particular cases a course has been before now

advisable for Catholics in regard to the education of

their youth, and has been, in fact, adopted, which was

not abstractedly the best, and is no pattern and pre

cedent for others. Thus in the early ages the Church

sanctioned her children in frequenting the heathen

schools for the acquisition of secular accomplish

ments, where, as no one can doubt, evils existed,

at least as great as can attend on Mixed Edu

cation now. The gravest Fathers recommended

for Christian youth the use of Pagan masters
;

the most saintly Bishops and most authoritative

Doctors had been sent in their adolescence by
Christian parents to Pagan lecture halls*. And,
not to take other instances, at this very time,

and in this very country, as regards at least the

rer classes of the community, whose secular

acquirements ever must be limited, it has ap

proved itself not only to Protestant state Eccl

astics. who cann&amp;lt;t be supposed to be very sensitive

about doctrinal truth, bin
-n.-ion,

I. L Al
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even to many of our must venerated Bishops, to

-ulVer, under the circumstances, a system of Mixed

Education in the schools called National.

On this part of the question, however, I have nut

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; enter: for I confine myself to the subject of Uni

versity Education. But even here it would ill have

become me to pretend, simply on my own judgment,

to decide on a point so emphatically practical, as

regards a state of society, about which I have much

to learn, on any abstract principles, however true and

important. It would have been presumptuous in me

so to have acted, nor am I so acting. It is my hap

piness in a matter of Christian duty, about which

the most saintly and the most able may differ, to be

guided simply by the decision and recommendation of

the Holy See, the judge and finisher of all contm-

versi That decision indeed, I repeat, shall not

enter into my argument ;
but it is my own reason

for arguing. I am trusting my own judgment on tin 1

subject, because I find it is the judgment of him who

has upon his shoulder the government and the solici

tude of all the Churches. I appear before you.

(.entlemen, not prior to the decision of Rome on the

question of which I am to treat, but after it. My
sole aspiration and I cannot have a higher under

the heavens is to be the servant of the Vicar of

rliri&amp;lt;t. lit- has functioned at this time a particular

measure for his children wh&amp;gt; speak the English

tongue,
and the di,tin-iii&amp;gt;lied persons by whom it is

ti
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to be carrii d &amp;lt;&amp;gt;ut have honoured me with a &amp;gt;haiv in

their work. I take thii - I linl them; I km&amp;gt;\\

nothing of tin- past ;
I find myself here ; 1 -et in}

to the duties I find here
;

I set myself to further, by

every means in my power, doctrines and view*, true

in themselves, recognised by all Catholics as such,

familiar to my own mind
;
and to do this quite apart

from the consideration of questions wliich have been

determined without me and before me. I am here

the advocate and the minister of a certain great prin

ciple ; yet not merely advocate and minister, else had

I not been here at all. It has been my previou.-

keen sense and hearty reception of that principle, that

has been at once the cause, as I must suppose, of my

selection, and the ground of my acquiescence. I am

told on authority that a principle is necessary, wliich

I have ever felt to be true. As the royal matron in

sacred history consigned the child she had made her

own to the charge of its natural mother; so truths

and duties, which come of unaided reason, not of

grace, which were already intimately mine by the

workings of my own mind, and the philosophy of hu

man schools, are now committed to my care, to nur.-e

and to cherish, by her and for her who. acting on the

s i five -. flier divinely inspired discernment, has

in this instance honoured with a royal adoption the

sugg sti&quot;ii&amp;gt; of reason.

Happy mother, who p i hrr oiVspring ba -k l&amp;gt;v

in-j him up. and gained, at another s \\ord
?
what
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her oAvn most jealous artifices had foiled to secure at

home! Gentlemen, I have not yet ended the expla

nations with which I must introduce myself to your

notice. If I have been expressing a satisfaction that

opinions, early imbibed and long cherished in my
own mind, now come to me with the Church s seal

upon them, do not imagine that I am indulging a

subtle kind of private judgment, especially unbecom

ing in a Catholic. It would, I think, be unjust to

me, were any one to gather, from what I have been

saying, that I had so established myself in my own

ideas and in my old notions, as a centre of thought,

that, instead of coming to the Church to be taught, I

was but availing myself of such opportunities as she

gave me, to force principles on your attention which I

hud adopted without her. It would, indeed, be a

most unworthy frame of mind, to view her sanction,

however it could ho got, as a sort of leave or permit,

whereby the intellect obtains on outlet, whieh it i-

ever coveting, to range freely once in a way, and t.

enjoy itself in a welcome, because a rare holiday.

Not so; human \visdom, at the very best, even in

matters of religious policy, is principally but a

homage, eertainly no essential service to Divine

Truth. Nor is the Church some stern mistr.

practised only in refusal and prohibition, to be obeyed

grudgingly and dexterously overreached; but a kind

and watchful teacher and guide, encouraging us |i.i

i in flic pafli of (ruth amid the
peril.-,

uhich h,
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it. Deeply &amp;lt;L. I fe&amp;lt;-l. ever will I
prTi&amp;gt;t,

tor I can

appeal t&amp;lt; the ample testimony of history to bear un

cut, that, in questions of right and wrong then- i-

nothing really strong in the whole world, nothing de-

ri&amp;gt;ive and operative, but the voice of him, to whom

have been committed the keys of the kingdom and the

oversight of Christ s flock. That voice is now, as

ever it has been, a real authority, infallible when it

teaches, prosperous when it commands, ever taking

the lead wisely and distinctly in its own province,

adding certainty to what is probable, and persuasion

to what is certain. Before it speaks, the most saintly

may mistake; and after it has spoken, the most

gifted must obey.

I have said this in explanation ;
but it has an ap

plication if you will let me so say, far beyond myself.

Perhaps we have all need to be reminded, in one way
or another, as regards our habitual view of things, if

not our formal convictions, of the greatness of au

thority and the intensity of power, which accompany
the decisions of the Holy See. I can fancy, Gentle

men, among those who hear me there may be those

who would be willing to acquit the principles of Edu

cation which I am to advocate of all fault whatever,

except that of being impracticable. I can fancy

them to grant to me, that those principles are most

correct and most obvious, simply irresistible on

pa prr, yet, aftrr all, nothing more than the dreams of

men \\lio live i-uT of the \\nrld. and who d&amp;lt;&amp;gt; imt



the difficulty of keeping Catholicism anyhow afloat

on the bosom of this wonderful nineteenth century.

Proved, indeed, those principles are to demonstra

tion, but they will not work. Nay, it was my own

admission just now, that, in a particular instance, it

might easily happen that what is only second best is

best practically, because what is actually best is out

of the question. This, I hear you say to yourselves,

is the state of things at present. You recount in

detail the numberless impediments, great and small,

threatening and vexatious, which at every step em

barrass the attempt to carry out ever so poorly a

principle in itself so true and ecclesiastical. You

appeal in your defence to wise and sagacious intel

lects, who are far from enemies, if not to Catholicism,

at least to the Irish Hierarchy, and you simply

despair, or rather you absolutely disbelieve, that

Education can possibly be conducted, here and now,

OH a theological principle, or that youths of different

religions can, in matter of fact, be educated apart

from each other. The more you think over the state

of politics, the position of parties, the feelings of

classes, and the experience of the past, the more chi

merical does it seem to you to aim at anything

leyond a University of Mixed Instruction. Nay, even

if the attempt could accidentally succeed, would not

the mischief exceed tin.- benefits of it ? Hmv great the

sacrifice, in how many \\ays. by which it would hi-

edt tl and followed ! lm\\ many wounds, open
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and secret, \voiild it iullict upon tin- body politic !

And. if it tails, which is to be expected, then a double

mischief will ensue from ite _nition of evils which

it has been unable to remedy. These are your deep mis

givings ; and, in proportion to the force with which

they come to you, is the concern and anxiety which

they occasion you, that there should be those whom

you love, whom you revere, who from one cause or

other refuse to enter into them.

This, I repeat, is what some good Catholics will

say to me, and more than this. They will express

themselves better than I can speak for them with

more nature and point, with more force of argument

and fulness of detail; and I will frankly and at

once acknowledge, Gentlemen, that I do not mean

here to give a direct answer to their objections.

I do not say an answer cannot be given; on

the contrary, I may have a confident expectation

that, in proportion as those objections are looked

in the face, they will fade away. But, however

this may be, it would not become me to argue

the matter with those who understand the cir

cumstances of the problem so much better than

myself. What do I know of the state of things in

Ireland that I should presume to put ideas of mine,

which could not be right exrept by accident, by
the side of theirs, who

&amp;gt;pr
;t k in the country of thrir

birth and their liuim-? No, &amp;lt; .rntlrmni. you are

natural judges of the difficulties which besel us, and
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they a iv doubtless greater than I can even fancy or

ibivbode. Let me, for the sake of argument, admit all

you say against our enterprise, and a great deal more.

Four proof of its intrinsic impossibility shall be to

me as demonstrative as my own of its theological cor

rectness. Why then should I be so rash and perverse

as to involve myself in trouble not properly mine ?

Why go out of my own place ? How is it that I do

not know when I am well off? Why so headstrong

and reckless as to lay up for myself miscarriage and

disappointment, as though I had not enough of my
own ?

Considerations such as these might have been

simply decisive in time past for the boldest and most

able among us
; now, however, I have one resting

point, just one, one plea which serves me in the stead

of all direct argument whatever, which hardens me

; i gainst censure, which encourages me against fear,

and to which I shall ever come round, when I hear

the question of the practicable and the expedient

brought into discussion. After all, Peter has spoken.

Peter is no recluse, no abstracted student, no dreamer

about the past, no doter upon the dead and gone, no

pr&amp;lt; tjector of the visionary. Peter for eighteen hundred

years has lived in the world
;
he has seen all fortunes, he

has encountered all adversaries, he has shaped himself

for all emergencies. If there ever was a power on earth

who hud an eye for the times, \vlio has rnnlined him-

If to the practicable, and ha&amp;gt; lu-rn liapjy in his an-
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tu
ipution&amp;gt;.

who&amp;gt; L
- word- have been deed-. and whose

o&amp;gt;mmun&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;
proph(M-i&amp;lt;-.

such is he in the history of

g win. Hts on from generation to generation in the

Chair of the Apostles us the Vicar of Christ and

Doctor of His Church.

Notions, then, taught me long ago by others, long

cherished in my own mind, these are not my confi

dence. Their truth does not make them feasible, nor

their reasonableness persuasive. Rather, I would

meet the objector by an argument of his own sort. If

you tell me this work will fail, I will make answer,

the worker is apt to succeed, and I trust in my know

ledge of the past more than in your prediction of the

future. It was said by an old philosopher, who de

clined to reply to an emperor s arguments,
&quot;

It is not

safe controverting with the master of twenty legions&quot;.

What Augustus had in the material order, that, and

much more, has Peter in the spiritual. Peter has

spoken by Pius, and when was Peter ever unequal

to the occasion? AVhen has he not risen with the

crisis ? What dangers have ever daunted him ?

What sophistry foiled him ? What uncertainties

misled him ? When did ever any power go to war

with Peter, material or moral, civilized or savage,

and got the better? When did tin- whole world ever

baud together against him solitary, and not find him

I.... many for them ?

These are not the words .! rhetoric, Gentlemen.

but f history. All who take part \\ith Peter are &amp;lt;m
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the winning side. The Apostle says not in order T&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

iinsiy. tor he lias inherited that word which is with

p&amp;gt;\ver.
From the first he has looked through the

wide world, of which he has the burden, and

according to the need of the day, and the inspirations

of his Lord, he has set himself, now to one thing, now

to another, but to all in season, and to nothing in

vain. He came first upon an age of refinement and

luxury like our own, and in spite of the persecutor

fertile in the resources of his cruelty, he soon

gathered, out of all classes of society, the slave, the

soldier, the high-born lady, and the sophist, to form

a people for his Master s honour. The savage hordes

came down in torrents from the north, hideous even

to look upon ;
and Peter went out with holy water

and with beuison, and by his very eye he sobered

them and backed them in full career. They turned

aside, and flooded the whole earth, but only to be

more surely civilized by him, and to be made ten

times more his children even than the older popu

lations they had overwhelmed. Lawless kings

arose, sagacious as the Roman, passionate as the Hun,

yet in him they found their match, and were shat

tered, and he lived on. The gates of the earth were

opened to the east and west, and men poured out to

take possession; and he and his went with them, swept

along by zeal and charity as fur as they by enterprise,

covetousness, or ambition, lias lie failed in his siic-

up lo this hour? Did lie, in our fathers day.
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Tl&amp;lt;

tail in lfi&amp;gt;
&amp;gt;trug

jli- with Joseph of Germany and ln-

utederates. with Napoleon, a greater name, and In

dependent kings, that, though in another kind of fight,

lie should fail in ours? What grey hairs are on the

head of Judah. whose youth is renewed like the eagle s,

whose feet are like the feet of harts, and underneath

the everlasting Arms?
* .

In the first centuries of the Church all this was a

mere point of faith, but every age as it has come has

stayed up faith by sight ;
and shame on us if, with

the accumulated witness of eighteen centuries, our

eyes are too gross to see what the Saints have ever

anticipated. Education, Gentlemen, involved as it

is in the very idea of a religion such as ours,

cannot be a strange work at any time in the hands

uf the Vicar of Christ. The heathen forms of

religion thought it enough to amuse and quiet

the populace with spectators, and, on the other hand,

to bestow a dignity and divine sanction upon the

civil ruler: but Catholicism addi itself dinrtlv
i

to the heart and conscience of the individual.

The Religion which numbers Baptism and Penance,

among its sacraments, cannot be neglectful of the

soul s training; the Creed which opens and iv-

Ivefl into so maK-tic and so living a theology, cannot

but subserv* the cultivation of the intellect; the R,._

velation which trlls us of truths otherwise utterly

hid from US, cannot be
ju&amp;gt;tly

called tin- eiiein,

knowled-.&quot;. the \Vuixhiri. whirh ^ jo awl ul and
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thrilling, cannot lut teed the aspirations of genius, and

move the affections from their depths. The Institu

tion, which has flourished in centuries the most famed

tor mental activity and cultivation, which has come

into collision, to say no more, with the schools of

Antioch and Alexandria, Athens and Edessa, Sara

cenic Seville, and Protestant Berlin, cannot be want

ing in experience what to do now, and when to do it.

lie whom the Almighty left behind to be His repre

sentative on earth, has&quot; ever been jealous, as beseemed

him, as of God s graces, so also of His gifts. He has

been as tender of the welfare and interests of human

science as he is loval to the divine truth which is his

peculiar charge. He has ever been the foster-father

of secular knowledge, and has rejoiced in its growth,

while he has primed away its self-destructive luxuriance.

Least of all can the Catholics of two islands, which

have been heretofore so singularly united in the cul

tivation and diffusion of Knowledge, under the auspi-

of the Apostolic See, we surely, Gentlemen, are

not the persons to distrust its wisdom and its fortune

when it sends us on a similar mission now. I can

not forget, Gentlemen, that at a time when Celt and

Saxon were alike savage, it was the See of Peter that

gave both of them first faith, and then civilization;

and then, again, bound them together in one by the

seal of that joint commission which it gau tin-in to

convert and illuminate in turn the pagan Continent.

1 iniiiot forcet h\\ it \\a&amp;gt; fmm Tvinc that the
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St. Patrick was sent to Ireland, and did a

work so great, that lit- may be said to have had no suc

cessor in it
;
the sanctity, and learning, and zeal,

and charity which followed being but the result of

the one impulse which he gave. I cannot forget how,

in no long time, under the fostering breath of the

Vicar of Christ, a country of heathen superstitions

became the very wonder and asylum of all people ;

the wonder by reason of its knowledge, sacred and

profane ;
the asylum for religion, literature, and

science, chased away from the Continent by barbaric

invaders. I recollect its hospitality freely accorded

to the pilgrim ;
its volumes munificently presented to

the foreign student; and the prayers, and blessings,

and holy rites, and solemn chants, which sanctified the

while both giver and receiver. Nor can I forget how

my own England had meanwhile become the solici

tude of the same unwearied Eye; how Augustine was

sent to us by Gregory ;
how he fainted in the way in

terror at our barbarian name, and, but for the Pope,

had returned as from an impossible expedition ;
how

lie was forced on &quot;in weakness, and in fear, and in

much trembling&quot;, until he had achieved the conquest
..fall En-land to Christ. Nor, how it came to p ;

that, when Augustine died and his work slackened,

another Pope, unvaried still, sent three great Stiint-

fl-uin K&quot;llie to educate and iviine tile people lie bad

nverted Tlmv
h..ly men set .. U t f,,i- England to-

iher. of diileivm nation- ; Theodore, an Asiatic
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. from Tarsus ; Adrian, an African
;
Bennett

alone a Saxon, for Peter knows no distinction of race-

in his ecumenical work
; they came with theology

and science in their train
;
with relics, and with pic

tures, and with manuscripts of the Holy Fathers and

the Greek classics
;
and Theodore and Adrian founded

schools, secular and religious, all over England, while

Bennett brought to the north the large library he had

collected in foreign parts, and, with plans and orna

mental work from France, erected a church of stone,

under the invocation of St. Peter, after the Eoman

fashion, &quot;which&quot;, says the historian,* &quot;he most

affected&quot;. I call to mind how St. Wilfrid, St. John

of Beverly, St. Bede, and other saintly men, carried

on the good work in the following generations, and

how from that time forth the two islands, England

and Ireland, in a dark and dreary age, were the two

lights of Christendom
;
and nothing passed between

them, and no personal aims were theirs, save the inter

change of kind offices and the rivalry of love.

! memorable time when St. Aidan and the Irish

Monks went up to Lindisfarne and Melrose, and

taught the Saxon youth, and a St. Cuthbert and a St.

Eata repaid their gracious toil ! ! blessed days of

peace and confidence, when Mailduf penetrated to

Malmesbury in the south, which has inherited his

name, and founded there the famous school which

,

i In
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LTH ve birth to tli. _. --. Aldhelm! o!

1 and testimony of i charity, when, as Ahlhclin

in turn tells us. the English went to Ireland &quot; nume

rous as 1
: when the Saxon St. Egbert and St.

Willihrod, preachers to the heathen Prisons, made the

voyage t&amp;lt; Ireland to prepare themselves for their

work ; and when from Ireland went forth to Germany
the two noble Ewalds, Saxons also, to earn the crown

of martyrdom. Such a period, indeed, so rich in

grace, in peace, in love, and in good works, could only

last for a season
; but, even when the light was to

pass away, the two sister islands were destined not to

forfeit, but to transfer it. The time came when a

neighbouring country was in turn to hold the mission

they have so long and so well fulfilled
; and, when to

it they made over their honourable office, faithful to the

alliance of two hundred years, they did the solemn

act together. High up in the north, upon the Tyne.

the pupil of St. Theodore, St. Adrian, and St. Den

nett, for forty years was Bede, the light of the

whole western world ; as happy, too, in his scholar*

round about him, as in his celebrity and influence

in the length and breadth of Christendom. And,

a generation before him, St. John of Reverly,

taught by the same masters, had for thirty years

been shedding the lustre of his smctity and learnin-

upon the Ajchiepiscopal srhtml n\ York. Annum-

the pupils of tlioe .vlrbrated mrn the learned

Alcnin stood first; but Alciiin, not content even
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with the training wliich Saints could give him,

betook himself to the -i-tcr island, and remained a

whole twelve years in the Irish schools. When

Charlemagne would revive science and letters in his

own France, to England he sent for masters, and to

the cloisters of St. John Beverly and St. Bede; and

Alcuin, the scholar both of the Saxon and the Celt, was

the chief of those who went forth to supply the need

of the Great Emperor. Such was the foundation of

the school of Paris, from which, in the course of cen

turies, sprang the famous University, the glory of the

middle a;_
i

The past never returns; the course of things, old

in its texture, is ever new in its colouring and

fashion. Ireland and England are not what they

once were, but Rome is where it was; Peter is the

&amp;gt;amo;
his zeal, his charity, his mission, his gifts, are

the same. He, of old time, made us one by making us

joint teachers of the nations; and now, surely, he is

giving us a like mission, and we shall become one

again, while we zealously and lovingly fulfil it.





DISCOURSE II.

THEOLOGY A BRANCH &amp;lt;&amp;gt;F KNOWLEDGE.

GREAT as are the secular benefits ascribed by the

philosopher of the day to the present remarkable

reception in so many countries of the theory of

Private Judgment, it is not without its political

drawbacks, which the statesman at least, whatever

In- Ins predilections for Protestantism, cannot in

candour refuse to admit. If it has stimulated tli

activity of the intellect in those nations which have

surrendered themselves to its influence, on the other

hand it has provided no sufficient safeguards against

that activity preying on itself. This inconvenience

indeed matters comparatively little to the man of

letters, who often has no end in view beyond mental

activity itself, of whatever description, and lias before

now even laid it down, as the rule of his philosophy,

that tin 1

good of man counts, not in the
\

ion

of truth, but in an interminable s&amp;lt;arch after it. lint

&amp;gt;ther\vi&amp;lt;e with those who -.in.- &amp;gt; 1 in the
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of lift
1

, \vliu have work ami responsibility,

who have measures to carry through and objects to

accomplish, who only see what is before them, recog

nize what is tangible, and reverence what succeeds.

The statesman especially, who has to win, to attach,

to reconcile, to secure, to govern, looks for one thing

more than any thing else how he may do his work

with least trouble, how he may best persuade the

wheels of the political machine to go smoothly,

silently, and steadily; and with this prime deside

ratum nothing interferes so seriously as that indefi

nite multiplication of opinions and wills which it is

the boast of Protestantism to have introduced.

Amid the overwhelming difficulties of his position,

the most Protestant of statesmen will be sorely

tempted, in disparagement of his cherished principles,

to make a passionate wish, that the people he has to

govern, could have, I will not say with the imperial

tyrant, one neck, but, what is equally impossible,

one private judgment.

This embarrassment makes itself especially felt,

when he addresses himself to the great question of

National Education. He is called upon to provide

t &quot;i- the .duration of the people at large; and that the

more urgently, because the- religious sentiments,

which Private Judgment pivsiipposes and fosters,

demand it. Tin- classes and bndie&amp;gt; in whom political

power is loci lam. .in- f,, r National Education; lie

n-x himself to give then. riuii: but Edu-
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cation of course implies principles and views, and

when he proceeds to lay down any whatever, the

very same parties who pressed him forward, from,

their zeal for Education in the abstract, fall out with

each other and with him, about every conceivable

plan which is proposed to them in a substantive

shape. All demand of him, what each in turn

forbids; his proceedings are brought to what is

familiarly called &quot;a
lock&quot;;

he can neither advance

nor recede; and he loses time and toil in attempting

an impossible problem. It would not be wonderful,

if,
in these trying difficulties, he were to envy the

comparative facility of the problem of Education in

purely Catholic countries, where certain fundamental

principles are felt to be as sure as external facts, and

where, in consequence, it is almost as easy to con

struct a national system of teaching, as to raise the

hool-houses in which it is to be administered.

Under these circumstances, he naturally looks

about him for methods of eliminating from his

problem its intractable conditions, which are wholly

&amp;gt;r principally religious. He sees then that all would

&quot;isy,
could he but contrive to educate apart from

religion, not compromising indeed his own private

religious persuasion, whatever it happens to be, but

hiding one and all professions of faith from the

national MI. And thus he is led, by extreme

&amp;lt;

\|&amp;gt;e&amp;lt;licnce
and political necessity, to sanction the

ti&quot;H &amp;lt;&amp;gt;{ scuilai
1

instruction tivm religion
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ralili^liiiieiit &amp;lt;it what arc called

; - Mixed Sel&amp;gt; Such a procedure, I say, on tli.

part of a statesman. is- but a natural effort, under

the circumstances of his day, to appropriate to him

self a privilege, without the Church s aid, which the

Church alone can bestow; and he becomes what is

called a Liberal, as the very nearest approach he can

make, in a Protestant country, to being a Catholic.

Since his schools cannot have one faith, he deter

mines, as the best choice left to him, that they shall

have none.

Nothing surely is more intelligible than conduct

like this; and the more earnest is his patriotism, the

warmer his philanthropy, the more of statesmanship,

the more of administrative talent he possesses, the

more cordially will he adopt it. And hence it is that

at the present day, when so much benevolence and

practical wisdom are to be found among public men.

there is a growing movement in favour of Mixed

Education, whether as regards the higher .r the

lower classes, on the simple ground, that nothing

else remains to be done. So far, I say, is intelli

gible; but there are higher aspects of the question

than that of political utility. My business is, not

with the mere statesman, but with those who pro,

t&amp;gt; regulate their publi uluct by principle and

]&amp;gt;/](
. I want to see into what principles sud

p..liry resolves it&amp;gt;elf,
when submitted to a phj|,

pliical analysis, tor then \ve ^h;dl In- 1-
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determine what should be a Catholic s judgment

upon it.

Now, on entering upon my subject, first of all I

put aside the question of the mixed education of the

loAver classes, being concerned only with University

Education. Having done this, I am able to bring

the question to this simple issue. A University, as

the name implies, is the seat of universal knowledge;

it follows then at once to ask, whether this definition

of a University, which can hardly be gainsaid, is

compatible with the political expedient which I have

been describing: whether it is philosophical or pos

sible to profess all branches of knowledge, yet to

exclude one, and that one not the lowest in the

series.

But this, of course, is to assume that Theology is

a science, and an important one: so I will express

myself in a more general form. I say, then, that if

a University be, from the nature of the case, a place

of instruction, where universal knowledge is pro-

-d, and if in a certain University, so called, the

subject of Religion is excluded, one of two conclusions

is inevitable, either, on the one hand, that the

province of Religion is very barren of real knowledge,

or, on the other, that in such University one special

and important branch of knowledge is omitted. I

. the advocate of such an institution must say

this, &amp;lt;&amp;gt;r must say thai ; lie must own, either that little

or iK tlm. known about the Supreme Being, or
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that his seat of learning calls itself what it is not.

This is the t which I lay down, and on which I

shall insist in the Discourse which is to follow. I re

peat, such a compromise between religious parties, as

is involved in the establishment of a University which

makes no religious profession, implies that those

parties severally consider, not indeed that their own

respective opinions are trifles in a moral and practical

point of view of course not; but certainly as much

as this, that they are not knowledge. Did they in

their hearts believe that their private views of reli

gion, whatever they are, were absolutely and objec

tively true, it is inconceivable that they would so

insult them as to consent to their omission in an

institution which is bound, from the nature of the

case from its very idea and its name to make a

profession of all sorts of knowledge whatever.

I think this will be found to be no matter of

words. I allow then fully, that, w hen men combine

together for any common object, they are obliged, as

a matter of course, in order to secure the advant;;

accruing from united action, to sacrifice many of

their private opinions and wishes, and to drop the

minor diiTerenees, as they are commonly called,

which exist between man and man. No two persons

!iaps are to be found, however intimate, however

congenial ii 1 ta&amp;gt;t-s and judgments. however rain-r t

have one heart and one soul, but must deny them-

selves, lor tin &amp;gt;ak of each &quot;thrr, much which li
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like or desire, if they are to live together happily.

Compromise, in a large sense of the word, is the first

principle of combination; and any one who insists on

enjoying his rights to the full, and his opinions

without exception, and his own way in all things,

will soon have all things altogether to himself, and

no one to share them with him. But most true as

this confessedly is, still there is an obvious limit, on

the other hand, to these compromises, necessary as

they are; and this is found in the proviso, that the

differences surrendered should be but &quot;

minor&quot;,
or

that there should be no sacrifice of the main object

in view, in the concessions which are mutually made.

Any sacrifice which implicates that object is destruc

tive of the principle of the combination, and no one

who would be consistent, can be a party to it.

Thus, for instance, if men of various religious

denominations join together for the dissemination of

what aiv called
&quot;

evangelical&quot; tracts, it is under the

belief, that the object of their uniting, recognized on

all hands, being the spiritual benefit of their neigh-

bmirs, no religious exhortation, whatever be its cha

racter, can essentially interfere with that benefit

whirl i is founded upon the Lutheran doctrine of

Justification. If, again, they agree together in

printing and circulating the Protestant Bible, it is

because they, one and all, hold to tlie principle, that,

however serious l&amp;gt; their diflereiices ..f religion^ sen

timent, such dillerences fade away before the
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it principle. which that circulation symbolizes

that tin.- Bible, the whole Bible, and nothing hut the

Bible, is the religion of Protestants. On the con

trary, if the committee of some such association

inserted tracts into the copies of the said Bible which

they sold, and tracts in recommendation of the Atha-

nasian Creed or the merit of good works, I conceive

any subscribing member would have a just right to

complain of a proceeding, which compromised both

the principle of Private Judgment, and the doctrine

of Justification by faith only. These instances are

sufficient to illustrate my general position, that coali

tions and comprehensions for an object, have their

life in the prosecution of that object, and cease to

have any meaning as soon as that object is compro

mised or disparaged.

When, then, a number of persons come forward,

not as politicians, not as diplomatists, lawyers, tra

ders, or speculators, but with the one object of

advancing Universal Knowledge, much we may allow

them to sacrifice; ambition, reputation, leisure, com

fort, gold; one thing they may not sacrifice Know

ledge itself. Knowledge being their object, they need

not of course insist on their own private views about

ancient or modern history, or national prosperity, or

the balance of power; they need not of course shrink

from the cooperation of those who hold the opposite;

views, but stipulate they must that Kiiouled-v itM-ll

i- not uinpnmiised; and tin-, news, o| \\lia1e\er
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kind, which they do allow to be dropped, it is plain

they consider to he opinions, and nothing more, how

ever dear, however important to themselves personally;

opinions ingenious, admirable, pleasurable, beneficial,

expedient, but not worthy the name of Knowledge

or Science. Thus no one would insist on the Mal-

thusian theory being a sine qua non in a seat of

learning, who did not think it simply ignorance not

to be a Malthusian; and no one would consent to

drop the Newtonian theory, who thought it to be

proved true, in the same sense as the existence of

the sun and moon is true. If, then, in an Institution

which professes all knowledge, nothing is professed,

nothing is taught about the Supreme Being, it is fair

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; infer that every individual of all those who advo

cate that Institution, supposing him consistent, dis

tinctly holds that nothing is known for certain about

the Supreme Being; nothing such as to have any

claim to be regarded as an accession to the stock of

general knowledge existing in the world. If on the

other hand it turns out that something considerable

is known about the Supreme Being, whether from

Reason or Revelation, then the Institution in ques

tion professes every science, and leaves out the fore

most of them. In a word, strong as may appear

the assertion, I do not see how I can avoid making-

it, and bear with me, Gentlemen, while I do so, viz.:

Mich an Institution cannot lie what it professes, it

there b.- ;i (i.nl. 1 d&amp;gt; imt \\i&amp;gt;li I&quot; drrlaiin; hut, by
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the &amp;gt;f the terms, it is very plain, that God

and such a University cannot coexist.

Still, however, this may seem to many an abrupt

conclusion, and will not he acquiesced in: what

answer, Gentlemen, will be made to it? Perhaps

this: It will be said, that there are different kinds

or spheres of Knowledge, human, divine, sensible,

intellectual, and the like; and that a University

certainly takes in all varieties of Knowledge in its

own line, but still that it has a line of its own. It

contemplates, it occupies a certain order, a certain

platform of Knowledge. I understand the remark;

but I own to you, Gentlemen, I do not understand

how it can be made to apply to the matter in hand.

I cannot so construct my definition of the subject

matter of University Knowledge, and so draw my

boundary lines around it, to include therein the other

sciences commonly studied at Universities, and to

exclude the science of Religion. Are we to limit our

idea of University Knowledge by the evidence of our

senses? then we exclude history; by testimony? we

hide metaphysics; by abstract reasoning? we ex

clude physics. Is not the being of a God reported to

us by testimony, handed down by history, inferred

by an inductive process, brought home to us by

metaphysical neressity, urged on us by the suggrs-

t mns ct oiir conscieiicr? It is a truth in the natural

order, as well ;i&amp;gt; in tin- supernatural. So much for

origin; and, when obtained, what is it worth? I
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it a great truth or a small one? Is it a comprehensive

truth? v
:iy

that no other religious idea whatever

were given but it, and you have enough to fill the mind
;

you have at once a whole dogmatic system. The word

&quot;God&quot; is a theology in itself, indivisibly one, inex

haustibly various, from the vastness and the simplicity

of its meaning. Admit a God, and you introduce among

the subjects of your knowledge, a fact encompassing,

closing in upon, absorbing, every other fact conceiv

able. How can we investigate any part of any order of

Knowledge, and stop short of that which enters into

every order? All true principles run over with it,

all phenomena run into it; it is truly the First and

the Last. In word indeed, and in idea, it is easy

enough to divide Knowledge into human and divine,

secular and religious, and to lay down that we will

address ourselves to the one without interfering with

the other; but it is impossible in fact. Granting

that divine truth differs in kind from human, so do

human truths differ in kind one from another. If

the knowledge of the Creator is in a different order

from knowledge of the creature, so, in like manner,

metaphysical science is in a different order from

physical, physics from history, history from ethics.

You will soon break up into fragments the whole

circle of secular knowledge, if you begin the mutila

tion with divine.

I have IHVH speaking simply of Natural Theology;

my argument &amp;lt;f course is stronger when I go on to
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Revelation. Let tin- dot-trine of the Incarnation !&amp;gt;&amp;lt;

trn il not ut once of the nature of an historical

fact, and of a metaphysical? Let it be true that

tliere are Angels: how is this not a point of knowledge

in the same sense as the naturalist s asseveration,

that there are myriads of living things on the point

of a needle? That the Earth is to be burned by fire,

is. if true, as large a fact as that huge monsters once

played amid its depths; that Antichrist is to come, is

as categorical a heading to a chapter of history, as

that Nero or Julian was Emperor of Koine; that a

divine influence moves the will, is a subject of

thought not more mysterious than the effect of voli

tion on the animal frame.

I do not see how it is possible for a philosophical

mind, first, to believe these religious facts to be true;

next, to consent to put them aside; and thirdly, in

spite of this, to go on to profess to be teaching all the

while de omni scibili. No; if a man thinks in his

heart that these religious facts are short of truth, are

not true in the sense in which the motion of the Earth

is true, I understand his excluding Keligion from his

I Diversity, though he professes other reasons for its

exclusion. In that case the varieties of religious

opinions under which he shelters his conduct, are not

only his apology f..r publicly ignoring religion, but a

eause of his privately disbeli.-unir it. lie docs n

think that any thin.- is known or can he known forcer-

tain, about the &quot;ri-in of the w&amp;lt;.j-|d or tin- did of man.
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This, I tear, is the conclusion to which intellect-,

clear, logical, and consistent, have come, or are

coming, from the nature of the case; and, alas! in

addition to this printa facie suspicion, there are

actual tendencies in the same direction in Protes

tantism, viewed whether in its original idea, or

a ira in in the so-called Evangelical movement ino

these islands during the last century. The religious

world, as it is styled, holds, generally speaking, that

religion consists, not in knowledge, but in feeling or

utiment. The old Catholic notion, which still lin

gers in the Established Church, was, that Faith was

an intellectual act, its object truth, and its result

knowledge. Thus if you look into the Anglican

Prayer Book, you will find definite credenda, as well

as definite agenda; but in proportion as the Lutheran

leaven spread, it became fashionable to say that Faith

was but a feeling, an emotion, an affection, an ap

petency, not an act of the intellect; and as this

view of Faith obtained, so was its connexion with

Truth and Knowledge more and more either forgotten

or denied. The Prayer Book, indeed, contained the

Creed, among other memorials of antiquity; but a

question began to be agitated whether its recital was

any thing better than the confession of a dead faith,

the faith of devils, formal, technical, soul-deceiving,

not the guarantee at all of what \vas deemed to be spi-

ritual renovation. It wa&amp;gt; objected too, that whereas

then- was just nin- doctrine which was adapted
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tin.- feelings, open the heart, and change

corrupt nature, viz. tin- Atonement, that doctrine

was not to be found there. Then again, spiritual-

mindedness and heavenly- niindedness consisted,

according to the school in question, not, as a Catholic

would say, in a straightforward acceptance of re

vealed truth, and an acting upon it, but in a dreamy

and sickly state of soul; in an effort after religious

conversation; in a facility of detailing what men

called experiences; nay, I will add, in a constrained

gravity of demeanour, and an unnatural tone of

voice. Now many men laughed at all this, many
men admired it; but whether they admired or laughed,

both the one party and the other found themselves in

agreement on the main point, viz. in considering

that this really was in substance Religion; that Reli-

gion was based, not on argument, but on taste and

sentiment, that nothing was objective, every thing

subjective, in doctrine. I say, even those who saw

through the affectation in which the religious school

of which I am speaking clad itself, still came to think

that Religion, as such, consisted in something short

of intellectual exercises, viz., in the affections, in the

imagination, in inward persuasions and consolations,

in pleasurable.- sensations, sudden changes, and sub-

linn- taiirirs. They learned to say, that Reliinon was

nothing bey-nd a
s///;jtli/ of th.- wants of human

natiuv, n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t an rxt.-nial I art and a work of Coil.

There was. it ;-pj a d&amp;lt; inan.l for IMi;ji.,n, a
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tin.- ivlore there w. -upply; human nature could

not do without Religion, any more than it could do

without bread; a supply was absolutely necessary,

good or bad, and, as in the case of the articles of

daily sustenance, an article which was really inferior

was better than none at all. Thus Religion was

useful, venerable, beautiful, the sanction of order,

the stay of government, the curb of self-will and

self-indulgence, which the laws cannot reach: but,

after all, on what was it based?
&quot;Why,

that was a

question delicate to ask, and imprudent to answer;

but, if the truth must be spoken, however reluc

tantly, the long and the short of the matter was this,

that Religion was based on custom, on prejudice, on

law, on education, on habit, on loyalty, on feudalism,

on enlightened expedience, on many, many things,

but not at all on Reason; Reason was not in the num

ber. It is true, Rational Religion is spoken of in

the circles in question; but, when you carefully

consider the matter, you will find this does not

mean a kind of Religion which is built upon Reason,

but merely a Religion which does not interfere with

Reason, which does not clash with what are consi

dered rational ideas, with rational pursuits, rational

enjoyment of life, and rational views of the next

world.

You SIT, Gentlemen, how a theory or philosophy,

which bewail with Luther, the Puritans, and Wesley,

lias b.- n taken up by that large and influential body
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which goes by the name of Lib. ral or Latitudinarian;

and how, where it prevails, ir i-onabli- of

e&amp;lt;iur&amp;lt; (J to demand for Religion a rhair in a Univer-

&amp;gt;ity.
as to demand one for fine f* eling, sense of

honour, patriotism, gratitude, maternal affection, or

good companionship, proposals which would be sim

ply unmeaning.

Now, in support of what I have been saying, I

will appeal, in the first place, to a statesman, but not

merely so, to no mere politician, no trader in places,

or votes, or the stock market, but to a philosopher,

to an orator, to one whose profession, whose aim has

ever been to cultivate the fair, the noble, and the

generous. I cannot forget the celebrated discourse

of the celebrated man to whom I am alluding; a

man who is first in his peculiar walk; who

talents have earned for him nobility at home, and a

more than European name; and who, moreover

(which is much to my purpose), has had a share, a

much as any one alive, in effecting the public recog

nition in these Islands of the principle of Mixed

Education. This able person, during the years in

which he was exerting himself in its behalf, made

a speech or discourse, on O - -asion ,! a public

solemnity; and in reference t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; tin- hearing of general

knowledge upon religious belief, lie Spoke as lol-

As men&quot;,
lie .-aid, will no longer Mill* -r tliem-

led blindfold in Lgnoranct will they
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no more yield to the vile principle of judging and

tting their fellow-creatures, not according to the

intrinsic merit of their actions, but according to the

accidental and involuntary coincidence of their opi

nions. The Great Truth has finally gone forth to all

the ends of the
earth&quot;,

and he prints it in capital

letters, &quot;that man shall no more render account to

man for his belief, over which he has himself no

control. Henceforward, nothing shall prevail upon

us to praise or to blame any one for that which he

can no more change, than he can the hue of his skin

or the height of his stature&quot;.* You see, Gentlemen, if

this philosopher is to decide the matter, religious ideas

are just as far from being real, or representing an

internal object, are as truly imaginations, idiosyn-

cracies, accidents of the individual, as his having

the stature of a Patagonian, or the features of a

Negro.

But perhaps this was the rhetoric of an excited

moment. Far from it, Gentlemen, or I should not

have fastened on the words of a fertile mind, uttered

so long ago. What Mr. Brougham laid down as a

principle in 1825, resounds on all sides of us, with

ever growing confidence and success, in 1852. I

&quot;pm
the Minutes of the Committee of Council on

Education for the years 1848-50, presented to both

Houses of Parliament by command of her Majesty,

Mr. I .n Helium .- rlasgOW I&amp;gt;i-

4
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and I find one of her
M;ij&amp;lt;

&amp;gt;fSeh&amp;lt;Hik

at p. 107 of tl. nil volume, dividing &quot;tin- topics

usually embraced in the better class of primary

schools&quot; into four: the knowledge of signs, as

reading and writing; of facts, as geography and

astronomy; of relations and laws, as mathematics;

and lastly sentiment, such as poetry and music.

X&quot;W,
on first catching this division, it occurred to

me to ask myself, before ascertaining the writer s

own resolution of the matter, under which of these

four heads fell Religion, or whether it fell under any of

them. Did he put it aside as a thing too delicate and

sacred to be enumerated with earthly studies? or did

he distinctly contemplate it when he made his division?

Any how, I could really find a place for it under the

first head, or the second, or the third; for it has t

do with facts, since it tells of the Self-subsisting; it

lins to do with relations, for it tells of the Creator;

it has to do with signs, for it tells of the due manner

&amp;gt;f speaking of Him. There was just one head of tin

division to which I could not refer it, viz., to senti

ment; for, I suppose, music and poetry, which an- the

writer s own example
- of sentiment, have not much

to do with Truth, which is the sole object of Religion.

Judge then my surprise, (ientlemen, when I found the

fourth was the very head selected by the writer of

the lleport in ([motion, as the special receptacle of

religious top n-N. The inculcation &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f xcntimmr, he

says, &quot;embraces ivadinij in it- higher sense, p
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music. ton-ether with moral and religious education .

What can be Clearer than that, in this writer s

idea (whom I am far from introducing for his own

sake, because I have no wish to hurt the feelings of

a gentleman, who i.s but exerting himself zealously

in the discharge of anxious duties; I do but intro

duce him as an illustration of the wide-spreading

school of thought to which he belongs); what, I say,

&amp;lt;

ian more clearly prove th-in a candid avowal like

this, that, in the view of that school, Religion is not

knowledge, has nothing whatever to do with know

ledge, and is excluded from a University course of in

struction. not simply because the exclusion cannot

be helped, from political or social obstacles, but be

cause it has no business there at all, because it is to

be considered a mere taste, sentiment, opinion, and

nothing more? The writer avows this conclusion

himself, in the explanation into which he presently

enters, in which lie says: &quot;According to the classifi

cation proposed, the essential idea of all religious

education will consist in the direct cultivation of the

feelings . Here is Lntheranism sublimated into phi

losophy; what we contemplate, what we aim at, when

we give a religious education, is, not to impart any

knowledge whatever, but to satisfy anyhow, desires

which will arise after the Unseen in spite of us, to pro

vide the mind with a means of self-command, to impress

it the beautiful ideas which saints and sages have

nick .nit to embellish it with the bright hue- of a
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piety. t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; teach it the poetry of devotion, the

music of well-ordered affection-, and the luxury of

doing good. The soul comes forth from her limver.

for the adoration of the lecture-room and the saloon;

like the first woman, in the poet s description,

&quot; Grace is in all her steps, heaven in her eye,

In every gesture dignity and love&quot;.

As for the intellect, on the other hand, its exercise

is only indirect in religious education, as being an

instrument in a moral work (true or false, it matters

little, or rather anything must be true, which is

capable of reaching the end proposed); or again, as

the unavoidable attendant on moral impressions, from

the constitution of the human mind, but varying

with the peculiarities of the individual.* Something

*&quot;In the diverse schools&quot;, he says, &quot;amongst which my labours

are carried on, there are some, in which the Bible is the sole basis of

religious instruction
;

and there are others, in which catechisms, or

other abstract- of doctrine, are employed. As far as my own ob-

sorvation extends, it has ever appeared ,
as to

tin.- re-ult-. \\hat precise method or instrumentality may be ado], ted.

I li.t the happie-t, and I have seen the most unsatisfactory

results, alike under both
&amp;gt;y-tems.

In each case, tilt. mere in&amp;lt;tru-

ment of teaching is of small importance compared with the spirit

which i.- infu-ed into it by the teacher. The danger in

that of employing the instrument simply a- tin- f an intellectual

and lot it of the moral and n- iment it is

intci Iraw forth&quot;.
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like this seems to be the writer s meaning, but we

need n&amp;gt;t pry into its finer issues in order to gain a

distinct view of its general bearing; and taking it,

as I think we fairly may take it, as a specimen of

the philosophy of the day, as adopted by those who

are not conscious unbelievers, or open scoffers, I con

sider it amply explains how it comes to pass that the

day s philosophy sets up a system of universal know

ledge, and teaches of plants, and earths, and creeping

things, and beasts, and gases, about the crust of the

Earth, and the changes of the atmosphere, about sun,

moon, and stars, about man and his doings, about the

history of the world, about sensation, memory, and

the passions, about duty, about cause and effect,

about all things imaginable, except one and that is,

about Him that made all these things, about God. I

-ay the reason is plain, because they consider

knowledge, as regards the creature, is illimitable,

bur impossible or hopeless as regards the Crea

tor.

Here, however, it may be objected to me that this

representation is certainly extreme, for the school in

i|iiest nni does, in fact, lay great stress on the evidence

a Horded by the creation, to the Being and Attributes

of the Creator. I may be referred, for instance,

to the words of one of the speakers, at the solem

nities which took place, at the time when the principle

of Mixed Education wa&amp;gt; first formally inaugurated in

the metropolis of the sister island. On the oeeasion
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of laying the first stum. &amp;gt;i tln. University of London.

it, u learned person. &amp;gt;ince elevated to the

Protestant Sec of Durham, which lie still fills, opened

tin- proceedings with prayer. He addressed the

by, as the authoritative Report informs us, &quot;the

whole surrounding assembly standing uncovered in

solemn silence&quot;.
&quot; Thou

,
he said, in the name of all

the denominations present,
&quot; thou hast constructed

the vast fabric of the universe in so wonderful a

manner, so arranged its motions, and so formed its

productions, that the contemplation and study of thy

works exercise at once the mind in the pursuit of

human science, and lead it onwards to Divine Truth
r

.

Here is apparently a distinct recognition that there

is such a thing as Truth in the province of Religion;

and, did the passage stand by itself, and were it the

only means we possessed of ascertaining the senti

ments, not of this divine himself (for I am not con

cerned with him personally), but of the powerful

body whom he there represented, it would, as far as

it goes, be satisfactory. 1 admit it; and I admit also

the recognition of the Being and certain Attributes

&quot;ftln. Deity, contained in the writings of the noble

and gifted person whom I have already quoted,

whose
griiiu&amp;gt;,

versatile and multiform as it is, in

nothing has b.-.-n &amp;gt;o constant, as in its devotion to

the advancement &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f knowl-d^e. ::tilic and lite-

run. He then, in \\\&amp;lt; l)i-,-.,m&amp;gt;.- ..| the &amp;lt;.l
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illustrating what lie terms its -gratifying treats
1

,

crowns the catalogue with the highest of all our

gratifications in the contemplation of science&quot;, which

lie proceeds to explain thus:

&quot; We are raised by them&quot;
,
he says, &quot;to an under-

-tanding of the infinite wisdom and goodness which

the Creator has displayed in all His works. Not a

&amp;gt;tep
can be taken in any direction&quot;,

he continues,
&quot; without perceiving the most extraordinary traces of

design; and the skill, every where conspicuous, is

calculated in so vast a proportion of instances to

promote the happiness of living creatures, and espe

cially of ourselves, that we can feel no hesitation in

concluding, that, if we knew the whole scheme of

Providence, every part would be in harmony with a

plan of absolute benevolence. Independent, how-

rver, of this most consoling inference, the delight

is inexpressible, of being able to follow, as it were,

with our eyes, the marvellous works of the Great

Architect of Nature, to trace the unbounded power

and exquisite skill which are exhibited in the

iii&quot;-t minute, as well as the mightiest parts of His

-tern. The pleasure derived from this study

is im&amp;lt; easing, and so various, that it never tires the

appetite. But it is unlike the low gratifications

if -ruse in another respect: it elevates and refines

our nature, while (hose hurt the health, debase the

understanding, and corrupt the feelings it leache&amp;gt;

UN t&quot; l k iipcM all earthly nbjrrt, as insignificant
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and below our notiff. exrrpt the pursuit of knowle

and tlic cultivation ot virtue, thut is to say, the strict

performance of our duty in every relation of society;

and it gives a dignity and importance to the enjoy

ment of life, which the frivolous and the grovelling

cannot even comprehend&quot;.

Such are the words of this prominent champion of

Mixed Education. If logical inference be, as it un

doubtedly is, an instrument of truth, surely, it may
be answered to me, in admitting the possibility of in

ferring the Divine Being and Attributes from the

phenomena of nature, he distinctly admits a basis of

truth in the doctrines of Eeligion.

I wish, Gentlemen, to give these representations

their full weight, both from the gravity of the ques

tion, and the consideration due to the persons whom

I am arraigning; but, before I can feel sure I under

stand them, I must ask an abrupt question. When

I am told, then, by the partizans of Mixed Educa

tion, that human science leads to belief in a Supreme

Being, without denying, nay, as a Catholic, with

full conviction of the tact, yet I am obliged to ask

what the statement means in their rnouth, what

they, the speakers, understand by the word &quot;

God&quot;.

Let me not lie thought offensive, if I question, whe

ther it means the same thing on the two sides of the

controversy. With u&amp;gt; Catholics, as with the first

race uf Protestants, as with Mahometans, and all

-. thr word contains as I hav&amp;lt; ulivmly said, a
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theology iii itself. At the risk of anticipating what

I shall have occasion to insist upon in my next Dis

course, let me say that, according to the teaching of

Monotheism, God is an Individual, Self-dependent,

All-perfect, Unchangeable Being; intelligent, living,

personal, and present; almighty, all -seeing, all -re

membering; between whom and His creatures there
*

*

is an infinite gulf; who had no origin, who passed an

eternity by Himself; who created and upholds the

universe; who will judge every one of us, at the end

of time, according to that Law of right and wrong

which He has written on our hearts. He is one who

is sovereign over, operative amidst, independent of,

the appointments which He has made; one in whose

hands are all things, who has a purpose in every

event, and a standard for every deed, and thus has

relations of His own towards the subject matter of

each particular science which the book of knowledge

unfolds; who has with an adorable, never-ceasing

energy mixed Himself up with all the history of

creation, the constitution of nature, the course of the

world, the origin of society, the fortunes of nations,

the action of the human mind; and who thereby

necessarily becomes the subject matter of a science,

far wider and more noble than any of those which

arc included in the circle of secular education.

This is the doctrine which belief in a God implies:

it it means any thing, it means all this, and cannot

from incaiiiiiL! all this, ami a -real deal ni &amp;gt;rc;
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and, though there were nothing in
Pr&amp;lt;-te-raiitism,

such, to disparage dogmatic truth (and I ha\e

shnwn tliere is a great deal), still, even then, I should

have difficulty in believing that a doctrine so myste

rious, so peremptory, approved itself as a matter ol

course to educated men of this day, who gave their

minds attentively to consider it. Rather, in a state of

iety such as ours, in which authority, prescription,

tradition, habit, moral instinct, and the influences

of grace go for nothing, in which patience of thought,

and depth and consistency of view, are scorned as

subtle and scholastic, in which free discussion and

fallible judgment are prized as the birthright of each

individual, I must be excused if I exercise towards

this age, as regards its belief in this doctrine, some

portion of that scepticism which it exercises itself

towards every received but unscrutinized assertion

whatever. I cannot take it for granted, I must have

it lirouglit home to me by tangible evidence, that tin-

spirit of the age means by the Supreme Being what

Catholics mean. Nay, it would be a relief to iny

mind to gain some ground of assurance, that the

parties iniluenced by that spirit had, I will not say, ;i

true apprehension of God, but even so much as the

idea of what a true apprehension i

Nothing is easier than to use the word, and mean

nothing hy it. Tin.- lu-atheiis used to sav. &quot;Cod

wills&quot;,
\\IM-H they meant &quot;

Fate&quot;: -Cod
proYid&amp;lt;

M-hen they nnaiit &quot;Cham &amp;gt;d

acts&quot;,
when they
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meant &quot;Instinct&quot; ur &quot;Sense&quot;
;
and God is every

where
1

,
when they meant the Soul of Nature&quot;.

The Almighty is something infinitely different from

a principle, or a centre of action, or a quality, or a

generalization of phenomena. If then, by the word,

you do but mean a Being who has contrived the

world and keeps it in order, who acts in it, but only

in the way of general Providence, who acts towards us

but only through, what are called, laws of Nature,

who is more certain not to act at all, than to act in

dependent of those laws, who is known and approached

indeed, but only through the medium of those laws;

such a God it is not difficult for any one to conceive, not

difficult for any one to endure. If, I say, as you would

revolutionize society, so you would revolutionize hea

ven, if you have changed the divine sovereignty into a

sort of constitutional monarchy, in which the Throne

has honour and ceremonial enough, but cannot issue

the most ordinary command except through legal

forms and precedents, and with the counter-signature

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f a minister, then belief in a God is no more than an

acknowledgment of existing, sensible powers and

phenomena, which none but an idiot can deny. It

llif Supreme Being is powerful or skilful, just so far

fort 1 1 as the telescope shows power, and the micro

scope shows skill, if His moral law is to be ascer

tained simph by the physical processes of the animal

frame. &amp;lt;.r Hi&amp;gt; \\ill -,itli.T &amp;gt;1 from the immediate

| human allaii&amp;gt;. if Hi- is
ju&amp;gt;i

as 1.
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deep and broad and long, as the universe, and

n more; if this be the fact, then will I confess that

there is no specific science about God, that theology

is but a name, and a protest in its behalf an hypo

crisy. Then, is He but coincident with the laws of

the universe; then is He but a function, or correla

tive, or subjective reflection and mental impression

of each phenomenon of the material or moral world,

as it flits before us. Then, pious as it is to think f

Him, while the pageant of experiment or abstract

reasoning passes by, still such piety is nothing more

than a poetry of thought or an ornament of lan

guage, and has not even an infinitesimal influence

upon philosophy or science, of which it is rather the

parasitical production. I understand, in that case,

why Theology should require no specific teaching, for

there is nothing to mistake about; why it is power

less against scientific conclusions, for it merely is one

of them; why it is simply absurd in its denunciations

of heresy, for it does but lie itself in the province of

opinion. I understand, in that case, how it is that

the religious sense is but a &quot;

sentiment&quot;, and its

exercise a
&quot;gratifying treat&quot;,

for it is like the sense

of the beautiful or the sublime. I understand how

the contemplation of the universe &quot;

leads onwards to

divine truth&quot;,
for divine truth is but Nature with a

divine glow upon it, I understand the zeal ex-

pivs&amp;lt;i
d li&amp;gt;r Natural Theology, fur this study is but a

mode of looking at Natiuv. :t crrtain vie\v taken of
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Nature, private and personal, which one man has.

and another has not, which gifted minds strike out,

which others see to be admirable and ingenious, and

which all would be the better for adopting. It is

the theology of Nature, just as we talk of the phi

losophy or the romance of history, or the poetry of

childhood, or the picturesque, or the sentimental, or

the humourous, or any other abstract quality, which

the genius or the caprice of the individual, or the

fashion of the day, or the consent of the world, re

cognizes in any set of objects which are subjected

to its contemplation.

Such ideas of Religion seem to me short of Mono

theism; I do not impute them to this or that indi

vidual who belongs to the school which gives them

currency; but what I read about the
&quot;gratification&quot;

of keeping pace in our scientific researches with &quot; the

Architect of Nature&quot;; about the said gratification

&quot;giving
a dignity and importance to the enjoyment of

life&quot;,
and teaching us that knowledge and our duties

to society are the only earthly subject worth our

notice, all this, I own it, Gentlemen, frightens me;

nor is Dr. Maltby s address to the Deity amid &quot;solemn

silence&quot;, sufficient to reassure me. I do not see much

difference between saying that there is no God,

and implying that nothing definite can for certain be

known about Him; and when I find Religious Educa

tion tivatnl as the cultivation of sentiment, and

KYliLr i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;us IMirf
1

as the accidental hu&amp;lt;- or posture &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f
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the mind, I ;nn reluctantly but
fivil&amp;gt;ly

reminded of

a very unpleasant fMetaphysics, ofthe relations

ween God and Nature insinuated by such philoso.

pliers as Huine. This acute though most low-minded

of speculators, in his inquiry concerning the Human

Understanding, introduces, as is well known, Epicu

rus, that is, a teacher of atheism, delivering an

harangue to the Athenian people, not in defence, but

in extenuation of that opinion. His object is to show

that, whereas the atheistic view is nothing else than

the repudiation of theory, and an accurate represen

tation of phenomenon and fact, it cannot be

dangerous, unless phenomenon and fact be dangerous.

Epicurus is made to say, that the paralogism of philo

sophy has ever been the arguing from Nature in behalf

of something beyond Nature, greater than Nature;

whereas God, as he maintains, being known only

through the visible world, our knowledge of Him is

absolutely commensurate with our knowledge of it, is

nothing distinct from it, is but a mode of viewing it.

Hence it follows that, provided we admit, as we.

cannot help doing, the phenomena of Nature and

the world, it is only a question of words whether or

not we go on to the hypothesis of a second IVinir, n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t

visible but immaterial, parallel and coincident with

Nature, to whom we give the name of Cod. &quot;Allow

ing&quot;,
hcs;i\-. &quot;the gods to he the authors of the ex-

nce ororder of tin- mn it follows that they

that precise ,} &amp;gt;! power, illtelli jenee, ;iinl
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benevolence, which appears in their workmanship;

l&amp;gt;ut nothing farther can he proved, except we call in

the ;i&amp;gt;&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;tancc of exaggeration and flattery to supply

(&quot;lie defects of argument and reasoning. So far as the
*-J CJ

traces of any attributes, at present, appear, so far

may we conclude these attributes to exist. The sup-

ition of farther attributes is mere hypothesis ;

much more the supposition, that, in distant periods of

place and time, there has been, or will be, a more

magnificent display of these attributes, and a scheme of

administration more suitable to such imaginary

virtues&quot;.

Here is a reasoner, who would not hesitate to deny

fliat there is any distinct science or philosophy

-ible concerning the Supreme Being; since every

single thing we know of Him is this or that or the

other phenomenon, material or moral, which already

falls under this or that natural science. In him

then it Avould be only consistent to drop Theo

logy in a course of University Education; but

how is it consistent in any one who shrinks

from his companionship? I am glad to see

that tin- author, several times mentioned, is in

opposition to Ilmm-, in one sentence of the quotation

I have made from his Discourse upon Science, de

ciding, as he does, that the phenomena of the

material world are insufficient fur the full exhibition

of the Divine Attributes, and implying that tlu-y re

quire a supplemental pr&amp;lt;&amp;gt;vs-
to complete and
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harmonize their &amp;lt;jvi&amp;lt;k-ii But is not this supple

mental
pro&amp;lt;

science? and if so, why not ac

knowledge its existence? If God is more than

Nature, Theology claims a place among the sciences:

but, on the other hand, if you are not sure of this,

how do you differ from Hume or Epicurus?

I end then as I began: religious doctrine is Know

ledge. This is the important truth, little riiten. d

into at this clav, which I wish that all who have

honoured me with their presence here, would allow

me to beg them to take away with them. I am not

catching at sharp arguments, but laying down
grav&amp;lt;-

principles. Religious doctrine is knowledge, in as

full a sense as Xewton s doctrine is knowledge.

Mixed Education, at least in a University, is simply

unphilosophical. Theology has at least as good a

right to claim a place there as agronomy. In my next

Discourse it will be my object to show, that its

omission from the list of recognized sciences, is not

only indefensible in itself, but prejudicial to all the

rest.



DISCOURSE III.

BE.VRlXi. OF THEOLOGY ON OTHER BRANCHES OF

KNOWLEDGE.

men of great intellect, who have long and

intently and exclusively given themselves to the study

or investigation of some one particular branch of

secular knowledge, whose mental life is concentrated

and hidden in their chosen pursuit, and who have

neither eyes or ears for anything which does not

immediately bear upon it, when such men are at

length made to realize that there is a clamour all

anuuid them, which must be heard, for what they

have IK -en so little accustomed to place in the category

of knowledge as Religion, and that they themselves

;ire a&amp;lt;vu&amp;gt;ed of disaffection to
it, they are impatient at

thr interruption; they call the demand tyrannical,

and the requisitionists bigots or fanatic*. They are

tempted to say, that their only wi*h is to bo let alone;

t &quot;r them-rhex they are not dreaming of offending

any one, or interfering with any one; tln-y
are pnr-n-

.5
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ing their own particular line, they have never
&amp;gt;pi&amp;gt;km

u word against anyone s religion, whoever IK; may In-,

and never mean t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; do so. It dues riot follow that

they deny the existence of a God, because they are

nt talking of it, when the topic would lie utterly

irrelevant. All they say is, that there are other

beings in the world besides the Supreme Being; their

business is with them. After all, the creation is not

the Creator, nor things secular religious. Theology

and human science are two things, not one, and have

their respective provinces, contiguous it may be and

cognate to each other, but not identical. When we

are contemplating earth, we are not contemplating

heaven; and when we are contemplating heaven, we

are not contemplating earth. Separate subjects should

be treated separately. As division of labour, so

division of thought is the only means of successful

application. &quot;Let us go our own
way&quot;, they say,

&quot; and you go yours. We do not pretend to lecture

on Theology, and you have no claim to pronounce

upon Science&quot;.

With this feeling they attempt a sort of compromise,

between their opponents who claim fur Theology a free

introduction into the schools of science, and them

selves who would exclude it altogether, and it is thi&amp;gt;:

viz., that it &amp;gt;hould remain indeed excluded from the

public schools, but that it -lioiild be permitted in

l ivatc, wherever a Millicient number } persons is

.lid to desire it. Such persons may have it all
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their own way. when they art- by themselves, so that

they do not attempt to disturb a comprehensive
-

torn of instruction, acceptable and useful to all, by the

intrusion of opinions peculiar to their own minds.

I am now going to attempt a philosophical answer

to this view of the subject, that is, to the project of

hing secular knowledge in the University Lecture

Koom, and remanding religious knowledge to the

parish priest, the catechism, and the parlour; and in

doing so, you must pardon me, Gentlemen, if I find

it necessary to sacrifice composition to logical dis-

tinctne-s and trust to the subject itself to give

interest to processes of thought, which I fear in

themselves may be wearisome to follow7
: I begin

then thus:

Truth is the object of Knowledge of whatever kind;

and when we inquire what is meant by Truth, I

suppose it is right t&amp;gt; answer that Truth means facts

and their relations, which stand towards each other

pretty much as subjects and predicates in logic. All

that exists, as contemplated by the human mind,

forms one large system or complex fact, and this of

course resolves itself into an indefinite number of

particular facts, which, as being portions of a whole,

have countless relations of every kind, one towards

another. Knowledge is the apprehension of these

facts, \\lir-tliri- in themselves, or in their mutual

and bearings. And, as all taken top-tin r

I onii one integral objn-t. so tlinv an.- no natural or



real limits between part and part; one is ever run

ning into another; all, as viewed liy the, mind, are

combined together, and possess a correlative charac

ter one with another, from the internal mysteries of

the Divine Essence down to our own sensations and

consciousness, from the most solemn appointments of

the Lord of all down to what may be called the

accident of the hour, from the most glorious seraph

&quot;down to the vilest and most noxious of reptiles.

Now, it is not wonderful, that, with all its capabi

lities, the human mind cannot take in this whole vast

fact at a single glance, or gain possession of it at

once. Like a short -sighted reader, its eye pores

closely, and travels slowly, over the awful volume

which lies open for its inspection. Or again, as we

deal with some huge structure of many parts and

sides, the mind goes round about it, noting down,

first one thing, then another, as it may, and viewing

it under different aspects, by way of making progress

towards mastering the whole. So by degrees and by

circuitous advances does it rise aloft and subject to

itself that universe into which it has been born.

These various partial views or abstractions, by

means of which the mind looks out upon its object,

are called sciences, and embrace respectively larger

or smaller portions of the Held of knowledge; some

times extruding far and wide, but superficially, some

times with exactness over particular di-jcirtnu-nts,

sometimes occupied To^rthtr on one and the same
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portion, sometimes holding one part in common, and

then ranging mi this side or that in absolute diver

gence one from the other. Thus Optics has for its

Mibject the whole visible creation, so far forth as it is

simply visible
;

Mental Philosophy has a narrower

province, but goes deeper into it
; Astronomy, plane

and physical, each has the same subject matter, but

views it or treats it differently ; lastly Geology and

Comparative Anatomy have subject matters partly the

same, partly distinct. Now these views or sciences,

as being abstractions, have far more to do with the

relations of things, than with things themselves.

They tell us what things are, only or principally by

telling us their relations, or assigning predicates to

subjects; and therefore they never tell us all that

can be said about a thing, even when they tell some

thing, nor bring it before us, as the senses do. They

arrange and classify facts; they bring separate

phenomena under a common law
; they trace effects

to a cause. Thus they serve to transfer our know-

ledge from the custody of memory to the surer and

more abiding protection of philosophy, thereby pro

viding both for its spread and its advance: for,

inasmuch as sciences are forms of knowledge, they

enable the intellect to master and increase it; and,

inasmuch as they are instruments, to communicate it

readily to others. Still, alter all, they proceed on the

principle of a division of labour, even though that

division is an al-&amp;gt;t rartion, not a literal separation
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parts: and, as the maker &amp;lt;&amp;gt;i a bridle ur an

epaulet ha&amp;lt; in
it,

on that account, any idea of th-

science of tactics or strategy, so in a parallel way, it

is not every science, which equally, nor any one

which fully, enlightens the mind in the knowledge

of things, as they are, or brings home to it the exter

nal object on which it wishes to gaze. Thus they

differ in importance : and according to their impor

tance, will be their influence, not only on the mass of

knowledge to which they all converge and contribute,

but on each other.

Since then sciences are the results of mental pro

cesses about one and the same subject matter, viewed

under various aspects, and are true results, as far as

they go, yet at the same time independent and partial,

it follows that on the one hand they need external

assistance, one by one, by reason of their incom

pleteness, and on the other that they are able to afford

it to each other, by reason, first, of their distinctness

in themselves, and then, of their identity in their

subject matter. Viewed all together, they become

the nearest approximation to a representation or

subjective reflexion of the objective truth, possible to

the human mind, which advances towards the accu

rate apprehension of that object, in proportion to the

number of sciences it has mastered; and which,

when certain sciences are wanting, in such a

lias but a defective apprehension, in proportion to

the value .! tlie BCieilCes Avhicli ;nv tlni&amp;lt; wan! iuv.
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and the importance of the field on which they are

employed.

Let us take, for instance, man himself as our

iect of contemplation ;
then at once we shall find

we can view him in a variety of relations
;
and

according to those relations, are the sciences of which

he is the subject matter, and, according to our

acquaintance with them is our possession of a true

knowledge of him. We may view him in relation to

the material elements of his body, or to his mental

constitution, or to his household and family, or to the

community in which he lives, or to the Being who

made him; and in consequence we treat of him respec

tively as physiologists, or as moral philosophers, or as

writers of economics, or of politics, or as theologians.

When we think of him in all these relations together,

&amp;gt;r as the subject at once of all the sciences I have

alluded to, then we may be said to reach unto and

rest in the idea of man as an object or external fact,

&amp;gt;imilar to that which the eye takes of his outward

form. On the other hand, according as we are only

physiologists, or only politicians, or only moralists, so

is our idea of man more or less unreal; we do not

take in the whole of him, and the defect is greater or

less, in proportion as the relation
is, or is not, impor

tant, which is omitted, whether his relation to God,

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r his king, or his children, or his own component

pai And if tin-re he one relation, about which

wo know nothing at all except that it exists, then H
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knowledge of him, confessedly and to our own

consciousness, deficient and partial, and that, I

repeat, in proportion to the importance of the

relation.

That therefore is true of sciences in general, which

we are apt to think applies only to pure mathe

matics, though to pure mathematics it applies

especially, viz., that they cannot be considered as

simple representations or informants of things as

they are. &quot;We are accustomed to say, and say truly,

that the conclusions of pure mathematics are applied,

corrected, and adapted, by mixed; but so too the con

clusions of Physiology, Geology, and other sciences,

are revised and completed by each other. Those

conclusions do not represent whole and substantive

facts, but views, true, so far as they go; and in order

to ascertain how far they do go, that is, how far

they correspond to the object, to which they belong,

we must compare them with the views taken of that

object by other sciences. Did we proceed upon the

abstract theory of forces, we should assign a much

more ample range to a projectile, than in fact the

resistance of the air allows it to accomplish. Let,

however, that resistance be made the subject of

scientific analysis, and then we shall have a new

scien&amp;lt; ;stiiiLr , and to a certain point completing, i or

the benefit of questionsof fact, the science of projection.

On the other hand, tin- science of pr -jri-timi \\ &amp;gt;{ .\

considered as beloii^in,^ to impulsive forces, i&amp;gt; not
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more perfect, as such, by this supplementary investi

gation. And in like manner, as regards the whole

circle of sciences, one corrects another for purposes

of fact, and one without the other cannot dogmatize,

except hypothetically and upon its own abstract

principles. For instance, the Newtonian philosophy

m quires the admission of certain metaphysical postu

lates, if it is to be more than a theory or an hypo

thesis; as, that the true explanation of phenomena

is that which assigns them to the fewest causes; and

this presupposes others, as, that there is such a thing

as cause and effect at all, that order implies causation,

that there is any real cause but the One First Cause,

that the theory of the Occasionists is false, and that

what happened yesterday will happen to-morrow;

moreover, that phenomena are facts, that there is

such a thing as matter, that our senses are trust

worthy, and so on. Now metaphysicians grant to

Newton all that he asks; but, if so be, they may not

]
trove equally accommodating to another who asks

something else, and then all his most logical conclu

sions in the science of physics would remain kope-

ly &quot;ii the stocks, though finished, and never could

be launched into the sphere of fact.

Again, did I know nothing about the passage of

bodies, except what the theory of gravitation supplies,

were I simply absorbed in that theory so as to make

it measure all motion un earth and in the sky, I

should indeed conic t&amp;gt; many right conclusions, 1 -li&amp;lt;&amp;gt;nld
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bit off many important fact rtain many existing

relations, and correct many popular ern&amp;gt;r&amp;gt;: I should

scout and ridicule with great success the old notion,

that light bodies flew up and heavy bodies fell down
;

but I should go on with equal confidence to deny the

phenomenon of capillary attraction. Here I should

be wrong, but only because I carried out my science

irrespectively of other sciences. In like manner, did

I Dimply give myself to the investigation of the ex

ternal action of body upon body, I might scoff at the

very idea of chemical affinities and combinations, and

reject it as simply unintelligible. Were I a mere

chemist, I should deny the influence of mind upon

bodily health; and so on, as regards the devotee-

any science, or family of sciences, to the exclusion &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

others; they necessarily become bigots and quacks,

scorning all principles and reported facts, which do

not belong to their own pursuit, and thinking to

effect every thing without aid from any other quarter.

Thus, before now, chemistry has been substituted i&amp;lt;r

medicine; and again, political economy, or intellec

tual enlightenment, or study of the Protestant Bible,

ha- be- 1. 11 cried up as a panacea against vice, malevo

lence, and misery.

Unless I am insisting on too plain a point, I would

ask you. Gentlemen, to consider how prominent a

place Induction holds in modern philosophy. It i&amp;gt;

rvjnjciallv the instrument of phy.- n-al discovery;

it i ilnrly deficient in l&quot;-ic.-il acy, and I
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deficiency illustrates the incompleteness of the

sciences, severally, which respectively use it, for the

ascertainment of particular matters of fact. Its

main principle, I suppose, is this : that what in our

investigations is ever tending to be universal, may be

considered universal. We assume that general

proposition to be true, which is ever getting more

and more like truth, the more we try it; we call

that a proof, which is but a growing proof. We

argue from some or many to all. Induction, thus

described, is surely open to error; for, when engaged

in the accumulation of instances, which are to sub-

rve the elucidation of some particular science, it

may have its path crossed any moment by the deci

sions of other sciences with reference to the remain

ing instances which it has not yet comprised in its

investigation. In such a case it is of course at once

interrupted and brought to a stop ;
and what actually

takes place as regards some attempted inductions,

may b;j of possible occurrence in many others. That

i-. tli- induction is complete for the purpose of deter

mining tlie existence of a general law in the parti

cular science which is using it; but that law is only

proved tn be general, not universal; inasmuch as par

ticular instances, in which it ought to hold good, and

which in fact have not been constituent elements of the

induciion, may after all fall under some general law

of some other science aK. which Hieceeo!.- in inodily-

ing or changing them. Fr in-tai: ;ipp&quot;--ing
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Euphrates has flowed in its bed fur three hundred

and sixty days continuously in the current year, we

may inter a general law, and expect securely that it

will flow on through the five days, which, being

future, are external to the induction; and so, phy.-i-

cally speaking, it will flow
; yet in matter of fact it

did not flow on those remaining days at a certain

historical era, for Cyrus turned it aside, and removed

the question out of physics into politics and strategics.

A physical lecturer would not be endured, who denied

the historical fact of the anomalous course of the

stream, because he would not take into account the

volition and the agency of man, as foreign to his

science
; yet certainly he would be right in saying

that, according to physics, the river ought to flow on,

and on the hypothesis of physics did flow in its bed all

through the five days, as it was wont. Such is the-

fallacy of experimental science, when narrowed to

some single department, instead of expanding into all.

In political arrangements the majority compels the

outstanding minority; but in the philosophy of

induction, as some are accustomed to apply it, the

many actually deny the existence of the few.

Summing up what I have said, 1 lay it down that,

no science is complete in itself, when viewed as an

in-trumeiit of attaining the knowledge of facts; that

every science. t r this purpusr, subserves the rest ;

and, in
co]iM/&amp;lt;|iicn&amp;lt;v.

that tlir uiatic omission of

any one science ti &quot;in the catalogue, pivju&amp;lt;r.
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the accuracy and completeness of our knowledge

altogether, and that, in proportion to its importance.

Not even Theology itself, though it comes from

heaven, though its truths were given once for all at

the first, though they are more certain than those of

mathematics, not even Theology do I exclude from the

law to which every mental exercise is subject, viz.,

from that imperfection, which ever must attend the

abstract, when it would determine the concrete. Nor

do I speak only of Natural Eeligion ;
for even the

teaching of the Catholic Church, is variously in

fluenced by the other sciences. Not to insist on the

introduction of the Aristotelic philosophy into its

phraseology, its interpretations of prophecy are

directly affected by the issues of history, its com

ments upon Scripture by the conclusions of the

astronomer and the geologist, and its casuistical de

cisions by the various experience, political, social, and

psychological, with which times and places are ever

supplying it.

What Theology gives, it has a right to take
;
or

rather, tin- interests of Truth oblige it to take. If

we would not be beguiled by dreams, if we would

ascertain facts as they are, then, granting Theology

is a ival science, we cannot exclude it, and still call

ourselves philosophers. I have asserted nothing as

yet as to tin- preeminent dignity of Religious Truth
;

I only say, it there be &quot;Religious Truth at all, \ve can

not shut our eyes t it, without prejudice to truth of
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y kind. plivsie;,!. metapli\&amp;gt;ical.
hi&amp;gt;t &amp;gt;rical, and

m&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r;il ; 1 ur it hears upon all truth. And thus I an-

swer the objection with which I opened this Discourse.

I supposed the (question put t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; UK- by a philosopher of

the day, AVhy cannot you go your way, and let us

I answer, in the name of Theology, &quot;When

Ni.wt&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n can dispense with the metaphysician, then

may you dispense with us&quot;. So much at first sight ;

now I am going on to claim a little more for Theology,

liy classing it with branches of knowledge which may
with greater decency be compared to it.

Let us see then, how this supercilious treatment uf

so momentous a science, for momentous it must be,

if there be a God, runs in a somewhat parallel case.

The great philosopher of antiquity, when he would

enumerate the causes of the things that take place in

the world, after making mention of those which lie

considered to be physical and material, adds, &quot;and the

mind and everthing which is by means of man&quot;.

Certainly; it would have been a preposterous coii;

when he would trace the effects he saw around him

t their respective sources, had he directed his ex-

elusive attention upon some one class or order of

originating principles, and ascribed to these every

thing which happened any whei It would indeed

have b.-en unworthy a genius so eurioi pene

trating, 80 fertile, v&quot;

analytical a- Aristntl.. *;, to ]i;

A
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laid it down that every thing on the face of the

earth could be accounted for by the material sciences,

without the hypothesis of moral agents. It is in

credible that in the investigation of physical results

he could ignore so influential a being as man, or

forget that, not only brute force and elemental

movement, but knowledge also is power. And this,

so much the more, inasmuch as moral and spiritual

agents belong to another, not to say a higher, order

than physical ;
so that the omission supposed would

not have been merely an oversight in matters of

detail, but a philosophical error, and a fault in

division.

However, we live in an age of the world, when the

career of science and literature is little affected by

what was done, or would have been done, by this

venerable authority; so, we will suppose, in England

or Ireland, in the middle of the nineteenth century, a

set of persons of name and celebrity to meet together,

in spite of Aristotle, and to adopt a line of proceeding,

which they conceive the circumstances of the time

render imperative. We will suppose that a difficulty

just now besets the enunciation and discussion of all

matters of science, in consequence of the extreme

usiti\eiie&amp;gt;s of large classes of the community,

ministers and laymen, on the subjects of necessity,

responsibility, the standard of morals, and the nature

of virtu rallies run so high, that the only way of

avoiding constant quarrelling in defence of this or
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that side of the question, i&amp;lt;. in tin- judgment of the

p T-&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n.s I am supposing, t&quot; shut up tin- subject of

anthropology altogether. Tin- Privy Council issues an

order to that effect. Man is to In- as it lie were not,

in the general course of Education; the moral and

mental sciences are to have no professorial chairs, and

the treatment of them is to he
.simply as a matter of

private judgment, which each individual may carry

out as he will. I can just fancy such a prohibition

abstractedly possible ;
but one thing I cannot fancy

possible, viz., that the parties in question, after this

sweeping act of exclusion, should forthwith send out

proposals on the basis of such exclusion, for publish

ing an Encyclopedia, or erecting a National University.

It is necessary, however. Gentlemen, for the sake of

the illustration which I am setting before you, to

imagine what cannot be. I say, let us imagine a

project for organizing a
&amp;gt;ystem

of scientific teaching,

in which the agency of man in the material world,

cannot allowably be recognized, and may allowably

be denied. Physical and mechanical causes are

clusivdy to be treated of; volition is a forbidden

subject. A Prospectus is put out, with a list of

-ciences, we will say, Astronomy, (

)ptics, Hydro-

static-, Galvanism, Pneumatics, Statics, Dynamics.

Purr Mathematics, Geol..gy. Botany, Physiology,

Anatomy, and so forth; but not a word about the

mind and its
po\v&amp;gt; ;it what i&amp;gt; said in explana

tion of the omi&amp;gt;-i&quot;ii. That explanation is to the
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effect, that the parties concerned in the undertaking

have given long and painful thought to the subject.

and have been reluctantly driven to the conclusion,

that it is simply impracticable to include in the list of

University Lectures the Philosophy of Mind. What

relieves, however, their regret is the reflection, that

domestic feelings and polished manners are best cul

tivated in the family circle and in good society, in

the observance of the sacred ties which unite father,

mother, and child, in the correlative claims and duties

of citizenship, in the exercise of disinterested loyalty

and enlightened patriotism. With this apology,

such as it is, they pass over the consideration of

the human mind and its powers and works, with

&quot;heads uncovered&quot; and &quot;in solemn silence&quot;.

The project becomes popular ; money flows in

apace ;
a charter is obtained

; professors are ap

pointed, lectures given, examinations passed, degr&amp;lt;&quot;

awarded : what sort of exactness or trustworthiness,

what philosophical largeness, will attach to view.-

formed in an intellectual atmosphere thus deprived of

some of the constituent elements of daylight? What

judgment will foreign countries and future times pn

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n the labours of the most acute and accomplished of

thf philosophers who have been parties to so porten

tous an unreality? Here are professors gravely

lecturing on medicine, or history, or political

economy, who, so far from being bound to acknow-

. ;ijv fn-r to srofl ;it the action of mind upon
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matter, or of mind upon mind, or the claims of mu

tual JK and charity. Common sense indeed and

public opinion &amp;gt;et bound- at first to so intolerable a

licence
; yet, as time goes on, an omission which was

originally hut a matter of expedience, commends it

self to the reason
;
and at length a Professor is found,

more hardy than his brethren, still however, as he

himself maintains, with sincere respect for domestic

feelings and good manners, who takes on him to deny

psychology in toto, to pronounce the influence of mind

in the visible world a superstition, and to account for

every effect, which is found in it, by the operation of

physical causes. Hitherto life and volition were

accounted real powers ;
the muscles act, and their

action cannot be represented by any scientific ex

pression; a stone flies out of the hand, and the pro

pulsive force of the muscle resides in the will
;
but

there has been a revolution, or at least a new theory

in philosophy, and our Professor, I say, in a brilliant

Lecture before a thronging audience, after speaking

Avith the highest admiration of the human intellect,

limits its independent action to the region of

speculation, and denies that it can be a motive

principle, or can exercise a special interference, in

the material world. He ascribes every work, or ex

ternal act, of man to the innate force or soul of the

physical nnivei He observes that spiritual agents

are so my&amp;gt;trrimis
and

unintelligible, so uncertain in

their laws, so vague in their operation, BO sheltered
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from experience, that a wise man will have nothing

say tn them. They belong to a different order of

causes, which he leaves to those whose profession it is

tn investigate them, and he confines himself to the

tangible and sure. Human exploits, human devices,

human deeds, human productions, all that comes under

the scholastic terms of
&quot;genius&quot;

and
&quot;art&quot;,

and

the metaphysical ideas of
&quot;duty&quot;, &quot;right&quot;,

and

&quot;heroism&quot;,
it is his office to contemplate all these

merely in their place in the eternal system of physical

cause and effect. What indeed is art, confessedly, but a

modification and a microcosm of nature? Was not

Bacon himself obliged t&amp;lt; allow that no one overcomes

Xature but by yielding to her? Warming with his

subject, the Lecturer undertakes to show how the whole

fabric of material civilization has arisen from the con

structive powers of physical elements and physical laws.

He descants upon palaces, castles, temples, exchanges,

bridges causeways, and shows that they never could

have grown into the imposing dimensions which

they present to us, but for the laws of gravitation

mid tin- cohesion of part with part. The pillar

would come down, the loftier the more speedily, did

not the centre of gravity fall within its base; and

the most admired dome of Palladio or Sir

Christopher would give way, were it not for the

happy principle of the arch. He surveys tin- eom-

pli. itted machinery of a single day s arrangements in

n private fa mil v: our dress, our furniture, our
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table board; what would become of them, be asks,

but for the laws of physical nature? Firm stitches

have a natural power, in proportion to the toughness

of the material adopted, to keep together separate

portions of cloth; sofas and chairs could not turn

upside down, even if they would
;
and it is a pro

perty of caloric to relax the fibres of animal matter,

acting on water in one way, on oil in another, and

this is the whole mystery of the most elaborate

cuisine: but I should be tedious, if I continued the

illustration.

Now, Gentlemen, pray understand how it is to be

here applied. I am not supposing that the principles

of Theology and Psychology are the same, or arguing

from the works of man to the works of God, which

Paley has done, which Hume has protested against.

I am not busying myself to prove the existence and

attributes of God, by means of the Argument from

design. I am not proving any thing at all about the

Supreme Being. On the contrary, I am assuming

His existence, and I do but sav this: that, man
/

existing, no University Professor, who had suppressed

in physical lectures the idea of volition, who did not

take volition for granted, could escape a one-sided, a

radically false view of the things, which he discussed;

not indeed that his own definitions, principles, and

laws would be wrong, or his abstract &amp;gt;tatenirnts, but

liis considering his own study to be the key of every

thing that takes place mi the face of tin.- earth, and
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his passing over anthropology, here would be his

error. I say, it would not be his science which was

untrue, but his so-called knowledge which was unreal.

He would be deciding on facts by means of theories :

he would forget the Poet s maxim,

&quot;There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy&quot;.

The various busy world, spread out before our eyes,

is physical, but it is more than physical ; and, in

making its actual system identical with his scientific

analysis, formed on a particular aspect, such a Pro

fessor as I have imagined was betraying a want of

philosophical depth, and an ignorance of what an

University Education ought to be. He was no longer

a teacher of liberal knowledge, but a narrow-minded

bigot. While his doctrines professed to be conclu

sions formed upon an hypothesis, they were undenia

ble
; not, if they professed to give results in fact

which he could grasp and take possession of. Grant

ing indeed, that a man s arm is moved by a simple phy

sical cause, then of course, we may dispute about the

various external influences, which, when it changes

its position, sway it to and fro, like a scarecrow in

a garden ;
but to assert that the motive cause is

physical, this is an assumption in a case, when our

question is about a matter of fact, not about the

logical co]iso|iirii&amp;lt;vs
.if an assumed premiss. And,

in like manner, it a people prays, and the wind
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change:-. the rain ceases, the sun shines, and the

harvest is safely housed, when no one expected it,

our Professor may, if he will, consult the barometer,

discourse about the atmosphere, and throw what has

happened into an equation, ingenious, if not true
;

but, should he proceed to rest the phenomenon, in

matter of fact, simply upon a physical cause, to the

exclusion of a divine, and to say that the given case

actually belongs to his science because other like

cases do, I must tell him, Ne sutor ultra crept-

dam: he is making his particular craft usurp and

occupy the universe. This then is the drift of

my illustration. Our excluding volition from our

range of ideas, is a denial of the soul
;

and

our ignoring divine agency is a virtual denial of

God. Moreover, supposing man can will and act of

himself in spite of physics, to shut up this great truth,

though one, is to put our whole encyclopedia of

knowledge out of joint; and
suppo&amp;gt;ing

God can will

and act of Himself in this world which lie has mad

and we deny or slur it over, then we are throwing tin-

circle of universal science into a like, or a far woi

confusion.

Worse incomparably, for the idea of God, if their

be a &amp;lt;i&quot;d. i- infinitely higher than the idea of man, -if

be man. If to blot our man s agm. i&amp;gt;

the book uf knowledge, on the Disposition

rhat aiiriirv -\i&amp;gt;tinu, \\hat must it bo. Mippirsing it

.

sists,
to blot nut the a.L

!

See, Gentle-
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men, I have now run beyond the first portion of the

argument to which this Discourse is devoted. I have

hitherto been engaged in showing that all the sciences

come to us, to use scholastic language, per modum

unius, that they all relate to one and the same in

tegral subject matter, that each separately is more or

less an abstraction, wholly true as an hypothesis,

but not wholly trustworthy in the concrete, con

versant with relations more than with facts, with

principles more than with agents; needing the support

and guarantee of its sister sciences, and giving in turn

while it takes: from which it follows, that none can

safely be omitted, if we would obtain the exactest

knowledge possible of things as they are, and that, the

omission is more or less important, in proportion to

the field which each covers, and the depth to which it

penetrates, and the order to which it belongs ;
for its

loss is a positive privation of an influence which ex

erts itself in the correction and completion of the rest.

This general statement is the first branch of my
argument ;

and now comes my second, which is its

application, and will not occupy us so long. I sav,

the second question simply regards the Science of

God, or Theology, viz., what, in matter of fact, are

its pretensions, what its importance, what its influence

upon other 1 tranches of knowledge, supposing there

In- ;i (iod, which it would not become me to set about

proving. Has it vast dimensions, or does it lie in a

nutshell y Will it&amp;gt; omi^i,,], be imperceptible, or will
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it destroy the equilibrium of the whole
&amp;gt;y-trm

of

Knowli-di This i&amp;gt; tht- inquiry to which I proceed.

Now what is Theology ^ First, I will tell you what

it is not. And here, in the first place, though of course

[leak on the subject, us a Catholic, observe that,

strictly speaking, I am not assuming that Catholicism

is true, while I make myself the champion of Theology,

Catholicism has not formally entered into my
argument hitherto, nor shall I just now assume any

principle peculiar to it
;
for reasons which will appeal-

in the sequel, though of course I shall use Catholic

language. Neither on the other hand, will I fall into

the fashion of the day, of identifying Natural Theology

with Physical; which said Physical Theology is a most

jejune study, considered as a science, and really is n&amp;lt;

science at all, for it is ordinarily nothing more than a

series of pious or polemical remarks upon the physical

world viewed religiously, whereas the word &quot;natural&quot;

really comprehends man and society, and all that is

involved therein, as the great Protestant writer, Dr.

Butler, shows us. Nor, in the third place, do I mean

by Theology polemics of any kind; fur instance, what

a iv Called &quot;the Evidences of
Religion&quot;, or &quot;

the

Christian Evidences&quot;; for, though these con&amp;gt;titute a

M-ieiirr supplemental to Theology and are necessary in

their place, they are not Theology itself, unless ;in

army i&amp;gt; synonymous with the body politic. N&amp;lt;

fourthly, do I mean by Tliri.l..Mfy
that va-ur tiling

Cliri-tianiry&quot;. or &quot;our cmiiion ( iiristianit
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or
&quot;

Christianity the law of the land&quot;,
it there is any

man alive who can tell what it is. I discard it, for

the very reason that it cannot throw itself into a pro

position. Lastly, I do not understand by Theology,

acquaintance with the Scriptures; for, though no per

son of religious feelings can read Scripture, but he will

find those feelings roused, and gain various knowledge

of history into the bargain, yet historical reading and

religious feeling are not science. I mean none of these

things by Theology, I simply mean the Science of

God, or the truths we know about God put into

system ; just as we have a science of the stars, and

call it astronomy, or of the crust of the earth, and

call it geology.

For instance, I mean, for this is the main point,

that, as in the human frame there is a living

principle, acting upon it and through it by means of

volition, so, behind the veil of the visible universe,

there is an invisible, intelligent Being, acting on and

through it, as and when He will. Further, I mean

that this invisible Agent is in no sense a soul of the

world, after the analogy of human nature, but on the

contrary is absolutely distinct from the world, as being

its Creator, Upholder, Governor, and Sovereign Lord.

Hen- we are at once brought into the circle of

doctrines which tin- idea of God embodies. I mean

then by tin- Supremo IVing, one who is simply self-

dependent, and the only being who is such; nu&amp;gt;ren\n

that lie is \\itlioiit hc-inniiiL; or Internal, and the
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only Eternal ; that in ijueiice He has lived a

whole eternitv l&amp;gt;v Himself; and hence that lie i&amp;gt; all-

sufficient, sufficient for His own blessedness, and all-

1 (leased, and ever-blessed. Further, I mean a Being.

who having these prerogatives, lias the Supreme Good,

or rather is the Supreme Good, or has all the

attributes of Good in infinite greatness ;
all wisdom,

all truth, all justice, all love, all holiness, all beauti-

fuluess; who is omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent;

ineffably one, absolutely perfect; and such, that what

we do not know and cannot even imagine of Him, is

far more wonderful than what we do and can. I

mean one who is sovereign over His own will and

actions, though alwavs accordino; to the eternal Rule
&amp;lt;~ .

of right and wrong, which is Himself. I mean,

moreover, that Pie created all things out of nothing,

and preserves them every moment, and could destroy

them as easily as He made them; and that, in conse-

jiience, He is separated from them by an abyss, and is

incommunicable in all His attributes. And further,

He has stamped upon all things, in the hour of their

creation, their respective natures, and ha- given them

their work and mission and their length of days,

greater or less, in their appointed place. I mean too,

that lie is ever present with His work-, die bv &quot;lie,

and confront- rything He has made by His parti

cular and iiit ^t loving I l-ovidi-nrc. and iiiaiiit&amp;gt;

Him-elf t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; earh a-vimling to it- nec&amp;lt;K : :i j,d &amp;lt;&amp;gt;M

rational being- ha- imprinted the moral law, and givt n
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them power to obey it, imputing on them the duty of

worship and service, searching and scanning them

through and through with His omniscient eye, and

putting before them a present trial and a judgment

to come.

Such is what Theology teaches about God, a doc

trine, as the very idea of its subject matter

presupposes, so mysterious as in its fulness to lie

beyond any system, and to seem even in parts to be

irreconcileable with itself, the imagination being

unable to embrace what the reason determines. It

teaches of a Being infinite yet personal; all blessed

yet ever operative; absolutely separate from the crea

ture, yet in every part of the creation at every

moment; above all things, yet under every thing.

It teaches of a Being who, though the highest, yet in

the work of creation, conservation, government,

retribution, makes Himself, as it were, the minister

and servant of all
; who, though inhabiting eternity,

allows Himself to take an interest, and to feel a sym

pathy, in the matters of space and time. His are all

beings, visible and invisible, the noblest and the

\ilest of them. His are the substance, and the

operation, and the results of that system of physical

nature, into which we are burn. His too are the powers

and achievements of the intellectual essences, uii

which lie has bestowed an independent action and

the gilt ill urigiiiaUuM. The laws of the uiii

the principles
&quot;f truth, the r&amp;gt;laii&quot;ii &amp;gt;f one thing
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another, their qualities and virtues, the order and

harmony of the whole, all that exists, is from Him
;

and, if evil is not from Him, as assuredly it is not,

this is because evil has no substance of its own, but

is only the defect, excess, perversion, or corruption

of that which has. All we see, hear, and touch,

the remote sidereal firmament, as well as our own sea

and land, and the elements which compose them, and

the ordinances they obey, are His. The primary

atoms of matter, their properties, their mutual

action, their disposition and collocation, electricity,

magnetism, gravitation, light, and whatever other

subtle principles or operations the wit of man is

detecting or shall detect, are the works of His hands.

From Him has been every movement which has

convulsed and refashioned the surface of the earth.

The most insignificant or unsightly insect, is from

Him, and good in its kind
;
the ever-teeming, inex

haustible swarms of animalcule, the myriads of

living motes invisible to the naked eye, the restless

everspreading vegetation which creeps like a garment

over the whole- earth, the lofty cedar, the umbrageous

banana, are His. His are the tribes and families of

birds and beasts, their graceful forms, their wild

gestures, and their passionate cries.

And so in the intellectual, moral, social, and politi

cal world. Man, with his motives and works, his

languages, his pro] action. hi&amp;gt; dill iinon, is from Him.

Agriculture, medicine, and the arts of lit;.., :m . nj s
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gifts.
^

&quot;ciety.
laws, government. He is their

sanction. The pageant of earthly royalty has the

semblance and the benediction of the Eternal King.

Peace and civilization, commerce and adventure,

wars when just, conquest when humane and neces

sary, have His cooperation, and His blessing upon

them. The course of events, the revolution of Em

pires, the rise and fall of states, the periods and eras,

the progresses and the retrogressions of the world s

history, not indeed the incidental sin, over-abundant

as it is, but the great outlines and the issues of hu

man affairs, are from His disposition. The elements

and types and seminal principles and constructive

powers of the moral world, in ruins though it be, are

to be referred to Him. He &quot;enlighteneth every man

that cometh into this world&quot;. His are the dictates

of the moral sense, and the retributive reproaches of

conscience. To Him must be ascribed the rich

endowments of the intellect, the radiation of genius,

the imagination of the poet, the sagacity of the poli

tician, the wisdom (as Scripture calls it), which now

rears and decorates the Temple, now manifests itself

in proverb or in parable. The old saws of nations,

the majestic precepts of philosophy, the luminous

maxims of law, the oracles of individual wisdom, the

traditionary rules of truth, justice, and religion, even

though imbedded in the corruption, or alloyed with the

pride, &amp;lt;.f the world,
be&amp;gt;peak

His original agency, and

ll\&amp;lt; l.i!iLr-MiireriiiLr presenee. Kven when- there i-
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habitual rebellion again-t Him, or profound tar-

&amp;gt;preading social depravity, still the undercurrent, or

the heroic outburst, of natural virtue, as well as the

yearnings of the heart after what it has not, and its

presentiment of its true remedies, are to be ascribed

to the Author of all good. Anticipations or reminis

cences of His glory haunt the mind of the Self-sufficient

sage, and of the pagan devotee
;

His writing is

upon the wall, whether of the Indian lane, or of the

porticoes of Greece. He introduces Himself, He all

but concurs, according to His good pleasure, and in

His selected season, in the issues of unbelief, super

stition, and false worship, and changes the character

of acts, by His over-ruling operation. He conde

scends, though He gives no sanction, to the altars

and shrines of imposture, and He makes His own

fiat the substitute for its sorceries. He speaks amid

the incantations of Balaam, raises Samuel s spirit in

the witch s cavern, prophesies of the Messias by the

tongue of the Sibyl, forces Python to recognize His

ministers, and baptizes by tin- hand of the misbe

liever. He is with the heathen dramatist in his

denunciations of injustice and tyranny, and his

auguries of divine vengeance upon crime. Even on

the unseemly legeii-ls of a popular mythology He

casts His shadow, and is dimly discerned in the ode
B

or the epie. as iii troubled water or in fantastic

dreams. All that is good, all that is true, all that is

brautifiil. all that i- hem-tiivnt. be it great or small.
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be it perfect or fragmentary, natural as well as super

natural, moral as well as material, comes from Him.

If this be a sketch, accurate in substance and as

far as it goes, of the doctrines proper to Theology,

and especially of the doctrine of a particular Provi

dence, which is the portion of it most on a level with

human sciences, I cannot understand at all how, sup

posing it to be true, it can fail, considered as know

ledge, to exert a powerful influence on philosophy,

literature, and every intellectual creation or disco

very whatever. I cannot understand how it is

possible, as the phrase goes, to blink the question of

its truth or falsehood. It meets us with a profession

and a proffer of the highest truths of which the

human mind is capable; it embraces a range of sub

jects the most diversified and distant from each other.

What science will not find one part or other of its

province traversed by its path? What results of

philosophic speculation are unquestionable, if they

have been gained without inquiry as to what Theology

had to say to them? Does it cast no light upon

history? has it no influence upon the principles of

ethics? is it without any sort of bearing on physics,

metaphysics, and political science? Can we drop it

out of the circle of knowledge, without allowing,

cither that that circle is thereby mutilated, or on the

other hand that Theology is no science?

And this dilemma is the more inevitable, because

Theology is so precise and consistent in its intellec-
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tual struct ur When I speak of Theism or Mono

theism. I am not throwing together discordant doc

trines; I um not merging belief, opinion, persuasion,

of whatever kind, into a shapeless aggregate, by the

help of ambiguous words, and dignifying this medley

by the name of Theology. I speak of one idea un

folded in its just proportions, carried out upon an

intelligible method, and issuing in necessary and

immutable results; understood indeed at one time

and place better than at another, held here and there

with more or less of inconsistency, but still, after all,

in all times and places, where it is found, the evolu

tion, not of two ideas, but of one.

And here I am led again to direct your attention,

Gentlemen, to another and most important point in

the argument, its wide reception. Theology, as I

have described it, is no accident of particular minds;

as are certain systems, for instance, of prophetical

interpretation. It is not the sudden birth of a crisis,

as the Lutheran or Wesleyan doctrine. It is not the

splendid development of some uprising philosophy, as

the Cartesian or Platonic. It is not the fashion of a

season, as certain medical treatments may be consi

dered. It has had a place, if not possession, in the

intellectual world, from time immemorial; it has been

received by minds the most various, and in systems

of religion the most hostile to each other. It has

primd facie claims upon us, so strong, that it can

only be rejected on the ground of those claims bcinir
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nothing more than imposing, that is, false. A

our own countries, it occupies our language, it meets

us at every turn in our literature, it is the seer,

assumption, too axiomatic to be distinctly professed,

of all our writers; nor can we help assuming it our

selves without the most unnatural vigilance. Who

ever philosophizes, starts with it, and introduces it,

when he will, without any apology. Bacon, Hooker,

Taylor, Cudworth, Locke, Newton, Clarke, Berkeley,

Butler, and it would be as easy to find more, as difficult

to find greater names among English authors, inculcate

or comment upon it. Men the most opposed, in

creed or cast of mind, Addison and Johnson, Shaks-

peare and Milton, Lord Herbert and Baxter, herald

it forth. Nor is it an English or a Protestant

notion only ; you track it across the continent, you

pursue it into former ages. When was the world

without it ? have the systems of Atheism or Panthe-

prevailed in the literature of nations,

i&amp;gt;r in respect of formation or completion, to compare

with that of Monotheism? We find it in old Gree.

in. ;n in 1 11 as in Judea and the East.

lind it in popular literature, in philosophy, in

4tive and settled teaching, ditlering not

at all in the appearance it presents, whether in Prot

(r in schismatical Uussia, or in the

r in i

li . ! il which had

the
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studies &quot;f a University, and could not be rejected ex-

r (Hi the score &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f convicted imposture, as astro]

oi- alchemy ;
if there be a science any where, which

at least could claim not to be ignored, but to be

entertained, and either distinctly accepted or dis

tinctly reprobated, or rather, which cannot be pa-

over in a scheme of universal instruction, without

involving a positive denial of its truth, it is this

ancient, this far-spreading philosophy.

And now, Gentlemen, I may bring a somewhat

tedious discussion to a close. It will not take many
words to sum up what I have been urging. I say

then, if the various branches of knowledge, which

are the matter of teaching in a University, so hang

together, that none can be neglected without prejudice

to the perfection of the rest, and if Theology be a

branch of knowledge, of wide reception, of philo

sophical structure, of unutterable importance, and of

supreme influence, to what conclusion are we brought

from these two premisses but this? that to withdraw

Theology from the public schools, is to impair the

completeness and to invalidate the trustworthiness of

all that is actually taught in them.

But I have been insisting simply on Natural Theo-

-, and that, because I wished to carry along with

me those who w&amp;lt; iv not Catholics, and, again, as

;ident that no une can really .-et himself t&quot;

and to teach tli Tine of an Intelligent Creator in

itsfuliies- without deal further t!.
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he at present dreams. I ask again, then
;

if this

Science, even as human reason may attain to it, has

such claims on the regard, and enters so variously

into the objects, of the Professor of Universal Know

ledge, how can any Catholic imagine that it is

possible to cultivate Philosophy and Science with

due attention to their ultimate end, which is Truth,

if that system of revealed facts and principles, which

constitutes the Catholic Faith, which goes so far

beyond nature, and which he knows to be most true,

be omitted from among the subjects of their teaching?

In a word, Religious Truth is not only a portion,

but a condition of general knowledge. To blot it out,

is nothing short, if I may so speak, of unravelling the

web of University Education. It is, according to the

Greek proverb, to take the Spring from out the year;

it is t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; imitate the preposterous proceeding of those

tragedians, who represented a drama with the

&quot;mission ,.f its principal part.





DISCOUKSE IV.

BEARING OF OTHER BRANCHES OF KNOWLEDGE OX

THEOLOGY.

NOTHING is more common in the world at large, than

to consider the resistance, made on the part of re

ligious men, especially Catholics, to the separation of

Secular Education from Eeligion, as a plain token,

that there is some real contrariety between human

science and Revelation. It matters not to the mul

titude who draw this inference, whether the protest

ing parties are aware that it can be drawn or not; it is

borne in upon the many, so to say, as self-evident, that

religious men would not thus be jealous and alarmed

about Science, did they not feel instinctively, though

they may not recognise it, that knowledge is their born

enemy, and that its progress will be certain to

destroy, if it is not arrested, all that they hold venerable

and dear. It looks to the world like a misgiving on

our part similar t that which is imputed to our re-

fVal t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; Vim-ate, by means of the Bible only; why
8
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should you dread it, men say, if it be not against

;i? And in like manner, why should you dread

alar education, except that it is against you?

Why impede the circulation of books which take re

ligions views opposite to your own? Why forbid your

children and scholars the free perusal of poems or

tales or essays or other light literature which you fear

would unsettle their minds? Why oblige them to

know these persons and to shun those, if you think

that your friends have reason on their side, as fully

as your opponents? Truth is bold and unsuspicious;

want of self-reliance is the mark of falsehood.

Now, as far as this objection relates to any supposed

opposition between secular science and divine, which

is the subject on which I am at present engaged, I

made a sufficient answer to it in my foregoing Dis

course. In it I said, that, in order to have possession

of truth at all, we must have the whole truth; that

no one science, no two sciences, no one family of

sciences, nay, not even all secular science, is the

whole truth
;

that revealed truth enters to a very

great extent, into the province of science, philosophy,

and literature, and that to put it on one side, in com

pliment t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; secular science, is simply, under colour of

a compliment, to do science a great damage. I do

not say that every science will be equally alerted by

the omission; pure mathematics will not suffer at all;

chemistry will suil er less than polities, politics than

history, ethic,-, or metaphysics; still, that the vario U &amp;gt;
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branches of science are intimately connected with

each other, and form one whole, which whole is im

paired, and to an extent which it is difficult to limit,

by any considerable omission of knowledge, of what

ever kind, and that revealed knowledge is very far

indeed from an inconsiderable department, this, I con

sider undeniable. As the written and unwritten

word of God make up Revelation as a whole, and the

unwritten, taken by itself, is but a part of that whole,

so in turn Revelation itself may be viewed as one of

the constituent parts of human knowledge, considered

as a whole, and its omission is the omission of one of

those constituent parts. Revealed Religion furnishes

facts to the other sciences, which those sciences, left

to themselves, would never reach; and it invalidates

apparent facts, which, left to themselves, they would

imagine. Thus, in the science of history, the preser

vation of our race in Noah s ark, is an historical fact,

which history never would arrive at without Revela

tion; and, in the sciences of physiology and moral

philosophy, our race s progress and perfectibility is a

dream, because Revelation contradicts it, whatevermay
b&amp;lt;- plausibly argued in its behalf by scientific inquirers.

It is not then that Catholics are afraid of human

knowledge, but that they are proud of divine know

ledge, and that they think the omission of any kind

of knowledge whateTir, human or divine, to be, as

far as it nut knowledge, but ignorance.

Thus I anticipated the objection in question last
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week : now I am going t make it the introduction

to a further view of the relation of secular knowledge

to divii I observe then, that, if you drop any

science out of the circle of knowledge, you cannot

keep its place vacant for it; that science is forgotten;

the other sciences close up, or, in other words, they

exceed their proper bounds, and intrude where they

have no right. For instance, I suppose if ethics

were sent into banishment, its territory would soon

disappear, under a treaty of partition, as it may be

called, between physiology and political economy ;

what, again, would become of the province of ex

perimental science, if made over to the Antiquarian

Society; or of history, if surrendered out and out to

Metaphysicians ? The case is the same with the

subject matter of Theology ;
it would be the prey of

a dozen various sciences, if Theology were put out of

possession; and not only so, but those sciences would

be plainly exceeding their rights and their capacities

in seizing upon it. They -would be sure to teach

wrongly, what they had no mission to teach at all.

The enemies of Catholicism ought to be the last to

deny this: lor they have never been blind to a like

usurpation, as they have called it, on the part of

theologians; those who accuse us of wishing, in accor

dance with Scripture language, to make the sun go

round the earth, are m&amp;gt;t the men to deny that a

science which exceeds it- limits, tails into error.

I neither then am aHe nor care to deny, rather
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I assert the fact, and to-day I ani going on to

account for it, that any secular science culti

vated exclusively, may become dangerous to Religion ;

and I account for it on this broad principle, that no

science whatever, however comprehensive it may be,

but will fall largely into error, if it be constituted

the sole exponent of all things in heaven and earth,

and that, for the simple reason that it is encroaching

on territory not its own, and undertaking problems

which it has no instruments to solve. And I set off

thus:

One of the first acts of the human mind is to grasp

or take hold of what meets the senses, and herein lies

a chief distinction between man s and a brute s use of

them. Brutes gaze on sights, they are arrested by

sounds; and what they see and what they hear are

sights and sounds only. The intellect of man, on

the contrary, energizes as well as his eye or ear,

and perceives in sights and sounds something beyond

them. It seizes and unites what the senses present

to it; it grasps and forms what need not be seen or

heard except in detail. It discerns in lines and

mil. ins, or in tones, what is beautiful, and what is

not. It riv&amp;lt;.-s them a meaning, and invests them

with an idea. It gathers up a succession of notes, as

it were, into a point of time, and calls it a melody;

it lias a keen sensibility towards angles and curves,

lights and shadows, tints and contiims. It assigns

phenomena t&quot; a in-in-nil law. qualities to a subjeet.
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act- to a principle, and elfrcts to a can In a

word, it philosophises; tor I suppo^,- Science and

Philosophy, in their elrmrntary idea, an- nothing else

but this habit of vieicinr/. as it may be called, the

objects which sense conveys to the mind, of throwing

them into system, and uniting and stamping them

with one form.

This method is so natural to us, as I have .said,

to be almost spontaneous; and we are impatient

when we cannot exercise it, and in consequence we

do not always wait to have the means of exercising

it aright, but we often put up with insufficient or

absurd views or interpretations of what we meet

with, rather than have none at all. &quot;We, refer the

various matters which are brought home to us, ma

terial or moral, to causes which we happen to know

of, or to such as are simply imaginary, sooner than

refer them to nothing: and, according to the activity

of our intellect, do we feel a pain and begin to fret, if

we are not able to do so. Here we have an explana

tion of the multitude of offhand savings, ilippant

judgments, and shallow generalizations, with which

the world abound^. Not from self-will only, nor

from malevolence, but from the irritation which

suspense occasions, is the mind forced on to pro

nounce, without sufficient data for pronouncing.

Who dors not form somr \ir\v or nfhrr, for instance,

of any public man, or any public event, nay even so

far in SOI - roach tin - mrntal
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of his appearance or of its scene, yet how few have a

right to form any! Hence the misconceptions of cha

racter, hence the false impressions and reports of

words or deeds, which are the rule, rather than the

exception, in the world at large; hence the extrava

gances of undisciplined talent, and the narrownesses

of conceited ignorance; because, though it is no easy

matter to view things correctly, yet the busy mind

will ever be viewing. We cannot do without a view.
C2 /

and we put up with an illusion, when we cannot get

a true one.

Xow, observe how this impatience acts in matters

of research and speculation. What happens to the

ignorant and hotheaded, will take place in the case

of every person, whose education or pursuits are con

tracted, whether they be merely professional, merely

scientific, or of whatever other peculiar complexion.

Men, whose life lies in the cultivation of one science,

or the exercise of one method of thought, have no more

right, though they have often more ambition, to gener

alize upon the basis of their own pursuit, yet beyond

its range, than the schoolboy or the ploughman to

judge of a Prime Minister. But they must have

Munething to say on every subject; habit, fashion,

the public require it of them: and, if so, they can

only give sentence according to their knowledge. You

might think this ought to make such a person mod&amp;lt;

in his enunciation-; not so: to&quot; often it happens

that, in proportion as hU knowledge is narrow, is,



not his diihdeii it. but the deep hold it has upon

him. hi- conviction of his own conclusions, and liis po-i-

tiv- in maintaining them. He has the obstinacy

of tin.- hiii-fit. -whom he scorns, without the IniM ^

apology, that he has been taught, as he thinks, his

doctrine from heaven. Thus he becomes, what is com

monly called, a man of one idea; which properly means

a man of one science, and of the view, partly true, but

subordinate, partly false, which is all that can pro

ceed out of any thing so partial. Hence it is that

we have the principles of utility, of combination, of

progress, of philanthropy, or, in material sciences,

comparative anatomy, phrenology, electricity, ex

alted into leading ideas and keys, if not of all know

ledge, at least of many things more than belong to

them, principles, all of them true to a certain point,

yet all degenerating into error and quackery, because

they are carried to excess, at a point where they

require interpretation and restraint from other

quarters, and because they are employed to do what

is simply too much for them, inasmuch as a little

science is not deep philosophy.

Lord Bacon has set down the abuse, of which I am

speaking, among the impediments to the Advance

ment of the Sciences, when he uK-rrves that &quot;men

have used to infect their meditations, opinions, and

doctrines, with some conceits which tiny have m

admired, or some Sciences which they have most

fi/)jitir(/; and Lriveall things else a hncJttJ
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to them, utterly untrue and improper

liave the alchemists made a philosophy out of a few

experiments of the furnace
;

and Gilbertus, our

countryman, hath made a philosophy out of the

observations of a lodestone. So Cicero, when

reciting the several opinions of the nature of the

soul, he found a musician, that held the soul was but a

harmony, saith pleasantly, hie ab arte sua non reces-

sit
,

he was true to his art . But of these conceits

Aristotle speaketh seriously and wisely, when he

saith,
&quot;

Qui respiciunt ad pauca, de facili pronun-

ciant
, they who contemplate a few tilings have no

difficulty in deciding &quot;.

Now I have said enough to explain the incon

venience which I conceive necessarily to result from

a refusal to recognize theological truth in a course of

Universal Knowledge ;
it is not only the loss of

Theology, it is the perversion of other sciences.

What it unjustly forfeits, others unjustly seize.

They have their own department, and in going out

of it, attempt to do what they really cannot do
;
and

that the more mischievously, because they do teach

what in its place is true, though when out of its

place, perverted, or carried to excess, it is not true.

And, as every man has not the capacity of separating

truth from falsehood, they persuade the world of

what is i al-r by urging upon them what is true.

Nor is it open eiieniio alone \\lio encounter us here,

sometimes it is t rirnd&amp;gt;. smncTiiiK-
|ter-&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n-

who. if not
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friends, at least have no wish to oppose Keligion, and

are not conscious they aiv doing so; and it will

carry out my meaning more i ully if I give some

illustrations of it.

As to friends, I may take as an instance the cul

tivation uf tin? Fine Arts, Painting, Sculpture,

Architecture, to which I may add Music. Th

high minister.- of the Beautiful and the Noble, are, it

is plain, special attendants and handmaids of Reli

gion; but it is equally plain that they arc apt to

forget their place, and, unless restrained with a firm

hand, instead of being servants, will aim at becoming

principals. Here lies the advantage, in an ecclesi

astical point of view, of their more rudimental state,

I mean of the ancient style of architecture, of

Gothic sculpture and painting, and of what is called

Gregorian music, that these inchoate sciences have

so little innate vigour and life, that they are in no

danger of going out of their place, and giving the law

to Religion. But the case is very dillerent, when

genius has breathed upon their natural elements, and

developed them into what I may call intellectual

powers. When Painting, 11 .r example, grows into

the fulness of its function as a simply imitative art, it

at once ceases to be a dependant on tin- Church. It

ha- an end of its own. and that uf earth : Nature is its

pattern, and tin- objivt it pursues is tin- beauty of

Nature, even till it becomes an ideal h.-aiity, but a

natural beauty -till. It .-iiiiiot imitate th- beauty
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i t Angels and Saints which it has never seen. At

first indeed, by outlines and emblems it shadowed out

the Invisible, and its want of skill became the instru

ment of reverence and modesty ; but, as time went on

and it attained its full dimensions as an art, it

rather subjected Religion to its own ends, than

ministered to the ends of Religion, and in its long

galleries and stately chambers, adorable figures and

sacred histories did but mingle amid the train of the

earthly, not to say unseemly forms, which it created,

borrowing withal a colouring and a character from

that bad company. Not content with neutral ground

for its development, it was attracted by the sublimity

of divine subjects to ambitious and hazardous essays.

Without my saying a word more, you will clearly un

derstand, Gentlemen, that under these circumstances

Religion must exert itself that the world might not gain

an advantage over it. Put out of sight the severe

teaching of Catholicism in the schools of painting, as

men now would put them aside in their philosophical

studies, and in no long time you would have had,

the hierarchy of the Church, the Anchorite and

Virgin-martyr, the Confessor and the Doctor, the

Angelic Hn-t-, the Mother of God, the Crucifix, the

Eternal Trinity, supplanted by a sort of pagan

mythology in the guise of sacred names, by a crea

tion imltvd uf high gi-nius, of intense and dazzling

and soul-absorbing beauty, in which, Imwcvor. there

was untli mir \vliirli subserved tin- cause &quot;t

1

IVligi&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n.
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nothing on the other hand which did not directly or

indirectly minister to corrupt nature and the powers

of darkIK-

The art of Painting, however, is peculiar : Music

ami Architecture are more ideal, and their respective

archetypes, even if not supernatural, at least are ab

stract and unearthly ;
and yet what I have been observ

ing about Painting, holds, I suppose, analogously, in the

marvellous development which Musical Science has

undergone in the last century. Doubtless here too

the highest genius may be made subservient to Re

ligion; here too, still more simply than in the case of

Painting, the Science has a field of its own, perfectly

innocent, into which Religion does not and need not

enter
;
on the other hand here also, as well in the

case of Music as Painting, it is certain, that Religion

must be alive and on the defensive, for, if its servants

sleep, a potent enchantment will steal over it. Music,

I suppose, though this is not the place to enlarge upon

it, has an object of its own; as mathematical science,

it is the expression of ideas greater and more pin-

found than any in the visible world, ideas, which

centre indeed in Him whom Catholicism manifests,

who is the seat of all beauty, order, and perfection

whatever, still after all not those on which Revealed

Religion directly and principally fixes our gaze. If

then a givut mastn- in this mysterious science (if I

may speak of matter- which seem to lie nut of my own

province) throws hiin-elt on his own Lrif r. tru&amp;gt;ts IN
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inspirations, and absorbs himself in those thoughts,

which, though they come to him in the way of nature,

belong to things above nature, it is obvious he will

neglect every thing else. Rising in his strength he

will break through the trammels of words, he will

scatter human voices, even the sweetest, to the winds;

he will be borne on upon nothing less than the fullest

flood of sounds which art has enabled him to draw

from mechanical contrivances; he will go forth as a

giant, as far as ever his instruments can reach,

starting from their secret depths fresh and fresh

elements of beauty and grandeur as he goes, and

pouring them together into still more marvellous and

rapturous combinations; and well indeed and law

fully, while he keeps to that line which is his own;

but should he happen to be attracted, as he well may,

by the sublimity, so congenial to him, of the Catholic

doctrine and ritual, should he engage in sacred

themes, should he resolve to do honour to the Mass,

or the Divine Office, he cannot have a more pious, a

better purpose, and Religion will gracefully accept

what IK- gracefully offers: but is it not certain, from

the circumstances of the case, that he will rather use

Kdigion than minister to it, unless Religion is strong

on its own ground, and reminds him that, if he would

do honour to the highest of subjects, he must make

himself it&amp;gt; scholar, humbly follow the thoughts givi-n

him, and aim at the
gl&quot;ry,

not of his own gift, but

of the (.rent (liver?
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As to Architecture. it is a remark. if I recollect

aright. both of Fenelon and Berkeley, men so diffe

rent. that it carries more with it even than the

names of those celebrated men, that the Gothic style

is not as simple as ecclesiastical structures demand.

I understand this to be a similar judgment to that

which I have been passing on the cultivation of

Painting and Music. For myself, certainly I think

that that style which, whatever be its origin, is called

Gothic, is endowed with a profound and a command

ing beauty, such as no other style possesses, with

which we are acquainted, and which probably the

Church will not see surpassed till it attain to the

Celestial City. Xo other architecture, now used for

sacred purposes, seems to have an idea in
it, whereas

the Gothic style is as harmonious and as intellectual

as it is graceful. But this feeling should not blind

us, rather it should awaken us, to the danger, lest

what is really a divine gift, be incautiously used as

an end rather than as a mean-. It is surely quite

within the bounds of possibility, that, as the renais

sance three centuries ago, carried away its own day,

in spite of the Church, into excesses in literature and

art, so a revival of an almost forgotten architecture,

which is at present taking place in our owrn coun

tries, in France, and in Germany, may in some way

or other run away with us into this or that error,

unless we he.
j.

a watch over its com I am not

-&amp;gt;. akin- -f Ireland: t-&amp;gt; Iji jli.-h Catholics at l.-a&amp;gt;t it
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would be a serious evil, if it came as the emblem and

advocate of a past ceremonial or an extinct national

ism. We are not living in an age of wealth and

ilty, of pomp and stateliness, of time-honoured

establishments, of pilgrimage and penance, of her

mitages and convents in the wild, and of fervent

populations supplying the want of education by love,

and apprehending in form and symbol what they

cannot read in books. Our rules and our rubrics

are altered for the times, and an obsolete discipline

may be a present heresy.

I have been pointing out to you, Gentlemen, how

the Fine Arts may prejudice Keligion, by giving the

law where they should be subservient. The illustra

tion is analogous rather than strictly proper to my sub

ject, yet I think it is to the point. If then the most

loyal and dutiful children of the Church must deny

themselves, and do deny themselves, when they would

sanctify to a heavenly purpose sciences as sublime

and as divine as any which are cultivated by fallen

man, it is not wonderful, when we turn to science of

a dilli ivnt character, of which the object is tangible

and material, and the principles belong to the Reason,

not the Imagination, that we should find those who

a iv disinclined to the Catholic Faith, even against

their will and intention, as may often happen, acting

the part of opponents to it. Many men there are,

who, drvoted to one particular subject of thought,

and making its principles the measure of all things,
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temies to !! v&amp;lt; uk-d Religion before they know

it. and, only a time proceeds, arc aware of their state

of mind. These, if they are writers or lecturers,

while in this state of unconscious or semiconscious

unbelief, scatter infidel principles under the garb

and colour of Christianity; and this, simply be

cause they have made their own science, whatever it

is, Political Economy, or Geology, or Astronomy, not

Theology, the centre of all truth, and view every part or

the chief parts of knowledge as if developed from it, and

to be tested and determined by its principles. Others,

though conscious to themselves of their anti-christian

opinions, have too much good feeling and good taste

to wish to obtrude them upon the world. They

neither wish to shock people, nor to earn for them

selves a confessorship which brings with it no gain.

They know the strength of prejudice, and the penalty

of innovation; they wish to go through life quietly;

they scorn polemics; they shrink as from a real humi

liation, from being mixed up in religious controversy ;

they are ashamed of the very name. However, they

have occasion at some time to publish on some literary

or scientific subject; they wish to give no offence; but

after all, to their great annoyance, they find when they

least expect it, or when they have taken considerable

pains to avoid it, that they have roused by their pub
lication what they would style the bi^-tud and bitter

hostility of a party. This misfortune is easily conn-i-

1
. and lias Ixjlalk-n many a man. Before he know*
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where lie
is,

raised on all sides of him; and s&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

little does he know what we may call the lie of the

land, that his attempts at apology perhaps only make

matters worse. In other words, an exclusive line of

study has led him, whether he will or no, to run coun

ter to the principles of Religion; which he has never

made his land marks, and which, whatever might be

their effect upon himself, at least would have warned

him against practising upon the faith of others, had

they been authoritatively held up before him.

Instances of this kind are far from uncommon.

Men who are old enough, will remember the trouble

which came upon a person, eminent as a professional

man in London even at that distant day, and still more

eminent since, in consequence of his publishing a book

in which he so treated the subject of Comparative

Anatomy, as to seem to deny the immateriality of the

soul. I speak here neither as excusing nor reproba

ting scntimonts about which I have not the means of

forming a judgment; all indeed I have heard of him

makes me mention him with interest and respect; any

how of this T am sure, that if there be a calling which

[\ ( \&amp;gt; it- position and its dignity to lie in abstain

ing from controversy and cultivating kindly feelings

with men of all opinions, it is the medical profession,

and I cannot believe that the person in question

would purposely have raised the indignation and

incurred the ci nsnro of the ivli^iuii? public.&quot;
What

ifinp; tli .. 1 have found grounds for ln-liovin^ thru

9
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then was his fault or mistake. l&amp;gt;ut that he unsuspi

ciously tlirew himself upon his own particular science,

which is of a material character, and allowed it to carry

him forward into a subject matter, where it had no

right to give the law, that, viz., of spiritual substances,

which directly belongs to the science of Theology?

Another instance occurred at a later date. A

living dignitary of the Established Church wrote a

History of the Jews; in which, with what I consider

at least bad judgment, he took an external view of it,

and hence was led to assimilate it as nearly as pos

sible to secular history. A great sensation was the

consequence among the members of his own commu

nion, from which he still suffers. Arguing from the

dislike and contempt of polemical demonstrations

which that accomplished writer has ever shown, I

must conclude that he was simply betrayed into a

false step by the treacherous fascination of what is

called the Philosophy of History, which is good in its

place, but is superseded in cases where the Almighty

has superseded the natural laws of society and history.

From this he would have been saved, had he been a Cn-

tliolic; but in the Establishment he knew of no teach

ing, to which he was bound to defer, which ruled that

to be false which attracted him by its spaciousness.

I will now take an instance from smother science.

Political EeuiiMiny is tin-
science, I sup]MKc,of wealth,

\\.irk in
&amp;lt;iiio&amp;lt;h&quot;ii

liail limn- f ]iuqi..M th;ui 1 ha.l

I hi- ilnr-i ii..t all. .iin lit.
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-ell-nee simply lawful and useful, for it is no sin to

make money, any more than it is a sin to seek

honour; a science at the same time dangerous and

leading to occasions of sin, as is the pursuit of

honour too; and in consequence, if studied by itself,

and apart from the control of Kevealed Truth, sure to

conduct a speculator to unchristian conclusions.

Holy Scripture tells us distinctly, that &quot;covetous-

ness&quot;,
or more literally the love of money,

&quot;

is the

root of all
evils&quot;;

and that
&quot;they

that would become

rich foil into temptation&quot;; and that &quot;

hardly shall

they that have riches enter into the kingdom of God&quot;;

and after drawing the picture of a wealthy and nou

rishing people, it adds, &quot;They
have called the people

happy that hath these things; but happy is that

people whose God is the Lord&quot;: while on the other

hand it says with equal distinctness,
&quot;

If any will

not work, neither let him
eat&quot;;

and &quot;

If any man

have not care of his own, and especially of those of

his hoiisi-, he hath denied the faith, and is worse

than an infidel&quot;. These opposite injunctions are

:iume&amp;lt;l up in the wise man s prayer, who says,

Give me neither beggary nor riches, give me only

the necessaries of life&quot;. With this most precise view

of a Christian s duty, viz., to labour indeed, but to

labour for a competency tor himself and his, and to

lie jealous of wealth, whether personal or national,

the holy Fathers are, as mi-lit be expected, in simple

x&amp;gt;rdance. &quot;.hida St. Gin- &amp;lt;m. &quot;was
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with Him who kn.-w not win-re to lay His head, jet

could not restrain himself; and how canst thou hope

to escape the contagion without anxious effort?&quot; &quot;It

is ridiculous&quot;, says St. Jerome, &quot;to call it idolatry to

offer to the creature the grains of incense that are

due to God, and not to call it so, to offer the whole

service of one s life to the creature&quot;.
&quot; There is not

a trace of justice in that heart&quot;, says St. Leo,
&quot;

in

which the love of gain has made itself a
dwelling&quot;.

The same thing is emphatically taught us by the

counsels of perfection, and by every holy monk and

nun any where, who have ever embraced them; but

it is useless to collect passages when Scripture is so

clear.

Now observe, Gentlemen, my drift in setting Scrip

ture and the Fathers over against Political Economy.

Of course if there is a science of wealth, it must

give rules for gaining wealth, and can do nothing

more; it cannot itself declare that it is a subordinate

science, that its end is not the ultimate end of all

things, and that its conclusions are only hypothetical,

depending on its premisses, and exposed to be over

ruled by a higher teaching. I do not then blame the

Political Economist for any thing which follows from

the very idea of his science, directly it is recognised

as a science. Ik- must of course direct his inquiries

t&quot;ward&amp;gt; his end; but then at the same time it must

recollected, that so far he is not practical, but

only pur&amp;gt;u.
&amp;gt; an attract study, and is busying him-
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self in establishing logical conclusions from indis

putable premisses. Given that wealth is to be

sought, this and that is the method of gaining it.

This is the extent to which a Political Economist has

a right to go; he has no right to determine that

wealth is at any rate to be sought, or that it is the

way to be virtuous and the price of happiness; I say

this is to pass the bounds of his science, whether he

be right or wrong in so determining, for he is only

concerned with an hypothesis.

To take a parallel case: a physician may tell

you, that, if you are to preserve your health, you must

give up your employment and retire to the country.

He distinctly says &quot;if&quot;;
that is all in which he is

concerned, he is no judge whether there are objects

deaivr to you, more urgent upon you, than the preser

vation of your health
;
he does not enter into your

circumstances, your duties, your liabilities, the persons

dependent on you ;
he knows nothing about what is

pL tititahle or what is not; he only says &quot;I speak as

a physician; if you would be well, give up your

, your trade, your office, whatever it is&quot;.

In- iimy wish it, it would be impertinent in

hin i

iy more, unless indeed he spoke, not as a

physician, but as a friend; and it would be extra-

iit. if he asx-itcd that bodily health was the

tiiiiiiniuii bonuiii, and that no one could be virtuous,

whose animal svsteni was not in L!&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&quot;&amp;gt;1 &amp;lt;&amp;gt;nler.

P. ut n.iw let us turn to tin- teacl ing &quot;I the Poll-
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tical Economist, a fashionable philosopher just now.

I will take a very favourable instance of him
;
he

shall be represented by a gentleman of high cha

racter, whose religious views are sufficiently guaran

teed to us by his being the special choice, in this

department of science, of a University removed more

than any other Protestant body of the day from sordid

or unchristian principles on the subject of money-

making. I say, if there be a place where Political

Economy would be kept in order, and would not be

suffered to leave the high road and ride across the

pastures and the gardens dedicated to other studies, it

is the University of Oxford. And if a man could any

where be found who would have too much good taste

to offend the religious feeling of the place, or to say

any thing which he would himself allow to be incon

sistent with Eevelation, I conceive it is the person

whose temperate and well-considered composition, as

it would be generally accounted, I am going to offer

to your notice. Nor did it occasion any excitement

whatever on the part of the academical or the reli

gious public, as did the instances which I have hitherto

u adducing. I am representing then the science

of Political Economy, in its independent or unbridled

action, to great advantage, when I select, as its speci

men, the Inaugural Lecture upon it, delivered in the

University in
&amp;lt;iue&amp;gt;tion, by its first Professor, imme

diately &quot;ii the endowment nf its chair ly Mi 1

, llmrv

&quot;1 Alhury 1 ark. } c\ \\ith all tin
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circumstances in its favour, you will soon see, Gentle

men, into what extravagance, for so I must call it, a

grave lawyer is led in praise of his chosen science,

merely from the circumstance that he has fixed his

mind upon it, till he has forgotten there are subjects

of thought higher and more heavenly than it. You

will find beyond mistake, that it is his object to recom

mend the science of wealth, by claiming for it an

ethical quality, viz., by extolling it as the road to

virtue and happiness, whatever Scripture and holy

men may say to the contrary.

He begins by predicting of Political Economy, that

in the course of a very few years,
&quot;

it will rank in

public estimation among the first of moral sciences

in interest and in
utility&quot;.

Then he explains most

lucidly its objects and duties, considered as
&quot; the

science which teaches in what wealth consists, by

what agents it is produced, and according to what

laws it is distributed, and what are the institutions

and customs by which production may be facilitated

and distribution regulated, so as to give the largest

il&amp;gt;le amount of wealth to each individual&quot;. And he

dwells upon the interest which attaches to the in

quiry, &quot;whether England has run her full career of

wealth and improvement, but stands safe where she is,

or whether to remain stationary is impossible&quot;. After

this he notices a certain objection, which 1 shall

lu-i i.iv you in hi* own wor.K. as they will fimiish me

\\ith the illustr.iiion 1
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This objection, he says, is, that,
&quot;

as the pursuit

of wealth is one of the humblest of human occupations,

far inferior to the pursuit of virtue, or of knowledge,

or even of reputation, and as the possession of wealth

is not necessarily joined, perhaps it will be said, is

not conducive, to happiness, a science, of which the

only subject is wealth, cannot claim to rank as the

first, or nearly the first, of moral sciences&quot;.
*

Certainly, to an enthusiast in behalf of any science

whatever, the temptation is great to meet an objection

urged against its dignity and worth; however, from

the very form of it, such an objection cannot receive

a satisfactory answer by means of the science itself.

It is an objection external to the science, and reminds

us of the truth of Lord Bacon s remark,
&quot; no perfect

discovery can be made upon a flat or a level
;
neither

is it possible to discover the more remote and deeper

parts of any science, if you stand upon the level of

the science, and ascend not to a higher science&quot;.!

The objection that Political Economy is inferior to

the science of virtue, or does not conduce to happin

is an ethical or a theological objection; the question

of its &quot;rank&quot; belongs t&amp;gt; that Architectonic Science or

Philosophy, whatever it lie, which is itself the arbiter

of all truth, and which disposes of the claims and

arranges the places of all the departments of know-

le-dgc. uhich man is able to master. I say, when an

of a particular science Hut it

1 . 1 _&amp;gt;.
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not conduce, tu happiness, and much more, when its

champion contends in reply that it certainly does con

duce to virtue, as this author proceeds to contend, the

oLviou- question which occurs to one to ask is, what

does Religion, what does Revelation say on the point?

Political Economy must not be allowed to give judg

ment in its own favour, but must come before a

higher tribunal. The objection is an appeal to the

Theologian ; however, the Professor does not so view

the matter; he does not consider it a question for

Philosophy, and if not for Political Economy, then not

for science at all, but for Private Judgment, so he

answers it himself, and as follows:

&quot;

My answer&quot;, he says,
&quot;

is, first, that the pursuit

of wealth, that is, the endeavour to accumulate the

means of future subsistence and enjoyment, is, to the

mass of mankind, the great source of moral improve

ment&quot;. Now observe, Gentlemen, how exactly this

bears out what 1 have been saying. It is just so far

true, as to be able to instil what is false, far as the

author was from any such design. I grant then, that

l&amp;gt;,.nn-;iry i s not the means of moral improvement; and

that the orderly habits which attend upon the hot pur
suit of gain, not only may effect an external decency, but

may at least shelter the soul from the temptations of vice.

Moreover, these habits of good order guarantee re

gularity in a family or hoii-elmM, and thus are ac

cidentally the means of g 1 to those who come under

their prnttM-tioii 1,\ lra&amp;lt;!in- (., their educatinji
?
and thu.s
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accidentally providing the rising generation with u

virtue or a truth which the present has not: but

without going into these considerations, further than to

allow them generally, and under circumstances, let us

rather contemplate what the author s direct assertion is.

&quot; The endeavour to accumulate
&quot;,

the words should be

weighed, and for what? &quot;

for enjoyment &quot;;

&quot;

to ac

cumulate the means of future subsistence and en

joyment, is to the mass of mankind, the great source&quot;,

not merely a source, but the great source, and of

what? of social and political progress ? such an

answer would have been more within the limits of his

art, no, but of something individual and personal,
&quot;

of moral improvement &quot;. The soul, as regards the

mass of mankind, improves in moral excellence from

this more than any thing else, viz., from heaping up the

means of enjoying this world in time to come! I

really should on every account be sorry, Gentlemen,

to exaggerate, but indeed one is taken by surprise on

meeting with so very categorical a contradiction of our

Lord, St. Paul, St. Chrysostom, St. Leo, and all Saints.

&quot; No institution&quot;, he continues,
&quot;

could be more

beneficial to the morals of the lower orders, that is, to

at least nine-tenths of the whole body of any people,

than one which should increase their power and their

wish to accumulate; none more mischievous than our

which -hoiild diminish their mutm-s and means to

save&quot;. N institution more beneficial than one which

&amp;gt;h.)iild inciva-r the icixh to accHxiiifdlr. then (. In is-
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tianity is not one of such beneficial institutions, for it

expressly says, &quot;Lay
not up to yourselves treasures

on earth for where thy treasure is, there is thy

heart also&quot;;
no institution more mischievous than

one which should diminish the motives to save ! then

Christianity is one of such mischiefs, for the inspired

text proceeds, &quot;Lay up to yourselves treasures in hea

ven, where neither the rust nor the moth doth consume,

and where thieves do not dig through, nor steal&quot;.

But it is not enough that morals and happiness

are made to depend on gain and accumulation,

Keligion is ascribed to these causes also, and in the

following way. Wealth depends upon the pursuit of

wealth
;
education depends upon wealth : knowledge

depends on education, and Eeligion depends on know

ledge; therefore Religion depends on the pursuit of

wealth. He says, after speaking of a poor and savage

people,
&quot; Such a population must be grossly ignorant.

The desire of knowledge is one of the best results of

refinement; it requires in general to have been im

planted in the mind during childhood; and it is ab-

Mird to suppose that persons thus situated would have

the power or the will to devote much to the education

&quot;f their children. A farther consequence is the

absence of all real religion ; for the religion of the

grossly ignorant, if they have any, scarcely e\

amounts to more than a debusing superstition&quot;.* The

pui-Miir of uain tli-u is the ba-is of virtue, religion,

i
&amp;gt;.
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happiness; it being all the while, as a Christian kuov

the &quot;

root of all evils
&quot;,

and the
&quot;

poor on the con

trary blessed, for theirs is the kingdom of God&quot;.

As to the argument contained in the logical Sorites

which I have been drawing out, I anticipated ju-t

now what I should say to it in reply. I repeat,

doubtless
&quot;beggary&quot;,

as the wise man says, is not

desirable
; doubtless, if men will not work, they

should not eat; there is doubtless a sense in which it

may be said that mere social or political virtue tends

to moral and religious excellence; but the sense needs

to be defined and the statement to be kept within

bounds. This is the very point on which I am all

along insisting. I am not denying, I am granting, I

am assuming, that there is reason and truth in the

&quot;leading ideas&quot;,
as they are called, and &quot;large

views&quot; of

scientific men; I only say, that, though they speak

truth, they do not speak the whole truth; that they

speak a narrow truth, and think it a broad truth; that

their deductions must be compared with other truths

which are acknowledged as such, in order to verify, com

plete, and correct them. In short, as people speak, they

&amp;gt;ay
what is true with modifications; true, but requir-

guarding; true, but must not be ridden too hard, or

made what is called a hobby; true, but not the

measure of all tiling; true, but it thus inordinately.

&amp;lt;ravaifautly, ruinously carried out, in spit.- of other

sriellivs. ill
&amp;gt;pitr

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f Tlirol.^v. v Ulv to become but a

it bubble, and to Inir-t.
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I am getting to the end of this Discourse, before I

Lave notice*! &quot;lie tenth part of the instances with

which I might illustrate the subject of it. Else I

should hare wished especially to have dwelt upon the

not unfrequent perversion which occurs of antiquarian

and historical research, to the prejudice of Theology.

It is undeniable that the records of former ages are of

primary importance in determining Religious Truth;

it is undeniable also that there is a silence or a

contrariety conceivable in those records, as to an

alleged portion of that truth, sufficient to invalidate

its claims; but it is quite as undeniable that the

existing documentary evidences of Catholicism and

Christianity may be so unduly exalted, as to be

made the absolute measure of Revelation, as if

no part of theological teaching were true, which can

not bring its express text, as it is called, from Scrip-

tun 1

, and authorities from the Fathers or profane

writers, whereas there are numberless facts in past

ti ims. which we cannot deny, for they still are,

though history is silent about them. I suppose, on

tli is score, we ought to deny that the round towers

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t this country had any origin, because history does

not disclose it; or that any individual came from

Adam, who cannot produce the table of his ancestry.

Yet Gibbon argues against the darkness at the

ration, fnmi the accident that it is not mentioned

by Pagan historians: as well might he argue

lin-t tin- existence of Christianity itself in the
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lir-r &amp;lt;vntur\
r

. because S-iif-a, Pliny. Plutarch, tin-

Jewish Mishna, and other authorities are silent

about it.* In a parallel way, Protestants argue

against Transubstantiation, and Arians against our

Lord s Divinity, viz., because extant writings of

certain Fathers do not witness those doctrines to

their satisfaction: as well might they say that

Christianity was not spread by the Twelve Apostles,

because we know so little of their labours. The

evidence of History, I say, is invaluable in its place;

but, if it assumes to be the sole means of gaining

Religious Truth, it goes beyond its place. We are

putting it to a larger office than it can undertake, if

we countenance the usurpation; and we are turning

a true guide and blessing into a source of inexpli

cable difficulty and interminable doubt.

And so of other sciences: just as Comparative

Anatomy, Political Economy, the Philosophy of His

tory, and the Science of Antiquities may be, and are

turned against Religion, by being taken by them

selves, as I have been showing, so a like mistake may
befall any other. Grammar, for instance, at first

sight does not promise to admit of a perversion; yet

Home Tooke made it the vehicle of scepticism. Law

would seem to have enough to do with its own clients

and their allairs
;

and yet Mr. Bentham made a

treatise on .Judicial Pn.ui; u covert attack upon the

miracles &amp;lt;! Revelation. And in like manner l

&amp;gt;

li\

flic Alltll -r v \\nlk &quot;|i

I&amp;gt;r\rl..|mifl)t
of Duct rillr. p. I
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olugy may deny moral evil and human respon

sibility ; Geology may deny Moses
;

and Logic may

deny the Holy Trinity ;* and other sciences, now rising

into notice, are or will be victims of a similar abuse.

And now to sum up what I have been saying in a

few words. My object, it is plain, has been not to

show that Secular Science in its various departments

may take up a position hostile to Theology ;
this is

rather the basis of the objection with which I opened

this Discourse
;

but to point out the cause of an

hostility to which all parties will bear witness. I have

been insisting then on this, that the hostility in

(question, when it occurs, is coincident with an evident

deflection or exorbitance of Science from its proper

course
;
and that this exorbitance is sure to take place,

almost from the necessity of the case, if Theology be

not present to defend its own boundaries and to

hinder it. The human mind cannot keep from specu

lating and systematising; and if Theology is not

allowed to occupy its own territory, adjacent sciences,

nay, sciences which are quite foreign to Theology, will

take possession of it. And it is proved to be a usur

pation by this circumstance, that those sciences will

assume principles as true, and act upon them, which

thry neither have authority to lay down themselves,

nor appeal to any other higher science to lay down

tor them. For fxampk-, it is a mere unwarranted

iini}&amp;gt;tioii
to

&amp;gt;ay
\\ith the Antiquarian, &quot;Nothing

\ hi. Alirlanl, fi.r ii
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has ever takon place but is to be found in historical

document-&quot;; ..r with the Philosophic Historian,

There is nothing in Judaism different from other

political institutions&quot;; or with the Anatomist, &quot;There

is no soul beyond the brain&quot;; or with the Political

Economist,
&quot; Easy circumstances make men virtu

ous&quot;. These are enunciations, not of Science, but of

Private Judgment; and Private Judgment infects

every science which it touches with a hostility to Theo

logy, which properly attaches to no science whatever.

If then, Gentlemen, I now resist such a course of

acting as unphilosophical, what is this but to do as

men of Science do when the interests of their own

respective pursuits are at stake? If they certainly

would resist the divine who determined the orbit

of Jupiter by the Pentateuch, why am I to be ac

cused of cowardice or illiberality, because I will not

tolerate their attempt in turn to theologize by means

of Science? And if experimentalists would be sure to

cry out, did I attempt to install the Thomist philoso

phy in the schools of astronomy and medicine, why
may not I, when Divine Science is ostracized, and

La Place, or Buffon, or Humboldt, sits down in its

chair, why may not I fairly protest against their

exclusiveness, and demand the emancipation of

Theology?



DISCOURSE V.

t. i:\EKAL KNOWLEDGE VIEWED AS ONE PHILOSOPHY.

IT is a prevalent notion just now, that rejigious

opinion does not enter, as a matter of necessity, in

any considerable measure, into the treatment of

scientific or literary subjects. It is supposed, that,

whatever a teacher s persuasion may be, whether

Christian or not, or whatever kind or degree of

Christianity, it need not betray itself in such lectures

or publications as the duties of his office require.

Whatever he holds about the Supreme Being, His

attributes and His works, be it truth or error, does

not make him better or worse in experiment or spo-

* illation. He can discourse upon plants, or insects,

or birds, or the powers of the mind, or languages, or

historical documents, or literature, or any other such

matter of fart, with equal accurateness and profit,

whatever lie may determine about matters which are

cntiivly distinct from them.

In answer t&amp;gt; this representation I onitend.d lust

10
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week, that a positive disunion takes place between

Theology and Secular Science, whenever they are not

actually united. Here, not to be at peace is to be at

war
;
and for this reason : The assemblage of

Sciences, which together make up Universal Know

ledge, is not an accidental or a varying heap of ac

quisitions, but a system, and may be said to be in

equilibria, as long as all its portions are secured to it.

Take away one of them, and that one so important in

the catalogue as Theology, and disorder and ruin at

once ensue. There is no middle state between an

equilibrium and chaotic confusion; one science is

ever pressing upon another, unless kept in check;

and the only guarantee of Truth is the cultivation of

them all. And such is the office of a University.

Far different, of course, are the sentiments of the

patrons of a divorce between Religious and Secular

Knowledge. Let us see how they spoke twenty-five

years ago in the defence formally put out for that

formidable Institution, formidable, as far as an array

of high intellects can make any paradox or paralo

gism formidable, which was then set up in London on

the basis of such a separation. The natural, as well

as the special, champion of the then University of

London, and of the principle which it represented,

was a celebrated la-view, which stood at the time,

and, I suppu mds
still, at the head of our perio

dical literature. In this publication, at the date of

which 1 speak, an article was de\U&amp;lt;l to the exenlpa-
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of the Institution in question, from the charges

or suspicions which it incurred in consequence of the

principle on which it was founded. The Reviewer

steadily contemplates the idea of a University with

out Religion; &quot;From pulpits, and visitation dinners,

and combination rooms innumerable, the
cry&quot;,

he says,

&quot;is echoed and reechoed, An University without re

ligion&quot;;
and then he proceeds to dispose of the pro-

by one or two simple illustrations.

&quot;Writing,
as he does, with liveliness and wit, as

well as a profession of serious argument, this

Krviewer can scarcely be quoted with due regard to

the gravity which befits a discussion such as the

present. You must pardon me, Gentlemen, if, in my
desire to do justice to him and his cause in his own

words, I suffer him to interrupt the equable flow of

our discussion with unseasonable mirth; and in order

i&quot; avoid, as much as possible, a want of keeping

1 &amp;gt;etween his style and my own, I will begin with the

1, &amp;gt;xs sprightly illustration of the two. &quot;Take the

case*, he says, &quot;of a young man, a student, we will

supple, of surgery, resident in London. He wishes

tn become master of his profession, without neglect

ing other useful branches of knowledge. In the

morning he attends Mr. M Culloch s Lecture on

Political Economy. He then repairs to the Hospital,

and hears Sir
A&amp;gt;tley Cooper explain the mod* 1 of

reolneing fractal In tin- afternoon he joins one of

the ehiss.-s which Mr. Hamilton instructs in French
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or German. With regard to religious observances,

he acts as he himself, or those under whose care he

is, may think mo.-t advisable. Is there any thing

objectionable in this? is it not the most common case

in the world? And in what does it differ from that

of a young man at the London University? Our

surgeon, it is true, will have to run over half London

in search of his instructors Is it in the local

situation that the mischief 15 Such is the argu

ment
;
need I point out the fallacy? Whatever may be

said of Political Economy, at any rate a surgical opera

tion is not a branch of knowledge, or a process of argu

ment, or an inference, oran investigation, or an analysis,

or an induction, or an abstraction, or other intellec

tual exercise: it is a grave practical matter. Again, the

primer, the spelling book, the grammar, construing and

parsing, are scarcely trials of reason, imagination, taste,

or judgment; they can scarcely be said to have truth for

their object at all; any how, they belong to the first

stage of mental development, to the school, rather than

to the University. Neither the reduction of fractures,

nor the Hamiltonian method can be considered a

1 &amp;gt;ranch of Philosophy; it is not more wonderful that

such trials of skill or of memory can safely dispense

with Theology for their perfection, than that it is

unnecessary for the practice of gunnery or the art of

calligraphy.

much for one &quot;{ this Reviewer s illu&amp;gt;t rations:

*
Edinburgh Revi . I : ... I 826.
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the other is more infelicitous still, in proportion as it

is more insulting to our view of the subject. &quot;Have

none of
those&quot;, he asks, &quot;who censure the London

University on this account, daughters who are

educated at home, and who are attended by different

teachers? The music master, a good Protestant,

comes at twelve
;

the dancing master, a French

philosopher, at two
;
the Italian master, a believer in

the blood of St. Januarius, at three. The parents

take upon themselves the office of instructing their

child in religion. She hears the preachers whom

they prefer, and reads the theological works which

they put into her hands. Who can deny that this is

the case in innumerable families? Who can point out

any material difference between the situation in

which this girl is placed, and that of a pupil at the

new University?&quot; I pass over the scoff at a miracle,

to which the writer neither gave credence himself,

nor imagined it in others; looking simply at his

argument, I ask, is it not puerile to imply that

music, or dancing, or lessons in Italian, have any

thing to do with Philosophy? It is plain, that such

writers do not rise to the very idea of a University.

They consider it a sort of bazaar, or pantechnicon, in

which wares of all kinds are heaped together for sale

in stalls independent of each other; and that, to save

the purchasers tin- trouble of running about from

shop to simp; or an hotel or lodging house, where all

and classes are at liberty to c^\\^\
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varying, howuvrr. according to the season, each of

them strange to each, and about its own work or

pleasure; whereas, if we would rightly deem of it, a

University is the home, it is the mansion-house, of the

goodly family of the Sciences, sisters all, and sisterly

in their mutual dispositions.

Such, I say, is the theory which recommends itself

to the public mind of this age, and is the moving

principle of its undertakings. And yet that very

instinct of the intellect of which I spoke last week,

which impels each science to extend itself as far as it

can, and which leads, when indulged, to the confusion

of Philosophy generally, might teach the upholders

of such a theory a truer view of the subject. It

seems, as I then observed, that the human mind is

ever seeking to systematise its knowledge, to base

it upon principle, and to find a science compre

hensive of all sciences. And sooner than forego

the gratification of this moral appetency, it starts

with whatever knowledge or science it happens to

have, and makes that knowledge serve as a rule or

measure of the universe, for want of u better, pre

ferring the completeness and precision of bigotry to

a fluctuating and homeless scepticism. What u

singular contrast is here between nature and theory !

We SIM.- the intellect in this instance, as soon as it

moves at all, moving -traight against its own con-

-irs and talsitie-, and upsetting tin in spontaneously,

without rtl nrt, and at on. It \\\\ fco n
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truth in spite of its own professions and engage

ments. It bad promised, in the name of the patrons

of our modern Colleges and Universities, that there

need not be, and that there should not be, any

system or philosophy in knowledge and its trans

mission, but that Liberal Education henceforth

should be a mere fortuitous heap of acquisitions and

accomplishments; however, here, as it so often happens

elsewhere, nature is too strong for art. She bursts
^^

violently and dangerously through the artificial tram

mels laid upon her, and exercises her just rights

wrongly, since she cannot rightly. Usurpers and

tyrants are the successors to legitimate rulers sent into

exile. Forthwith Private Judgment moves forward

with the implements of this or that science, to do a

work imperative indeed, but beyond its powers. It

owns the need of general principles and constituent

ideas, by taking false ones, and thus is ever impeding

and preventing unity, while it is ever attempting and

thereby witnessing it. From the many voices crying

&quot;Order&quot; and
&quot;Silence&quot;, noise and tumult follow.

From the very multiplicity and diversity of the

efforts after unity on every side, this practical age

has thrown up the notion of it altogether.

What is the consequence? that the works of the

MLJV ;uv not the development of definite principles, but

accidental ivsult&amp;gt; of discordant and simultaneous

action, of committees and boards, composed ,,f 1U) , n

ich of whom In- lii- o\\n inti iv-t&amp;gt; and views, and
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to gain something his own way, is obliged to sacrifice a

good deal to every one else. From causes so adventi

tious and contradictory, who can predict the ultimate

production? Hence it is that those works have so little

permanent life in them, because they are not founded

on principles and ideas. Ideas are the life of institu

tions, social, political, and literary ;
but the excesses

of Private Judgment, in the prosecution of its

multiform theories, have at length made men sick of

a truth, which they recognised long after they were

able to realise it. At the present day, they knock

the life out of the institutions they have inherited, by

their alterations and adaptations. As to their own

creations, these are a sort of monster, with hands,

feet, and trunk moulded respectively on distinct

types. Their whole, if the word is to be used, is an

accumulation from without, not the growth of a

principle from within. Thus, as I said just now,

their notion of a University, is a sort of bazaar or

hotel, where every thing is showy, and self-sufficient,

and changeable.
&quot;

Motley s the only wear&quot;. The

majestic vision of the Middle Age, which grew

steadily to perfection in the course of centuries, the

University of Paris, or Bologna, or Oxford, has

almost gone out in night. A philosophical compre

hensiveness, an orderly expansivriiess, an elastic

constrnctiveness, men have lost them, and cannot

make out why. Tin- i- why : because they li:m- 1&amp;lt;

the idea t unity: because iln-\ &amp;lt;-ut oil the ln-ad of ;)
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living tiling, and think it is perfect, all but the head.

They think the head an extra, an accomplishment,

the corona operis, not essential to the idea of the being

under their hands. They seem to copy the lower

specimens of animated nature, who with their wings

pulled off, or a pin run through them, or eaten out

by parasitical enemies, walk about, unconscious of

their state of disadvantage. They think, that, if

they do but get together sufficient funds, and raise a

very large building, and secure a number of able men,

and arrange in one locality, as the Reviewer says, a

suite of distinct lecture-rooms, they have at once

founded a University. An idea, a view, an indi

visible object, which does not admit of more or less,

a form, wrhich cannot coalesce with any thing else,

an intellectual principle, expanding into, a consistent

harmonious whole, in short, Mind, in the true sense

of the word, they are, forsooth, too practical to lose

time in such reveries !

Our way, Gentlemen, is very different. TTe adopt

a method, founded in man s nature and the necessity

of things, exemplified in all great moral works what

ever, instinctively used by all men in the course of

daily life, though they may not recognise it, discarded

1
iy our opponents only because they have lost the true

key to exercise it withal. We start with an idea,

educate upon a type; we make use, as nature

prompts us, of the faculty, which I have called an in-

tellertual
;JT;I&amp;gt;]&amp;gt;

of thili.L- . 01 ail inward M-liM. 1

,
and
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which I shall hereafter show is really meant by the

word &quot;

Philosophy&quot;. Science itself is a specimen of

its exercise; for its very essence is this mental for

mation. A science is not mere knowledge, it is

knowledge which has undergone a process of in

tellectual digestion. It is the grasp of many things

brought together in one, and hence is its power; for,

properly speaking, it is Science that is power, not

Knowledge. Well then, this is how Catholics act

towards the Sciences taken all together; we view

them as one and give them an idea; what is this but

an extension and perfection, in an age which prides

itself upon its scientific genius, of that very process by

which science exists at all? Imagine a science of

sciences, and you have attained the true notion of

the scope of a University. We consider that all

things mount up to a whole, that there is an order

and precedence and harmony in the branches of

knowledge one with another as well as one by one,

and that to destroy that structure is as unphilo-

sophical in a course of education, as it is unscientific

in the separate portions of it. We form and fix the

Sciences in a circle and system, and give them a

centre and an aim, instead of letting them wander

up and down in a sort of hopeless confusion. In

other words, t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; us- scholastic language, we ^ive the

various pursuit.- and objects, on which the intrllivf

is employed, a Jurni ; lor it is the peculiarity of a

form, that it uatliT&amp;gt; up in one, ami draws oil from
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tj\ery tiling else, the materials ou which it is

impressed.

Now here, Gentlemen, I seem in danger of a

double inconvenience, viz., of enlarging on what, as a

point of scholasticism, is too abstruse, and, as put into

familiar language, is too obvious, for an accomplished

and philosophical auditory, which claims of me what

is neither rudimental on the one hand nor technical

on the other. And yet I will rather ask your indul

gence to allow me in a very familiar illustration of

a very scholastic term, than incur the chance, which

might otherwise foil out, of being deficient in my ex

position of the subject for which I adduce it.

For instance, we all understand how Worship is

one idea, and how it is made up of many things, some

being essential to it, and all subservient. Its essence

is the lifting up of the heart to God
;

if it be no more

than this, still this is enough, and nothing more is

necessary. But view it as brought out in some

solemn rite or public ceremonial
;

the essence

is the same, and it is there on the occasion I am

supposing; we will say it is Benediction of the

Most
ll&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ly Sacrament, or a devotion in honour of some

Saint; it is there still, but, first, it is the lifting up,

m&amp;gt;t of one heart, but of many all at once; next, it is

thf devotion. n t of hearts only, but of bodies too;

not of eyes &quot;lily,
or hands only, or voices only, or

knee- only, luit of the -whole man: and next, the

devotion
pae&amp;gt;

on t&quot; more than soul and body: tl:
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arc vestments there, rich and radiant, symbolical ol

the rite, and odorous flowers, and a flood of light,

and a cloud of incense, and music joyous and solemn,

of instruments, as well as voices, till all the senses

overflow with the idea of devotion. Is the music

devotion? as the Protestant inquires; is the incense

devotion ? are candles devotion? are flowers ? are

vestments? or words spoken? or genuflections? Not

any one of them. And what have candles to do with

flowers? or flowers with vestments? or vestments

with music? Nothing whatever; each is distinct in

itself, and independent of the rest. The flowers are

the work of nature, and are elaborated in the garden;

the candles come of the soft wax, which the
&quot;

Apis

Mater&quot; (as the Church beautifully sings), which the

teeming bee fashions; the vestments have been

wrought in the looms of Lyons or Vienna or Naples,

and have been brought over sea at great cost; the

music is the present and momentary vibration of the

air, acted upon by tube or string; and still for all

this, are they not one whole? are they not blended

together indivisibly, and sealed with the image of

unity, by reason of the one idea of worship, in which

they live and to which they minister? Take away
that idea, and what are they worth? the whole pageant

becomes a mummery. The worship made them one;

but supposing I &quot;
&quot;i&quot; in that assemblage, however

lar-v, to believe, &amp;gt;r to luyc. or to prav, m- to gm-

thanks.
-upp&quot;&amp;lt;ing

the inu-ician&amp;gt; did but play and
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sing, and the sacristan thought of nothing but his

llowers, lights, and incense, and the priest in cope

and stole, and his attendant ministers, had no heart,

nor lot in what they were outwardly acting, let the

flowers be sweetest, and the lights brightest, and the

vestments costliest, still who would call it an act of

worship at all? Would it not be a show, a make-

belief, an hypocrisy? Why? Because the one idea

was away, which gave life, and force, and an har

monious understanding, and an individuality, to

many things at once, distinct each of them in

itself, and in its own nature independent of that

idea.

Such is the virtue of a &quot;form&quot;: the lifting up of the

heart to God is the living principle of this solemnity ; yet

it does not sacrifice any of its constituent parts, rather

it imparts to each a dignity by giving it a meaning;

it moulds, inspires, individualizes a whole. It stands

towards the separate elements which it uses as the

soul is to the body. It is the presence of the soul

which gives unity to the various materials which

make up the human frame. Why do we not con-

hand and foot, head and heart, separate things?

a living principle within them makes them

one whole, because the living soul gives them per

sonality. It brings under the idea of personality all

that they are, whati-vcr they are; it appropriates

till-in all to
it&amp;gt;clf;

it makes them absolutely distinct

I roin every tiling else, though they are the same
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naturally, 50 that in it they are not what they arc

out of it; it dwells in them, though with a greater

manifestation and intensity in some of them than in

others, yet in all in sufficient measure; in our look,

our voice, our gait, our very handwriting. But as

soon as it goes, the unity goes too, and not by

portions or degrees. Every part of the animal frame

is absolutely changed at once; it is at once but a

corpse that remains, and an aggregate of matter, ac

cidentally holding together, soon to be dissolved.

&quot;What were its parts, have lost their constituting

principle, and rebel against it. It was life, it is

death.

Thus a form or idea, as it may be called, collects

together into one, separates utterly from every thing

else, the elements on which it is impressed. They are

grafted into it. Henceforth they have an intercom

munion and influence over one another, which is spe

cial
; they are present in each other

; they belong to

each other even in their minutest portions, and cannot

belong to any other whole, even though some of those

portions might at first sight seem to admit of it. You

may smash and demolish the whole, but you cannot

otherwise find a way to appropriate the parts. A human

skeleton may resemble that of some species of brutes,

but the preM-nee of the soul in man makes him differ

from those animals, not in degree, but in kind. A

monkey or an -ape i* n&amp;lt;.t men-ly a little !&amp;lt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt; tlinn

human nature, and in the \vnv .
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It I ould not le developed into a man, or is at pre

sent a man, as far as it goes; such a mode of speech

would be simply unmeaning. It is one whole, and

man is another
;

and the likeness between them,

though real, is superficial, and the result of a mental

abstraction.

Here I am reminded of a doctrine laid down by

the Angelical Doctor, which illustrates what has

been said. He says that no action is indifferent
;

what does he mean? surely there are many actions

which are quite indifferent
;
to speak, to stop speak

ing, to eat and drink, to go hither and thither. Yes,

they are indifferent indeed in themselves; but they

are not at all indifferent, as referrible to this or that

whole in which they occur, as done by this or that

person. They are not indifferent in the individual :

they are indifferent in the abstract, not in the con

crete. Eating, sleeping, talking, walking, may be

neither good nor bad, viewed in their bare idea
;
but

it is a very different thing to say that this man, at

this time, at this place, being what he is, is neither

right nor wrong in eating or walking. And further,

the. very same action, done by two persons, is utterly

di Herent in character and effect, good in one, bad in

iniothrr. This, Gentlemen, is what is meant by say-

in-- that the actions of saints are not always patterns

for us. They are right in them, they would be

wrong in othi-rs, becaiiM- an ordinary Christian fulfils

one idea, and a saint fulfils another. Hence it i-
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that we bear things from some people, which we

should resent, if done by others: as for other reasons,

so especially for this, that they do not mean the same

thing in these and in those. Sometimes the very

sight of a person disarms us, who has offended us

before we knew him; as, for instance, when we had

fancied him a gentleman in rank and education, and

find him to be not so. Each man has his own way

of expressing satisfaction or annoyance, favour or

dislike; each individual is a whole, and his actions

are incommunicable. Hence it is so difficult, just at

this time, when so many men are apparently drawing

near the Church, rightly to conjecture who will

eventually join it and who will not; it being im

possible for any but the nearest friends, and often even

for them, to determine how much words are worth in

each severally, which are used by all in common.

And hence again it happens that particulars which

seem to be but accidents of certain subjects, are

really necessary to them; for though they may look

like accidents, viewed in themselves, they are not

accidents, but essentials, in the connexion in which

they occur. Thus, when man is defined to be a

laughing animal, every one feels the definition to be

unworthy of its subject, but it
is, I suppose, adequate

to its purpose. I might go on to speak of the

singular connexion, which sometimes exists, between

certain characteristics in individuals or bodies; a

connexion, which at first sight would be callr-d
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accidental, were it not invariable in its occurrence, and

reducible to the operation of some principle. Thus

it has been said, rightly or wrongly, that TVhig

writers are always Latitudinarians, and Tory writers

often infidels.

But I must put anendtothese illustrations: coming

at last to the point, for the sake of which I have been

pursuing them, I observe that the very same subjects

of teaching, the Evidences of Christianity, the Classics,

and much more Experimental Science, Modern History,

and Biography, may be right in their proper place,

as portions of one system of knowledge, suspicious,

when detached or in bad company; desirable in one

place of education, dangerous or inexpedient in an

other; because they come differently, in a different

connexion, at a different time, with a different drift,

from a different spirit, in the one and the other.

And hence two Universities, so called, may almost

concur in the lecture-papers they put out and their

prospectus for the year, that is, in their skeleton, as

man and certain brute creatures resemble one an

other, and yet, viewed as living and working institu

tions, not as preparations in an anatomical school,

may be
&amp;lt;imply antagonistic.

Thus, then, Gentlemen, I answer the objection with

which I opened thi&amp;gt; Discourse. I supposed it to

be uskt d nir, lio\v it could matter to the pupil, who

it was tani lit him sueb indifferent subjt logic,

antiquities, or pi.otry.
s

&quot; that they be taiiulit him.

Jl



I answer that n. subject of teaching is really in

different in fact, though it may be in itself; because

it takes a colour from the whole system to which it

belongs, and has one character when viewed in that

rem, and another viewed out of it. According

then as a teacher is under the influence, or in the

service, of this system or that, so does the drift, or at

least the practical effect of his teaching vary;

Arcesilas would not teach logic as Aristotle, or

Aristotle poetry as Plato, though logic has its fixed

principles, and poetry its acknowledged classics;

and in saying this, it will be observed I am claiming

for Theology nothing singular or special, or which is

not partaken by other sciences in their measure. As

far as I have spoken of them, they all go to make up

one whole, differing only according to their relative

importance. Far indeed am I from having intended

to convey the notion, in the illustrations I have been

using, that Theology stands to other knowledge as the

soul to the body; or that other sciences are but its in

struments and appendages, just as the whole ceremo

nial of worship is but the expression of inward devo

tion. This would be, I conceive, to commit the very

error, in the instance of Theology, which I am charg

ing other sciences, at the present day, of committing

against it. On the contrary, Theology is one branch

of knowledge, and Secular Sciences are other brand

Tlieul&amp;gt;gy
is the highest indeed, and widest, but it

- not interfere witli the real freedom of any secular
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science in it* own particular department.* This will

be clearer as I proceed; at present I have been only

pointing out the internal sympathy which exists

between all branches of knowledge whatever, and the

danger resulting to knowledge itself by a disunion

between them, and the object in consequence to

which a University is dedicated. Not Science only,

not Literature only, not Theology only, neither

abstract knowledge simply nor experimental, neither

moral nor material, neither metaphysical nor histo

rical, but all knowledge whatever, is taken into

account in a University, as being the special seat of

that large Philosophy, which embraces and locates

truth of every kind, and every method of attaining

it.

However, much as lies before me to clear up, ere

I can be said to have done justice to the great

subject on which I am engaged, there is one preva

lent misconception, which what I have been to-day

-ay ing will set right at once; and, though it is

scarcely more than another form of the fallacy which

I have been exposing, it may be useful, even for the

further elucidation of the principles on which I have

exposed it, to devote what remains of this Discourse

to its consideration. It is this: As there are many

*
It would In 1

plausible to call Theology the // form of the

]&amp;gt;liiln.-i&amp;gt;l

!iir;il .-\.-tnn, 8fl charity ha? lin-n &amp;gt;ai&amp;lt;l to be of living faith,

viil. I .rllnrm. /
,/&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;/// ., but then, though it would not intr,-f,rc with

HIP i.thor science*, it .mli] in.f h.ivp boon one of
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To In- found \\ho maintain that Religion should

not be introduced at all into a course of Education,

so there arc many too, who think a compromise

may be eilected bet\veen such as would and sucli as

would not introduce it, viz.: by introducing a

certain portion, and nothing beyond it; and by a

certain portion they mean just as much as they

suppose Catholics and Protestants to hold in com

mon. In this way they hope, on the one hand to

avoid the odium of not teaching religion at all,

while on the other they equally avoid any show of

contrariety between contrary systems of religion,

and any unseemly controversy between parties who,

however they may differ, will gain nothing by dispu

ting. Now I respect the motives of such persons too

much not to give my best attention to the expedient

which they propose: whether men advocate the intro

duction of no religion at all in education, or this

&quot;

general religion&quot;,
as they call it, in either case peace

and charity, which are the objects they profess, are of

too heavenly a nature not to give a sort of dignity even

to those who pursue them by impossible roads; still I

think it very plain that the same considerations

which are decisive against the exclusion of Religion

from Education, are deci.-ivc als-. airain&amp;gt;t its genera

lization or mutilation, for the words have practically

the same meaning, (i.-m-i-al hYliLiioii i&amp;gt; in fact no

llrliu ion at all. Let nt the cunrliisinu lie thought

har&amp;gt;li, to which I am carried on by the principle- 1
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have been layi -\vn in the former part of tliis

Di-courxj; but thus it stands, I think, beyond dis

pute, that, those principles being presupposed, Catho-

Ho and Protestants, viewed as bodies, hold nothing in

common in religion, however they may seem to do so.

This is the answer I shall give to the proposition

of teaching &quot;general religion&quot;.
I might indeed

challenge any one to set down for me in detail the

precise articles of the Catholic Faith held by Protes

tants &quot;in
general&quot;; or I might call attention to the

number of Catholic truths which any how must be

sacrificed, however wide the range of doctrines which

Protestantism shall be made to embrace; but I will

not go to questions of mere fact and detail: I prefer

to rest the question upon the basis of a principle, and

1 assert that, as all branches of knowledge are one

whole, so, much more, is each particular branch a

whole in itself; that each is one science, as all are

in- philosophy, and that to teach half of any whole

is really to teach no part of it. Men understand

this in matters of the world, it is only when Religion

is in question, that they forget it. Why do not

Whigs and Tories form some common politics, and

a ministry of coalition upon its basis? does not

common seiix-, as well as party interest, keep them

asunder? It is quite true that
&quot;general&quot;

tenets could

produced in which both bodies would agree; both

U liiir- ami Tories are loyal and patriotic, both

Irlnid the reasonable prerogatives of tin- Throne, and



thu ju-t rights of the people; on paper they ai:i

admirably. but who does not know that loyalty and

patriotism have one meaning in the mouth of a

Tory, and another in that of a Whig? Loyalty and

patriotism, neither quality is what it is abstractedly,

when it is grafted either on Whig or Tory. The

case is the same with Keligion; the Establishment,

for instance, accepts from the Catholic Church the

doctrine of the Incarnation; but at the same time

denies that Christ is in the Blessed Sacrament and

that Mary is the Mother of God; who in consequence

will venture to affirm that such of its members as

hold the Incarnation, hold it by virtue of their

membership? the Establishment cannot really hold

a Catholic doctrine, a portion and a concomitant of

which it puts on one side. The Incarnation has not

the same meaning to one who holds and to one who

denies these two attendant verities. Hence, what

ever he may profess about the Incarnation, the mere

Protestant has no real hold, no grasp of the doc

trine; you cannot be sure of him; any moment lie

may be found startled and wondering, as at a

novelty, at statements implied in it, or littering senti

ments simply inconsistent with its idea. Catholicism

is one whole, and Protestantism has no part in it.

In like manner Catholicism and Mahometauism an

each individual and distinct from each other; \vt

they ha\e many points in &amp;lt;-.mmon mi paper, as tin-

unity &quot;f (-Jt d. Providence, th&amp;lt; power of prayer, and
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future judgment, to say nothing of the mission of

Muses ami Christ. These common doctrines we may
if we please, call &quot;Natural Religion&quot;,

or &quot;General

Religion&quot;; and so they are in the abstract; and no

one can doubt that, were Mahometans or Jews numer

ous in these countries, so as to make it expedient,

the Government of the day would so absolutely take

this view, as to aim at establishing National Colleges

on the basis of such common doctrines; yet, in fact,

though they are common doctrines, as far as the

words go, they are not the same, as living and

breathing facts, for the very same words have a

different drift and spirit when proceeding respec

tively from a Jewish, or a Mahometan, or a Catholic

mouth. They are grafted on different ideas.

Now this, I fear, will seem a hard doctrine to some

of us. There are those, whom it is impossible not to

respect and love, of amiable minds and charitable

feelings, who do not like to think unfavourably of

any one. And, when they find another differ from

them in religious matters, they cannot bear the

thought that he differs from them in principle, or

that he moves on a line, on which did he progress

for centuries, he would but be carried further from

them, instead of catching them up. Their delight is

to think that he holds what they hold, only not

niuugli; and that he is right as far as lie g

Such
perM&amp;gt;ii&amp;gt;

aiv very slow to believe that a scheme

of general education, which puts IMigioii moiv or
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33 asid * facto part company with Keli-

n : 1 iit they try to think, as far as they can, that

its only fault is the accident that it is not so religious

it might be. In short they are of that school of

thought, which Avill not admit that half a truth is an

error, and nine-tenths of a truth no better; that the

most frightful discord is close upon harmony; and

that intellectual principles combine, not by a process

of physical accumulation, but in unity of idea.

However, there is no misconception perhaps, but

has something or other true about it, and has some

thing to say for itself. Perhaps it will reconcile the

persons in question to the doctrine I am propound

ing, if I state how far I can go along with them; for

in a certain sense what they say is true and is sup

ported by facts. It is true too, that youths can be

educated at Mixed Colleges of the kind I am suppo

sing, nay at Protestant Colleges, and yet may con

out of them as good Catholics as they went in. Also

it is true, that Protestants are to be found, who, as

far as they profess Catholic doctrine, do truly hold it,

in the same sense as that in which a Catholic holds

it. I grant all this, but I maintain at the same time,

that such cases are exceptional; the case of indivi

duals is one thing, of bodies or institutions another
;

it

is not safe to ai^ue from individuals to institution

A few words will explain my meaning.

There are then ilmilitlc &amp;gt;udi phenomena as \\\\\\\

mav }^: r.-tllc.) ini-lmati- tnitli&amp;gt;. brlirt&amp;gt;. and
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phi&amp;gt;
It would be both unreasonable and shallow

to deny it. Men doubtless may grow into an idea

by degrees, and then at the end they are moving on

the same line, as they were at the beginning, not a

different one, though they may during the progress

have changed their external profession. Thus one

school or party conies out of another; truth out of

error, error out of truth; water, according to the

proverb, chokes, and good comes from Nazareth.

Thus, eternally distinct as orthodoxy is from heresy,

the most Catholic Fathers and the worst of here-
t

siarchs belong to the same teaching, or the same

ecclesiastical party. St. Chrysostom comes of that

Syrian theology, which is more properly represented

by the heterodox Diodorus and Theodore. Eutyches,

Dioscorus, and their faction, are closely connected in

history with St. Cyril of Alexandria. The whole

history of thought and of genius, is that of one idea

being born and growing out of another, though ideas

are individual. Some of the greatest names in many
various departments of excellence, metaphysical,

political, or imaginative, have come out of schools of

a very different character from their own. Thus,

Aristotle is a pupil of the Academy, and the Master

of the Sentences is a hearer of Peter Abelard. In like

manner, to take a very different science: I have read

that the earlier musical compositions of that great

master. IVetlioven, are written on the type of

Haydn, and tliat not until a certain date did he
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se ill the style emphatically hi- own. The C

:

ie same with public men; they are called incon

sistent, when they are but unlearning their first

education. In such circumstances, as in the instance

of the lamented Sir Robert Peel, a time must elapse

before the niind is able to discriminate for itself

between what is really its own and what it has

merely inherited.

Now what is its state, whatever be the subject-

matter on which it is employed, in the course of this

process of change? For a time perhaps the mind

remains contented in the home of its youth, where

originally it found itself, till in due season the special

idea, however it came by it, which is ultimately to

form and rule it, begins to stir
;

and gradually

energising more and more, and growing and ex

panding, it suddenly bursts the bonds of that ex

ternal profession, which, though its first, was never

really its proper habitation. During this interval it

uses the language which it has inherited, and thinks

it certainly true
; yet all the while its own genuine

thoughts and modes of thinking are germinating and

ramifying and penetrating into the old teaching which

only in name belongs to it; till its external mani

tations are plainly inconsistent with ra-h oilier,

though sooner in the apprehension of others than in its

own, nay prrhaps for a season it maintains what it

ha&amp;gt; received by education the nmiv vehemently, by

May of keeping in check or guarding the new virws.
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which uiv opening upon it, and which startle it by

their strangeii What happens in Science, Philo

sophy, Politics, or the Arts, may happen, I say, in

Religion too; there is such a thing as an inchoate

faith or incomplete creed, which is not yet fully

Catholic, yet is Catholic as far as it goes, tends to

Catholicism, and is in the way to reach it, whether in

the event it actually is happy enough to reach it or

not. And from the beginning such a creed, such a

theology was, I grant, the work of a supernatural

principle, which, exercising itself first in the rudi

ments of truth, finished in its perfection. Man

cannot determine in what instances that principle

of grace is present and in what not, except by the

event; but wherever it is, whether it can be

ascertained by man or not, whether it reaches its

destination, which is Catholicity, or whether it is

ultimately frustrated and fails, still in every case the

Church claims that work as her own
;
because it

tends to her, because it is recognised by all men,

even enemies, to belong to her, because it conies of

that divine power, which is given to her in fulness,

and because it anticipates portions of that divine

creed which is committed to her infallibility as an

everlasting deposit. And in this sense it is perfectly

true that a Protestant may hold and teach one

doctrine of Catholicism without holding or teaching

another; but then, as I have said, he is in the way

to hold others, in the way t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; profess all, and he is
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inconsistent if h.- does not, and till he does. Xay,

he is already reaching forward to the whole truth,

from the very circumstance of his really grasping

any part of it. So strongly do I feel this, that I

account it no paradox to say, that, let a man but

master the one doctrine with which I began these

Discourses, the Being of a God, let him really and truly,

and not in words only, or by inherited profession, or

in the conclusions of reason, but by a direct appre

hension, be a Monotheist, and he is already three-

fourths of the way towards Catholicism.

I allow all this as regards individuals; but I have

not to do with individual teachers in this Discourse,

but with systems, institutions, bodies of men. There

are doubtless individual Protestants, Avho, so far from

making their Catholic pupils Protestant, lead on

their Protestant pupils to Catholicism; but we can

not legislate for exceptions, nor can we tell for cer

tain before the event where those exceptional cases

are to be found. As to bodies of men, political or

religious, we may safely say that they are what they

profess to be, perhaps worse, certainly not better;

and, if we would be safe, we must look to their prin

ciples, not to this or that individual, whom they

can put forward for an occasion. Half the evil that

happens in public a Hairs arises from the mi-take of

measuring partio, not by thrir histon and by their

position, but by their accidental manifestations of tin-

moment, the place, or the person, \Yli&quot; \\oiild say, tor
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instance, that the Evangelical Church of Prussia had

any real affinities to Catholicism; and yet how many
fine words do certain of its supporters use, and how

favourably disposed to the Church do they seem, till

they are cross-examined and their radical heterodoxy

brought to view ! It is not so many years since,

that by means of their &quot;common doctrines&quot;, as they

would call them, they persuaded an ecclesiastical

body, as different from them, as any Protestant

body which could be named, I mean the ruling

party in the Establishment, to join with them in the

foundation of an episcopal see at Jerusalem, a pro

ject, as absurd, as it was odious, when viewed in a

religious aspect. Such too are the persevering

attempts, which excellent men in the Anglican

Church have made, to bring about a better under

standing between the Greeks or Russians and their

own communion, as if the Oriental Church were not

formed on one type, and the Protestant Establishment

on another, or the process of joining them were any

thing short of the impossible exploit of fusing two indi

viduals into one. And the case is the same as

Hoards tin- so-called approaches of heterodox bodies

or institutions towards Catholicism. Men may have

Blowing imaginations, warm feelings, or benevolent

tempers; they may be very little aware themselves

how far tln-y are removed from Catholicism; they

may fven style themselves its friends, and be disap

pointed it does not n them; they may admire
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its doctrines, they may think it uncharitable in us

not to meet them half way. All the while, they may
have nothing whatever of that form, idea, type of

Catholicism, even in its inchoate condition, which I

have allowed to some individuals among them. Such

are the liberal politicians, and liberal philosophers

and writers, who are considered by the multitude to

be one with us, when, alas! they have neither part

nor lot with the Catholic Church. Many a poet,

many a brilliant writer, of this or the past

generation, has taken upon himself to admire, or has

been thought to understand, the Mother of Saints, on

no better ground than this superficial survey of some

portion of her lineaments. This is why some persons

have been so taken by surprise at the late outburst

against us in England, because they fancied men

would be better than their systems. This is why we

have to lament, in times past and present, the re

solute holding off from us of learned men in the

Establishment, who seemed or seem to come nearest

to us. Pearson, or Bull, or Beveridge, almost touches

the gates of the Divine City, yet he gropes for them

in vain; for such men are formed on a different type

from the Catholic, and the most Catholic of their

doctrines are not Catholic in them. In vain are

the most ecclesiastical thoughts, the most ample

concessions, the most promising aspirations, nay,

the most fraternal sentiments, if they are not an

part of that intellectual and moral l&amp;lt;&amp;gt;nn

?
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which is ultimately from divine grace, and of which

faith, not carnal wisdom, is the characteristic.

The event shows this, as in the case of those many,

who, as time goes on, after appearing to approach

the Church, recede from her. In other cases the

event is not necessary for their detection, to Catholics

who happen to be near them. These are conscious

in them of something or other, different from Catho

licism, a bearing, or an aspect, or a tone, which they

cannot indeed analyze or account for, but which they

cannot mistake. They may not be able to put their

finger on a single definite error; but, in proportion

to the clearness of their spiritual discernment or the

exactness of their theology, do they recognise, either

the incipient heresiarch within the Church s pale, or

the unhopeful inquirer outside of it. Whichever

he be, he has made a wrong start; and however

long the road has been, he has to go back and

begin again. So it is with the bodies, institutions,

and systems of which he is the specimen; they may
die, they cannot be reformed.

And now, Gentlemen, I have arrived at the end of

my subject. It has come before us so prominently

during the course of the discussion, that to sum up
is scarcely more than to repeat what has been said

many times already. The Catholic Creed is one

whole, and Philosophy again is one whole; each may
lie compared to an individual, to which nothing can

be added, t n&amp;gt;in which nothing can lie taken away.
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They may be
\- -ed, they may n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t ! professed,

but there is no middle ground between professing and

not professing. A University, so called, which re

fuses to prolW the Catholic Creed, is, from the

nature of the case, hostile both to the Church and

to Philosophy.
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PHILOSOPHICAL KNOWLEDGE ITS OWN END.

IT must not be supposed, that, in the remarks I have

made in my foregoing Discourse on the organic

character (if I may use so strong a word in want of

a better) of the various branches of Knowledge,

viewed together, that I have been merely pointing

out a peculiarity, which we may recognise or not at

our pleasure; and that, on the ground, for instance,

that a System of knowledge is more beautiful intel

lectually, or more serviceable in practice, true

though this may be, than a confused litter of facts,

or a heap of observations or rules. On the contrary,

1 assumed the fact of a System, and went on to point

cut some of the consequences which it involved.

1 assume, not only as incontrovertible, but as more

or less confessed by all men, that the various sciences,

wliirli occupy the field of Knowledge, have, not

mutual relations only, but run towards and into each

other, and &amp;gt; and approximate to a philoso-
12
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pineal whole, whether we will or no: so active is the

sympathy \\hieh exists between them. SO ready is the

human mind to recognise, nay so impatient to anti

cipate, the Principle of System in all matters what-

r. even at the risk of investing with laws and

moulding into one, materials too scanty or too

detached to sustain the proci Xor is it any

unmixed compliment to the intellect thus to speak

of its love of systematising; it is obliged to view its

various creations all together from their very incom

pleteness separately. As well may we expect the

various trades of a political community to be founded

on a logical principle of division, and to expose nothing

for sale in their respective windows, which has a

place in the stores of their neighbours, as that tin

finite intellect of man should comprehend and duly

parcel out the vast universe which envelopes it, &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t

should achieve more than a series of partial and

fitful successes in ascertaining the object of it-

investigation. Thus System is but the resource of

beings, who know for the most part, not by intui

tion, but by reasoning; and that large philosophical

survey of things, which I have set down as the scope

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f I niversity Education, is necessary to us, as well

as beautiful, and a monument, not only of our pov.
i

but of our poverty.

Here however, caution- and practical thinker-

will f lMder th&amp;lt;-in.-el\es entitled to a-k a qiiestiOD

They will inquire [ me, what, after all, is the gain
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of this Philosophy, of which I make such account,

and from which I promise so much. Even supposing

it to enable us to repose the degree of confidence

exactly due to every science respectively, and to

estimate precisely the value of every truth which is

anywhere to be found, how are we the better for this

master view of things, which I have been extolling?

Does it not reverse the principle of the division of

labour? will practical objects be obtained better or

worse by its cultivation? to what then does it lead?

where does it end? what does it do? how does it

profit? what does it promise? Particular sciences

are respectively the basis of definite arts, which

carry on to results tangible and beneficial, the truths

which are the objects of the knowledge attained;

what is the Art of this science of sciences? what is

the fruit of such a philosophy? Or, in other words,

on the supposition that the case stands as I have

represented it, what are we proposing to effect, what

inducements do we hold out to the Catholic commu

nity, when we set about the enterprise of founding a

Universii

Thi^ is a very natural and appropriate, and to me

not unwelcome, question; I even wish to consider it.

1 agree with the objectors, that the representatives of

real interest eannot iva.-onablv resolve, cannot be

invited, t&amp;lt; join together in the prosecution of an

object, which involvex odium, anxiety, trouble, and

expence, \\ithout having an end set before them,
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definite in itself, and commensurate with their exer

tion-. I own, I have done very little till I have

answered the question; and it admit- a rlrar answer,

t it will be somewhat a long one. I shall not

finish it to-day, nor in my next Discourse, but I

trust, Gentlemen, that from the first and at once f

shall be able to say what will justify me in your eyes

in taxing your patience to hear me on, till 1 fairly

come to my conclusion.

However, I will not delay frankly to tell you what

that conclusion is to be. &quot;When then I am asked

what is the end of a Liberal or University Educa

tion, and of the Liberal or Philosophical Knowledge

which I conceive it to impart, I answer, that it has a

very tangible, real, and sufficient end, but that the

end cannot be divided from that knowledge itself.

Knowledge is capable of being its own end. Such is

the constitution of the human mind, that any kind

of knowledge, if it be really such, is its own reward.

And if this is true of all knowledge, it is true of that

special Philosophy, which I have made to consist in

a comprehensive view of truth in all its branches, of

the relations of science to science, of their mutual

bearings, and their respective values. What the

worth of such an acquirement is, compared with

other objects which we seek, wealth or power &amp;lt;&amp;gt;r

honour or the conveniences and comforts of life. I 1&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

not prnti-.-s
here t&quot; di.M uss; but I would maintain, and

mean to show, that it is an
ol&amp;gt;j.-.:t.

in if- own nature
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so really and undeniably good, as to be the compen

sation of a great deal of thought in compassing, and

a great deal of trouble in attaining.

Now, when I say that Knowledge is, not merely a

means to something beyond it, or the preliminary of

certain arts into which it naturally resolves, but an

end sufficient to rest in and to pursue for its own

sake, surely I am uttering no paradox, for I am

stating what is both intelligible in itself, and has

ever been the common judgment of philosophers and

the ordinary feeling of mankind. I am saying what

at least the public opinion of this day ought to be

slow to deny, considering how much we have heard

of late years, in opposition to Religion, of entertain

ing, curious, and various knowledge. I am but

saying what whole volumes have been written to

illustrate, by a &quot;

selection from the records of Philo

sophy, Literature, and Art, in all ages and countries,

of a body of examples, to show how the most unpro-

pitious circumstances have been unable to conquer an

ardent desire for the acquisition of knowledge&quot;.*

That further advantages accrue to us and redound to

others, by its possession, over and above what it is

in itself, I am very far indeed from denying; but,

independent of these, we are satisfying a direct need

of our nature in its very acquisition; and, wherea^

our nature, unlike that of the inferior creation, does

not ut once reach its perfection, but depends in

[\u-uil &amp;lt;it K li iwli ilt; uuil
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it i.ai a immbrr of external aids and appliaii

Knowlcd- l tln M- principal gifts &amp;lt;&amp;gt;r aeces-

sark-.
liy

which it is completed, is valuable fur what

its very presence in us does for us by a sort of opus

openitu/u, even though it be turned to no further

ai.rount, nor subserve any direct end.

Hence it is that Cicero, in enumerating the various

heads of mental excellence, lays dowrn the pursuit

of knowledge for its own sake, as the first of them.

&quot;

This pertains most of all to human nature&quot;, he says,
&quot;

for we are all of us drawn to the pursuit of know

ledge; in which to excel we consider excellent,

whereas to mistake, to err, to be ignorant, to be

deceived, is both an evil and a
disgrace&quot;.* And he

considers Knowledge the very first object to which

we are attracted, after the supply of our physical

wants. After the calls and duties of our animal ex

istence, as they may be termed, as regards ourselves,

our family, and our neighbours, follows, he tells us,

&quot; the search after truth. Accordingly, as soon as

we escape from the pressure of necessary cares, forth

with we desire to see, to hear, to learn; and consider

the knowledge of what is hidden or is wonderful a

condition of our happiness&quot;.

This
p:is&amp;gt;age, though it is but one of many similar

in a multitude of authors, 1 take for tin- very

iva&amp;gt;nii that it is so familiarly known to n-; and I

wish you to observe, (Jnitlcinrn. ho\\ distiin-tlv it

\c. init.
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thr pursuit of Knowledge from those ulte

rior objects to which certainly it can be made to con

duce, and which are, I suppose, solely contemplated by

the persons who would ask of me the use of a Uni

versity or Liberal Education. So far from dreaming

of the cultivation of Knowledge directly and mainly

in order to our physical comfort and enjoyment, for

the sake of life and person, of health, of the conjugal

and family union, of the social tie and civil security,

the great Orator implies, that it is only after our

physical and political needs are supplied, and when

we are &quot;free from necessary duties and
cares&quot;,

that

we are in a condition for
&quot;

desiring to see, to hear,

and to learn&quot;. Nor does he contemplate in the least

degree the reflex or subsequent action of Knowledge,

when acquired, upon those material goods which we

set out by securing before we seek it; on the con

trary, he expressly denies its bearing upon social

life altogether, strange as such a procedure is to

those who live after the rise of the Baconian philo

sophy, and he cautions us against such a cultivation

of it as will interfere with our duties to our fellow

creatm &quot;All these methods&quot;, he says, &quot;are

engaged in the investigation of truth; by the pursuit

of which to be carried off from public occupations is

a transgression of duty. For the praise of virtue

lies altogether in action; yet intermissions often

occur, and then we recur to such pursuits; not to -;i\

that the in- f activity of tlte mind is
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enough to carry us on in the pursuit of knowledge,

even without any exertion of our own&quot;. The idea of

benefiting society by means of &quot;the pursuits of scien

and knowledge&quot; did not enter at all into the motives

which he would assign for their cultivation.

This was the ground of the opposition, which the

elder Cato made to the introduction of Greek Philo

sophy among his countrymen, when Carneades and

his companions, on occasion of their embassy, were

charming the Koman youth with their eloquent expo

sitions of it. A fit representative of a practical

people, he estimated everything by what it produced ;

whereas the Pursuit of Knowledge promised nothing

beyond Knowledge itself. It was as fatal, he consi

dered, to attempt to measure the advantages of Philo

sophy by a Utilitarian standard, as to estimate a point

of taste by a barometer, or to trace out an emotion by

an equation. Cato knew at the time as little of

what is meant by refinement or enlargement of mind,

as the busy every-day world now knows of the opera

tions of grace. He despised what he had never felt.

Things, which can bear to be cut off from every

thing else and yet persist in living, must have life in

themselves; pursuits, which issue in nothing, and still

maintain their ground i &amp;lt;&amp;gt;r ages, which are regarded ;

admirable, though they have not : proved them

selves to be useful. imi&amp;gt;t have their suiliciciit end in

themselves \\hate\er it turn out to he. And \\e are

brought t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; the same cuiii-liision !- -id.-riu
i

Lr
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force of the epithet, by which the knowledge under

consideration is popularly designated. It is common

to speak of
&quot;

liberal knowledge&quot;, of the &quot; liberal arts

and
studies&quot;, and of a &quot; liberal education&quot;, as the

especial characteristic or property of a University and

of a gentleman; what is meant by the word? Now,

first, in its grammatical sense it is opposed to servile;

and by &quot;servile work&quot; is understood, as our catechisms

inform us, bodily labour, mechanical employment,

and the like, in which the mind has little or no part.

Parallel to such works are the arts, if they deserve

the name, of which the poet speaks,* which owe their

origin and their method to chance, not to skill; as, for

instance, the practice and operations of a quack.

As far as this contrast may be considered as a guide

into the meaning of the word, liberal knowledge and

liberal pursuits are such as belong to the mind, not

to the body.

But we want something more for its explanation,

for there are bodily exercises which are liberal, and

mental exercises which are not so. For instance, in

ancient times the practitioners in medicine were

commonly slaves; yet it was an art as intellectual in

its nature, in spite of the low magic or empiricism

with which it might then, as now, be debased, as it

was heavenly in its aim. And so in like manner, we

cuutrast a liberal education with a commercial edu-

;
) TUXT/l taTfpl^t KO.I

Vi.l. Arist. .ihir. vi.
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ration or a pi -nal: vet no one can deny that

commerce and the
]

:iirrd .-cope tor the

highest and most diversified powers of mind. Then-

is then a great variety of intellectual exercises, which

are not technically called
&quot;liberal&quot;;

on the other

hand, I say, there are exercises of the body which do

receive that appellation. Such, for instance, was the

palaestra, in ancient times; such the Olympic games,

in which strength and dexterity of body as well as

of mind gained the prize. In Xenophon we read of

the young Persian nobility being tanght to ride on

horseback and to speak the truth; both being among
the accomplishments of a gentleman. War, too,

however rough a profession, has ever been accounted

liberal, unless in cases when it becomes heroic, which

would introduce us to another subject.

Now comparing these instances together, we shall

have no difficulty in determining the principle of this

apparent variation in the application of the term

which I am examining. Manly games, or games of

skill, or military prowess, though bodily, are, it

seems, accounted liberal; on the other hand, what

is merely professional, though highly intellectual,

nay, though liberal in comparison of trade and manual

labour, is not simply called liberal, and mercantile

occupations are not liberal at all. Why this distinc

tion? lieraii.se that alone is liberal knowledge, which

stands on its own pretensions, \\lm-h i&amp;gt; independent

of -etplel, c.\l inpleiin-nr. refuse- to !
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informed (as it i~ fulled) by any end, or absorbed

into any art, in order duly to present itself to our

contemplation. The most ordinary pursuits have

this specific character, if they are self-sufficient and

complete; the highest lose it, when they minister to

something beyond them. It is absurd to balance a

treatise on reducing fractures with a game of cricket

or a fox-chase; yet of the two the bodily exercise

has that quality which we call
&quot;liberal&quot;,

and the

intellectual has it not. And so of the learned pro

fessions altogether, considered merely as professions;

though the one of them be the most popularly bene

ficial, and another the most politically important,

and the third the most intimately divine of all

human pursuits, yet the very greatness of their end,

the health of the body, or of the commonwealth, or of

the soul, diminishes, not increases, their claim to the

appellation in question, and that still more, if they

are cut down to the strict exigencies of that end.

If, for instance, Theology, instead of being cultivated

as a contemplation, be limited to the purposes of

the pulpit or be represented by the catechism, it

loses, not its usefulness, not its divine character, not

its meritoriousness (rather it increases it by such

charitable condescension), but the particular attri

bute which I am illustrating; just as a face worn by

tears and fasting loses its beauty, or a labourer s

hand loses its delii-atein-.-s; for Theology thus CXT-

cised is ii&quot;l -imple kii&quot;\vk-d^v. but rather is an art or a
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business making use of Theology. And thus it appears

that even what is supernatural need not be liberal,

nor need a hero be a gentleman, for the plain reason

that one idea is not another idea. And in like

manner the Baconian Philosophy, by using its physi

cal sciences for the purpose of fruit, does thereby

transfer them from the order of Liberal Pursuits to, I

do not say the inferior, but the distinct class of the Use

ful. And, to take a different instance, hence again,

as is evident, whenever the motive of gain is intro

duced, still more does it change the character of a

given pursuit; thus racing, which was a liberal

exercise in Greece, forfeits its rank in times like

these, so far as it is made the occasion of gambling.

All that I have been now saying is summed up in

a few characteristic words of the great Philosopher.
; Of

possessions&quot;, he says,
&quot;

those rather are useful,

which bear fruit; those liberal, which tend to enjoy

ment. By fruitful, I mean, which yield revenue; by

enjoyable, where nothing accrues of consequence

beyond the use&quot;*

Do not suppose, Gentlemen, that, in thus appeal

ing to the ancients, I am throwing back the world

two thousand years, and fettering Philosophy with

the reasonings of paganism. While the world la-

will Aristotle s doctrine on these matters last, for he

is the oracle of nature and of truth. When I ln-ar

people ridiculing Catholics, as
tln.-y .^.uictinn s &amp;lt;l&amp;gt;. i r

*
Ari&amp;gt;t&quot;t. IMi. t. I.
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deferring to the &amp;gt;c]m&amp;lt;jls of Greece, I am reminded of

the man who thought it strange or hard, that he

should have been talking prose all his life, without

knowing it. As prose is but a name for our ordi

nary style of conversation, so, while we are men, we

cannot help, to a great extent, being Aristotelians,

for the great Master does but analyse the thoughts,

feelings, views, and opinions of human kind. He

has told us the meaning of our own words and ideas,

before we were born. In many subject matters, to

think correctly, is to think like Aristotle; and we

are his disciples whether we will or no, though we

may not know it. He was most wonderfully raised

up, as for other reasons, so especially to be minister

to a Divine Eevelation, of which personally he knew

nothing; and it is both true wisdom and mere thank

fulness to accept the gift provided for us, for the pur-

S which it answers. Xow, as to the particular

instance before us, the word &quot;liberal&quot; as applied to

Knowledge and Education, expresses a specific idea,

A\hich ever has been, and ever will be, while the

nutmv of man is the same, just as the idea of the

Beautiful is specific, or the Sublime, or the Ridiculous,

&quot;i- the Sordid. It is in the world now, it was in the

world then; and, as in the case of the dogmas of

faith, it is illustrated by a continuous historical

tradition, and never was out of the world, from the

time it came into it. There have indeed been dif

ferences of npiiiiuii from time t time, as to what
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pursuits and what art- came under that idea, lut

such difference- are but an additional evidence of its

reality. That idea must have a substance in it.

which has maintained its ground amid these c&amp;lt; in

flicts and changes, which has ever served as

standard to measure things withal, which has pas

from mind to mind unchanged, when there was

much to colour, so much to influence any notion or

thought whatever, which was not founded in our very

nature. Were it a mere generalisation, it would

have varied with the subjects from which it was

generalised; but though its subjects vary with the age,

it varies not itself. The palaestra may seem a liberal

exercise to Lycurgus, and illiberal to Seneca; coach-

driving and prize-fighting may be recognised in Eli-.

and be condemned in England; music may be des

picable in the eyes of certain moderns, and be in

the highest place with Aristotle and Plato, (and

the case is the same in the particular application of

the idea of Beauty, or of Goodness, or of Moral

Virtue, there is a difference of tastes, a difference of

judgments) still these variations implv, instead of

discrediting, the archetypal idea, whieh is but a

previous hypothesis or condition, by means of which

issue i- joined between contending opinions, ami

without which there would be nothing to dispute about.

I consider then, that I am chargeable with no pa

radox, when I speak of a Knowledge \\}\\c}\ i&amp;gt; it- own

end, when 1 call it liberal knowh ntleinaif-
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when 1 educate for it. ami make it tin-

scope of a University. And still less am I incurring

such a charge, when I make this acquisition consist.

not in Knowledge in a vague and ordinary sense,

hut in that knowledge which I have especially

called Philosophy or, in an extended sense of the word,

Science; for whatever claims Knowledge has to

be considered as a good, these it has in a higher

degree when it is viewed not vaguely, not popu

larly, but precisely and transcendently as Philosophy.

Knowledge, I say, is especially liberal, or needs no

end beside itself, when and so for as it is philoso

phical; and this I proceed to show.

You may recollect, Gentlemen, that, in my fore

going Discourse, I said that systeniatising, or taking

general .views of all departments of thought, or

what 1 called Philosophy, was but a modification of the

mental condition which we designate by the name of

&amp;gt;&amp;lt; irnce, or was a Science of sciences; now bear with

me, if what I am about to say, has at first sight a

fanciful appearance. Philosophy then or Science is

related to Knowledge in this way: Knowledge is

called by the name of Science or Philosophy, when

it is artrd upon, informed, or, if I may use a strong

liiruiv, impregnated by Ucason. Eeason is the

principle of that intrinsic fecundity of Knowlee

which, to those who possess it. is it-
opi.-.-ial value, and

which
di.-pi-iiv&amp;gt;

with the
iiree-&amp;gt;ity

of their looking

abroad for any end \&amp;lt;&amp;gt; iv-i upon external to it-elf
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Knowledge indeed, when thus exalted into a scientific

form, is also power; not only is it excellent in itself,

l&amp;gt;nt whatever such excellence may be, it is something

more, it has a result beyond itself. Doubtless; but

that is a further consideration, with which I am not

concerned. I only say that, prior to its being a

power, it is a good; that it is, not only an instrument,

but an end. I know well it may resolve itself into

an art, and terminate in a mechanical process, and in

tangible fruit; but it also may fall back upon reason,

and resolve itself into philosophy. In the one case it

is called Useful Knowledge, in the other Liberal.

The same person may cultivate it in both ways at

once; but this again is a matter foreign to my subject;

here I do but say that there are two ways of using

Knowledge, and in matter of fact those who use it in

one way are not likely to use it in the other, or at least

in a very limited measure. You see then, Gentlemen,

here are two methods of Education; the one aspires to

be philosophical, the other to be mechanical; the one

rises towards ideas, the other is exhausted upon what

is particular and external. Let me not be thought

to deny the necessity, or to decry the benefit, of such

attention to what is particular and practical, of the

useful or mechanical arts; life could not go on with

out them; we owe our daily welfare to them; their

exercise is the duty of the many, and we owe to the

many a debt of gratitude for fulfilling it. I only

say that Knowledge, in proportion a? it tmd&amp;gt; nnnv
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and more to be particular, ceases to be Knowledge.

It is a question -whether Knowledge can in any

proper sense be predicated of the brute creation;

without pretending to metaphysical exactness of

phraseology, which would be unsuitable to an occa

sion like this, I say, it seems to me improper to call

that passive sensation, or perception of things, which

brutes seem to possess, by the name of Knowledge.

When I speak of Knowledge, I mean something

intellectual, something which grasps what it per

ceives through the senses; something which takes a

view of things ;
which sees more than the senses convey ;

which reasons upon what it sees, and while it sees; which

invests it with un idea. It expresses itself, not in a

mere enunciation, but by an enthymeme: it is of the

nature of science from the first, and in this consists its

dignity. The principle of real dignity in Knowledge,

its worth, its desirableness, considered irrespectively

of its results, is this germ within it of a scientific

or a philosophical process. This is how it comes to

K- an end in itself; this is why it is called Liberal.

Not to know the relative disposition of things is

the state of slaves or children; to have mapped out

the Universe is the boast of Philosophy.

Felix qui potuit rerum coguoscere cau.?a&amp;gt;,

Atque mctns omnes, et iiu-xorabile fatum

Snl&amp;gt;j-cit pedibu*, &amp;gt;tivi&amp;gt;itmnque
AchiM\mtis aviivi.

You may ask inc. Gentlemen, how all this is

13
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consistent with tin- diirnity uf Christianity, with the

merit of faith. Ym will say that faith is confident,

that obedience is prompt, yet without knowing why;

that ignorance is the very condition both of the one

and the other. Though we cannot verify by reason,

yet we take upon us, on God s word, the very truth

to be believed, the very work to be done; this is the

beginning surely of all supernatural excellence.

Here we are upon a new subject, yet I am not un

willing to say a word upon it by way of illustrating

the point I am making good. In the first place,

then, I deny that Faith is a mere unreasoning act:

on the contrary, it has an intellectual nature. It is

no brute or necessary sensation or perception; it has

in it, as divines have noticed, a discursive process.

AVe believe what is revealed to us from belief in the Ue-

vealer. But again, even though a state of mind were

imposed upon us by Christianity, less elevated, less

noble, than we should choose for ourselves, if the choice

were ours, I suppose it must not be left out of con

sideration, that our race once was in a higher state

and lias forfeited it. Ignorance was not always our

natural portion, nor slavery our birthright. When

the Divine Voice quickens us from the dust in

which we lie, it is to call us to a dignity higher

even than that which was ours in the beginning; but.

it restores u&amp;gt; by degrees. At first, we emerge from the

state of slaves int.. that of children and of children

only, and not ycf &quot;f men. \Yc are exercised by faith;
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it, is our education. And in like manner children are

exercised at school; they are taught the rudiments

of knowledge upon faith: they do not begin with

philosophy. But, as in the natural order, we mount

up to philosophical largeness of mind from lessons

learned by rote and the schoolmaster s rod, so too in

the order supernatural, even in this life, and far

more truly in the life to come, we pass on from faith

and penance to contemplation. Such is the loving-

kindness of the Everlasting Father, &quot;suscitans a

terra inopem, et de stercore erigens pauperem&quot;.
To

those who have begun with faith, He adds, in course

of time, a higher gift, the gift of Wisdom, which, not

superseding, but presupposing Faith, gives us so

broad and deep a view of things revealed, that their

very consistency is an evidence of their Author, and,

like the visible world, persuades us to adore His

Majesty. This endowment the Apostle speaks of,

when addressing the educated Corinthians. First he

makes mention of that liberal knowledge or philo

sophy in the natural order, which is my present

subject, and which in the absence of theology had

bri ii sublimated into an empty worthless speculation,

and had become a mere
&quot;worldly wisdom&quot;. After

earning his converts against this perversion, he pro-

\a to say, byway of contrast, &quot;We speak a

wisdom among the pi-rtWt, yet not the wisdom

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f this world, but the wisdom of Cud in a mystery,

a wisdom, which is hidden wisdom&quot;. Such a wisdom
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i- the whole series of Christian Evidences, the cumu

lative proof of the Bei: rod, of the divinity of

Judaism, and of the mis-ion of the Ap : such the

course of the Divine Dispensations, the structure of

Scripture Prophecy, the analogy between the systems

of nature and grace; such the notes of the Church,

the history of miracles, the philosophy and phenomena
of the heroic life, the neverending conflict between

Christ and the world, the harmony of Catholic

doctrine, and the process of its evolution. These

and many other subjects of thought form a multitude,

or rather a system and philosophy of divine sciences,

which, rising out of Faith, tend nevertheless towards

that eternal state of illumination, when Faith shall

yield to sight. It is the gift of Wisdom
;
and of this our

Lord seems to
&amp;gt;peak,

and almost designates it as the

liberal knowledge of His favoured ones, by contrasting

it with the servile condition of mind in which we act

without being able to give an account of our actions.

&quot;

I will not now call you servants&quot;, He says, &quot;for the

servant knoweth not what his Lord doth; but I have

called you friends, because all things, whatsoever I

have heard from my Father, I have made known to

you&quot;.

Parallel then to this Divine Wisdom, but in the

natural order, even though it takes coLini.since of

supernatural subjects, is that philosophical view or

gra-p of all mattiTs &amp;lt;! thought, in which I ha\c con

sidered Liberal Knowledge and which is
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desirable for its own sake, though it brought with it

nothing beyond. Such knowledge is not a mere

extrinsic or accidental advantage, which is ours

to-day and another s to-morrow, which may be got up

from a book, and easily forgotten again, which we

can command or communicate at our pleasure, which

we can borrow for the occasion, carry about in our

hand, and take into the market; it is an acquired

illumination, it is a habit, a personal possession, and

an inward endowment. And this is the reason, why
it is more correct, as well as more usual, to speak of

a University as a place of education, than of instruc

tion, though, when knowledge is concerned, instruc

tion would at first sight have seemed the more

appropriate word. We are instructed, for instance,

in manual exercises, in the fine and useful arts, in

trades, and in ways of business; for these are

methods, which have little or no effect upon the mind

itself, are contained in rules committed to memory,

tradition, or use, and bear upon an end external to

themselves. But Education is a higher word; it

implies an action upon our mental nature, and the

formation of a character; it is something individual

and permanent, and is commonly spoken of in con

nexion with religion and virtue. When then we

speak of the communication of Knowledge as bc-in^

Education, wr thereby really imply that that Know-

ledge is a state r.r condition of mind; and since cul

tivation of mind is surely worth seeking for its own
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ke. we are thus brought once more to the con

clusion, which the word &quot;Liberal&quot; and the word
&quot;

Philosophy&quot; have already suggested, that there is

a Knowledge, which is desirable, though nothing come

of it, as being of itself a treasure, and a sufficient

remuneration of years of labour.

This then is the answer which I am prepared to give

to the question with which I opened this Discourse.

Before going on to speak of the object of the Church in

taking up Philosophy, and the uses to which she puts it,

I am prepared to maintain that Philosophy is its own

end, and to-day, as I conceive, I have begun proving

it. I am prepared to maintain that, there is a

knowledge worth possessing for what it is, and not

merely for what it does. This important principle

is the issue, if it be not the drift, of all that I have

been saying in my preceding Discourses; I hope it will

not seem paradoxical or unreal; for some time to come

I shall employ myself upon it; and what minutes re

main to me to-day I shall devote to the removal of

some portion of the indistinctness and confusion with

which it may in some minds be surrounded.

It may be objected then, that, when we profess to

seek Knowledge for some end or other beyond, what

ever it be, we speak intelligibly; but, that, whatever

men may have said, however obstinately the idrn

may have kept its ground lr&amp;lt;un age to atre, still it i&amp;lt;

Dimply unmeaning t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

&amp;gt;ay
that we seek Knowledge for it8

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;\\n sake, and tor nothii r&amp;lt;r that it ever
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to something beyond itself, which therefore is its end,

and the cause why it is desirable; moreover, that this

end is twofold, either of this world or of the next;

that all knowledge is cultivated either for secular

objects or for eternal; that, if it is directed to secular

objects, it is called Useful Knowledge, if to eternal, Ke-

ligious or Christian Knowledge; in consequence, that

if, as I have allowed, this Liberal Knowledge does not

benefit the body or estate, it ought to benefit the soul
;

but if the fact be really so, that it is neither a phy

sical or secular good on the one hand, nor a moral

good on the other, it cannot be a good at all, and

is not worth the trouble which is necessary for its

acquisition.

And then I may be reminded that the professors

of this Liberal or Philosophical Knowledge have them

selves, in every age recognised this exposition of the

matter, and have submitted to the issue in which it

terminates; for they have ever been attempting to

make men virtuous; or, if not, at least have assumed

that refinement of mind was virtue, and that they

themselves were the virtuous portion of mankind.

This they have professed on the one hand; and on

the other, they have utterly failed in their professions,

as ever to make themselves a proverb among

men, and a laughing stock both to grave and dissi

pated, in consequence of them. Thus they have

hmiUheil against tln-mselves both the ground and

the mi-ail.- of tlirir own exposure, without any trouble
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at all to any one else. In a word, from the time

that Athens was the University of the world, what

has Philosophy taught men, but to promise without

practising, and to aspire without attaining? AY hat

has the deep and lofty thought of its disciples ended

in hut eloquent words? Nay, what has its teaching

ever meditated, when it was boldest in its remedies

for human
ill, beyond charming us to sleep by its

lessons, that we might feel nothing at all? like some

melodious air, or rather like those strong and trans

porting perfumes, which at first spread their sweet

ness over every thing they touch, but in a little

while do but offend in proportion as they once pleased

us. Did Philosophy support Cicero under the dis

favor of the fickle populace, or nerve Seneca to oppose

un imperial tyrant? It abandoned Brutus, as he sor

rowfully confessed, in his greatest need, and it forced

Cato, as his panegyrist strangely boasts, into the

false position of defying heaven. How many can be

counted among its professors, who, like Polemo, were

thereby converted from a profligate course, or like

Anaxagoras, thought the world well lost, in exchange

for its possession? The philosopher in llasselas

taught a superhuman doctrine, and then succumbed

without an effort to a trial of human affection.

&quot;He
discoursed&quot;, we are told, &quot;with great i-in-nry

on tli- Timiriit &amp;lt;.f the
pa&amp;gt;sitns.

Hi&amp;gt; l&quot;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;k u

hi- artion iiTacrlul, his pronunciation
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clear, and his diction elegant. He showed, with

great strength of sentiment and variety of illustra

tion, that human nature is degraded and debased,

when the lower faculties predominate over the

higher. He communicated the various precepts

given, from time to time, for the conquest of pas

sion, and displayed the happiness of those who had

obtained the important victory, after which man is

no longer the slave of fear, nor the fool of hope

He enumerated many examples of heroes immoveable

by pain or pleasure, who looked with indifference on

those modes or accidents, to which the vulgar give

the names of good and evil&quot;.

Easselas in a few days found the philosopher in a

room half darkened, with his eyes misty, and his face

pale. &quot;Sir&quot;,
said he,

&quot;

you have come at a time

when all human friendship is useless; what I suffer

cannot be remedied, what I have lost cannot be

supplied. My daughter, my only daughter, from

whose tenderness I expected all the comforts of my

age, died last night of a fever&quot;.
&quot;

Sir&quot;,
said the

prince,
&quot;

mortality is an event by which a wise man

can never be surprised; we know that death is

always near, and it should therefore always be

e.\}itrtr&amp;lt;r. &quot;Young man&quot;, answered the philosopher,
&quot;

you speak like one who has never felt the pangs of

separation&quot;.
&quot;Have you then forgot the

precept&quot;,

said KMSS. l:i&amp;lt;.

&quot; which you so powerfully enforced?...



, that external things arc naturally variable.

but truth and reason are always the same&quot;. &quot;What

cuinfort&quot;,
said the mourner,

&quot; can truth and reason

afford me? Of what effect are they now, but to tell

me, that my daughter will not be restored?&quot;

Better, far better, to make no professions, than t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

cheat others with what we are not, and to scandalize

them with what wre are. The sensualist, or the man

of the world, at any rate is not the victim of fine

words, but pursues a reality and gains it. The

Philosophy of Utility, you will say, Gentlemen, has

at least done its work; it aimed low, but it has fulfilled

its aim. If that man of great intellect who has been

its Prophet, in the conduct of life played false to his

own professions, he was not bound by his philosophy

to be true to his friend or faithful in his trust.

Moral virtue was not the line in which he undertook

to instruct men; and though, as the poet calls him, he

were the &quot;meanest&quot; of mankind, he was so in what

may be called his private capacity and without any

prejudice to the theory of induction. He had a

right to be so, if he chose, for anything the Idols of

the den or the theatre had to say to the contrary.

His mission was the increase of physical enjoyment

and social comfort;* and most wonderfully, most

awfully has he fulfilled his conception and \\\^ design.

*
It will lir -r.-ii that MM tin- whole I nith .Mr. Mar;iulay in

IlK I &amp;gt;S:IV nn !

&quot;I

hv. f (In lint kl)i&amp;gt;\\ ullcthiT III

\\ ith inc.
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Almost day by day have we fresh and fresh shoots,

and buds, and blossoms, which are to ripen into

fruit, on that magical tree of Knowledge which he

planted, and to which none of us perhaps, except the

very poor, but owes, if not his present life, at least

his daily food, his health, and general wellbeing. He

was the divinely provided minister of temporal

benefits to all of us so great, that, whatever I am

forced to think of him as a man, I have not the heart,

from mere gratitude, to speak of him severely. And,

in spite of the tendencies of his philosophy, which are,

as we see at this day, to depreciate, or to trample on

Theology, he has himself, in his writings, gone out of

his way, as if with a prophetic misgiving of those

tendencies, to insist on it as the instrument of that

beneficent Father,* who, wrhen He came on earth in

visible form, took on Him first and most prominently

the office of assuaging the bodily wounds of human

nature. And truly, like the old mediciner in the

Tale, he &quot;

sat diligently at his work, and hummed,

* De Augment, iv. 2, vid. Mr. Macaulay s Essay ;
Also &quot; In prin-

(.i|&amp;gt;iooperis
ad Deuni Patrcm, Deum Verbum, Deum Spiritum, preces

fuudimus huniillimas et ardentissimas, ut humani generis oerumnarum

memorcs, ct peregrinationis istius vitae, in qua dies paucos et malos

tiTinm-. /(. WA-V/ ///,--, jifr manus nostras, familiam hurna-

nam &amp;lt;l&quot;t.iiv dignentiir. Atque illud insiiper supplices rogamns, nc

humniin i/irini.&amp;lt;
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;Ji&amp;lt;-i&amp;lt;int

; ncvc ex rc-seratione viarum sensus^ ct accen-

si. .11.- m:ii&quot;iv lumiiii&amp;gt; ii.unr.ili&amp;gt;. aliquid incredulilatia et noctia, .uiimi.s

in.-ii divina inv Mi i ia &quot;tmriatni. / hi-tanr. Ma^n.
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with cheerful countenance, a pious song&quot;;
and then

in turn &quot; went out sin&amp;lt;iin&amp;lt;i into the meadows so
&amp;lt;_ o

gaily, that those who had seen him from afar might

well have thought it was a youth gathering flowers

for his beloved, instead of an old physician gathering

healing herbs in the morning dew&quot;.*

Alas, that men are not in the action of life or in

their heart of hearts, what they seem to be in their

moments of excitement, or in their trances or intoxi

cations of genius, so good, so noble, so serene!

Alas, that Bacon toot in his own way should after

all be but the fellow of those heathen philosophers

who in their disadvantages had some excuse for their

inconsistency, and who surprise us rather in what

they did say than in what they did not do. Alas, that

he too, like Socrates or Seneca, must be stripped of his

holy-day coat, which looks so fair, and should be but

a mockery amid his most majestic gravity of phrase,

and for all Ms vast abilities, should, in the littleness

of his own moral being, but typify the intellectual

narrowness of his school. However, granting all this,

heroism after all was not his philosophy; I cannot deny

he has abundantly achieved what he proposed. His is

simply a Method whereby bodily discomforts and tem

poral wants are to be most effectually removed from the

greatest number; and already, before it has shown any

*

Fniif| ue s I liknown Patient,

t Te maris et ten H&amp;lt;T. &amp;lt;

&amp;gt;&amp;lt;1. i. 2S.
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signs of exhaustion, the gifts of nature, in their most

artificial shape* and luxurious profusion and diver

sity, frnin all (quarters of the earth, are, it is un

deniable, brought even to our doors, and we rejoice

in them.

Useful Knowledge then certainly has done its work;

and Liberal Knowledge as certainly has not done its

work: supposing, that is, as the objectors assume, its

direct end, like Religious Knowledge, is to make men

better; but this I will not for an instant allow. For

all its friends, or its enemies, may say, I insist upon

it, that it is as real a mistake to implicate it with

virtue or religion, as with the arts. Its direct busi

ness is not to steel the soul against temptation or to

console it in affliction, any more than to set the loom

in motion, or to direct the steam carriage; be it

ever so much, the means or the condition of both

material and moral advancement, still, taken by and

in itself, it as little mends our hearts, as it improves

our temporal circumstances. And if its eulogists

claim for it such a power, they commit the very

same kind of encroachment on a province not their

own, as thi political economist who should maintain

that his science educated him for casuistry or diplo

macy. Knowledge is one thing, virtue is another;

good sense is not conscience, refinement is not

humility, nor is largeness and justness of view faith.

Philosophy, however enlightened, however profound,

in \es mi &amp;lt;-Miimi;iiid over the passions, no influential
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motives, no vivifying principles. Liberal Education

makes not the Christian, not the Catholic, but the

gentleman. It is well to be a gentleman, it is well

t&quot; have a cultivated intellect, a delicate taste, a

candid, equitable, dispassionate mind, a noble and

courteous bearing in the conduct of life; these are

the connatural qualities of a large knowledge; they

are the objects of a University; I am advocating, I

shall illustrate and insist upon them; but still, 1

repeat, they are no guarantee for sanctity or even for

conscientiousness, they may attach to the man of the

world, to the profligate, to the heartless, pleasant,

alas, and attractive as he seems when decked out in

them. Taken by themselves, they do but seem to bo

what they are not; they look like virtue at a dis

tance, but they are detected by close observers, and

on the long run; and hence it is that they are popu

larly accused of pretence and hypocrisy, not, I

repeat, from their own fault, but because their
pr&amp;lt;

-

fessors and their admirers persist in taking them for

what they are not, and are officious in arrogating

for them a praise to which they have no claim.

Quarry the granite rock with razors, or moor th&amp;lt;-

vessel with a thread of silk; then may you hope with

such keen and delicate instruments as human kmnv-

l-dge and human reason to contend .-igainst tli

iriants, the
pu.-sii&amp;gt;n

:md tin- pridi- nf man.

Smvly we an- n&amp;gt;t drivi-n tn thn.rirs &quot;f this kind,

in order t&amp;gt; vindirati- tin- valuo and dignity of
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Liberal Knowledge. Surely the real grounds on

which its pretensions rest, are not so very subtle or

abstruse, BO very strange or improbable. Surely it

is very intelligible to say, and that is what I say

here, that Liberal Education, viewed in itself, is

simply the cultivation of the intellect, as such, and

its object is nothing more or less than intellectual

excellence. Every thing has its own perfection, be it

higher or lower in the scale of things; and the per

fection of one is not the perfection of another.

Things animate, inanimate, visible, invisible, all are

ifood in their kind, and have a best of themselves,

which is an object of pursuit. Why do you take

such pains with your garden or your park? You

see to your walks and turf and shrubberies; to your

trees and drives; not as if you meant to make an

orchard of the one, or corn or pasture land of the

other, but because there is a special beauty in all

that is goodly in wood, water, plain, and slope,

brought all together by art into one shape, and

grouped into one whole. Your cities are beautiful,

your palaces, your public buildings, your territorial

mansions, your churches; and their beauty leads to

nothing beyond itself. There is a physical beauty

and a moral: there is a beauty of person, there is a

beauty of our moral being, which is natural virtue;

and in like manner tin-re is a beauty, there is a

perfection, &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f the intellect. There i&amp;lt; an id&amp;lt;-al per

fection in these various subject mat tors, toward?!
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which individual instances are seen to rise, ami

which are the standards lor all instances whatever.

The Greek divinities and demigods, as the statuary

has moulded them, with their symmetry of figure,

and their high forehead and their regular features,

nre the perfection of physical beauty. The heroes,

of whom history tells, Alexander, or Caesar, or

Scipio, or Saladin, are the representatives of that

magnanimity or self mastery which is the greatness

of human nature. Christianity too has its heroes,

and in the supernatural order, and we call them

Saints. The artist puts before him beauty of fea

ture and form; the poet, beauty of mind; the

preacher, the beauty of grace: then intellect too, I

repeat, has its beauty, and it has those who aim at it.

To open the mind, to correct it, to refine it, to enable

it to know, and to digest, master, rule, and use its

knowledge, to give it power over its own faculties,

application, flexibility, method, critical exactn*

sagacity, resource, address, eloquent expression, is

an object as intelligible (for here wo are inquiring,

not what the object of a Liberal Education is worth,

nor what use the Church makes of it, but what it

is in itself,)
I say, an object as intelligible as the

cultivation of virtue, while, at the same time it is

absolutely distinct from it.

This indeed i&amp;lt; but a temporal object, and a transi

tory possession;
but so arc other tilings in thfin&amp;gt;i-l\v*

which we make much of and pursue. The moralist
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tell us, that man, in all his functions, is but a

flower which blossoms and fades, except so far as a

higher principle breathes upon him, and makes him

mid what he is, immortal. Body and mind are carried

on into an eternal world by the gifts of Divine Muni

ficence; but at first they do but fail in a failing

\\.irld; and, if the powers of intellect decay, the

powers of the body have decayed before them, and.

if an Hospital or an Almshouse, though its end be

secular, may be sanctified to the service of Eeligion,

=

-airely may an University, were it nothing more

than I have as yet described it. We attain to hea

ven by using this world well, though it is to pass

away; we perfect our nature, not by undoing it, but

by adding to it what is more than nature, and

directing it towards aims higher than its own.
v_- *^J

14





DISCOURSE VII.

l-niLOSOPHICAL KNOWLEDGE VIEWED IN RELATION TO

.MENTAL ACQUIREMENTS.

IT were well, if the English, like the Greek language,

possessed some definite word to express simply and

generally, intellectual proficiency or perfection, such

as
&quot; health

&quot;,

as used with reference to the animal

frame, and
&quot;virtue&quot;,

with reference to our moral

nature. I am not able to find such a term;

talent, ability, genius, belong distinctly to the raw

material, which is the subject-matter, not to the

excellence which is the result, of exercise and train-

ing. When we turn, indeed, to the particular kinds

of intellectual perfection, words are forthcoming for

our purpose as, for instance, judgment, taste, and skill;

yet even these belong, for the most part, to powers

or habits bearing upon practice or upon art, and not

to any perfect condition of the intellect, considered in

itself. Wisdom, again, which is a more comprehen

sive word than any other, certainly has a direct rda-

15
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ti&amp;gt;n iidnet. and t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; human lite. Knowledge, in-

1. and 3 purely intellectual ideas, but

still not a state or halit of the intellect; for know-

in it- ordinary sense, is but one of its circum-

stai denoting a
p&amp;gt;

n or influence; and

science has l&amp;gt;eeii appropriated to the subject matter

of the intellect, instead of belonging at present, as it

ought to do, to the intellect itself. The consequence

that, on an occasion like this, many words are

necessary, in order, first, to bring out and convey,

what surely is no difficult idea in itself, that of the

cultivation of the intellect as an end; next, in order

to recommend what surely is no unreasonable

object; and lastly, to describe and realize to the

mind the particular perfection in which that object

isists. Every one knows practically what are the

constituents of health or of virtue; and every one

recognises health and virtue as ends to be pursued;

it is otherwise with intellectual excellence, and this

must be my excuse, if I seem to any one to be

bestowing a good deal of labour on a preliminary

matter.

In default of a recognized term, I have called the

perfection or virtue of the intellect by the name of

philosophy, philosophical knowledge, enlargement of

mind, or illumination; terms which are not uncom

monly given to it by writers of this day: but, what-

) name ue br-t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;\v i&amp;gt;n it. it is, 1 beli- a matter

of history, the biiMiie&amp;gt;~ i.f ;i I liiver-ity to make 1hi&amp;gt;
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intellectual culture its direct scope, or to employ itself

in the education of the intellect, just as the work of

a Hospital lies in healing the sick or wounded, of a

Riding or Fencing School, or a Gymnasium, in

exercising the limbs, of an Alnishouse, in aiding and

solacing the old, of an Orphanage, in protecting

innocence, of a Penitentiary, in restoring the guilty.

I say, a University, taken in its bare idea, and

before we view it as an instrument of the Church, has

this object and this mission; it contemplates neither

moral impression nor mechanical production; it pro-

-es to exercise neither in art nor in duty; its func

tion is intellectual culture; here it may leave its scho

lars, and it has done its work, when it has done as

much as this. It educates the mind, to reason well

in all matters, to reach out to truth, and to grasp it.

This, I said in my foregoing Discourse, was the

object of a University, viewed in itself, and apart

from the Catholic Church, or from the State, or from

any other power which may use it; and I illustrated

it in various wa;. I said, that the intellect must

have an excellence of its own, for there was nothing

which had not its specific good; that the word
&quot;

educate would not be used of intellectual train

ing, as it is, had not that training had an end of its

own; that, had it not such an end, there would he no

meaning in calling certain intellectual exerci

liberal&quot;, in contract to
useful&quot;, as is commonly

lone; that the V.TV notion ,,[ a philosophical spirit
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implied it, for it threw u&amp;gt; buck upon research and

&amp;gt;\&amp;gt;ti-m as ends in themselves, distinct from effects and

works of any kind; that a philosophical scheme of

knowledge, or system of sciences, could not, from the

nature of the case, issue in any one definite art or

pursuit, as its end; and that, on the other hand, the

discovery and contemplation of truth, to which re

search and systematizing led, were surely sufficient

ends, though nothing beyond them were added, and that

they had ever been accounted sufficient by mankind.

Here then I take up the subject; and, having

determined that the cultivation of the intellect is an

end distinct and sufficient in itself, and that, so far

as words go, it is an enlargement or illumination, I

proceed to inquire what this mental breadth, or

power, or light, or philosophy consists in. A Hos

pital heals a broken limb or cures a fever: what does

an Institution effect, which professes the health, not

of the body, not of the soul, but of the intellect?

What is this good, which, in former times, as well as

our own, has been found worth the notice, the appro

priation, of the Catholic Church?

I have then to investigate, in the Discourses

which follow, those qualities and characteristics of

the intellect, in which its cultivation issues or rather

consists; and, with a view of assisting myself in this

undertaking, I shall recur to certain questions which

were started in tin- c&amp;lt;ursc of the discussion imme

diately preceding tin-
pres&amp;lt;-nt.

Tin-so questions \v&amp;lt;-n&amp;lt;
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three; viz. the relation of intellectual culture, first,

to mere or material knowledge; secondly, to profes

sional knowledge; and thirdly, to religious know

ledge. In other words, are acquirements and attain

ments the scope of a University Education? or expert-

ness in particular arts and pursuits ? or moral and

religious proficiency? or something besides these

three? These questions I shall examine in succession,

with the purpose I have mentioned; and I hope to be

excused, if, in this anxious undertaking, I am led to

repeat what, either in these Discourses or else

where,* I have already put upon paper. And first, of

Material Knowledge, or Acquirements, and their con

nection with intellectual illumination or Philosophy.

I suppose the primd facie view which the public

at large would take of a University, considered as a

place of Education, is nothing more or less than a

place for acquiring a great deal of knowledge on a

great many subjects. Memory is one of the first

developed of the mental faculties; a boy s business,

when he goes to school, is to learn, that is, to store

up things in his memory. For some years his

intellect is little more than an instrument for taking

in facts, or a receptacle for storing them; he wel-

&amp;lt;&amp;lt; &amp;gt;mes them as fast as they come to him; he lives on

what is without; he has his eyes ever about him; he

has a lively susceptibility of impressions; he imbibes

information of every kind; and little does he make his

* Vitl. tlir Aiitlu i
- I niuT.Mh (Oxford) Sermons.
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own iii a true - f the word, living rather upon

his neighbours all around him. lie has opinion-,

religion-, political, and literary, and, for a boy, is

very positive in them and sure about them; but he

gets them from his schoolfellows, or his masters, or

his parents, as the case may be. Such as he is in his

other relations, such also is he in his school exer

cise?; his mind is observant, sharp, ready, retentive;

he is almost passive in the acquisition of knowledge.

1
-

iy this in no disparagement of the idea of a clever

boy. Geography, chronology, history, language, na

tural history, he heaps up the matter of these studies

as treasures for a future day. It is the seven years

of plenty with him: he gathers in by handfuls, like tin-

Egyptians, without counting; and though, as time

goes on, there is exercise for his argumentative

powers in the Elements of Mathematics, and for his

taste in the Poets and Orators, still, while at school,

or at least, till quite the last years of his time, he

acquires, and little more; and when he is leaving for

the
Univer&amp;gt;ity,

he is mainly the creature of foreign

influences and circumstances, and made up of acci

dents, homogeneous or not, as the case may be.

M&amp;lt;

r, the moral habits, which praise,

encourage and r this result; that is, diligence,

-idiiity, ivirnlarity. de&amp;gt;patch. per-&amp;lt; vcring applica

tion; for tlii-&amp;gt;- are the dir. ei condition-
.t|iii&amp;lt;i-

. and naturalh lead to it. iin.
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;uv emphatically producible, and at a moment; they

are a something to show, for both master and scholar;
i 7

an audience, even though ignorant themselves of the

subjects of an examination, can comprehend when ques

tions are answered and when they are not. Here again

is a reason, why mental culture should in the minds of

men be identified with the acquisition of knowledge.

The same notion possesses the public mind, when

it passes on from the thought of a school to that of a

Universitv : and with the best of reasons so far as
/

this, that there is no true culture without acquire

ments, and that philosophy presupposes knowledge.

It requires a great deal of reading, or a wide range

of information, to warrant us in putting forth our

opinions on any serious subject; and -without such

learning, the most original mind may be able indeed

to dazzle, to amuse, to refute, to perplex, but not to

come to any useful result or any trustworthy conclu

sion. There are indeed persons who profess a diffe

rent view of the matter, and even act upon it.

Every now and then you will find a person of vigo

rous or fertile mind, who relies upon his own

resources, despises all former authors, and gives the

\\orld, with the utmost fearlessness, his views upon

religion, or history, or any other popular subject.

And his works may sell lor a while; he may get a

name in lii&amp;gt; day: but this will be all. His readers

are sure to find on the Ion- run tliut liis dortriiM&amp;gt;
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are inure theories, and not the expression of facts,

that they are chaff instead of bread, and then his

popularity drops as suddenly as it rose.

Knowledge then is the indispensable condition of

expansion of mind, and the instrument of attaining

to it; this cannot be denied, it is ever to be insisted

on; I begin with it as a first principle; however, the

very truth of it carries men too far, and confirms to

them the notion that it is the whole of it. A narrow

mind is thought to be that which contains little know

ledge; and an enlarged mind, that which holds a

great deal; and what seems to put the matter beyond

dispute, is, the fact of the number of studies which

are pursued in a University, by its very profession.

Lectures are given on every kind of subject; exami

nations are held; prizes awarded. There are moral,

metaphysical, physical Professors; Professors of lan

guages, of history, of mathematics, of experimental

science. Lists of questions are published, wonderful

for their range and depth, variety and difficulty;

treatises are written, which carry upon their very

lace the evidence of extensive reading or multifa

rious information; what then is wanted for mental

culture to a person of large reading and scientific

attainments? what is grasp of mind but acquire

ment? where -hall philosophical repose be found, but

in the consciousness and njoymcnt of large intel-

]

And \ el tlii- ii&quot;ti&quot;ii
is,

1

ive, a mi&amp;gt;takr, and
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iny present business is to show that it is one, and

that the end of a Liberal Education is not mere or

material knowledge; and I shall best attain my object,

by actually setting down some cases, which will be

generally granted to be instances of the process of

enlightenment or enlargement of mind, and others

which are not, and thus, by the comparison, you will

be able to judge for yourselves, Gentlemen, whether

Knowledge, that is, acquirement, is after all the real

principle of the enlargement, or whether that prin

ciple is not rather something beyond it.

For instance, let a person, whose experience has

hitherto been confined to the calm and unpretending

scenery of these islands, whether here or in England,

go for the first time into parts, where physical

nature puts on her wilder and more awful forms,

whether at home or abroad, as into mountainous

districts; or let one, who has ever lived in a quiet

village, go for the first time to a great metropolis,

then I suppose he will have a sensation, which

perhaps he never had before. He has a feeling not

in addition or increase of former feelings, but of

something diilerent in kind. He will perhaps be

borne forward, and find for a time that he has lost

his bearings. He has made a certain progress, and

lie has a consciousness of mental enlargement; he

does n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t stand where lie did, he has a new centre,

and a ran;_;v of thought^ to which lie was befor&amp;gt;

stranger,
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Again, the view of tin- heaven-, which the lele-

sc .

i upon us, if allowed to fill and possess the

niind. may almost whirl it round and make it dizzy.

It bring- in a flood of ideas, and is rightly called an

intellectual enlargement, whatever is meant by the

term.

And so again, the sight of beasts of prey and other

foreign animals, their strangeness, the originality (
if

I may use the term) of their forms and gestures and

habits, and their variety and independence of each

other, throw us out of ourselves into another cre

ation, and as if under another Creator, if I may so

express the temptation which may come on the

mind. &quot;We seem to have new faculties, or a new

exercise for our faculties, by this addition to our

knowledge; like a prisoner, who, having been accus

tomed to wear manicles or fetters, suddenly finds his

arms and legs free.

Hence Physical Science generally, in all its depart

ments, as bringing before us the exuberant riche&amp;gt;

and resources, yet the orderly course, of the

Universe, elevates and excites the student, and at

first, I may say, almost takes away his breath, while

in time it exercises a tranquillizing influence upon

him.

Again, the study of history is said to enlarge and

enlighten the mind, and why? becai 3 I con&amp;lt;-

ive- it a po\\er of judging of pi^-in- events and
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of all events, and a conscious superiority over them,

which before it did not possess.

And in like manner, what is called seeing the

world, entering into active life, going into society,

travelling, gaining acquaintance with the various

classes of the community, coming into contact with

the principles and modes of thought of various

parties, interests, and races, their views, aims, habits,

and manners, their religious creeds and forms of

worship, gaining experience how various yet how alike

men are, how low minded, how bad, how opposite,

yet how confident, in their opinions; all this exerts a

perceptible influence upon the mind, which it is

impossible to mistake, be it good or be it bad, and is

popularly called its enlargement.

And then again, the first time the mind comes

across the arguments and speculations of unbelievers,

and feels what a novel light they cast upon what he

has hitherto accounted sacred; and still more, if it

gives into them and embraces them, and throws off

as so much prejudice what it has hitherto held, and,

as if waking from a dream, begins to realize to its

imagination that there is now no such thing as law

and the transgression of law, that sin is a phantom,

and punishment a bugbear, that it is free to sin, free

to enjoy the world and the flesh; and still further,

when it does enjoy them, and relleets that it may
think and hold

ju&amp;gt;t
wliat it will, that the world i&amp;gt;
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all before it where to eh&quot; :iiul what system to

build up as its own private persuasion, when this

torrent of bad thoughts rnslies over and inundates it,

who will deny that the fruit of the tree of knowledge,

or what the mind takes for knowledge, has made it

one of the gods, with a sense of expansion and

elevation an intoxication in reality, still, so far as

the subjective state of the mind goes, an illumination.

Hence the fanaticism of individuals or nations, who

suddenly cast off their Maker. Their eyes are

opened; and, like the judgment-stricken king in the

Tragedy, they see two suns, and a magic universe,

out of which they look back upon their former state

of faith and innocence with a sort of contempt and

indignation, as if they were then but fools, and the

dupes of imposture.

On the other hand Religion has its own enlarge

ment, and an enlargement, not of tumult, but of

peace. It is often remarked of uneducated persons,

who have hitherto thought little of the unseen world,

that, on their turning to God, looking into them

selves, regulating their hearts, reforming their con

duct, and meditating on death and judgment, heaven

a n&amp;lt; I hell, they seem to become, in point of intellect,

different beings from what they were. Before, they

took things as they came, and thought no more

one thing than another. But now every event li:

meaning; theylia\r their &amp;lt;^\n estimate of whatever

happens t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; them; tln-y are mindful &quot;f times and
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ml compare the proeiit with the past; and

the world, no longer dull, monotonous, unprofitable,

and hopeless, is a various and complicated drama,

with parts and an object and an awful moral.

Now from these instances, to which many more

might be added, it is plain, first, that the communica

tion of knowledge certainly is either a condition or the

means of that sense of enlargement or enlightenment,

which is at this day considered the end of mental

culture: so much cannot be denied; but next, it is

equally plain, that such communication is not the

whole of the process. The Enlargement consists,

not merely in the passive reception into the mind of

a number of ideas hitherto unknown to
it,

but in the

mind s energetic and simultaneous action upon and

towards and among those new ideas, which are

rushing in upon it. It is the action of a formative

power, reducing to order and meaning the matter of

our acquirements; it is a making the objects of our

knowledge subjectively our own, or, to use a familiar

word, it is a digestion of what we receive, into the

sul stance of our previous state of thought; and with

out this no enlargement is said to follow. There is no

enlargement, unless there be a comparison of ideas

one with another, as they come before the mind, and

a systematizing of them. &quot;We feel our minds to be

growing and expanding then, when we not only

learn, but refer what we learn to what we know

already. It is not a mere addition to our know-
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e, whirli is illumination; but the

movement onward-. of that moral centre, to which

I Oth what we know. and what we are learning, the

accumulating mass of our acquirements, gravitate.

And therefore a truly great intellect, and recogni

t&quot; be such by the common opinion of mankind, such

as the intellect of Aristotle, or of St. Thomas, or of

Xewton, or of Goethe, (
I purposely take instances

within and without the Catholic pale, when I would

speak of the intellect as such), is one which takes a

connected view of old and new, past and present, far

and near, and which has an insight into the inlluence

of all these one on another; without which there is no

whole, and no centre. It possesses the knowledge,

not only of things, but also of their mutual and

true relations; knowledge, not merely considered as

acquirement, but as philosophy.

Accordingly, when this analytical, distributive,

harmonising process is away, the mind experieii

no enlargement, and is not reckoned as enlightened

or comprehensive, whatever it may add to its know

ledge. For instance, a great memory, us I have

already said, does not make a philosopher, any more

than a dictionary can be called a grammar. There

are men who embrace in their mind&amp;gt; a vast multi

tude of ideas, but with little sensibility about their

real relations toward- &amp;lt; acli other. These may be

antiquarians, annalists, naturalists; tiny may he

learned in the law: they may be tati-t;
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they are niu&amp;lt;t useful in their own place; I should

sin ink from speaking disrespectfully of them: still,

there is nothing in such attainments to guarantee

the absence of narrowness of mind. If they are

nothing more than well read men, or men of informa

tion, they have not what specially deserves the name

of culture of mind, or fulfils the type of Liberal

Education.

In like manner, we sometimes fall in with persons

who have seen much of the world, and of the men

who, in their day, have played a conspicuous part in

it, but who generalize nothing, and have no observa

tion, in the true sense of the word. They abound in

information in detail, curious and entertaining,

about men and things; and, having lived under the

influence of no very clear or settled principles, reli

gious or political, they speak of every one and every

tiling, only as so many phenomena, which are com

plete in themselves, and lead to nothing, not discus

sing them, or teaching any truth, or instructing the

hearer, but simply talking. No one would say, that

these persons, well informed as they are, had attained

to any great culture of intellect or to philosophy.

The case is the same still more strikingly, where

the persons in question are beyond dispute men of

interior powers -and deficient education. Perhaps

they have been much in foreign countries, and they

i\e. in a
pa&amp;gt;Mv&amp;lt;-. otiose, unfruitful way, the

various facts which arc forced upon tlu-m tli.
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&quot;afaring men, for example, range from &amp;lt;&amp;gt;ne end of

the earth to tlie other; lut the multiplicity of exter

nal objects, which they have encountered, forms no

symmetrical and consistent picture upon their imagi

nation; they see the tapestry of human life, as it

were, on the wrong side, and it tells no story. They

leep, and they rise up, and they find themselves,

now in Europe, now in Asia: they see visions of

great cities and wild regions; they are in the marts

of commerce, or amid the islands of the South; they

gaze on Pompey s Pillar, or on the Andes; and

nothing, which meets them, carries them forward or

backward, to any idea beyond itself. Nothing has a

drift or relation; nothing has a history or a promise.

Every thing stands by itself, and comes and goes in its

turn, like the shifting scenes of a show, which leave

the spectator where he was. Perhaps you are near

him on a particular occasion, and expect him to be

shocked or perplexed at something which occurs; but

one thing is much the same to him as another, or, if

he is perplexed, it is as not knowing what to say,

whether it is right to admire, or to ridicule, or to

disapprove, while conscious that some expression of

opinion is expected from him; for in fact he has no

standard of judgment at all, and no landmarks to

guide him to a conclusion. Such is mere acquisi

tion, and, I repeat, no one would dream of calling it

philosophy.

Instances, *uvh as these, confirm, l.y
the contrast,
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HIP conclusion we have already drawn from those

which preceded them. That only is true enlarge

ment of mind, which is the power of viewing many

things at on one whole, of referring them seve

rally to their true place in the universal system, of

understanding their respective values, and determi

ning their mutual dependence. Thus is that form of

Universal Knowledge, of which I have on a former

occasion spoken, set up in the individual intellect,

and constitutes its perfection. Possessed of this real

illumination, the mind never views any part of the

extended subject-matter of Knowledge, without recol

lecting that it is but a part, or without the associations

which spring from this recollection. It makes every

thing in some sort lead to every thing else; it would

communicate the image of the whole to every sepa

rate portion, till the whole becomes in imagination

like a spirit, every where pervading and penetrating-

its component parts, and giving them one definite

meaning. Just as our bodily organs, when men

tioned, recall their function in the body, as the word

creation&quot; suggests the Creator, and
&quot;subjects&quot;

a

sovereign, so, in the mind of the Philosopher, as we

a iv abstractedly conceiving of him, the elements of

tin- physical and moral world, sciences, arts, pursuits,

ranks, offices, events, opinions, individualities, arc all

viewed as one with correlative functions, and as gra

dually by siircr&amp;gt;-i\r omihiimtiniis con \vririnir. &amp;lt;

i
n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

and nil. to tin- tnu- ceni

16
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have even a
p&quot;rtk&amp;gt;n

of this illuminative re

and true philosophy, i- the highest state to which

nature can aspire, in the way of intellect; it puts th&amp;lt;

mind above the influences of chance and necessity,

above anxiety. -uspntse, tumult, and superstition,

which are the portion of the many. Men, wh

minds are possessed with S&quot;ine one object, take

exaggerated views of its importance, are feverish in

the pursuit of it, make it the measure of thin -

which are utterly foreign to it, and are startled and

despond, if it happens to fail them. They are ever in

alarm or in transport. Those on the other hand

who have no object or principle whatever to hold by,

lose their way, every step they take. They are

thrown out and do not know what to think or say, at

every fresh juncture; they have no view of persons,

or occurrences, or facts, which come suddenly upon

them, and they hang upon the opinion of others, for

want of internal resources. But the intellect, which

has been disciplined to the perfection of it- powers,

which knows, and thinks while it knows, which has

learned to leaven the dense mass of facts and event-

with the elastic force of
iva-&amp;lt;.&amp;gt;n,

such an intellect

cannot be partial, cannot be exclusive, cannot he

impetuous, cannot be at a 1 - s
,
cannot but be patient,

collected, and majestically calm, because it discerns

the end in every b,---iniiing, the origin in every end.

the law in every internipriun, the limit in cadi
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delay; because it ever knows where it stands, and

how its path lies from one point to another. It is

the Terpaywito? of the Peripatetic, and has the &quot;nil ad-

mirari
&quot;

of the Stoic. There are men, who, when in

difficulties, originate at the moment vast ideas or

dazzling projects; who, under the influence of excite

ment, are able to cast a light, almost as if from

inspiration, on a subject or course of action which

comes before them; who have a sudden presence of

mind equal to any emergency, rising with the

occasion, and an undaunted heroic bearing, and an

energy and keenness, which is but made intense by

opposition. This is genius, this is heroism; it is the

exhibition of a natural gift, which no culture can

teach, at which no Institution can aim; here, on the

contrary, we are concerned, not with mere nature, but

with training and teaching. That perfection of the

Intellect, which is the result of Education, and its bean,

ideal, to be imparted to individuals in their respective

measures, is the clear, calm, accurate vision and

comprehension of all things, as far as the finite mind

can embrace them, each in its place, and with its

\vn characteristics upon it. It is almost prophetic

lV&quot;in its knowledge of history; it is almost heart-

-i arching from its knowledge of human nature; it

lia&amp;gt; almost supernatural charity from its freedom

iY&amp;lt;&amp;gt;m littleness and prejudice; it has nlinost tlio

repose of faith, because in thing \-.\\\ -tartle it; it In-
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almost the beauty and
hurm&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ny

uf heavenly omtcm-

platiun. so intimate is it with the eternal order of

tilings and tlie music of the spher

And now I have said more than enough, as I

conceive, in confutation of the notion, that the true

and adequate end of intellectual training and of a

University is Acquirement; rather, it is Thought &amp;lt;n

Reason exercised upon Knowledge, or what may be

called Philosophy. Henceforth, then, I shall take so

much for granted; and I shall apply it, without any

hesitation, to the exposure of various mistakes which

at the present day, from ignorance or forgetfulness,

beset the subject of University Education.

I say then, if we would improve the intellect, fir

of all, we must ascend: we cannot gain real know

ledge on a level; we must generalize, we must

reduce to method, we must have a grasp of princi

ples, and group and shape our acquisitions by them.

It matters not whether our field of operation be wide

or limited; in every case, to command it, is to mount

above it. Who has not felt the irritation of mind

and impatience created by a deep, rich country,

visited for the first time, with winding lanes, and

high hedges, and green steeps, and tangled woods,

and every thing smiling, but in a maze? The same

feeling comes up.n us in a straii jv city, when we

have n map nf it- street Hence you hear of

ti-cd traveller-, when they first e&amp;lt;&amp;gt;me into a

place, mi imtini: sunn- lii-h hill m- church t&amp;lt;w.T. by
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of reconnoitering its neighbourhood. In like

manner, you must be above your knowledge, Gentle

men, not under it, or it will oppress you; and the

more you have of it, the greater will be the load.

The learning of a Salmasius or a Burnian, unless you

are its master, will be your tyrant.
&quot;

Imperat aut

servit&quot;; if you can wield it with a strong arm, it is a

-ix-ut weapon; otherwise,

Vis consili expers

Mole rait suit.

You will be overwhelmed, like Tarpeia, by the heavy

wealth which you have exacted from tributary

generations.

Instances abound; there are authors, who are as

pointless as they are inexhaustible, in their literary

resources. They measure knowledge by bulk, as it

lies in the rude block, without symmetry, without de

sign. How many commentators are there on the

Classics, how many on Holy Scripture, from whom

we rise up, wondering at the learning which has

-ed before us, and wondering why it passed!

How many writers are there of Ecclesiastical His-

t&quot;i-\ , such as Mosheim or Du Pin, who, breaking up

their subject into details, destroy its life, and defraud

u&amp;gt; &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f the wlmlc
l.y their anxiety about the parts!

The Sermons, n^-iin, of IV-totaiit Divines in the

sevente&amp;lt; nth century, h&quot;\v often are they mere ivper-

ies of miscellaneous and oiiici.u&amp;gt; lr;mii;i T,-I]M
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of .Jei einv Tavlor, lor in-tance, and what an

array ut ([notations, anecdotes, similies, and guud

-trung upon Low weak a thread of thought!

Turn, for example, to his &quot;House of Feasting&quot;;

which sets about proving nothing short of this, that

plenty and pleasures of the world are not proper

instruments of
felicity&quot;,

and that
&quot;

intemperance is

its
enemy&quot;. One might have thought it difficult

either to dispute or to defend so plain a proposition;

but Taylor contrives to expend upon it twenty

closely printed pages, not of theology or metaphysics,

but of practical exhortation. After quoting Seneca

upon the spare diet of Epicurus and Metrodorus,

and a Greek poet, he demonstrates that plenty and

pleasure are not natural or suitable to us, by the

help of Horace, Epicurus, Seneca, Maxiinus Tyrius,

Socrates, Juvenal, Lucian, and two or three authors

besides. Next he maintains that intemperance is

the enemy of felicity; and for this purpose he appeals

to St. Austin, Juvenal many times, Persius, Menan-

der, Xenophou, Euripides, Plutarch, Horace, Pliny,

Socrates, St. Chrysostom, Epicurus, Timotheus,

Apuleius, Aristophanes, Diogenes, Plotinus, Por

phyry, Prudentius, Clement of Alexandria, Homer,

Plato, Pythagoras, Jamblichus, Alcanis, and Tlieo-

plirastus. Having taken these means to settle the

jx.iiit, lie proceeds to the important practical task of

&quot;describing
the mcaxiins &amp;gt;r i.m- eating and drink

ing&quot;,
betw&amp;lt; iuk-nipi-riiir and &quot;MTUpl- I
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am almost ashamed to trespass ou your indulgence,

itlemen, with a fresh catalogue of names; yet I

&amp;gt;-hould not do justice to the marvellous availableness

&quot;f this writer s erudition for enforcing truisms and

proving proverbs, unless I told you that to this new

subject he devotes near a dozen pages more, using

tor his purpose, not any common-sense principles

or clear broad rules, but Juvenal, St. Chrysostom,

Antidanuis, (?) Terence, St. Ambrose, Martial, Dio,

Seneca, Homer, Aristotle, Horace, Boethius, and

others, leaving the subject pretty much as he found

it.

Such is learning, when used, not as a means, but

as an end, less dignified even than the &quot;sonitus

*pmarum ardentium sub olla
&quot;,

of Ecclesiastes,
&quot; the

crackling of thorns under a
pot&quot;,

for they at least

make the water boil, but nothing comes of pedantry.

How could divines of a school such as this, ever hope

to emerge from words into things, or give birth t.

any religious doctrine, which savoured of philosophy

or moral earnestness? Is it wonderful that they are

neither consistent in their teaching, nor fair in

their controversy, considering that they have read

much more than they have reflected? Is it

wonderful that they can neither state what their

adversaries really hold, nor know well what they

ln&amp;gt;ld tlu. iHM. lvcs, when they have so littl&amp;lt; sense f

what mav hr railed the struct lire of knowledge, how

u is -ll-i X idem ;ind another iv(|iiiiv-
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proof. Luw this idea gn ws out of that, and is nearer

U&amp;gt; it than u&amp;gt; others out of which it does not grow,

and how tu say a and 6 is, as even the poor child

saw clearly, the direct road to c ? This, I conceive,

to be the true explanation, as far as the intellect has

been in fault, of that psychological wonder, which

Anglicanism has ever presented, of divines, able,

erudite, grave, and respectable, content to be sus

pended between a premiss and its conclusion, descri

bing three-fourths of a circle and refusing to finish

it, deliberately commenting on verses and words, yet

blind to the teaching of the chapter. It is the conse

quence of reading for reading s sake. It is acquire

ment without philosophy.

Do not suppose, Gentlemen, that I am wantonly

going out of my way for the poor satisfaction of

exposing a weakness of Protestantism; I allude to it

merely as affording an illustration, more apposite

than is elsewhere to be found, of the intellectual cha

racter of mere acquisition. Catholics also may read

without thinking, but it is impossible they should simi

larly expose themselves in religion, safe, as they are,

from the excesses of private judgment. However, in

their case equally as with Protestants, it holds good,

that that knowledge of theirs is unworthy of the

name, which they have not thought through, and

thought tint. Othenu-r. they are only \
sed by

it. not
i&quot;

&amp;lt;1 &amp;lt;&amp;gt;! it; nay, in matter &amp;gt;! fart they

&quot;l t M even :-d away by it, \\itlmnt anv
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M lition of their own. Thus I may charitably account

for the various extravagancies of the Protestant author

I have been quoting. Kecollect, the Memory can

tyrannize, as well as the Imagination. Derange

ment, I believe, has been considered as a loss of

control over the sequence of ideas. The mind, once

set in motion, is henceforth deprived of the power of

initiation, and becomes the victim of a train of

associations, one thought suggesting another, in the

AYay of cause and effect, as if by a mechanical

process, or some physical necessity. No one, who

has had experience of men of studious habits, but

must recognize the existence of a parallel phenomenon

in the case of those wrho have over-stimulated the

Memory. In such persons Reason acts as feebly and

as impotently as in the madman; once fairly started

un any subject whatever, they have no power of

self-control; they passively endure the succession of

impulses which are evolved out of the original

excitement; they are passed on from one idea to

another, and go steadily forward, plodding along one

line of thought in spite of the amplest concessions of

the hearer, or wandering from it in endless digres-

siuii in spite of his remonstrances. Now, if, as is

very certain, no one would envy the madman the

-l&amp;gt;\v and originality of his conceptions, why must we

extol the cultivation of that intellect, which is the

pivv, not indeed of IciiTen Ihnrirs, luit of Itarivn

facts,
&amp;lt;! random int ni&amp;gt;ii.n&amp;gt;. from without, though
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nut ul nmrl&amp;gt;id imaginations within ? And in thus

Braking, I am nut denying that a strung and ready

memory is in itself a real treasure; I am not disparag

ing a well-stored mind, though it be nothing beyond,

so that it be sober, any more than I would despise a

huokseller s shop: it is of great value to others, even

when not to the owner. Nor am I banishing, far from

it, the possessors of deep and multifarious learningfrom

my ideal University ; they adorn it in the eyes of men
;

I do but say that they constitute no type of the

results at which it aims; that it is no great gain to

the intellect to have enlarged the memory, at the

expense of faculties which are indisputably higher.

Nor indeed am I supposing that there is any great

danger, at least in this day, of over-education; the

danger is on the other side. I will tell you, Gentle

men, what has been the practical error of the last

twenty years, not to load the memory of the student

with a mass of undigested knowledge, but to attempt

so much that nothing has been really effected, to

teach so many things, that nothing has properly been

learned at all. It has been the error of distracting

and enfeebling the mind by an unmeaning profusion

of subjects; of implying that a smattering in a

dozen branches of study was not shallowness, which

it really is, but enlargement; of considering an ac

quaintance with the learned names of things and

persons, and tin-
i

ion of clever duodecimos, and

&quot;H fl&quot; |U iii !. I
iuvr&amp;gt;, and

nieinl&amp;gt;iT&amp;gt;liip
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with &amp;gt;ck iititic institutions, and the sight of the expe

riments of a platform and the specimens of a museum,

that all this was not dissipation of mind, but pro

gress. All things are to be learned at once, not first

one thing, then another, not one well, but many

badly. Learning is to be without exertion, without

attention, without toil; without grounding, without

advance, without finishing. There is to be nothing

individual in it; and this forsooth is the wonder

of the age. What the steam engine does with

matter, the printing press is to do with mind; it is to

act mechanically, and the population is to be passively,

almost unconsciously enlightened, by the mere multi

plication and dissemination of volumes. Whether it

be the school boy, or the school girl, or the youth at

college, or the mechanic in the town, or the politician

in the senate, all have been the victims in one way
ur other of this most preposterous and pernicious of

delusions. AVise men have lifted up their voice in

vain; and at length, lest their own institutions should

be outshone and should disappear in the folly of the

hour, they have been obliged, as far as was conscien-

tiously possible, to humour a spirit which they could

not withstand, and make temporizing concessions at

which they could not but inwardly smile.

Let us listen to one of the prophets of this fantastic

doctrine, not in order to ivt utL- his .sentiments, but to

justify the foregoing account of them. &quot;In looking at

ur agv&quot;,
&amp;gt;;i\ s I )r. Charming in on &quot;f lii&amp;gt; works &quot;

I am
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struck inwardly with &quot;in.- commanding characteristic,

and that is. the tendency in all its movements U&amp;gt; ex

pansion, t diffusion, to universality. This tendency

i- directly opposed to the spirit of exclusiveuess,

rietioii, narrowness, monopoly, which has pre

vailed in past ages ....... All goods, advantages, helps,

are more open to all. ...once we heard of the few, now

uf the many; once of the prerogatives of a part, now

of the rights of all.... The grand idea of Humanity,

of the importance of man as man, is spreading

silently but surely ....... If we look at the various

movements of our age, we shall see in them this

tendency to universality and diffusion. Look at

ience and literature. Where is science now?

Locked up in a few Colleges, or Royal Societies, or

inaccessible volumes? are its experiments mysteries

for a few privileged eyes? are its portals guarded by

a dark phraseology, which to the multitude is a

foreign tongue? No; Science has now left her

retreats, her shades, her selected company of

\ otaries, and with familiar tone begun the work &amp;lt;

&amp;gt;t

instructing the race. Through the Press, discoveries

and theories, once the monopoly of philosophers, have

become the property of the multitude. Its professors,

heard not long ago in the University or some narrow

School, now speak in the Mechanics Institute .......

Science, once th -

greatest of distinction., j&amp;gt; K roniin^

popular. A lady p\- us conversations OD -ln mi&amp;gt;i

1&quot; tin mind- &quot;f &quot;iir \ &amp;lt;&amp;gt;utli \;i&amp;gt;t lav. tin-
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univev&amp;gt;e. which, fifty years ago, had not dawned on

the greatest minds. The school books of our children

contain grand views of the Creation. There are

parts of our country in which lycenins spring up in

almost every village, for the purpose of mutual aid to

the study of natural science. The characteristic of

our age, then, is not the improvement of science, so

much as its extension to all men
u What is true of science, is still more true of

literature. Books are now placed within the reach

of all. Works, once too costly except for the opulent,

are now to be found on the labourer s shelf. Genius

sends her light into cottages. The great names of

literature are become household words among the

crowd. Every party, religious or political, scatters

its sheets on all the winds Men grow tired at

length even of amusements. Works of fiction cease

to interest them, and they turn from novels to books,

which, having their origin in deep principles of our

nature, retain their hold of the human mind for

ages.
&quot; The remarks now made on literature, might be

extended to the fine arts. In these too we see the

tendency to universality. It is said that the spirit

of the great artists has died out; but the taste for

their works is spreading. By the improvements of

en-raving, or the invention of casts, the genius of

tlie givat master- is going abroad. Their conceptions

are no longer pent up in
galli-rii s, opui to but l-\\.
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but must be in our homos, and aiv tlie

pleasures of millions

Education is becoming the work of nation-

Even in the despotic goverments of Europe, schools aiv

open for every child without distinction; and not only

the elements of reading and writing, but music and

drawing, are taught, and a foundation is laid for future

progress in history, geography, and physical science.

The greatest minds are at work on popular education .*

Now, in calling your attention, Gentlemen, to sen

timents such as these, I must guard against any

possible misconception of my meaning. Let me

frankly declare then, that I have no fear at all of the

education of the people: the more education they

have, the better, so that it is really education. Next,

as to the cheap publication of scientific and literary

works, which is now in vogue, I consider it a great

advantage, convenience, and gain; that is, to those to

whom education has given a capacity for using them.

Further, I consider such innocent recreations, as

science and literature are able to furnish, will be a very

fit occupation of the thoughts and the leisure of

young persons, and may be made the means of keeping

them from bad employments and bad companions.

Moreover, as to that superficial acquaintance with

chemistry and geology and astronomy and political

(-&amp;lt;(.nomy and modem history and biography and

&quot;

Vid. Knight - Half Horn-. 1850. However, tin 1 author writes,

ur attempts t&quot; write, lietter in his Self-culture.
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other branches of knowledge, which periodical

literature and occasional lectures and scientific insti

tutions diffuse through the community, I think it a

graceful accomplishment, and a suitable, nay in this

day a necessary accomplishment, in the case of edu

cated men. Nor, lastly, am I disparaging or dis

couraging the thorough acquisition of any one of

these studies, or denying that, as far as it goes, such

thorough acquisition is a real education of the mind.

All I say is, call things by their right names, and do

not confuse together ideas which are essentially

different. A thorough knowledge of one science and

a superficial acquaintance with many, are not the

same thing; a smattering of a hundred things or a

memory for detail, is not a philosophical or compre

hensive view. Eecreations are not education; ac

complishments are not education. Do not say, the

people must be educated, when, after all, you only

mean, amused, refreshed, soothed, put into good

spirits and good humour, or kept from vicious ex

cesses. I do not say that such amusements, such

occupations of mind, are not a great gain; but they

are not education. You may as well call drawing

and fencing education, as a knowledge of botany or

conchology. Stuffing birds or playing stringed in

struments is an elegant pastime, and a resource to

the idle, but they are net education; they do nut

form or cultivate the intellect. -Jnvmy Taylor could

Plutarch and Plotiuus and Pythagoras, yet
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they could not kvp him from veering about in

religion, till no one can Ml to this day what he held

and what he did not; imr shall we he kept steady

in any truths or principles whatever, merely by

having seen a Red Indian or Caffir, or having mea

sured a palseotherion. Education is a high word;

it is nothing less than a formation of the mind:

it is the preparation for knowledge, and it is the

imparting of knowledge in proportion to that pre

paration. We require intellectual eyes to know

withal, as bodily eyes for sight. We need both obj.

and organs intellectual; we cannot gain them without

setting about it; we cannot gain them in our sleep, or

by hap-hazard. The best telescope does not dispenx-

with eyes; the printing press or the lecture room

will assist us greatly, but we must be true to our-

selves, we must be parties in the work. A Univer

sity is, according to the usual designation, an Alma

Mater, knowing her children one by one, not a

foundry, or a mint, or a treadmill.

I protest to you, Gentlemen, that if I had to choose

between a so-called University, which dispensed with

residence and tutorial superintendence, and gave its

degrees to any person who passed an examination in a

wide range of subjects, and a University which had n

professors or examinations at all, but merely brought

a number of young men together for three or four

years and then sent them
;nv:iy, us the Uiii\vr&amp;gt;ih

r of

&amp;lt; ixford i&amp;gt; -aid to liav done s.iim- -i\t\ nee, if
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I weiv u-ked which f these two methods was the

1 &amp;gt;erter discipline of the intellect. mind I do not say

which is morally the better, for it is plain that com

pulsory study must be a good and idleness an in

tolerable mischief, but if I must determine which of

the two courses was the more successful in training,

moulding, enlarging the mind, which sent out men the

more fitted for their secular duties, which produced

better public men, men of the world, men whose

names would descend to posterity, I have no hesitation

in giving the preference to that University which did

nothing, over that which exacted of its members an

acquaintance with every science under the sun.

And, paradox as this may seem, still if results be the

test of systems, the influence of the public schools

and colleges of England, in the course of the last

century, at least will bear out one side of the con

trast, as I have drawn it. What would come, on the

other hand, of the ideal systems of education which

fascinate the imagination of this age, could they ever

take effect, and whether they would not produce a

generation languid, frivolous, resourceless, and

imbecile, remains to be seen; but so far is certain,

that the Universities and scholastic establishments,

to which I refer, and which did little more than bring

together first boys and then youths in large numbi

tlicx: institutions, \\\\\\ miserable deformities on the

siil- &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f morals, with a virtual unbelief, and a hollow

profession
of Chi i-rianitv. and a heathen end,. ,,f

17
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ethics, G&amp;lt;&amp;gt;d forbid I should defend in the concrete

what I am only speaking of in that particular point

of view which falls under my present suhject, I say,

at least they can boast of a succession of heroes and

statesmen, of literary men and philosophers, of men

conspicuous for great natural virtues, for habits of

business, for knowledge of life, for practical judgment,

for cultivated tastes, for accomplishments, who have

made England what it is, able to subdue the earth,

able to tyrannize over Catholics.

How is this to be explained? I suppose as

follows: When a multitude of young persons, keen,

open-hearted, sympathetic, and observant, as young

persons are, come together and freely mix with each

other, they are sure to learn one from another, even

if there be no one to teach them; the conversation

of all is a series of lectures to each, and they gain

for themselves new ideas and views, fresh matter of

thought, and distinct principles for judging and

acting, clay by day. An infant has to learn the

meaning of the information which its senses convey to

it, and this seems to be its employment. It fancies

all that the eye presents to it to be close to it, till it

actually learns the contrary, and thus by practice does

it ascertain the relations and uses of those first de

ments of knowledge which are necessary for its animal

existence. A parallel teaching is necessary for our

social being, and it i- eciiivd by a large school or

a c&quot;lle-v; and lliis dl .-.-t may be fairly called in
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o\\ 11 department an enlargment of mind. It is seeing

the world on a small field with little trouble; for the

pupils or students come from very different places,

and with widely different notions, and there is much

to generalize, much to adjust, much to eliminate,

there are inter-relations to be defined, and conven

tional rules to be established, in the process, by

which the whole assemblage is moulded together,

and gains one tone and one character. Let it be

clearly understood, I repeat it, that I am not taking

into account moral or religious considerations; I am

not dreaming of anything especially exalted, anything

truly Christian, anything of supernatural excellence,

as animating that youthful community; but still they

will constitute a whole, they will embody] a specific

idea, they will represent a doctrine, they will administer

a code of conduct, and they will furnish principles

of thought and action. They will give birth to a

living teaching, which in course of time will take

the shape of a self-perpetuating tradition, or a

genius loci, as it is sometimes called; which haunts

tin- home where it has been born, and which imbues

and forms, more or less, and one by one, every in

dividual who is successively brought under its

shadow. Thus it is, that, independent of direct in

struction on the part of Superiors, there is a sort of

If-education in the academic institutions of Protes

tant KnL:laii&amp;lt;l: a characteristic tone of thought, a

standard &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f judgment is found in
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which, as developed in the individual who is submitted

it, becomes a twofold source of strength to him,

both from the distinct stamp it impresses on his

mind, and from the bond of union which it create-

between him and others, effects, which are shared by

the authorities of the place, for they themselves have

been educated in it, and at all times are exposed to

the influence of its moral atmosphere. Here then is

a real teaching, whatever be its standards and

principles, true or false; and it at least tends towards

cultivation of the intellect; it at least recognizes that

knowledge is something more than a sort of passive

reception of scraps and details; it is a something,

and it does a something, which never will issue from

the most strenuous efforts of a set of teachers, with

no mutual sympathies and no inter-communion, of a

set of examiners with no opinions they dare profess, and

with no common principles, who are teaching or ques

tioning a set of youths who do not know them, and do

not know each other, on a large set of subjects, different

in kind, and connected by no wide philosophy, three

times a week, or three times a year, or once in three

re,
in chill lecture rooms or on a pompous anniver-

sary. Were I not afraid of offending by a lightness of

&amp;gt;tvk for which this is not the place, I would remind

you, Gentlemen, of the parallel which such a University

affords to the mistake of the English Ambassador at

a toreiirn court, \\lio, wMiinir to rermmueml to the

mrjis diplomatiqui a di-li
]&amp;gt;eeuliar to hi&amp;gt; count]
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the omission of the principle of unity, simply de

prived it of its consistency and form, and of its

national pretensions.

Nay, self-education in any shape, in the most

restricted sense, is preferable to a system of teaching,

which, professing so much, really does so little for

the mind. Shut your College gates against the votary

of knowledge, throw him back upon the searchings

and the struggles of his own mind; he will gain by

being spared an entrance into your Babel. Few

indeed there are, who can dispense with the stimulus

and support of instructors, or will do any thing at

all, if left to themselves. And fewer still (though

such great minds are to be found), who will not,

from such unassisted efforts, contract a self-reliance

and a self-esteem, which are not only moral evils,

but serious hindrances to the attainment of truth.

And next to none perhaps, or none, who will not

he reminded from time to time of the disadvantage

under which they lie, by their imperfect grounding,

by the breaks, deficiencies, and irregularities of their

knowledge, by the eccentricity of opinion and the

&amp;lt; infusion of principle which they exhibit. They
will be too often ignorant of what every one knows and

takes for granted, of that multitude of small truths,

which fall upon the mind like dust, impalpable and

ever accumulating; they may be unable to converse,

tliry may arirur perversely, they may pride thcin&amp;gt;rl\ -

on I licit- \\urst paradoxes or their p truisms,
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they may be full of their own mode of viewing things,

unwilling to be put out of their way, slow to enter into

the minds of others; but, with these and whatever

other liabilities upon their heads, they are likely to

have more thought, more mind, more philosophy, more

true enlargement, than those earnest but ill-u

persons, who are forced to load their minds with a

score of subjects against an examination, who have

too much in their hands to indulge themselves in

thinking or investigation, who devour premiss and

conclusion together with indiscriminate greediness,

who hold whole sciences on faith, and commit

demonstrations to memory, and who too often, as

might be expected, when their period of education

is passed, throw up all they have learned in disgust,

having gained nothing really by their anxious

labours, except perhaps the habit of application.

Yet such is the better specimen of the fruit of that

ambitious system, which has of late years been

making way among us: but its result on ordinary

minds, and on the common run of students, is less

satisfactory still; they leave their place of education

simply dissipated and relaxed by the multiplicity of

subjects, which they have never really mastered, and

so shallow as not even to know their shallowuess.

How much better, I say, is it for the active and

thoughtful intellect, where such is to be found, to

ix-lu-w the Oollrirr and tin.- University

than tn submit t a drudg -ry
&amp;gt;u ignoble, a
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so contumelious! How much more profitable for the

independent mind, after the mere rudiments of edu

cation, to range through a library at random, taking

down books as they meet him, and pursuing the trains of

thought which his mother wit suggests! How much

healthier to wander into the fields, and there with the

exiled Prince to find
&quot;

tongues in the trees, books in

the running brooks&quot;! How much more genuine an

education is that of the poor boy in the Poem* a

Poem, whether in conception or in execution, one of

the most touching in our language who, not in the

wide world, but ranging day by day around his

widowed mother s home, &quot;a dexterous gleaner&quot;
in a

narrow field, and with only such slender outfit

&quot; as the village school and books a few

Supplied &quot;,

contrived from the beach, and the quay, and the

fisher s boat, and the inn s fireside, and the trades

man s shop, and the shepherd s walk, and the smug-

Lrlrr s hut, and the mossy moor, and the screaming

gulls, and the restless waves, to fashion for himself a

philosophy and a poetry of his own!

* Crabbe s Tales of the Hall. This Poem, let me say, I read on

its first publication, above thirty years ago, with extreme delight,

and have never lost my love of it; and, on taking it up lately, found

I was even mure touched by it than heretofore. A work, which can

36 in yiitli and ag
1

, sfcm.-j to fulfil (in logical language) the

// &amp;gt;// of a
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But in a large subject, I am exceeding my neces

sary limits. Gentlemen, I must conclude abruptly;

and postpone any summing up of my argument,

should it be necessary, to another day.



DISCOURSE YIIL

PHILOSOPHICAL KNOWLEDGE VIEWED IN RELATION TO

PROFESSIONAL.

I HAVE been insisting, in my two preceding Dis

courses, first, on the cultivation of the intellect as an

end which may reasonably be pursued for its own

sake; and next, on the nature of that cultivation, or

what that cultivation consists in. Truth of whatever

kind is the proper object of the intellect; its cultiva

tion then lies in fitting it to apprehend and contem

plate truth. Now the intellect in its present state,

with exceptions which need not here be specified,

does not discern truth intuitively, or as a whole.

AVc know, not by a direct and simple vision, not at

a glance, but, as it were, by piecemeal and accumu

lation, by a mental process, by going round an object,

by the comparison, the combination, the mutual cor

rection, the continual adaptation, of many partial

notions, li\ the joint application and concentration

upon it of many faculties and exercises of mind.

Such a union and concert of the intellectual powers,
18
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such an iiliirp-im-ut and duvelop-m nt. Midi a com

prehensiveness, i&amp;gt; necessarily a matter of training

And again, such a training is a matter of rule; it is

not mere application, however exemplary, which

introduces the mind to truth, nor the reading many

books, nor the getting up many subjects, n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r the

witnessing many experiments, nor the attending

many lectures. All this is short of enough; a man

may have clone it all, yet be lingering in the

dbule of knowledge: he may not realize what his

mouth utters; he may not see with his mental eye

what confronts him; he may have no grasp of things as

they are; or at least he may have no power at all of ad

vancing one step forward of himself, in consequence

of what he has already acquired, no power of discri

minating between truth and falsehood, of sifting out

the grains of truth from the mass, of arranging

things according to their real value, and, if 1 may

use the phrase, of building up ideas. Such a power

is the result of a scientific formation of mind; it is

an acquired faculty of judgment, of clearsighted!]

of sagacity, of wisdom, of philosophical reach of mind.

and of intellectual self-possession and repose, qualities

which do not come of mere acquin im-nt. The bodily

eye, the organ for apprehending material objects, is

provided by nature; the eye of the mind, of which the

object i&amp;gt; truth, is the work of discipline and habit.

This
pr&amp;lt;

i t nuiiing. by which the intellect.

in-tead of being formed or -arriiicrd to 3OHN parti-
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cular or accidental purpose, some specific trade or

profession or study or science, is disciplined for its

\vn sake, for the perception of its own proper

object, and for its own highest culture, is called

Liberal Education; and though there is no one in

whom it is carried as far as is conceivable, or whose

intellect would be a pattern of what intellects should

be made, yet there is scarcely any one but may gain

an idea of what real training is, and at least look

towards it, and make its true scope and result, and

not something else, his standard of excellence; and

numbers there are who may submit themselves to it,

and realize it in themselves in good measure. And

to set forth the right standard, and to train according

to it, and to help forward all students towards it

according to their various capacities, this I conceive

to l)e the business of a University.

Now this is what some great men are very slow to

allow; they insist that Education should be confined

to some particular and narrow end, and should issue

in some definite work, which can be weighed ;md

measured. They argue as if every thing, as well as

every person, had its price; and that where there has

IMVH a giv.it outlay, they have M right to expect a

return in kind. This they call making Education

and Instruction
&quot;

useful &quot;, and k&amp;gt;

rtilitv
&quot;

K-cui

their watchword. Witli a fundamental principle of

this nature, they very naturally gu &amp;lt;m to a&amp;gt;k. what

theie is to show f&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r the i-xpeuse -f a I niversitv;
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what is the real worth in the market, of the article

called
k

a Liberal Education
&quot;,

on the supposition

that it does not teach us definitely how to advance

our manufactures, or to improve our lands, or to

better our civil economy; or again, if it does not

at once make this man a lawyer, that an engineer,

and that a surgeon; or at least if it does not lead to

discoveries in chemistry, astronomy, geology, magne

tism, and science of every kind.

These views are sanctioned by the authority of no

less a name than that of Locke. He condemns the

ordinary subjects in which boys are instructed at

school, on the ground that they are not needed by

them in after life.
&quot; Tis matter of astonishment&quot;,

he says in his work on Education,
&quot;

that men of

quality and parts should suffer themselves to be so

far misled by custom and implicit faith. Reason, if

consulted with, would advise, that their children s

time should be spent in acquiring what might be

useful to them, when they come to be men, rather

than that their heads should be stuffed with a deal of

trash, a great part whereof they usually never do

( t is certain they never need to) think on again as

long as they live; and so much of it as does stick by

them, they are only the worse for&quot;.

And so aiiain. speaking of verse-making, he sa\

&quot;I know nut what reason a father ran have to wish

his son a
p&quot;&amp;lt;

t, who &amp;lt;l&amp;lt;ies not desire him to bid defi

ance to all other callhiyx and businrsx; uhieli i.s
n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t
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y&amp;lt;

t tlio wor^t of the case; for, if he proves a

successful rhymer, and gets once the reputation of a

wit, I desire it to be considered, what company and

places he is likely to spend his time in, nay and

estate too; for it is very seldom seen, that any one

discovers mines of gold and silver in Parnassus.

Tis a pleasant air, but a barren soil&quot;.

In another passage he distinctly limits utility in

education to its bearing on the future profession or

trade of the pupil, that is, he scorns the idea of any

education of the intellect, as such.
&quot; Can there be

any thing more ridiculous&quot;, he asks,
&quot; than that a

father should waste his own money, and his son s

time, in setting him to learn the Roman language,

when, at the same time, he designs him for a trade,

wherein he, having no use of Latin, fails not to

forget that little which he brought from school, and

which tis ten to one he abhors for the ill-usage it

procured him? Could it be believed, unless we have

every where amongst us examples of it, that a child

should be forced to learn the rudiments of a lan

guage, which he is never to use in the course of life

that he is designed to, and neglect all the while the

writing a good hand, :md casting accounts, which

are &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

(

i:iv:it advantage in all conditions of life, and

to most trades indispensably necessary ?&quot; Nothing

of course can be iimiv absurd than to neglect in

education those matters which are necessary for a

bov s future railing; but the. tone of Locke s remarks
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evidently implies more than this, and is condemna

tory of any teaching \\liich tends to the general cul

tivation of the mind, as distinct from the professional.

The question, started in these passages of Locke,

ha- been keenly debated in the present age, and

formed one main subject of the controversy, to which

I referred in the Introduction to the present Dis

courses, as having been sustained in the first decade of

this century by a celebrated Northern Review on the

one hand, and defenders of the University of Oxford

on the other. Hardly had the authorities of that

seat of learning, waking from their long neglect, set

on foot a plan for the education of the youth

committed to them, than the representatives of

science and literature in that city, which has some

times been called the Northern Athens, remonstrated,

with their gravest arguments and their most brilliant

satire, against the direction and shape which the

reform was taking. The study of the Classics had

been made the basis of the Oxford education, and the

Edinburgh Reviewers protested that no good could

come of a system which was not based upon the prin

ciple of Utility.
&quot;

Classical Literature&quot;, they said,
&quot;

is the great

object at Oxford. Many minds, so employed, have

produced many works and much fume in that depart

ment; hut if all liberal arts and sciences, usejul to

human life, had IMM-H taught there, if sonic had

dedicated themselves to &amp;lt;/;//// /*////, sonic t
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matics, .so///r to experimental p/tilosophy, and if

i eery attainment had been honoured in the mixt

ratio ut it;- difficulty and utility, the system of such a

I niversity would have been much more valuable,

but the splendour of its name something less&quot;.

In this passage something more is laid down than

the principle of Utility as the basis of University Edu

cation. You will here observe, Gentlemen, the imme

diate and unavoidable consequence of that principle,

viz., that there must be a number of unconnected and

independent educations going on at the same time in

the same place, some pupils being &quot;dedicated&quot; to one

Ntudy, ((thers to another. And again, from this will

naturally follow a third principle, viz., that the young

men who come for education are not the supreme and

real end of a University, but the advancement of

science, that being
&quot;

useful&quot;,
which is useful, not to

them, but to mankind at large. This is brought into

view in the sentences which follow.

k \Vlien a University has been doing useless

things for a long time, it appears at first degrading

to tin -m t be useful. A set of Lectures on Political

Economy would be discouraged in Oxford, probably

despi&amp;gt;ed, probably not permitted. To discuss the

inrlosnre of commons, and to dwell upon imports and

exports, to come so near to common life, would

m to be undignified and contemptible. In the

:iiie manner, the Tarr or tlie Pu-ntlcy of tin- day

would In -&amp;lt; aiidali/ed, in :i l

T

ni\ersitv. to be put on a
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level with the discoverer of a neutral salt; and yet,

what other measure is there of dignity in intellec

tual labour but use-fulness? And what ought the

term University to mean, hut a place where every

science is taught which is liberal, and at the same

time useful to mankind ? Nothing would so mucho

tend to bring classical literature within proper bounds

as a steady and invariable appeal to utility in our

appreciation of all human knowledge ........ Looking

always to real utility as our guide, we should see,

with equal pleasure, a studious and inquisitive

mind, arranging the productions of nature, investi

gating the qualities of bodies, or mastering the diffi

culties of the learned languages. We should not

care whether he was chemist, naturalist, or scholar,

because we know it to be as necessary that matter

should be studied and subdued to the use of man, as

that taste should be gratified, and imagination

inflamed &quot;.

These passages occur in the course of the Review

of a work on Professional Education by the well-

known Mr. Edgeworth; a work which, whatever be its

merits, I shall not be wrong in saying carries out

the theory of the Reviewers to lengths which they

themselves must consider extreme; since he seems

to be content with nothing short of tin.- absolute

devotion and surrender of a child, on the part of

hi&amp;lt; parents, &quot;as early as poille&quot;, t ^ iiir one
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profession or pursuit as his destiny, to the exclusion

of every other.

Such then is the enunciation, as far as words go,

of the theory of Utility in Education. I say, &quot;as far

as words
go&quot;,

because I do not profess to understand

the writer or writers of the above passages very

clearly. They contrast, yet unite, the Useful and the

Liberal; for instance, they talk of &quot;all liberal arts

and sciences, useful to human life&quot;. I conclude from

these words, that some liberal sciences are useful to

human life, and some are not; how are we to distin

guish them? what is meant by &quot;liberal&quot;? We

indeed, Gentlemen, have been led to consider, that

every science may be cultivated liberally, and again

cultivated usefully, yet, that the liberal cultivation is

ever simply distinct from the useful cultivation, and

cannot be made one with it, any more than a physi

ologist is a physician, or a physician a physiologist,

though the same person may be both. But these

Reviewers seem unwilling to give up the word
&quot;

liberal&quot;,
in connexion with the education they

advocate, yet without distinctly knowing what it

means.

Then again, they wish one student of a University

to
&quot;

dedicate
&quot;

himself to chemistry, and another to

&quot;

mathematics&quot;. Now, if half a dozen systems of

education are to go on on the same spot, unity of

place is but an accident, and I do not see what is
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the use of a University at all. What i- the merit of

bringing together youth- from the four corners of a

country, if they are to be kept apart from each

other in separate schools and separate in pr s of

training, according to the destination of each {

There is in that case no such thing as a University;

it becomes nothing better than a rendezvous of

sciences, pretty much what a bazaar is for trades-

men, and a cattle-fair for fanners; and such indeed

is just the notion entertained of it by the same

Reviewers twenty years later, as I showed you in a

preceding Discourse. Well then, if so. the question

arises, what does unity of place bestow in compen

sation for so great an eflbrt, as the formation and

the establishment of a central Body, which is to

bring young men together from a thousand lion

for the original outlay, for the perpetual expense

incurred by both parent and Institution, for the

anxious risks to which it exposes the pupil? And

this is generally felt, as it well may be; and so it is

decided that residence is not necessary for him; that

attendance merely for the examinations will suffice;

nay, that it may be even better to make the Univer

sity perambulate, and hold its visitations here and

there in turn. And thus we have arrived at a reductio

ad absurdu //i of this theory of Utility, as applied to a

University. A common home implies a common

education, and a common education implies mental

culture a- -ndi: without which ;t I ni\cr&amp;gt;itv liccoinc-
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a 1 ma rd, not a bodv. a government bureau, not a

living power, and is only in name the same as that

great and noble creation of the Church, which once

was found on the banks of the Seine and of the Isis.

All this, I say, seems to be a simple reductio ad

absurdum of the peculiar views and reasonings of

which the Edinburgh School has been so steady an

advocate; but still, I allow, it does not directly

answer the question which Locke has raised. It

certainly is specious to contend, that nothing is

worth pursuing but what is useful; and that life is

not long enough to expend upon interesting, or

curious, or brilliant trifles. Nay, I will grant it is

more than specious, it is true
; but, if so, how do I pro

pose directly to meet the objection? Why, Gentle

men, I have met it already, viz., in laying down, that

intellectual culture is its own end; for what has its

end in itself, has its use in itself also. I say, if a

Liberal Education consists in the culture of the

intellect, and if that culture be in itself a good,

here, without going further, is an answer to Locke s

([uestion; for if a healthy body is a good in itself,

why is not a healthy intellect? and if a College of

Physicians is a useful institution, because it contem

plates bodily health, why is not an Academical Body,

though it were simply and solely engaged in impar

ting vigour and beauty and grasp to the intellectual

portion of our nature? And the lie viewers I um

i|iioting aeem t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; allow this in their better
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in a pass _ which, putting aside the question of its

justice in fact, is sound and true in tin- principles to

which it appeals:
&quot; The present state of classical education&quot;, they

say.
&quot;

cultivates the imagination a great deal too

much, and other habits of mind a great deal too

little, and trains up many young men in a style of

elegant imbecility, utterly unworthy of the talents

with which nature has endowed them....The matter

of fact is, that a classical scholar of twenty-three or

twenty-four is a man principally conversant with

works of imagination. His feelings are quick, his

fancy lively, and his taste good. Talents for specu

lation and original inquiry he has none, nor has he

formed the invaluable habit of pushing things up to

their first principles, or of collecting dry and una-

musing facts as the materials for reasoning. All the

solid and masculine parts of his understanding are

left wholly without cultivation ; he hates the pain

of thinking, and suspects every man whose boldness

and originality call upon him to defend his opinions

and prove his assertions&quot;.

Now, I am not at present concerned with the spe

cific question of classical education; else, I might

reasonably question the justice of calling an intel

lectual discipline, which embraces the study of

Aristotle, Thucydides, and Tacitus, which involves

Scholarship and Antiquities, imaginative; still so far

1 readily grant, that tin- cultivation ,,f tin. under-
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standing&quot;,
.f a &quot;talent for speculation and original

inquiry&quot;, and of
&quot;

the habit of pushing things up to

their first
principles&quot;,

is a principal portion of a yood
or liberal education. If then the Reviewers consider

it the characteristic of a useful education, as they

seem to do in the foregoing passage, it follows, that,

what they mean by &quot;useful&quot; is just what I mean by

&quot;good&quot;
or &quot;liberal&quot;: and Locke s question becomes

a verbal one. Whether youths are to be taught

Latin or verse-making, will depend on the fact,

whether these studies tend to mental culture; but,

however this is determined, so far is clear, that in

that mental culture consists what I have called a

liberal or non-professional, and what the Reviewers

call a useful education.

This is the obvious answer which may be made

to those who urge upon us the claims of Utility in

our plans of Education; but I am not going to leave

the subject here: I mean to take a wider view of it.

Let us take &quot;

useful&quot;,
as Locke takes it, in its proper

and popular sense, and then we enter upon a large

field of thought, to which I cannot do justice in one

Discourse, though to-day s is all the space I can give

to it. I say, let us take
&quot;

useful&quot; to mean, not what

is simply good, but what tends to good, or is the

instrument of good; and in this sense also, Gentle

men, I will show you how a liberal education is truly

and fully a useful, though it be not a professional

education. &quot;(inod&quot; indeed im-ans mir thiiiL-. and
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&quot;

useful&quot; mean? another: hut I lay it down n-

principle, which will save us a great deal cf anxii&quot;

that, though the useful is not always good, the good

is always useful. Good is not only good, but repro

ductive of good; this is one of its attributes; nothing

is excellent, beautiful, perfect, desirable for its own

sake, but it overflows, and spreads the likeness of

itself all around itself. Good is prolific; it is nor

only good to the eye, but to the taste; it not only

attracts us, but it communicates itself; it excites fii

our admiration and love, then our desire and our

gratitude, and that, in proportion to its intenseness

and fulness in particular instances. A great good

will impart great good. If then the intellect is so

excellent a portion of us, and its cultivation so ex-

cellent, it is not only beautiful, perfect, admirable,

and noble in itself, but in a true and high sense it

must be useful to the possessor and to all around him;

not useful in any low, mechanical, mercantile sen.^

but as diffusing good, or as a blessing, or a gift. &amp;gt;r

power, or a treasure, first to the owner, then through

him to the world. I say then, if a liberal education

be good, it must necessarily be useful too.

You will see what I mean by the parallel of bud 51 v

health. Health is a good in itself, though nothing

came of it, and is especially worth seeking and

cherishing; yet. after all, the biasings which attend

its presence ;i it, while the/ are so dose to h
and redound back upon it and encircle it. that wo
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never think of it except as useful as well as good,

and praise and prize it for what it does, as well as

for what it is, though at the same time we cannot

point out any definite and distinct work or produc

tion which it can be said to effect. And so as regards

intellectual culture, I am far from denying utility in

this large sense as the end of education, when I lay

it down that the culture of the intellect is a good in

itself and its own end; I do not exclude from the

idea of intellectual culture what it cannot but be,

from the very nature of things; I only deny that we

must be able to point out, before we have any right

to call it useful, some art, or business, or profession,

or trade, or thing, as resulting from it, and as its real

and complete end. The parallel is exact: As the

body may be sacrificed to some manual or other toil,

whether moderate or oppressive, so may the intellect

be devoted to some specific profession; and I do not

call this the culture of the intellect. Again, as some

member or organ of the body may be inordinately used

and developed, so may memory, or imagination, or the

reasoning faculty; and this again is not intellectual

culture. On the other hand, as the body may be

tended, cherished, and exercised with a simple view

to its general health, so may the intellect also be

generally exercised in order to its perfect state; and

this u- its cultivation.

Again, as health might to precede labour of the

body, and a&amp;gt; a man in health can dn \vhat an
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unhealthy man cannot do, and a- &quot;f this health th&amp;lt;*

properties aiv vigour, energy, ability, graceful car

riage and action, manual dexterity, and endurance

of fatigue, so in like manner general culture of mind

is the best aid to professional and scientific study,

and educated men can do what illiterate cannot; and

the man who has learned to think and to reason and

to compare and to discriminate and to analyse, who

has refined his taste, and formed his judgment, and

sharpened his mental vision, will not indeed at once

be a lawyer, or a pleader, or an orator, or a stat&amp;lt;-&amp;lt;-

man, or a physician, or a good landlord, or a man of

business, or a soldier, or an engineer, or a chemist,

or a geologist, or an antiquarian, but he will be

placed in that state of intellect in which he can take

up any one of the sciences or callings I have reli rivd

to or any other, with an ease, a grace, a versatilitv,

and a success, to which another is a stranger. In

this sense then, and as yet I have said but a very

few words on a large subject, mental culture is

emphatically useful.

If then I am arguing, and shall argue, against

Professional or Scientific knowledge as the sufficient

end of a University Education, let me not be

supposed, Gentlemen, to be disrespectful towards

particular studio, or arts, or vocations, and those

who aiv engaged in them. In savin-- that Law &amp;lt;&amp;gt;r

Medirine is n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t the end of ;t I nivi-rsiry COUTSe, I do

not mean to imply that the I nivei-xity does not
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teach Law or Medicine. What indeed can it teach

at all, if it docs not teach something particular? It

teaches all knowledge by teaching all branches of

knowledge, and in no other way. I do but say that

there will be this distinction as regards a Professor of

Law, or of Medicine, or of Geology, or of Political

Economy, in a University and out of it, that out of

a University he is in danger of being absorbed and

narrowed by his pursuit, and of giving Lectures

which are the Lectures of nothing more than a

lawyer, physician, geologist, or political economist;

whereas in a University he will just know where he

and his science stand, he has come to it, as it were,

from a height, he has taken a survey of all knowledge,

he is kept from extravagance by the very rivalry of

other studies, he has gained from them a special illu

mination and largeness of mind and freedom and

self-possession, and he treats his own in consequence

with a philosophy and a resource, which belongs, not

ti &amp;gt; the study itself, but to his liberal education.

This then is how I should solve the fallacy, for so

1 must call it, by which Locke and his disciples

would frighten us from cultivating the intellect,

under the notion that no education is useful which

docs not teach us some temporal calling, or some

mechanical art, or some physical secret. I say that

;i cultivated intellect, because it is a good iu
\\&amp;lt;\-\\\

adds a powri and ;i irracc- to every exercise and

occupation which it undertakes. \nd having thus
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opened the siihjert. I proceed t&amp;lt; show you, Gentle

men, liow it was actually taken in hand, at tin- time

to which I have alluded, by the combatants on the

opposite side. And this I think you will allow me

to do at some length, though at first it will lead me

into what may seem like a digression.

The assault on the University of Oxford, of which

I have been speaking, was met by two men of great

name and influence in their day, of very different

minds, but united, as by Collegiate ties, so in the

clearsighted and philosophical view which they took

of the whole subject of Liberal Education. In the

heart of Oxford, there is a small plot of ground,

hemmed in by public thoroughfares, which has been

the possession and the home of one Society for above

five hundred years. In the old time of Boniface the

Eighth and John the Twenty-second, in the age of

Scotus and Occam and Dante, before Wiclif or Huss

had kindled those miserable fires which were to be

the ruin of souls innumerable down to this day, an

unfortunate king of England, Edward the Second,

Hying from the field of Bannockburn, is said to have

made a vow to the Blessed Virgin to found a reli

gious house in her honour, if he got back in safety.

Prompted and aided by his Almoner, he decided on

placing this house in the city of Alfred; and the

Image of our Lady, which is opposite its entrance,

he token of the vow and its I ltJIilnient to this day.
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King and almoner have lung been in the dust, and

strangers have entered into their inheritance, and their

creed has been forgotten, and their holy rites disowned;

hut day by dav a memento is still made in the Holy

Sacrifice by at least one Catholic Priest, once a

member of that College, for the souls of those

Catholic benefactors who fed him there for so

many years. The visitor, whose curiosity has been

excited by its present fame, gazes with disap

pointment on a collection of buildings, which have

with them so few of the circumstances of dignity or

wealth. Broad quadrangles, high halls and cham

bers, ornamented cloisters, stately walks, or umbra

geous gardens, a throng of students, ample revenues,

or a glorious history, none of these things were the

portion of that old Catholic foundation; nothing in

short which to the common eye sixty years ag

would have given tokens of what it was to be. But

it had at that time a spirit working within it, which

enabled its inmates to do, amid its seeming insignifi

cance, what no other body in the place could
e&amp;lt;jual ;

not ;i yery abstruse gift or extraordinary boast, but

a rare one, the honest purpose to administer the trust

committed to them in such a way as their conscience

pointed out as best. So, wherea* the Colleges of

Oxford aiv M-ll-clecting budi.-s, tile fellows in rach

perpetually filling up from among rlinnsehv.- the

vacancio \\hich occur in their number, the niem-

IHTS of this foundation determined, at a time
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win. n. either from evil custmi or from anri.-ut

statute. &amp;gt;urh a tiling was in it known elsewhere,

to throw open their fellowships to the compe

tition of all comers, and, in the choice of a

elates henceforth, to cast to the winds every per

sonal motive and feeling, family connexion, and

friendship, and patronage, and political interest, and

local claim, and prejudice, and party jealousy, and to

elect solely on public and patriotic grounds. Nay,

with a remarkable independence of mind, they re

solved that even the table of honours, awarded to

literary merit by the University in its new system of

examination for degrees, should not fetter their

judgment as electors; but that at all risks, and

whatever criticism it might cause, and whatever

odium they might incur, they would select the men,

whoever they were, to be children of their Founder,

whom they thought in their consciences to be most

likely from their intellectual and moral qualities to

please him, if (as they expressed it) he were still

upon earth, most likely to do honour to his College,

most likely to promote the objects which they

believed he had at heart. Such per--;i, did not

promise to be the disciples of a low Utilitarianism;

and consequently, as their collegiate reform synchro

nized with that reform of the Academical body, in

which they h..iv ;[ principal part, it wa- not nnna-

tural, that, when the storm broke upon the Uni\er-

sity from ihe North, their Alma Mai-r. whom
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they loved, should have found her first defenders

within the walls of that small College, which had

lirst put herself into a condition to be her champion.

These defenders, Gentlemen, I hare said, were two,

of whom the more distinguished was the late Dr.

Copleston, then a Fellow of the College, successively

its Provost, and Protestant Bishop of LlandafF. In

that Society, which owes so much to him, his name

lives, and ever will live, for the distinction which

his talents bestowed on it, for the academical impor

tance to which he raised it, for the generosity of

spirit, the liberality of sentiment, and the kindness

of heart, with which he adorned it, and which even

those who had least sympathy with some aspects of

his mind and character, could not but admire and

love. Men come to their meridian at various

periods of their lives- the last years of the eminent

person I am speaking of were given to duties, which,

I am told, have been the means of endearing him to

numbers, but which aiforded no scope for that pecu

liar vigour and keenness of mind, which enabled him,

when a young man, single-handed, with easy gallantry,

to encounter and overthrow the charge of three giants

of the North combined against him. I believe I am

right in saying, that, in the progress of the contro

versy, the most scientific, the most critical, and

the most witty, of that literary company, all uf

them now. as lie himself, ivniuved from this visible

Scene, Professor I layfair. Lrd .lell rey. and the
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If -v. Sydney Smith. threw toother their several

efforts into one article of their Review, in order

to crush and pound to dust the audacious controver-

tist, who had corne out against them in defence of

his own Institutions. To have even contended with

such men, was a sufficient voucher for his abi

lity, even before we open his pamphlets, and have

actual evidence of the good sense, the spirit, the

scholarlike taste, and the purity of style, by which

they are distinguished. As might be expected, how

ever, under the circumstances, his matter is various

and heterogeneous, and his line of argument is discur

sive; he is not led to analyse his views on Education

to their first principles, and in some places he adopts

a more secular tone, than, even putting aside questions

of religious doctrine, I would willingly use myself.

Still it is not perhaps without its advantage to be

presented with sentiments, which are in substance

the same, under the different exterior which diffe

rent minds throw around them; it is like meeting

with two witnesses, who, each in his own way,

depose to the same general representation.

His mode then of answering the objection, that a

Liberal Education is not useful, will be found to fall

in with that which 1 have adopted myself. It i-

true indeed that he speaks of Literature, \\lieivas I

have spoken of Philosophy; this, however, is imma

terial in the question, as it lie^ before us, Cor in

cither case an intellectual eultiuv is alvoratri|,
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v Inch is desirable for its own sake, which is the

education of the man. not of the lawyer, antiquarian,

or chemist, and which saves him from narrowness,

and pedantry, both in society and amid the duties of

his profession. Speaking then principally of classical

studies, he maintains that the knowledge useful to

an individual, and the knowledge useful to a com

munity, are, not only not the same, but are directly

contrary to each other; that division of intellectual

labour, which in fact the Reviewers advocate, is

useful to a community, but is hurtful to the indivi

dual member of it; and that the end of direct Liberal

Education is the good of the individual, and not that

of the community.

&quot;It is sometimes asked&quot;, he observe, &quot;with an

air of triumph, What is the utility of these studies?

and utility is vauntingly pronounced to be the sole

standard, by which all systems of education must be

tried. If in turn wre were to ask what utility is, we

should, I believe, have many answers not quite

consistent with each other. And the best of them

perhaps would only give us other words equally

loose and indefinite; such as wiser, better, happier;

none of \vhidi can serve to untie a knotty question,

and all of which lead us into a wider field of doubt

and inquiry, than tin- Mibjivt uhirh originally pro

duced them, llei oiv I attempt to show what the

i/filiti/ of cl;i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;i.-;il learning is, in my MWM sense of

the \\ord. let it be pTinitted me t&quot; explain \\liat it i-
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not; ami to take up the inquiry a little further back

than writers on this subject commonly go.

&quot;It is an undisputed maxim in Political Economy,

that the separation of professions and the division of

labour tend to the perfection of every art, to the

wealth of nations, to the general comfort and well-

being of the community. This principle of division

is in some instances pursued so far, as to excite the

wonder of people to whose notice it is for the first

time pointed out. There is no saying to what extent

it may not be carried; and the more the powers of

each individual are concentrated in one employment,

the greater skill and quickness will he naturally

display in performing it. But, while he thus contri

butes more effectually to the accumulation of natio

nal wealth, he becomes himself more and more

degraded as a rational being. In proportion as his

sphere of action is narrowed, his mental powers and

habits become contracted; and he resembles a subor

dinate part of some powerful machinery, useful in

its place, but insignificant and worthless out of it. ...
&quot;

If
indeed&quot;, he continues,

&quot;

national wealth were

the sole object of national institutions, there can be

no doubt but that the method demonstrated by [the

great and enlightened Adam] Smith, being the surest

means of attaining that end, would be the great

leading principle of political philosophy. In his

own work it /.v the great and sole end of his inquiry;

and no one ran blame him for eoiifiniim himself to
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that single consideration. His undertaking required

no more, and he has performed his part well. But,

in truth, national wealth is not the ultimatum of

human society; and, although we must forhear

entering on the boundless inquiry, what is the chief

good? yet all reflecting minds will admit that it is

not wealth. If it be necessary, as it is beyond all

question necessary, that society should be split into

divisions and subdivisions, in order that its several

duties may be well performed, yet we must be careful

not to yield up ourselves wholly and exclusively to

the guidance of this svstem; we must observe whatO /

its evils are, and we should modify and restrain it,

by bringing into action other principles, which may
serve as a check and counterpoise to the main

force

&quot; There can be no doubt that every art is improved

by confining the professor of it to that single study.

There are emergencies, which call for his whole

mind and faculties to be absorbed in it, which

require him to forget every other relation of life,

however sacred or natural, except that artificial one

in which he is then placed. Times will occur when a

Mirgeon or a general must dismiss the common

feelings of human nature, and, in order to do his

ta&amp;gt;k w.-ll, must look upon himself as engaged in

working out one pmblrin, and upon all around him

as instrument- subservient mrivly to tin- acquisition

of some urn- distinct purpose, without regard to their
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bearings .m any tiling le&amp;gt;ides. But, althout/h the

art itself is advanced by this concentration of mind

in its service, the individual who is confined to it

fjoes back. The advantage of the community is

nearly in an inverse ratio with his own
&quot; When the emergency is past, society itself re

quires some other contribution from each individual,

besides the particular duties of his profession. And,

if no such liberal intercourse be established, it is the

common failing of human nature, to be engrossed

with petty views and interests, to underrate the

importance of all in which we are not concerned, and

to carry our partial notions into cases where they

are inapplicable, to act, in short, as so many uncon

nected units, displacing and repelling one another.

&quot; In the cultivation of literature is found that

common link, which, among the higher and middling

departments of life, unites the jarring sects and

subdivisions into one interest, which supplies common

topics, and kindles common feelings, unmixed Avith

those narrow prejudices, with which all professions

are more or less infected. The knowledge, too,

which is thus acquired, expands and enlarges the

mind, excites its faculties, and calls those limbs and

muscles into freer exercise, which, by too constant

use in one direction, not only acquire an illiberal air,

but are apt alsu to lose somewhat of their native

play and energy. And thus, without directly unali-

fving a man for any &amp;lt;&amp;gt;) the employment.-* &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f life, it
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enriches and ennobles all. AVitliout teaching him

the peculiar business of any one office or calling, it

enables him to act his part in each of them with

better grace and more elevated carriage; and, if

happily planned and conducted, is a main ingredient

in that complete and generous education, which fits

a man to perform justly, skilfully, and magnani

mously, all the offices, both private and public, of

peace and war &quot;.*

The same subject is treated, on the same general

principles, but with greater care and distinctness,

and, I will add, with greater force and beauty and

}R rteetion, both of thought and of language, by the

other distinguished writer, to whom I have already

referred, Mr. Davison; who, though not so well

known to the world in his day, has left more behind

him than the Provost of Oriel, to make his name

remembered by posterity. This thoughtful man,

who was the admired and intimate friend of

very remarkable person, whom, whether he wish it or

not, numbers revere and love as the first author of

tin 1

subsequent movement in the Protestant Church

towards Catholicism,! (as on the other hand, Dr.

Coplestoii, was the master and head of that opposite

school of thinkers, which numbers among its mem
bers Dr. Whately,) this grave and philosophical

* Vid. Milton on

i Mr. K clilc, Vir.ir of Ilur-lry, lute l-Vllnw &amp;lt;&amp;gt;! Orirl. ;iinl 1 p,

Ol I l . tn in ill- iimTHts &amp;lt;&amp;gt;!
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writer. wln^e \v..rk- I Cill i never look into without

sighing that such a man was lost to the Catholic

Church, as Dr. Butler before him, by some early bias

or some fault of self-education he, in a review of

Mr. Edgeworth s work on Professional Education,

already noticed, goes leisurely over the same ground,

which had already been rapidly traversed by Dr.

Copleston, and requires, I fear, to be quoted in

larger extracts than are becoming on an occasion,

when I ought not to delegate the burden of discussion

to another. Moreover, it may be considered hardly

fair, to produce a writer of extreme opinions, such as

Mr. Edgeworth, as the man of straw, on whom an able

writer is to exercise his powers. Yet Mr. Davison s

remarks are so suggestive of general principles, and

so apposite to my subject, that the circumstance

that they are directed to the exposure of a particular

theorist, can hardly be considered an adequate reason

for my avoiding to use them.

In the Essay then to which I have referred, Mr.

Davison claims the word &quot;useful&quot; for Liberal Edu

cation in its larger sense, as Dr. Copleston had dis

claimed it in its more restricted. Instead of arguing

that the Utility of knowledge to the individual varies

inversely with its Utility to the public, he chiefly

employs himself on two propositions. He shows,

first, that a Liberal Education is something far

higher, even in tin- Scale of Ttilitv. than \\hat is

called a -I sct ul Education, and next, that
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it is i g n v or useful for the purposes even of

that Professional Education, which commonly en

grosses the title of useful. The former of these two

theses he recommends to us in the following lumi

nous and comprehensive passages:
&quot; In a series of

essays&quot;,
he says,

&quot; Mr. Edgeworth

has traced different plans of Education, calculated

for the wants of the several professions. His plans

begin at a very early period, and undertake to

regulate the habits, studies, and sometimes the

amusements, of the boy, in almost every particular,

with a view to his civil employment in future life.

The advantage to be secured by this concentration of

his tastes and studies, is the enabling him to fill his

station well, and enlarge his attainments, as appli

cable to it

&quot; And here he labours under a strong suspicion, in

our mind, of pursuing a partial and unsatisfactory

end. We think there is too much professional policy

in such aims; and that it is to take a very con

tracted view of life, to think with great anxiety how

persons may be educated to superior skill in their

department, comparatively neglecting or excluding

the more liberal and enlarged cultivation. In his

system, the value of every attainment is to be

measured by its subserviency to a calling. The

specific duties of that calling are exalted at the cost

of tlmsc tree and independent taste&amp;gt; and virtues

which ediue ill to sustain the roinmoii relations of
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irty. and raise the individual in them. In short,

a man is to be usurped by his profession. He is to

clothed in its -arb from head to foot. His

virtues, his science, and his ideas are all to be put

into a gown or uniform, and the whole man to be

shaped, pressed, and stiffened, in the exact mould of

his technical character. Any interloping accom

plishments, or a faculty which cannot be taken into

public pay, if they are to be indulged in him at all,

must creep along under the cloak of his more

serviceable privileged merits. Such is the state of

perfection to which the spirit and general tendency

of this system would lead us

&quot; But the professional character is not the only

one which a person engaged in a profession has to

support. He is not always upon duty. There an-

services he owes, whirh are neither parochial, nor

forensic, nor military, nor to be described by any

such epithet of civil regulation, and yet are in no

wise inferior to those that bear these authoritative

titles; inferior neither in their intrinsic value, nor

their moral import, nor their impression upon

society. As a friend, as a companion, as a citizen at

large; in the connexions of domestic life; in the

improvement and embellishment of his leisure; he

has a sphere of action, revolving, if you pic

within the sphere of his profession, but not clashing

with it; in which it lie can show limn- of the jidva.ii-

f an improved understanding, whatr\rr
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iiis -lull 01 proficiency in tin- other, he is no more

than an ill-educated man. When we recollect also,

that the leading professions, owing to causes which

will always continue in force, in our country at

least, are constantly so far overstocked in numbers

that the necessary practice and study of them will

not fully employ even that portion of their time and

thoughts, which their respective members might well

afford to give them, we must perceive that there will

be a still larger surplus of the intellect of these

professional men, to be carried to the fund for

gem-nil purposes, and to seek its occupation in some

spontaneous way.

&quot;On this subject it is impossible to forget an evil

incidental to the professions, or disregard the

increase of it with which we should be threatened by

a system of education dedicated exclusively or

chieHy to them. The evil is one which is known by

the hard name of pedantry, but which is commonly

reckoned a disagreeable, rather than a mischievous

thing. It escapes with this easy censure, we sup

pose, because men look at the fault of another as it

alleets themselves, more than as it injures him; and

therefore the offensive, distasteful part of it is the

most noticed. But the mischiefs of this contracted

habit of mind to which we allude are so considerable;

it runs so much into prejudice, conceit, and ignoble

antipathies; it hinder- 80 effectually, not the eiilar

nient alone, but the justness and rectitude of the nil-
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&amp;lt;i&amp;lt;T-tanding, that we do ii&quot;t lie-irate t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; regard a -y-tem

-

radically wrong, which lay- a plan of education

and study that must prove nothing less than a hot

bed tn tlds pernicious p--&amp;gt;t
of all mental cultivation.

The predominant love and esteem of one s own

profession is not to be blamed. It is a strong

stimulant. Like other stimulants, it may do infinite

good or harm, just as it is tempered and applied: but

when it is to be made the spring of all youthful

exertion, and wrought into the blood as soon as the

blood begins to circulate; whether this he a treat

ment which any constitution can bear well, and

whether it will produce, upon the whole, a healthy

enthusiasm of spirit, or diseased and decrepid idio-

syncracies, is not very hard to determine. We

believe, that out of any given number upon whom it

might be tried, many more would retain the narrow,

unsocial, and vitiated temper of thought produced by

it, than even the principle itself, managed as it will

be in the hands of ordinary men.

&quot;There is a certain faculty in which all nations of

any refinement are great practitioners. It is not

taught at school or college as a distinct science;

though it deserves that what is taught there should

he made to have some reference to it; nor is it

endowed at all by the public; everv Ixnlv bring

obliged to exeivi-e ir fur himself in
p&amp;lt;T-&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n.

\\liich he

does t&amp;gt; the br&amp;gt;t ol 111- &amp;gt;klll. Hilt ill IK tlling is tllefe

ivnter difference than in the manner &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f doing it.
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advocates &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t professional learning will smile

when we tell them that this same faculty which we

would have encouraged. i&amp;gt; simply that of speaking

good sense in English, without fee or reward, in

common conversation. They will smile wThen we lay

some stress upon it; hut in reality it is no such trine

as they imagine. Look into the huts of savages,

and see, for there is nothing to listen to, the dismal

hlank of their stupid hours of silence; their profes

sional avocations of war and hunting are over; and,

having nothing to do, they have nothing to say.

Turn to improved life, and you find conversation in

all its forms the medium of something more than an

idle pleasure; indeed a very active agent in circula-

lating and forming the opinions, tastes, and feelings

of a whole people. It makes of itself a considerable

affair. Its topics are the most promiscuous all those

which do not belong to any particular province. As

for its power and influence, we may fairly say that

it is of just the same consequence to a man s imme

diate society, how he talks, as how he acts. Now of

all those who furnish their share to rational conver-

vatiou, a mere adept in his own art is universally

admitted t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; ! the worst. The sterility and unin-

stnietivenes- .f Mich a person s social hours are quite

pn&amp;gt;\rrbial.
Or if lie escape being dull, it is only by

launching into ill-timed, learned loquacity. \Ve do

not doire of him lectures or speeches; and he lias

nothing else 1&quot; give. Amou^ heitchri he may he

20
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powerful; luit ^eated on a chair he is
&amp;lt;piite

another

-on. On the other hand, we may affirm, that one

of the best companions, is a man who, to the accu

racy and research of a profession has joined a free

excursive acquaintance with various learning, and

caught from it the spirit of general observation.

The tincture of a little professional taste will aid

variety of remark, and give novel views to the sub

ject of conversation; but much of it cuts off all

sympathy and confidence, and extinguishes the inter

course of thought at once. If then those who are

to shine at the bar or in the church may also be ex

ceedingly useful if they can give light, unofficially,

in other places, we cannot hail a scheme of education

as promising well for them or for the cause of society

as it stands at present, of which the aim is to collect

all their lustre into a few points, with the loss of

many essential utilities which it might serve in a

more diffused state. It is to merge their education

as men wholly in that which is necessary for them

as members of a corps. It is to sacrifice the great

scheme itself to an accident, an important accident;

but which ought not in reason to engross our sole

paramount attention&quot;.

Having thus shown that a liberal education is a

real benefit to the subjects of it, as members of

society, in the various duties and circumstances and

accidents of life, he on, in the next place, in

that, over and above tl,&amp;lt; lin-ct
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which might fairly In- expected of it, it actually

sill-- -the discharge &quot;f these particular functions,

iiK.l the pursuit of those particular advantages. which

arc connected with professional exertion, and to

which Professional Education is directed.

&quot; We admit
,
he observes,

&quot;

that when a person

makes a business of one pursuit, he is in the right

way to eminence in it; and that divided attention

will rarely give excellence in many. But our assent

will go no further. For, to think that the way to

prepare a person for excelling in any one pursuit

(and that is the only point in hand), is to fetter his

early studies, and cramp the first developement of

his mind, by a reference to the exigencies of that

pursuit barely, is a very different notion, and one

which, we apprehend, deserves to be exploded

rather than received. Possibly a few of the abstract,

insulated kinds of learning might be approached in

that way. The exceptions to be made are very few,

and need not be recited. But for the acquisition of

professional and practical ability, such maxims are

death to it. The main ingredients of that ability are

requisite knowledge and cultivated faculties; but, of

the two, the latter is by far the chief. A man of

well improved laeulties has the command of anotherV

knowledge. A man without them, has not the com

mand of his &amp;lt;&amp;gt;\vn. The difference between knowledge

and i aeiiltie- i- a thing of which Mr. Edge worth h 18

n \ dy roiivirtii H. We \vi&amp;gt;h lie had fallen
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up&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ii

a better method of reasoning, expanding, and

&amp;gt;tiviiL
f

thciiing those iaculti-. upon which lie fed-

that all must ultimately depend.

of the intellectual powers, tlic judgment is that

which takes the foremost lead in life. How to form

it to the two habits it ought to possess, of exacti,

and vigour, is the problem. It would be ignorant

presumption so much as to hint at any routine of

method by which these qualities may with certainty

be imparted to every or any understanding. Still,

however, we may safely lay it down that they are

not to be got by a
&quot;

gatherer of
simples&quot;,

but are

the combined essence and extracts of many different

things, drawn from much varied reading and discip.

line, first, and observation afterwards. For if there

be a single intelligible point on this head, it is that a

man who has been trained to think upon one subject

nr for one subject only, will never be a good judge

n in that one: whereas the enlargement of bis

circle gives him increased knowledge and power in

a rapidly increasing ratio. So much do ideas act,

noi iitary units but by grouping and combina

tion: and so clearly do all the things that fall within

the proper province of the same faculty of the mind,

intertwine vnth and support each other! Judgment

livt it were by comparison and discrimination.

&amp;lt; ;m it be doubted, then, whether the range ;ind

extent of that assemblage &quot;f tilings upon which it i&amp;gt;

practi-ed in it- li:
jays, are &amp;lt;.f use t&quot; it- power
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&quot; To open our way a little further on this matter,

will define what we mean by the power of judg

ment; and then try to ascertain among what kind of

studies the improvement of it may be expected at all.

&quot;

Judgment does not stand here for a certain

homely, useful quality of intellect, that guards a per

son from committing mistakes to the injury of his

fortunes or common reputation; but for that master-

principle of business, literature, and talent, which

gives him strength in any subject he chooses to

grapple with, and enables him to seize the strong

point in it. Whether this definition be metaphysi

cally correct or not, it comes home to the substance

of our inquiry. It describes the power that every

one desires to possess when he comes to act in a

profession, or elsewhere; and corresponds with our

best idea of a cultivated mind.

&quot;

Next, it will not be denied, that in order to do

any good to the judgment, the mind must be em

ployed upon such subjects as come within the cogni-

xance of that faculty, and give some real exercise to

it.- perception Here we have a rule of selection

by which the different parts of learning may be

classed for our purpose. Those which belong to the

province of the judgment are religion (in its evidences

and interpretation -thics, history,

&quot;It i&amp;lt; ivinarkalili
1 Mr. I;i\i-mi does nt in iin.- doctrine. II&amp;lt;-

seems to have included it in
int&amp;lt;T|UYtatim: rijitiuv. Tim-,

in /, .mii&quot;t &quot; almittfl
l&amp;gt;y

a ( atli ilir, I m-
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poetry, the* ml -peculation. the line art&amp;gt;

and work&amp;gt; of wit. Great as the variety of tl

large divisions of learning may appear, they are all

held in union by two capital principles of connexion.

First, they are all quarried out of one and the same

great subject of man s moral, social, and feeling-

nature. And, secondly, they are all under the con

trol (more or less strict )
of the same power of moral

reason. Probability is the test of decision in all.

There is a better and a worse in the execution of them.

There is a balancing, an option, and a doubt in judg

ing of them&quot;.

If these studies, he continues, &quot;be such as givi

a direct play and exercise to the faculty &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f the judg

ment, then they are the true basis of education for

the active and inventive powers, whether destined

for a profession or any other use. Poetry, which

makes one article in that list, has been objected t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

as teaching men to imagine and not to reason. It

does both. lt&amp;gt; is impassioned, imaginative

iva-oii. and the higher kinds of it, which alone

deserve to b 3 rded in education, are to an appre

hensive capacity some of the most masterly and p

found lessons of severe thought. What comparison

can there be between limner and Euclid for teaching

fco think and argue on any subject whur metry

&quot;pled?
OIK- or two &amp;gt;f the articl.- he-id- tin-

jrmenl ha
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fine arts, and works of wit, might perhaps be dis

pensed with and referred to the study of riper age;

but the general circle comprehending the chief of

them, will not endure to be much further retrenched.

Miscellaneous as the assemblage may appear, of his

tory, eloquence, poetry, ethics, etc., blended together,

they will all conspire in an union of effect. They

are necessary mutually to explain and interpret each

other. The knowledge derived from them all will

amalgamate, and the habits of a mind versed and

practised in them by turns will join to produce a

richer vein of thought and of more general and

practical application than could be obtained of any

single one, as the fusion of the metals into Corin

thian brass, gave the artist his most ductile and per

fect material. Might we venture to imitate an

author (whom indeed it is much safer to take as an

authority than to attempt to copy), Lord Bacon, in

some of his concise illustrations of the comparative

utility of the different studies, we should say that

history would give fulness, moral philosophy strength,

and poL-try elevation to the understanding. Such in

reality is the natural force and tendency of the

studies; but there are few minds susceptible enough

to derive from them any sort of virtue adequate to

those high expressions. We must be contented there

fore to lower our pain-Lryrir to this, that a person

cannot avoid receiving Mime infusion and tincture,

at least of those M MTal qualities from that course
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of diversified reading. &amp;lt; Mie thing i- unquestionable,

that the eli. int.- lit.- of general reason are nut to lie

found fully and truly expressed in any one kind &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t

study: and that he who would wish to know her

idiom, must read it in many books.

If different studies are useful for aiding, they are

still more useful for correcting each other; for as

they have their particular merits severally, so they

have their defects, and the most extensive acquaint

ance with one can produce only an intellect either

too flashy or too jejune, or infected with some other

fault of confined reading. History, for example,

shows things as they are, that is, the morals and

interests of men disfigured and perverted by all their

imperfections of passion, folly, and ambition; philo

sophy strips the picture too much; poetry adorn&amp;gt; it

too much: the concentrated lights of the three cor

rect the false peculiar colouring of each, and show us

the truth. It is always dangerous to risk a single

instance in support of any doctrine, unless it be can

didly weighed and improved upon as a hint by the

reader himself. In the present case, however, \ve

shall be tempted to the imprudence of appealing to

&amp;gt;olitary
but splendid exampl It mav be of as

much consequence to a man to know what to think

of the word libfiiii, as any on which he can exei

liis thought.-; where will you send him tor inlonna-

tioii
v to Roman or Ku;jli&amp;gt;li history? In tin-
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ol his own times it is the subject of dilute; that

history therefore will not compose his doubts. In

more ancient history liberty i* only seen as it has

been perverted, oppressed, or misunderstood. Will

you send him to the romantic pages of poetry in

Lucan, Corneille, or our English Cato? There indeed

he may catch the love of it; but that love will dege

nerate into extravagance, and his notions of the

practical form of it can be none at all. Will you

recommend him then to study the plan and sections

of it in Montesquieu? His theory now may be more

correct, but it will be too rigidly correct for use.

The right mode of thinking upon it is to be had from

them taken all together, as every one must know,

who has seen their united contributions of thought

and feeling expressed in the masculine sentiment of

our immortal statesman, Mr. Burke, whose eloquence

is inferior only to his more admirable wisdom. If

any mind improved like his, is to be our instructor,

we must go to the fountain head of things as lie did,

and study not his works but his method; by the one

we may become feeble imitators, by the other arrive

at some ability of our own. But, as all biography

assures us, he, and every other able thinker, has been

formed, not by a parsimonious admeasurement of stu

dies to some definite future object (which is Mr.

Edi!i. \\orth . maxim), but by taking a wide and

liberal compass, and thinking a ,-ivat deal on many
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.bjects with no better md in view, than berau

the exer.-i- 3 &quot;lie which made them more rational

and intelligent beings.
&quot; There is a trite maxim which tells us that

nothing is more pernicious than reading a little of

many different things. The maxim is perfectly just,

as to a little idle and superficial reading, or in such

things as do not naturally unite together. A cento

of chemistry, languages, and English history, might

be of this description; but a variety of strenuous and

penetrating application to such subjects as are in

harmony with each other, must escape this censure,

till it can be shown that accumulating ideas and con

spiring energies of mind are a mischief&quot;.

Lastly, with these manifest benefits to man, as such,

which what I have called Liberal Education bestows,

he contrasts the absurd beings which would be reared

and exhibited in the busy scenes of life, under the

influence of Mr. Edgeworth s training:
&quot; Instead of making well educated men, the object

of his system is to make pleading, and prescribing,

and&quot; preaching &quot;machines. So far does he carry the

subdivision of his relative aims, that the knowledge of

the first and plainest truths of religion is made to

belong to a particular profession. The little uncas-

socked clergyman of six years old, is to be made

acquainted with tin- being of a God, in a prupi-r

philosophical \va\. But his lay brother- lia\r no
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Midi regular instruction provided for them. It is no

part of their busines They must recollect that

they are not designed for the church, and follow

their proper profane studies. Who knows but they

may live to hear their brother in the pulpit, and get

some religion from him there!

&quot; The lawyer is to have his appropriate management

as soon as he begins to speak. A. nurse of good

accent is to be procured for him, to modulate his first

babblings to the right tone of the bar. He is to

prattle for a fee. He is afterwards to be encouraged

to a little ill bred disputatiousness for the same wor

thy purpose. Mr. Edgeworth quotes a trite passage

of Roman history, to show that the Romans bestowed

much care upon the elocution of their children, and

repeats over again the tale of Cornelia and the

Gracchi. The Romans thought it a grace in their

children to speak their own language well. So thinks

every one. The peculiarity of Mr. Edgeworth s

mind, consists in making it exclusively a lawyer s

accomplishment.
&quot; The physician that is to be, as soon as he can

wield a spade, is to have his garden, in imitation &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

the great Sir Charles Linnaeus, and vex the ground

with his botanical arrangements. The culture of

opium and rhubarb will be his first step to the

prescription of them.

-Tin- infant soldier is to be made a ln-r-

in. rinir i- to In- !&amp;lt;( \\ith him; \ nr
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Mr. K l-vu-ortli rreomniends tliat lie he accustomed

to the PIVMTKT of domestic animals without terror,

and be taken to the exhibitions of wild beasts, that

he may be familiarized to their forms and cries .

His nurse too must be chosen for her aptitude to tin-

duties of rearing a great captain. When the defender

of his country is grown up to a boy, his sports should

be of the military cast. Without making too much

parade, he should begin to work upon some fortifica

tion in the corner of a shrubbery. He must be

trained also to a sense of honour, and abhor the dis

grace of corporal punishment, as a soldier ought.
&quot; Such is the grand scheme of partition to be made

among the professional aspirants according to their

destinations of future life. Religion, a good elocu

tion, gardening, and other amusements, a manly con

stitution of body and mind, and a tenderness &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

honour, we have always thought to be good lor boys,

as sensitive, rational beings, capable of instruction,

health, and pleasure. To make cunning sport tor

them, and defraud them of the natural right of

amusing themselves in their own way, does not a^i

with our feelings of kindness for them. It sophisti

cates them in the very point where they should be

most free and natural. But to delegate the moral

qualities, such as a just impression of religion, and a

ri.irht sense of honour, t ation or title, &amp;gt;r ;t piece

..f eloth, 01- to mak&amp;lt;- the -lightest difleiviu-r in these

pects, i- t&quot; &amp;lt;:&quot;iitomi&amp;lt;l tli. ace of morality, and
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run
deliberately insane upuii a

&amp;gt;puriuuv

The last sentences go beyond my present subject,

which is the intellectual, not the moral bearings of

Liberal Education. To-day I have confined myself

to saying, that that training of the intellect, which

is best for the individual himself, best enables him to

discharge his duties to society. The Philosopher, in

deed, and the man of the world differ in their very

notion, but the methods, by which they are respec

tively formed, are pretty much the same. The Philo

sopher has the same command of matters of thought,

which the true citizen and gentleman has of mat

ters of business and conduct. If then a practical

end must be assigned to a University course, I say it

is that of training good members of society. Its art

is the art of social life, and its end is fitness for the

world. It neither confines its views to particular

professions on the one hand, nor creates heroes or in

spires genius on the other. &quot;Works indeed of genius,

fall under no art; heroic minds come under no rule;

a University is not a birthplace of poets or of immor

tal authors, of founders of schools, leaders of colonies,

or conquerors of nations. It does not promise a

generation of Aristotles or Newtons, of Napoleons or

AYashingtons, of Raphaels or Shakespeares, though

Mich miracles of nature it has before imw contained

within it&amp;gt; pivrim-ts. N &amp;gt;r is it content on the other

liand with forming the critic or the experimentalist.
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the economist or the engineer, though &amp;gt;uch tun it in-

cludes within it&amp;gt; scope. Hut a University training is

the great ordinary means to a great luit ordinal
} end;

it aims at raising the intellectual tone of society, at

cultivating the public mind, at purifying the national

taste, at supplying true principles to popular enthu

siasm and fixed aims to popular aspiration, at giving

enlargement and sobriety to the ideas of the age, at

facilitating the exercise of political power, and refining

the intercourse of private life. It is the education

which gives a man a clear conscious view of his own

opinions and judgments, a truth in developing them,

an eloquence in expressing them, and a force in urg

ing them. It teaches him to see things as they are,

to go right to the point, to disentangle a skein of

thought, to detect what is sophistical, and to discard

what is irrelevant. It prepares him to fill any post

with credit, and to master any subject with facility.

It shows him how to accommodate himself to others,

how to throw himself into their state of mind, how to

bring before them his own, how to influence them,

lio\\ to come to an understanding with tlu-m. how to

bear with them. He is at home in any society, he has

eoinmon ground with every class; he knows when to

speak and when to be silent; he is able to converse,

he is able to listen; be ran ask a question pertinently,

and gain a lesson seasonably, when lie has nothing

to impart himself; he is ever ready, yet never in tin-

way; he is a pleasant companion, and a comrade you
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can depend upon; he knows when to be serious and

when to trifle, and he has a sure tact which enables

him tn trifle with gracefulness and to be serious with

effect. He has the repose of a mind, which lives in

itself, while it lives in the world, and which has resources

for its happiness at home when it cannot go abroad.

He has a gift which serves him in public, and supports

him in retirement, without which good fortune is but

vulgar, and with which failure and disappointment

have a charm. The art which tends to make a man

all this, is in its idea as useful as the art of wealth

or the art of health, though it is less susceptible of

method, and less tangible, less certain, less complete

in its result.





DISCOURSE IX.

I HTLOSOPHICAL KNOWLEDGE VIEWED IN RELATION TO

RELIGION.

WE shall be brought, Gentlemen, to-day, to the

termination of the investigation, which I commenced

three Discourses back, and which, I was well aware,

from its length, if for no other reason, would make

demands upon the patience even of indulgent

hearers.

First I employed myself in establishing the prin

ciple, that Knowledge is its own reward; and that,

when considered in this light, it is called Liberal

Knowledge, and is the scope of Academical Institu

tions.

Next, I examined what is meant by Knowledge,

when it is said t&amp;lt;
In- pursued tor its own sake; and I

showed, that in order satisfactorily to fulfil this idea,

Philosophy must be its form. or. in other words, that

its matter must n.&amp;gt;t be admitted into the mind

~i\ r|\ .

-&quot; miieh anpiiivment. hut must he
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in -
1 ;ii nl appropriated ii-isting of

parr-, related one to the other, and interpretative .it

-lie anothi.T. in the unity of a whole.

Further, I showed that, such a philosophical con

templation of the field of knowledge as a whole,

leading, as it did, to an understanding of its separate

departments, and an appreciation of them respec

tively, might in consequence be rightly called an

illumination; also, it was rightly called an enlarge

ment of mind, because it was a distinct location of

things one with another, as if in space; while it was

moreover its proper cultivation and its best condi

tion, both because it secured to the intellect the

sight of things as they are, or of truth, in opposition

to fancy, opinion, and theoiy. and again because it

presupposed and involved the perfection uf its various

]
lowers.

Such, 1 said, was that Knowledge, which deserves

to be sought for its own sake, even though it

promised no ulterior advantai_ But, when I had

got as far as this, I went further, and observed, that,

from the nature of the case, what was so good in

itself, could not but have a number of external uses,

though it did not promise them, simply because it

was good: and that it was m-ce-ssarily the source of

benefit- iciety, great and diversified in proportion

bo its own intrinsi ellence. .lust as in mm-als,

holK-TV i&amp;gt; the be&amp;gt;t po]j. heili-
pri)lit:ib|e ill a

ilar aspect, though &amp;gt;u,-ii profit i* n-.t the measure
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&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f its worth, so too ; .vhat may be called

tin- virtue- i f tlie Intellect, their very possession in

deed is a substantial good, and is enough, yet still

that substance has a shadow, inseparable from it,

viz.. its -oeial and political usefulne&amp;gt; And this

the subject to which I devuled the preceding

Discourse.

One portion of the subject remains: this intel

lectual culture, which is so exalted in itself, not only

lias a bearing upon social and active duties, but upon

lleliffion also. The educated mind may be said to be
/

in a certain sense religious; that is, it has what may
be considered a religion of its own, independent of Ca

tholicism, partly co-operating with it, partly thwarting

it, at once a defence yet a disturbance to the Church

in Catholic countries, and in countries beyond her

pale, at one time in open warfare with her, at another

in defensive alliance. The history of Schools and

Academics, and of Literature and Science generally,

will, I think, justify me in thus speaking. Since,

then, my one aim in these Discourses has been t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

rtain the function and the action of a University,

viewed in itself, as preparatory to the consideration

of the u&amp;gt;c TO which the Church puts it, my survey

of it would not be complete, unless I attempted, as

1 now prup.i-c to do, to exhibit its gen.-ral beari

upon Keligion.

Now, v\hen 1 name the KYligion nf the Intellect or

of Philosophy, and coiitra&amp;gt;t it with Catholicism, yon



-
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must Hut understand iiiu. f.ehtlenien. us implying

that Catholicism is
opp,,&amp;gt;ed

to our Reason. far

from it. I have just spoken of this intellectual Reli.

giou as existing in Catholic countries, and among

Catholics; and in my earlier Discourses you may re

collect I spoke of Catholic Theology as one main

}&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;rtion

of the truths, which must be received and

contemplated by Philosophy, if it deserve the name.

Certainly this religious theory or spirit, to which

cultivation of the Intellect gives rise, may lie found

among good Catholics, may influence, for the butter

and for the worse, hearts which have true faith and a

good hope of salvation. I am not concerned here at all

with the question of the Reasonableness of Chris

tianity, or with the Evidences as they are called, or

with the Notes of the Church, or with the solution of

objections which are brought against Revelation. 1

am supposing Catholicism taken for granted; even

though it be, the exercise of Reason is not at an end;

it has other offices and aims besides that of proof.

Though it admit Catholicism, it does not go to sleep;

it lias an action and development of its own, as the

passions have, or the moral sentiments, or the prin

ciple of self-interest. Grace di&amp;gt; not supersede

nature; nor is nature at once brought into simple

concurrence and coalition with gra- It pursue^- its

d.)ur&amp;gt;e, HOU c. .incident witli that of . M&amp;lt;&amp;gt;\V

parallel to it. T. now counter,

in proportion to it- own imperfection and to the i
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t n ni and influence which grace exerts over it. Ami

what takes place as regards other principles of our

nature and their developments, is found also as re

gards the Reason. There is a Religion of enthusiasm,

of superstitious ignorance, of state- craft; and each

has that in it which resembles Catholicism, and that

again which contradicts Catholicism. There is the

Religion of a warlike people, and of a pastoral people;

there is a Religion of rude times, and in like manner

there is a Religion of civilized times, of the culti

vated intellect, of the philosopher, scholar, and gen

tleman. Viewed in itself, however near it comes to

Catholicism, it is of course simply distinct from it;

for Catholicism is one whole, and admits of no com

promise or modification. Yet this is to view it in

the abstract; in matter of fact, and in reference to

individuals, we can have no difficulty in conceiving

its presence in a Catholic country, as a spirit influ

encing men to a certain extent, for good or for bad

or for both, a spirit of the age, which, again may
be found, as among Catholics, so with still greater

sway and success in a country not Catholic, yet spe

cifically the same as it exists in a Catholic commu

nity. The problem then before us to-day, is to set

do\vu MUiir portions of the outline, if wre can ascer

tain them, of the Religion of Civilization, and to

determine li&quot;\\ they lie relatively to those principles,

doctrin. -. and rules, \\hirh llea\cn lias given us in

the Cutholir Church.
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And he re ag \\hen I -peak of Kevcaled Truth, it

arcely n . that 1 am not referring t

the main articles and prominent points of laith, as

contained in the Creed, any more than to the Evi

dences. As before, so I repeat here, had I undertaken

t&quot; delineate a philosophy, which directly interfered

with the Creed, I could not have spoken of it as com

patible with the profession of Catholicism. The.

philosophy I speak of, whether it be viewed within or

outside the Church, does not at once take cognizance

of the Creed. Where the country is Catholic, the

educated mind takes its articles for granted; where

it is not, it simply ignores them and the whole sub-

i-matter to which they relate, as not affecting

social and political intei Truths about God s

Nature, Providence, dealings towards the human

race, about the Ecomnuv of Redemption, in the &amp;lt;&amp;gt;ne

e it humbly accepts them, and passes on: in the

other, it pa- - them over, as matter.- of simple

opinion, which never can be decided, and \vhich can

have no power over us to make us morally betteJ

wo: I am not then speaking of the (. reed of

Catholicism, when 1 speak of IMigion, but 1 am eon-

.iplating Catholicism a- a s\&amp;gt;tem of pastoral instruc

tion and moral duty; ami I have to do with its doc

trine.- only a&amp;gt; tln-y are subservient t&amp;lt; its direction .,!

the (
- nd the f-nduct. I -pi-ak ( it, for

, filing the ruined state &quot;f man; hi-

utt.-r inability t&quot; gain Iba\en b\ any thin- IM can
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d&amp;lt;&amp;gt;;
the moral certainty of his meriting eternal punish

ment if left to himself; the simple absence of all rights

and claims on the part of the creature in the presence

of the Creator; the illimitable claims of the Creator

on the service of the creature; the imperative and

obligatory force of the voice of conscience; and the

inconceivable evil of sensuality. I speak of it as

teaching, that no one gains Heaven except by the

free grace of God, or without a regeneration of

nature; that no one can please Him without faith;

that the heart is the seat both of sin and of obedience;

that charity is the fulfilling of the Law; and that

incorporation into the Catholic Church is the ordi

nary instrument of salvation. These are the lessons

which distinguish Catholicism as a popular religion,

and these are the subjects to which the cultivated

intellect will practically be turned: I have to com

pare and contrast, not the doctrinal, but the moral

and social teaching of philosophy on the one hand,

ami Catholicism on the other.

Now, on opening the subject, we see at once

a momentous benefit which the philosopher is likely to

Confer on the pastors of the Church. It is obvious

that the first step which they have to effect in the

conversion of man and the renovation of his nature,

i- its rescue from that fearful subjection to sense

\\l\\c\\ i- it- ordinary state. To !&amp;gt;&amp;lt; able to break

through tin- inr-hr- of that thraldom, an.! t&quot; dist-n-

taiii:!
1 and to di&amp;gt;. it- trii tlinii-aiid holds upon
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the heart. i&amp;lt; to bring it. I might aim* v, hall

way tj Heaven. Here, even divine grace, to speak

of things, according to their appearances, is ordinarily

baffled, and retires, without expedient or resource,

before this giant fascination. Eeligion seems too

high and unearthly to be able to exert a continued

influence upon us: its effort to rouse the soul, and

the soul s effort to co-operate, are too violent t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; la&amp;gt;t.

It is like holding out the arm at full length, or

supporting some great weight, which we manage to

do for a time, but soon are exhausted and succumb.

Nothing can act beyond its own nature; when then

we are called to what is supernatural, though those

extraordinary aids from Heaven are given us, with

which obedience becomes possible, yet even with

them it is of transcendent difficulty. We are drawn

down to earth every moment with the ease and

certainty of a natural gravitation, and it is only by

sudden impulses and (as it were) forcible plui

that we attempt to mount upwards. Keligion ind

enlightens, terrifies, subdues; it gives faith, it inflicts

remorse, it inspires resolutions, it draws tears, it

inflames devotion, but only for the occasion. The

sinful spirit repents,and protests it will never sin again.

and for a while is protected by disgu&amp;gt;t
and abhor

rence from the malice of its foe. lint that toe kn&amp;lt;

well, that snd, &amp;gt;ns of ivpciitamv are wont 1&quot;

have their did: he patiently waits, till natuiv faint-

with the cllort of \ ,nd H t &amp;gt;

].a
i\c and
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hopeless under the next access of temptation. What

we need then is some expedient or instrument, which

at least will obstruct and stave off the approach of

our spiritual enemy, and which is sufficiently conge

nial and level with our nature to maintain as firm a

hold upon us as the inducements of sensual gratifica

tion. It will be our wisdom to employ nature

against itself. Thus sorrow, sickness, and care are

providential antagonists to our inward disorders;

they come upon us as years pass on, and generally

produce their effects on us, in proportion as we are

subjected to their influence. These, however, are

God s instruments, not ours; we need a similar re

medy, which we can make our own, the object of some

legitimate faculty, or the aim of some natural affection,

which is capable of resting on the mind, and taking

up its familiar lodging with it, and engrossing it,

and which thus becomes a match for the besetting

power of sensuality, and a sort of homeopathic

medicine for the disease. Here then I think is the

important aid, which intellectual cultivation fur

nishes to us in rescuing the victims of passion and

sell-will. It does not supply religious motives; it is

nut the eause or proper antecedent of any thing

supernatural; it is not meritorious of Heavenly aid

or reward; but it does a work, at least materially

&amp;gt;d (as theulun-iaii- k), whatever be its real and

formal character. It expels the excitements of sense

by the introduction of those &quot;f the iut ll&amp;lt;. t.



This then i&amp;gt; the printa facie advantage of the

pursuit of Knowledge; it is the drawing the mind

off from things which will harm it to subjects which

ure worthy a rational being; and, though it does not

raise it above nature, nor has any tendency to make

us pleasing to our Maker, yet is it nothing to substi

tute what is in itself harmless for what is, to say the

least, inexpressibly dangerous? is it a little thing to

exchange a circle of ideas which are certainly sinful,

for others which are certainly not so? You will say,

perhaps, in the words of the Apostle, &quot;Knowledge

puffeth up&quot;:
and doubtless this mental cultivation,

even when it is successful for the purpose for which

I am applying it, may be from the first nothing more

than the substitution of pride for sensuality. I grant

it, I think I shall have something to say on this

point presently; but this is not a necessary result, it

is but an incidental evil, a danger which may be

realized or may be averted, whereas we may in most

cases predicate guilt, and guilt of a heinous kind,

where the mind is suffered to run wild and indulge

it- thoughts without training or law of any kind;

and surely to turn away a soul from mortal sin, i

good and a gain so far, whatever conies of it, And

therefore, if a friend in need is twice a friend, I

conceive, that intellectual employments, though they

do nil more than
&quot;ccupy

tin- mind with object- natu-

ralh noble or innocent. lia\e ;I ^icrial claim
up&amp;lt;n

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ur

and gratitude.
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Nor i&amp;gt; this all: Knowledge, the discipline by

which it is gained, and the tastes which it forms,

have a natural tendency to refine the mind, and to

give it an indisposition, simply natural, yet real, nay

more than this, a disgust and abhorrence, towards

excesses and enormities of evil, which are often or or

dinarily reached at length by those who do not from

the first set themselves against what is vicious and

criminal. It generates within the mind a fastidious

ness, analogous to the delicacy or daintiness which

good nurture or a sickly habit induces in respect of

food; and this fastidiousness, though arguing no high

principle, though no protection in the case of violent

temptation, nor sure in its operation, yet will often

or generally be lively enough to create an absolute

loathing of offences, or a detestation and scorn of

tliein as ungentlemanlike, to which ruder natures,

nay such as have far more of real religion in them,

are tempted, or are even betrayed. Scarcely can we

exaggerate the value, in its place, of a safeguard

such as this, as regards those multitudes who are

thrown upon the open field of the world, or are with

drawn from its eye and from the restraint of public

pinion. In many cases, where it is secured, sins

familiar to those who are otherwise circumstanced,

will imt even occur to the mind: in others, the sense

\ &amp;gt;li;ni!c and the quickem-d apprehension &quot;f detec

tion. \vill act as ;i Millicimt obstacle to tlicni, when

they do present ihemsi-hrv hci niv it. Then again.
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the fastidionsi) u I ! will

hatreil of that inis.-rahl. i

-

itin, which,

obtaining as it doe- in the world, is a constant fuel

of evil, heaped, up round al&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ut the soul: moreover, it

will create an irresolution and indecision in doing

wrong, which will act as a remora till the danger is

past away. And though it has no tendency, I

repeat, to rnend the heart. ir t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; secure it from the

dominion in other shapes of that very evil which it

repels in those particular manifestations in which it

prevails over others, yet cases may occur when it

gives birth, after sins have been committed, to so

keen a remorse and so intense a self-hatred, as are

even sufficient to cure the moral disorder altogether,

and to induce sobriety ever afterwards
;

as the spend

thrift in the story, who, after gazing on his lost

acres from the summit of an eminence, came down

a miser, and remained a miser to the end of his d

And all this holds good in a special way, in an a

such as ours, when, rife as is pain of body and mind

as heretofore, yet other counteractions of evil, of a

penal character, which at other times are pre-i-nt, are

jiway. In rude and semi-barbarous periods, at least

in a climate such as our own, it is the habitual occu

pation of the senses to convey littlr nioiv than

feel: f di-conitbrt to tin.- mind, a&amp;gt; far as they

convey ftvling- at all. Kxpnsmv to tin- clement-.

Miriiil di-nrdrr and la\\ ! lie , tlir tvraiiny of the

powerful, and flu- inr- f i-m : ten)
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discipline, allowing brief intervals, or awarding ;i

sharp penance, to sloth and sensuality. The rude

food, the scanty clothing, the violent exercise, the

vagrant life, the military constraint, the imperfect

pharmacy, which now are attendants only on parti

cular classes of the community, were once the lot

more or less of all. In the deep woods or the wild

solitudes of the medieval era, feelings of religion or

superstition were naturally present to the population,

which in various ways co-operated with the missio

nary or pastor, in retaining it in a noble simpli

city of manne; But, when in the advancement of

society men congregate in towns, and multiply in

contracted spaces, and law gives them security, and

art gives them comforts, and good government robs

them of courage and manliness, and monotony of

life throws them back upon themselves, who does not

see, that resource or protection against evil they

have none, that vice is the mere reaction of unhealthy

toil, and sensual excess the holyday of the vacant

mind? This is so well understood by the practical

bene Yoleitce of the day, that it has especially busied

itself in [dans for supplying the masses of our town

population with intellectual and honourable recre

ations. Cheap literature, libraries of useful and

entertaining knowledge, scientific lectureships, mu

seums, /uolugiral colkrtions, buildings and gardens

to
plea&amp;gt;e

tlie e\c and to give lepusc to the feelin.

external objects of whatever kind, \\hich ma\
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the mind ..ff it*.-lf. and expand and elevate it in

liberal contemplations, tin-so are tli&amp;lt;j human nit. ans.

ed, and good as far as they go. for at

-t parrying the assault* of moral evil, and keeping

at bay the enemies, not only of the soul, but of the

ial fabric.

Such are the instruments, l&amp;gt;v which an aire ,,f

advanced civilization combats moral dis re, which

Reason as well as Revelation denounces: and I have

not been backward to express m -f their -

viceableness to Religion. Moreover, they are but

the foremost of a series of influences, which intellec

tual culture exerts upon our moral nature, and all

upon the type of Christianity, manifesting then

in veracity, probity, equity, fairne . _vntlou

benevolence, and amiableness;
-

&amp;gt; much so, that a

character more noble t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; look at. more beautiful, more

winning, in the various relation- of life and in per

sonal duties, is hardly conceivable, than may. or

might be. its result, when that culture i&amp;gt; hi-.-r&amp;gt;uvd

upon a soil naturally adapted r&amp;lt;&amp;gt; virtue. If you

would obtain a picture for contemplation which m.iv

n to fulfil the ideal, which the inspired Teaclier

delineated in several of his Epistles, under the

name of charity, in it- Mveetness ;m d harmony, it-

genero-ity. it&amp;gt; omiTi -
. and it- depreciation

;ld not h.ive i-ecMiu-.- tter fur

nished utiidio than that of Philo.M,pliy. &amp;lt;! to tli

eini it. which with
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^ attcred through society in ;t civilized a: It U

enough, r.i refer you, Gentlemen, to tin- various ]&amp;gt;!&amp;lt;-

graphirs and Remains of contemporaries and others,

which from time to time issue from the press, to see

how striking is the action of our intellectual upon

our moral nature, where the moral material is rich,

and the intellectual cast is perfect. Individuals will

occur to all of us, who deservedly attract our love

and admiration, and whom the world almost worships

as the work of its own hands. Religious principle

indeed, that is, faith, is, to all appearance, simply

away; the work is as certainly not supernatural, as

it is certainly noble and beautiful. This must be

insisted on, that the Intellect may have its due; but

it also must be insisted on for the sake of conclusions

tn which I wish to conduct our investigation. The

radical difference indeed of this mental culture from

genuine religion, in spite of its seeming relationship, is

tlu- very cardinal point on which my present discus

sion turns; yet on the other hand it may readily be

assigned to a Christian origin by hasty or distant

&quot;1 servers, or those who view it in a particular light.

And as this i&amp;lt; the rase, I think it advisable, before

proceeding with the delineation of its characteristic

features, t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; point out to you distinctly the elementary

principles, on which its morality is based.

You will bear in mind then, Gentlemen, that I

spoke just now &amp;lt;&amp;gt;! tin- scorn and hatred which a cul

tivated mind fed- l r -om,- kind- of vice, and tin-
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utter
di&amp;gt;gu&amp;gt;r

and profound humiliation which may
ver it. it it sli&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ull happen in any di-give t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

be

betrayed into them. Now this feeling may have its

r in faith and love, but it may not; there is

nothing really religious in it, considered by itself

Conscience indeed is implanted in the breast by

nature, but it inflicts upon us fear as well as shame;

when the mind is simply angry with itself and

nothing more, surely the true import of the voice of

nature and the depth of its intimations have been

forgotten, and a false philosophy has misinterpreted

emotions which ought to lead to God. Fear implies

the transgression of a law, and a law implies a law

giver and judge; but the tendency of intellectual

culture is to swallow up the fear in the self-reproach,

and self-reproach is directed and limited to our mere

sense of what is fitting and becoming. Fear carries

us out of ourselves, shame confines us within tin-

round of our own ideas. Such, I say, is tin- danger

which awaits a civilized age; such is its besetting

sin (not inevitable, God forbid! or we must abandon

the use of God s own gifts), but still the ordinary

sin of the Intellect; conscience becomes what is

called a moral sense; the command of duty is a sort

of taste; sin is not an olleii inst (rod, but against

human natuiv.

Tin 1

1- 38 amiable specimens of this spurious reli

gion arc those, whirh we mm in | n ,-

taut Kii jland. We find men
|

of n&amp;gt; n-
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-. Itut proud. bashful, fastidious, and reserve,!.

Why is this9 it is because they think and act, as if

there were really such a thing as what theologians call

the philosophical sin; it is because conscience to

them is not the word of a lawgiver, as it ought to

be, but the dictate of their own minds and nothing

more; it is because they do not look out of them

selves, because they do not look through and beyond

their own minds to their Maker, but are engrossed in

notions of what is clue to themselves, to their own

dignity and their own consistency. Their conscience

has become a mere self-respect. Instead of doing one

thing and then another, as each is called for, in faith

and obedience, careless of what may be called the

keeping of deed with deed, and leaving Him who

gives the command to blend the portions of their

conduct into a whole, their one object, however un-

scious to themselves, is to paint a smooth and

perfect surface, and to be able to say to themselves

that thcv have done their duty. When they do

wrong, they feel, not contrition, of which God is the

object, but remorse, and a sense of degradation.

They call themselves fools, not sinners; they are

angry and impatient, not humble. They shut them-

selve&amp;gt; up in themselves; it is misery to them to think

or to speak of their own feelings; it is misery to

suppose that othe; them. and their shyness and

,&amp;lt;itive t ten liecome morbid. As to confession
,

which i.- SO natural to tli- Catholic, to them it is i
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possible, unless indeed, in cases when- they have been

guilty, an apology is due to their own character, is

expected of them, and will be satisfactory to look

hack upon. They are victims of an intense self-

contemplation.

There are, however, far more pleasing and inte

resting forms of this moral malady than that which

I have been depicting: I have spoken of the effect of

intellectual culture on proud natures; but it will

showr to greater advantage, yet with as little approx

imation to religious faith, in amiable and unaffected

minds. Observe, Gentlemen, the heresy, as it may
be called, of which I speak, is the substitution of a

moral sense or taste for conscience in the true sense

of the word; now this error may be the foundation

of a character of far more elasticity and grace than

ever adorned the haughty English Protestant. It is

especially congenial to men of an imaginative and

poetical cast of mind, who will readily accept the

notion that virtue is nothing more than the graceful

in conduct. Such persons, far from tolerating fear,

as a principle, in their apprehension &amp;lt;f religious and

moral truth, will not be slow to call it simply gloom

and superstition. Rather a philosopher s, a gentle

man s religion, is of a liberal and generous character;

it is based upon honour; vice is evil, because it i-

umvorthy, ba&amp;gt;e, and odious. This was the
&amp;lt;[iianvl

of

the aiieient heathen Avith Olm.-t iauit v, that, in-tead

of -imply lixiiiL! tin- mind on tin- fair and the plea-ant,
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it intermingled other ideas with them of a sad and

painful nature; that it spoke of tears before jo\

cross before a crown; that it laid the foundation of

heroism in penance; that it made the soul tremble

with the news of Purgatory and Hell; that it insisted

on virws and a worship of the Deity, which to their

minds was nothing else than mean, servile, and

cowardly. The notion of an Allperfect, Everpresent

God, in whose sight we are less than atoms, and who,

while He deigns to visit us, can punish as well as

bless, was abhorrent to them; they made their own

minds their sanctuary, their own ideas their oracle,

and conscience in morals was but parallel to genius

in art, and wisdom in philosophy.

Had I room for all that might be said upon the

subject, I might illustrate this intellectual religion

from the history of the Emperor Julian, the apostate

from Christian Truth, the foe of Christian education.

IK-. in whom every Catholic sees the shadow of the

future Anti-Christ, was all but the pattern-man of

philosophical virtue. Weak points in his character

he had, it is true, even in a merely poetical standard;

but, take him all in all, and we shall recognize in

him a specious beauty and nobleness of moral de

portment, which combines in it the rude greatness of

Fabricius or llegulus with the accomplishments of

Pliny or Antoninus. His simplicity of manners, hi*

frugality. hi- austerity of life, his .singular disdain of

-.usual pleasure, his niilitan heroism, his application
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3d,

hi&amp;gt; literary dilig hi- mode-ty, hi-

clemency, bi- mplishments, g t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; make liim one

of the mo.-t eminent specimen.- of pagan virtue, which

the world ha&amp;gt; ever seen. Hi&amp;gt; last hours form n

unique passage in history. both as illustrating hi-

character under its critical trial, and as being re

ported to us on the evidence of an eye-witne--. &quot;He

employed the awful moments&quot;, say- a writer, well

fitted, both from his literary tastes and from his

hatred of Christianity, to be his panegyrist,
&quot; he

employed the awful moments with the firm temper of

a hero and a sage; the philosophers who had accom

panied him in this fatal expedition, compared the tent

of Julian with the prison of Socrates; and the spec

tators, whom duty, or friendship, or curiosity, had

assembled round his couch, listened with respectful

grief to the funeral oration of their dying Emperor.

Friends and fellow-soldiers, the seasonable period of

my departure is now arrived, and I discharge, with

the cheerfulness uf a ready debtor, the demands of

nature. I have learned from philosophy, how much

the soul is more exrt-lleiit than the body: and that

the separation of the worthless substance should be

tin -ubjeet of joy rather than of affliction. 1 b

learned from religion, that an t-arly dcatli ba-

i tlie rt-ward of pit-ty: and 1 accept, tav

tin- god-, tlif mortal &amp;gt;trokr tbat B6CUP tbe

daiig T of disg haraen-r. \\liieli bas liirln-i-ti.

i Hippoi u-d bv \ii-rue and tbi-titudf. I die
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without remorse, as I have lived without guilt. I

am pleased to reflect on the innocence of my private

lite: and I can affirm with confidence, that the

supreme authority, that emanation of the divine

Power, has been preserved in my hands pure and

immaculate ... I now offer my tribute of gratitude

to the Eternal Being, who has not suffered me to

perish by the cruelty of a tyrant, by the secret

dagger of conspiracy, or by the slow tortures of

lingering disease. He has given me, in the midst of

an honourable career, a splendid and glorious de

parture from this world, and I hold it equally absurd,

equally base, to solicit, or to decline, the stroke of

fate
1

.

&quot;After this discourse, which Julian pronounced in

a firm and gentle tone of voice, he distributed, by a

military testament, the remains of his private

fortune; and making some inquiry why Anatolius

was not present, he understood from the answer of

Sallust, that Anatolius was killed, and bewailed with

amiable inconsistency the loss of his friend. At the

sniiie time, he reproved the immoderate grief of the

spectators, and conjured them not to disgrace, by un

manly tears, the fate of a prince, who in a few

moments would be united with Heaven and with the

stars. The spectators were silent; and Julian

entered into a. metaphysical argument with the

philosophers l ri&amp;gt;.cus and Maximus on the nature

of the -&quot;ill. Tlie i-H oiix which lie made. .&amp;gt;f mind
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well as body. nK.xt probably hastened his death. His

wound began t bleed with great violence; his respi

ration was eiubarras-ed by the swelling of the veins;

he called for a draught of cold water, and as soon as

he had drank it, expired without pain about the hour

of midnight&quot;.* A memorable deathbed indeed! in

the insensibility of conscience, in the ignorance of

tlie very idea of sin, in the contemplation of his own

moral consistency, in the simpk
j absence of fear, in

the cloudless self-confidence, in the serene self-pos

session, in the cold self-satisfaction, we recognize the

Philosopher.

Gibbon paints with pleasure, what, conformably

with the sentiments of a godless intellectualism, was

an historical fulfilment of his own idea of moral per

fection; Lord Shaftesbury had already drawn out

that idea in a theoretical form, in his celebrated col

lection of Treatises wrhich he has called
&quot; Character

istics of men, manners, opinions, views&quot;. In this

work one of his first attacks is directed against the

doctrine of reward and punishment, as if it intro

duced a notion into religion, inconsistent with the

true apprehension of the beauty of virtue, and

with the liberality and nobleness of spirit in which

it should be pursued.
&quot; Men have not been

content&quot;,

he says,
&amp;lt;v

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; -h&quot;\v tin- natural advantages of honesty
and virtue. They have rather Irssriied these, the

better, as tliey thought. to advane,- aimther iounda-

( iil l&quot;&amp;gt;ii. HIM.. ;li. 2 1.
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-tioii. They have made virtue so mercenary a thing

and have talked so much of its rewards, that one can

hardly tell what there is in it, after all, which can be

worth rewarding. For to be bribed only or terrified

into an honest practice, bespeaks little of real honesty

or worth&quot;.
&quot;

If, he says elsewhere, insinuating

what he dare not speak out,
u
if through hope merely

of reward, or fear of punishment, the creature be in

clined to do the good he hates, or restrained from

doing the ill to which he is not otherwise in the least

degree averse, there is in this case no virtue or good-

ness whatever. There is no more of rectitude, piety,

or sanctity, in a creature thus reformed, than there

is meekness or gentleness in a tiger strongly chained,

or innocence and sobriety in a monkey under the dis

cipline of the -whip While the will is neither

gained, nor the inclination wrought upon, but awe

alone prevails and forces obedience, the obedience is

servile, and all which is done through it merely

servile&quot;. That is, he says that Christianity is the

enemy of moral virtue, as influencing the mind by

1 rar of God, not by love of good.

Tlie motives then of hope and fear being, to say

the least, put far into the back ground, and nothing

being morally good but what springs simply or

mainly from a love of virtue for its own sake, this

love-inspiring quality in virtue is its beauty, while

a bad rmisrieiKT is not iimdi more than the sort of

feeling whirh make- u- shrink from an instrument
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out of tune.
&quot; Some 1-v mere nature&quot;, he

by art ami prarti masters of an ear in

music, an eye in painting, a fancy in the ordinary

things of ornament and grace, a judgment in pro-

p..rtion&amp;lt;
of all kinds, and a general good taste in

most of those subjects which make the amusement

and delight of the ingenious people of the world.

Let such gentlemen as these be as extravagant as

they please, or as irregular in their morals, they

must at the same time discover their inconsistency,

live at variance with themselves, and in contradic

tion to that principle, on which they ground their

highest pleasure and entertainment. Of all other

beauties which virtuosos pursue, poets celebrate,

musicians sing, and architects or artists of whatever

kind describe or form, the most delightful, the most

engaging and pathetic, is that which is drawn from

real life and from the passions. Nothing affects the

heart like that which is purely from itself, and of its

own nature: such as the beauty of sentiments, the

grace of actions, the turn of characters, and the

proportions and features of a human mind. This

lesson of philosophy, even a romance, a poem, or a

play may teach us .... Let poets or the men of

harmony deny, if they can, this force of nature, or

withstand this moral magic .... Kvery one is a

virtuoso of a higher or lower degree; every one

pursii ..of one kind or &amp;lt;tln.T. The venus.

//////, the / lecorum of tiling will Im
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it- way .... The must natural beauty in the world

is
hone&amp;gt;ty

and moral truth; for all beauty is truth&quot;.

According! v. virtue being only one kind of beauty,

the principle which determines what is virtuous is,

not conscience, but taste.
&quot; Could we once convince

ourselves&quot;, he says,
&quot;

of what is in itself so evident,

viz., that in the very nature of things there must of

necessity be the foundation of a right and wrong

taste, as well in respect of inward character of

features, as of outward person, behaviour, and

action, we should be far more ashamed of ignorance

and wrong judgment in the former than in the

latter of these subjects .... One who aspires to

the character of a man of breeding and politeness,

is careful to form his judgment of arts and sciences

upon right models of perfection .... He takes par

ticular care to turn his eye from every thing

which is gaudy, luscious, and of false taste. Nor

is he less careful to turn his ear from every sort

of music, besides that which is of the best manner

and truest harmony. T were to be wished we had the

same regard to a riyht taste in life and manners ....

If civility and humanity be a taste; if brutality,

insolence, riot, be in the same manner a taste,. ...who

would not endeavour to force nature as well in this

respect, as in what relates to a taste or judgment in

other arts and sciences?&quot;

Sometimes lie distinctly cuiitra&amp;gt;N this taste with

principle- and conscience, and
;.rivr&amp;gt;

it tin- preference
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&quot;\er them. &quot; After all
&quot;,

IK: -ays,
&quot; Y is not merely

what ice call
princip?-&quot;,

but a taste, which governs

men. They may think for certain, This is right ,

or that wrong ; they may believe this is a virtue
,

or that a sin
;

this is punishable by man
,
or that

by God
; yet if the savour of things lies cross to

honesty, if the fancy be florid, and the appetite high

towards the subaltern beauties and lower orders of

worldly symmetries and proportions, the conduct will

infallibly turn this latter
way&quot;. Thus, somewhat

like a Jansenist, he makes the superior pleasure

infallibly conquer, and implies that, neglecting prin

ciple, we have but to train the taste to a kind of beauty

higher than sensual. He adds: &quot;Even conscience,

I fear, such as is owing to religious discipline, will

make but a slight figure, when this taste is set amiss&quot;.

And hence the well known doctrine of this author,

that ridicule is the test of truth; for truth and

virtue being beauty, and falsehood and vice defor

mity, and the feeling inspired by deformity being

that of derision, as that inspired by beauty is admi

ration, it follows that vice is not a thing to weep

about, but to laugh at. &quot;Nothing is ridiculous&quot;,

he says, &quot;but what is deformed; nor is any thing

proof against raillery but what is handsome and

just. And therefore t is the hardest thing in the

world to deny fair honesty the use of this weapon,

which can in-\vr lirar an edj :iinst herself, and

I.. n thin:. cmitran
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And heii&amp;lt; e iiiruin, conscience, which intimates a
i_ / /

Lawgiver, being superseded by a moral taste or

sentiment, which has no sanction beyond the consti

tution of our nature, it follows that our great rule is

to contemplate ourselves, if we would gain a standard

of life and morals. Thus he has entitled one of his

Treatises, a
&quot;

Soliloquy &quot;,

writh the motto,
&quot; Nee te

qucesiveris extra&quot;; and he observes, &quot;The chief inte

rest of ambition, avarice, corruption, and every sly

insinuating vice, is to prevent this interview and

familiarity of discourse, which is consequent upon

close retirement and inward recess. T is the grand

artifice of villainy and lewdness, as well as of super

stition and bigotry, to put us upon terms of greater

distance and formality with ourselves, and evade our

proving method of soliloquy .... A passionate lover,

whatever solitude he may affect, can never be truly by

himself .... Tis the same reason, which keeps the

imaginary saint or mystic from being capable of this

entertainment. Instead of looking narrowly into

his own nature and mind, that he may be no longer

a mystery to himself, he is taken up with the contem

plation of other mysterious natures, which he never

can explain or comprehend&quot;.

Taking the&amp;gt;c pa ages as specimens of what I call

the Religion of Philosophy, it is obvious to observe,

that there is no doctrine contained in them which is

not in a certain sense true; yet, on the other hand,

that ;ilimt every -tatemeiit i&amp;gt; perverted and made
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false, because it is not the whole truth. They

exhibition^ of truth under &quot;in- aspect, and therefore

insufficient: :ice is most certainly a moral

sense, but it is more; vice, again, is a deformity, but

it is wor Lord Shaftesbury may insist, if he will,

that simple and solitary fear cannot effect a moral

conver.-ion, and we are not concerned to answer him:

but he will have a difficulty in proving that any real

conversion follows from a doctrine which makes

virtue a mere point of good taste, and vice vulgar

and ungentlemanlike.

Such a doctrine is essentially superficial, and such

will be its effects. It has no better measure of right

and wrong than that of visible beauty and tangible

fitness. Conscience indeed inflicts an acute pang, but

that pang, forsooth, is irrational, and to reverence it-

is an illiberal superstition. But, if we will make light

of what is deepest within us, nothing is left but to pay

homage to what is more upon the surface. To seem

becomes to be; what looks fair will be good, what

causes offence will be evil; virtue will be what

pleases, vice what pains. As well may we measure

virtue by utility, as by such a rule. Nor is this an

imaginary apprehension; we all must recollect the

celebrated sentiment into which a great and wise

man was betrayed, in the glowing eloquence of his

valediction to the spirit of chivalry.
u

It is gon

he cried; &quot;that
-n&amp;gt;ililiry

of principle, that chastity

of honour, which t ri Tain like a wound; which
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inspired courage, while it mitigated ferocity; which

uiini bled whatever it touched, and under which vice

lost half ?Vx evil by losing all its grossness&quot;. In

the last clause of this l)eautiful sentence, we have an

apt illustration of the ethical temperament of a

civilized age. It is detection, not the sin, which is

the crime; private life is sacred, and inquiry into it

is intolerable; and decency is virtue. Scandals,

vulgarities, whatever shocks, whatever disgusts, are

offences of the first order. Drinking and swearing,

squalid poverty, improvidence, laziness, slovenly

disorder, make up the idea of profligacy: poets may

say any thing, however wicked, with impunity;

works of genius mav be read without danger or
*~J / CJ

shame, whatever their principles; fashion, celebrity,

the beautiful, the heroic, will suffice to force any evil

upon the community. The splendours of a court,

;ii id the charms of good society, wit, imagination,

taste, and high breeding, the prestige of rank, and

the resources of wealth, are a screen, an instrument,

and an apology for vice and irreligion. And thus at

length we find, surprising as the change may be, that

that very refinement of Philosophy, which began by

repelling &amp;lt;ensiuility,
ends by excusing it. Under the

shadow indeed of the Church, and in its due develop

ment, it docs service to the cause of moralitv; but,

when it is &amp;gt;t ron g enough to have a will of its own,

and is lifted up with an idea of it- own importance,

and attempts to form a theorv. and to lav down a
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principle, and t&amp;lt;. carry &amp;lt;HIT -tern of ethics, and

undertakes the moral education of the man, then it

does but aliet evils t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; which at first it seemed

instinctively opposed. True Eeligion is slow in

growth, and, when once planted, is difficult of dis-

lodgment; but its intellectual counterfeit has no root

in itself: it springs up suddenly, it suddenly withers.

It appeals to what is in nature, and it falls under

the dominion of the old Adam. Then, like dethroned

princes, it keeps up a state and majesty, when it has

lost the power. Deformity is its abhorrence; there

fore, since it cannot dissuade men from vice, to

escape the sight of its deformity, it embellishes it.

It
&quot; skins and films the ulcerous

place&quot;,
which it

cannot probe or heal,

&quot; Whiles rank corruption, mining all within,

Infects unseen&quot;.

And now, taking up the thread of our remarks

where we dropt it, we are, alas! by this time in a

better condition to form a true estimate of the re

ligious value of those intellectual influences, which

at first sight give such promise of service to the

cause of Catholicism. No word indeed of praise or

satisfaction which I have ventured to bestow on

them has to be withdrawn; nay, much upon other

Scores ha&amp;gt; \ he added. I .ut BO far is undeniable,

that they have a dark side. a&amp;gt; well as a bright

and that their very point- ! r\cr]]encr may blind
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bribe us into a rl-er alliance with them, than

Christian duty can approve. When I interrupted

my favourable account of them, I had just made an

allusion to the ethical precepts of St. Paul, and to the

fulfilment which they seemed to receive at the hand of

the pattern characters of this clay. An attentive con

sideration of this correspondence, which at first sight

tells for the latter, will but corroborate the contrast

which I have since been drawing between Philosophy

and the Gospel. The Apostle gives us a pattern of

evangelical perfection; he draws the Christian charac

ter in its most graceful form, and its most beautiful

hues. He discourses of that charity, which is patient

and meek, humble and singleminded, disinterested,

contented, and persevering. He tells us to prefer each

other before ourselves, to give way to each other, to

abstain from rude words and evil speech, to avoid

self-conceit, to be calm and grave, to be cheerful and

luippy, to observe peace with all men, truth and

justice, courtesy and gentleness, all that is modest,

amiable, virtuous, and of good repute. Such is

St. Paul s exemplar of the Christian in his external

ivlati&amp;lt;m&amp;lt;; and, I grant, it is remarkable that men of

tin- world should be able to imitate it so closely; it

is more remarkable still that they should be able, with

out any striking, overwhelming extravagance, to

1 toast, as they do, that they imitate it even more ex

actly than those, wh&amp;lt;. belong to the communion and

inherit the traditions &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t tin- Apostle himself. This
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indeed they eem habitually to assume; they appr

priat themselves a pmpertv &amp;lt;f the Church; all

that is beautiful in mind belong- to the gentleman,

while (. atholies are the representatives of primeval

times, ami a Barbarous condition of society.

I do not wish to say anything in disparagement of

the beneficial influence of Civilization, where it is

not directly to my point; else, I might draw atten

tion to the tact, that, whether or not it can create

what it now calls &quot;the gentleman&quot;, since Christianity-

has come, it had little conception of such a character

before its appearance. In ancient times at least

there was no such thing as a
&quot;

pagan gentleman&quot;.

It is an observation of Hume s, an unexceptionable

witness here, that,
&quot;

the arts of
conversation&quot;, and

we may take the word in its largest sense,
&quot; were

not brought so near to perfection among&quot; the

ancients,
&quot;

as the arts of writing and composition.

The
scurrility&quot;,

he continues, &quot;of the ancient orators,

in many instances, is quite shocking, and exceeds all

belief. Vanity too is often not a little offensive in

authors of that age, as well as the common licentious

ness and immodesty of their style .... I -hall also

be bold to affirm, that among the ancients there w;

not much delicacy of breeding, or that polite de

ference and respect, which civility obliges us either

to expre-s or counterfeit towards persons with whom

we convert The modern idea tln-n &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

*
1
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man&quot; which Lord Shaftesbury would claim, was un

known to Cicero, and introduced by St. Paul. It

may be a logical result of Philosophy, but, in the

western world at least, it is an historical offspring of

Christianity. Gradually only, and in the course of

centuries, did that idea take possession of the world s

intellect, and imbue its moral sense, and become one

of the recognized elements of its standard of perfec

tion; the more wonderful then, if Catholicism, as is

often assumed, should at this day, have abandoned

that ethical delicacy and grace, which it was itself

the means of introducing to the world.

But, in truth, the real state of the case is but a fit

illustration of the relative positions of the Church

and the world. The Church ever begins with the

beginning; and, as regards the multitude of her

children, is never able to get beyond the beginning,

but is continually employed in laying the foundation.

She is engaged with what is essential, as previous

and as introductory, to the ornamental and the

attractive. She is curing and keeping men clear of

mortal sin; she is
&quot;treating of justice and chastity,

and the judgment to come&quot;: she is insisting on faith

and hope, and devotion, and honesty, and the ele

ments of charity; and has so much to do with

precept, that she almost leaves it to inspirations

from Heaven to suggest what is of counsel and perfec

tion. She aims ;it what is necessary, rather than at

what is doirablr. She is for the nianv as well as
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for the few. She i* putting souls in the way of salva

tion, that they may then be in a condition, if they shall

be called upon, t&amp;lt; aspire to the heroic, and to attain the

substance, as well as the semblance, of the beautiful.

Such is the method, or the policy (so to call it), of

the Church: but Philosophy looks at the matter from

a very different point of view; what have Philosophers

to do with the terror of judgment or the saving of

the soul? Lord Shaftesbury calls the former a sort

of
&quot;panic

fear&quot;. Of the latter he scomngly com

plains that &quot; the saving of souls is now the heroic

passion of exalted
spirits&quot;.

Of course he is at liberty,

on his principles, to pick and choose out of Chris

tianity what he will; he discards the theological, the

mysterious, the spiritual; he makes selection of the

morally or esthetically beautiful. To him it matters

not at all, that he begins his teaching where he should

end it; it matters not that, instead of planting the

tree, he merely crops its flowers for his bouquet; he

only aims at this life, his philosophy dies with him; if

his flowers do but last to the end of his revel, he has

nothing more to seek. When night comes, the

withered leaves may be mingled with his own ashes;

he and they will have done their work, he and they

will be no more. Certainly, it costs little to make

men virtuous on conditions such as these; it is like

teaching them a language or au arrnmplislmii iit, to

write Latin &amp;gt;r To play in ;m instrument, the
pn&amp;gt;-

i&amp;lt;n &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t an arti&amp;gt;t. not tlie i Miii!iii-&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n of an aostl 1

.
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This embellishment of the exterior is the beginning

and the end of philosophical morality. It is the reason

why it aims at being modest, rather than humble, and

can be proud while it is unassuming. To humility in

deed it does not even aspire; humility is one of the most

difficult of virtues both to attain and to ascertain. It

lies close upon the heart itself, and its tests are ex

ceedingly delicate and subtle. Its counterfeits

abound; however, we are little concerned with them

here, for, I repeat, it is hardly professed even by

name in the code of ethics which we are reviewing.

As has been often observed, ancient civilization had

not the idea, and had no word to express it: or

rather, it had the idea, and considered it a defect of

mind, not a virtue; as to the modern world, you may

gather its ignorance of it, by its perversion of the

somewhat parallel term &quot;

condescension&quot;. Humility

or condescension, viewed as a virtue of conduct,

may be said to consist, as in other things, so in our

placing ourselves in our thoughts on a level with our

inferiors; it is not only a voluntary relinquiskment

of the privileges of our own station, but an actual

participation or assumption of their condition to

whom we stoop. This is true humility, to feel and

to behave as if we were low, not to cherish a notion

of our importance, while we affect a low position.

Such was St. Paul s humility, when he called himself

u
the h-a-t of the saints&quot;; such the humility of those

many hoi? men. \vh&amp;lt;&amp;gt; IIUM- considered themselves the
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greatest of sinner-. It is an abdication, as far as

their own thoughts are concerned, of those preroga

tives or privileges to which others deem them entitled.

Now it is not a little instructive to contrast with

tliis idea, Gentlemen, with this Latin, this theological

meaning of the word &quot;condescension&quot;, its proper

English sense; put them in juxta-position, and you

will at once see the difference between the world s hu

mility and the humility of the Gospel. As the world

uses the word, &quot;condescension&quot; is a stooping indeed of

the person, but a bending forward, unattended with any

the slightest effort to leave by a single inch the seat in

which it is so firmly established. It is the act of a

superior, who protests to himself, while he commits

it, that he is superior still, and that he is doing no

thing else but an act of grace towards those on whose

level he is, by his theory, placing himself. And this

is the nearest idea which the philosopher can form of

the virtue of self-abasement; to do more than this is

a meanness or an hypocrisy, and at once excites his

suspicion and disgust. What the world is, such it

has ever been; we know the contempt which the

educated pagans had for the martyrs and confessors

of the Church; and it is shared by the anti-Catholic

bodies of this day.

Such are the ethics of Philosophy, when faithfully

represented; but, an age like this, not pagan, but

professedly Christian, rannnt venture t&amp;lt; reprobate

humility in &amp;gt;ct terms, or t&amp;gt; make a ln.a-t of pride.
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Accordingly it looks out for some expedient by which

it may blind itself to the real state of the case.

Humility, with its grave and self-denying attributes,

it cannot love; hut what is more beautiful, what more

winning, than modesty? what virtue, at first sight, si

mulates humility so well? though what in fact is more

radically distinct from it? In truth, great as is its

charm, modesty is not the deepest or the most religious

of virtues. Rather it is the advanced guard or sentinel

of the soul militant, and watches continually over its

nascent intercourse with the world about it. It goes

the round of the senses; it mounts up into the coun

tenance; it protects the eye and ear; it reigns in the

voice and gesture. Its province is the outward de-

portment, as other virtues have relation to matters

theological, others to society, and others to the mind

itself. And being more superficial than other virtues,

it is more easily disjoined from their company; it

admits of being associated with principles or qualities

naturally foreign to it, and is often made the cloak of

feelings or ends for which it was never created. So

little is it the necessary index of humility, that it is

even compatible with pride. The better for the

purpose of philosophy; humble it cannot be, so

forthwith modesty becomes its humility.

Truli-, under such training, instead of running to

waste, is turned to account; it gets u new name;

it i&amp;gt; ailed self-respect; and reuses to be the dis

agreeable, uncompanionable &amp;lt;[uality
which it is in
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itself. Though it be the motive principle of the

soul, it seldom comes to view; and, when it shows

If,
then delicacy and gentleness are its attire, and

good sense and sense of honour direct its motions. It

is no longer a restless agent, without definite aim; it

has a large field of exertion assigned to it, and it sub

serves those social interests which it would naturally

trouble. It is directed into the channel of industry,

frugality, honesty, and obedience; and it becomes the

very staple of the religion and morality held in honour

in a day like our own. It becomes the safeguard of

ehastity, the guarantee of veracity, in high and low
;
it

is the very household god of the Protestant, inspiring

neatness and decency in the servant girl, propriety

of carriage and refined manners in her mistress, up

rightness, manliness, and generosity, in the head of

the family. It diffuses a light over town and

country; it covers the soil with handsome edifices

and smiling gardens; it tills the field, it stocks and

embellishes the shop. It is the stimulating principle

of providence on the one hand, and of free expendi

ture on the other; of an honourable ambition, and of

elegant enjoyment. It breathes upon the face of

society, and the hollow sepulchre is forthwith beauti

ful to look upon.

Refined by the civilization which has brought it

into activity, this self-ivspi.rt infuses into the mind

an intrn-r h&quot;iT&quot;r ( rxpnMiiv, and a k&amp;lt;vn sensitive-
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ness of notoriety and ridicule. It becomes the enemy
of extravagances of any kind; it shrinks from what

are called scenes; it has no mercy on the mock-heroic,

on pretence or egotism, on verbosity in language or

what is called prosiness in manner. It detests gross

adulation; not that it tends at all to the eradication

of the appetite to which the flatterer ministers, but

it sees the absurdity of indulging it, it understands

the annoyance thereby given to others, and if a

tribute must be paid to the wealthy or the powerful, it

demands greater subtlety and art in the preparation.

Thus vanity is changed into a more dangerous self-

conceit, as being checked in its natural eruption. It

teaches men to suppress their feelings, and to control

their tempers, and to mitigate both the severity and the

tone of their judgments. As Lord Shaftesbury would

desire, it prefers playful wit and satire, in putting

down what is objectionable, as a more refined and

good-natured, as well as a more effectual method, than

the expedient which is natural to uneducated minds.

It is from this impatience of the tragic and the bom-

bastic,that it is now quietly but energetically opposing

ii.M-lf to the unchristian practice of duelling, which

it brands as simply out of taste and as the remnant

of a barbarous age; and certainly it seems likely

to etV&amp;lt;vt what Religion has aimed at abolishing

in vain.

llrinv it is that it i- alnm-t a definition of a

irriitli inan. t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; s;iy
lie i- mir \\lio Qever intiirN pain.
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This description is both refined, and, as far as it

goes, accurate; for certainly he may be represented

as one who, while he abounds in services and civili

ties to others, aims (so to say) at others obtaining

without his giving, at offering without obtruding, and

at being felt without being seen. He is mainly oc

cupied in merely removing the obstacles which hinder

the free and unembarrassed action of those about him;

and he concurs with their movements rather than

takes the initiative himself. His benefits may be

considered as parallel to what are called comforts or

conveniences in arrangements of a personal nature:

like an easy chair or a good fire, which do their part

in dispelling cold and fatigue, though nature provides

both means of rest and animal heat without them.

The true gentleman in like manner carefully avoids

whatever may cause a jar or a jolt in the minds of

those with whom he is cast; all clashing of opinion,

or collision of feeling, all restraint, or suspicion, or

gloom, or resentment; his great concern being to

make every one at their ease and at home. He has

his eyes on all his company; he is tender towards

the bashful, gentle towards the distant, and merciful

towards the absurd; he can recollect to whom he is

speaking; he guards against unseasonable allusions,

or topics which may irritate
;
he is seldom prominent

in conversation, and never wearisome. lie makes

light if favours while he does them, and seems to be

when li&amp;lt;- is CMniminir. lie never sp-uks of
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himself except when compelled, never defends himself

by a mere retort, he has no ears for slander or

-ip, is scrupulous in imputing motives to those

who interfere with him, and interprets everything for

the best. He is never mean or little in his disputes,

never takes unfair advantage, never mistakes person

alities or sharp sayings for arguments, or insinuates

evil which he dare not say out. From a long-sighted

prudence, he observes the maxim of the ancient sage,

that we should ever conduct ourselves towards our

enemy, as if he were one day to be our friend. He

has too much good sense to be affronted at insult, he

is too busy to remember injuries, and too in

dolent to bear malice. He is patient, forbearing,

and resigned, on philosophical principles; he submits

to pain, because it is inevitable, to bereavement,

because it is irreparable, and to death, because it is

his destiny. If he engages in controversy of any

kind, his disciplined intellect preserves him from the

1 (hindering discourtesy of better, though less educated

minds; who, like blunt weapons, tear and hack instead

i&amp;gt;f cutting clean, who mistake the point in argument,

\\aste their strength on trifles, misconceive their ad-

-ary, and leave the question more involved than

they find it. lie may be right or wrong in his

opinion, but he is too clear-headed to be unjust; he

imple as In- i&amp;gt; fnivibli-, and a&amp;gt; brief as he is

decisive. Nouhere shall we find greater eaiidnur,

,
indulgence; he thm\v&amp;gt; himself into the

24
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minds of hi.s opponents. h- accounts for their

mistake. He knows the weakness of human reason

as well as its strength, its province and its limits.

If he be a unbeliever, he will be too profound and

large-minded to ridicule religion or to act against

it; he is too wise to be a dogmatist or fanatic in his

infidelity. He respects piety and devotion; he even

supports institutions as venerable, beautiful, or use

ful, to which he does not assent; he honours the

ministers of religion, and he is contented with de

clining its mysteries without assailing or denouncing

them. He is a friend of religious toleration, and

that, not only because his philosophy has taught him

to look on all forms of faith with an impartial eye,

but also from the gentleness and effeminacy of feeling

which is the attendant on civilization.

Not that he may riot hold a religion too, in his

own way, even when he is not a Christian. In that

case his religion is one of imagination and senti

ment; it is the embodiment of those ideas of the

sublime, majestic, and beautiful, without which

there can be no large philosophy. Sometimes he

acknowledges the being of God, sometimes he invests

an unknown principle &amp;lt;&amp;gt;r quality with the attributes

f perfection. And this deduction of his reason, or

creation of his fancy, lie makes tin- occasion of siicJi

excellent thought-, and the -tarring point of so

\arie-d and -\&amp;gt;teinatic a teaching, tlmr In- even Beems

like a
&amp;lt;li.M-ij.lr

i.l Chri.-iiaiiity it-ell . Fr&amp;lt;.m Hi.
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accuracy and steadiness of his logical powers, he is

able to see what sentiments are consistent in those

who hold any religious doctrine at all, and he ap

pears to others to feel and to hold a whole circle of

theological truths, which exist in his mind no other

wise than as a number of deductions.

Such are some of the lineaments of the ethical

character, which the cultivated intellect will form,

apart from religious principle. They are seen

within the pale of the Church and without it; they

form the beau-ideal of the world; they partly assist

and partly distort the development of the Catholic.

They may subserve the education of a St. Francis de

Sales or a Cardinal Pole; they may be the limits of

the virtue of a Shaftesbury or a Gibbon. Basil and

Julian were fellow-students at the schools of Athens;

and one became the Saint and Doctor of the Church,

the other her scoffing and relentless foe.





DISCOURSE X.

DUTIES OF THE CHURCH TOWARDS PHILOSOPHY.

I HAVE to congratulate myself, Gentlemen, that at

length I have accomplished, with whatever success,

the difficult and anxious undertaking to which I

have heen immediately addressing myself. Difficult

and anxious it has been in truth, though the main

subject of University Education has been so often

and so ably discussed already; for I have attempted

to follow out a line of thought, more familiar to

Protestants just now than to Catholics, upon Ca

tholic grounds. I declared my intention, when I

opened the subject, of treating it as a philosophical

and practical, rather than as a theological question,

with an appeal to common-seiiM-, not to ecclesiastical

rulev; :l |,,i jor tliis very reason, while my argument

lias been less ambitious, it has been deprived of tho

lights and supports which another mode of handling-

it would liave -rciired.

\o aiixietv, no rH ort is nioiv severe in it- wav,
25
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than art- demanded of liiiu who would inve&amp;gt;ti;_

without error and instruct without obscurity: and, if

the past di -&amp;gt;n has at any time tried the

patience of the kind persons who have given it their

attention. I can assure them that on no one can it

have inflicted so great labour and fatigue as on

myself. Happy they, who are engaged in provinces

of thought, so familiarly traversed and so thoroughly

explored, that they see every where the footprints,

the paths, the landmarks, and the remains of former

travellers, and can never step wrong; but for myself,

Gentlemen, I have been not unlike a navigator on a

strange sea, who is out of sight of land, is surprised

by night, and has to trust mainly to the rules and

instruments of his science for reaching the port.

The everlasting mountains, the high majestic cliffs,

of the opposite coast, radiant in the sunlight, which

are our ordinary guides, fail us in an excursion such

as this; the lessons of antiquity, the determinations

of authority, are here rather the needle, chart, and

plummet, than great objects, with distinct and con

tinuous outline and completed details, which stand

up and confront and occupy our gaze, and relieve us

from the tension and suspense of our personal obser

vation. And thus, in spite of the pains we may take

to consult other&amp;gt; and avoid mistakes, it is not till the

morning co; -id the shor. and \\e see

our vessel makii /aight for liarlioiir, that we

relnx our jealous -\\atiii, and consider anxiety irra-
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tioiial. ich in a measure has been my feeling in

the foregoing inquiry; in which infed I have been in

want neither of authoritative principles nor distinct

precedents, but of treatises in extenso on the subject

on which I have written, the finished wrork of

writers, who. by their acknowledged judgment and

erudition, might furnish me for my private guidance

with a running instruction on each point, which

successivelv came under review.
&

I have spoken of the arduousness of my
&quot; imme

diate&quot; undertaking, both because the questions I

have hitherto treated are but a portion of those

which enter into the general subject of University

Education, and also because those which are to come

are, as I think, more frequently discussed and in

themselves more easily settled. My inquiry has

borne a preliminary character, not as to the duties

of the Church towards a University, nor the charac

teristics of a University which is Catholic, but as to

what a Tnivcrsity is, what is its aim, what its

nature, what its bearings. I have accordingly laid

down first, that all branches of knowledge are, at least

implicitly, its subject matter; that these branches

are not isolated and independent one of another, but

form together a whole or system; that they run into

each other and complete each other, and that, in

proportion to our knowledge of them as a whole, is

the exactness and trustworthiness &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f our knowledge

if them separately; that the process of imparting
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knowledge tu the intellect in this philosophical way.

is its true culture; that this culture is a good in

itself; that that knowledge which is both its instru

ment and result, is called Liberal Knowledge; that

such culture and such knowledge may fitly be sought

for their own sake; that they are, however, in

addition, of great secular utility, as constituting the

r and highest formation of the intellect for social

and political life; and lastly, that, considered in a

religious aspect, they concur with Christianity a

certain way, and then diverge from it; and conse

quently prove in the event, .sometimes its service

able ally, sometimes from their very resemblance

to it, an insidious and dangerous foe.

Though, however, these Discourses have only pro

fessed to be preliminary, being directed to the im

tigation of the object and subject-matter of the

Education which a University professes to impart;

at the same time I conceive they have laid the

ground for deciding much more than what they have

professed, even if they have not already advance, 1

some way in the proof. I observed in my Introduc

tory Discourse, that
i

the main principle on which I

should have to proceed in the controversy to which I

was addressing niVM-lf, was this, that Education

must not be disjoined from Religion, or that Mi

iiools are ruii&amp;gt;tnirtrd on a false idea&quot;. Here, of

course, tli.- li.
-

;&amp;gt;

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; oYrrnninr was, &quot;what is

University I .MiK aiiou&quot;; and to that inquiry
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I have confined myself; but its very process and

result have recommended generally, and opened views

for proving in detail, the fundamental principle of

which I have undertaken the custody. Those further

proofs in detail will form the subject of future

discussions, should I ever have the opportunity of

entering upon them; rneamvhile, even as far as I

have already gone, I consider I have said what may
convince any one who is earnestly and seriously a

Catholic (for I am here concerned with Catholics

alone), any one who thinks that the doctrines of

Jlevelation are true in the same sense that scientific

principles and historical facts are true, that the

idea of a University in fact external to the Catholic

Church is both unphilosophical and impracticable,

supposing, that is, by University is meant a place

of education in general knowledge.

A reason for calling such an idea unphilosophical

was drawn out in the former half of these Discourses;

and a reason for calling it impracticable has been

suggested in the latter. In the former, this broad

and obvious consideration was established, that, all

knowledge being connected together, to omit in

education any important department of it was more

or less to invalidate the rest; on the other hand, that

whereas the separate provinces of Knowledge have a

tendency to encroach upon each other to the detri

ment of all, and severally require protectors and

representatives of their respective interests, \\liilr
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political expediei: rial utility, tin.1

t: and

dispositions which nature furnishes, constitute a

sufficient guarantee that the claims of secular know

ledge will be satisfied; theological knowledge requires

on its part, and cannot safely dispense with, the

vigilant presence of its own proper defender; and

that that defender is the Church.

Such was the course of thought pursued in my first

five Discourses; the view of the subject suggested

in those which have followed has been le-s obvious

indeed, but deeper and more serious than the former.

I have been showing in them that, even though the

case could be so, that the whole system of Catholicism

was recognized ana professed, without the direct

presence of the Church, still this would not at once

make a University a Catholic Institution, nor be,

sufficient to secure the due weight of theological

truth in its philosophical studies. For it may easily

happen, that a particular bias or drift may charac

terize an Institution, which no rules can reach, nor

officers remedy, nor professions or promise.^ coun

teract. AVe have an instance of such a case in the

Spanish Inquisition; here was a purely Catholic

;blishment, devoted to the maintenance, or rather

the ascendancy of Catholicism, keenly /.ealous for

theological truth, the stern foe of every :&amp;gt;nti-( atholic

!. and administered by Catholic theologian-

it in MO prop belonged to tlie ( liuivli. It

-imply and entirely a state in.-titutioii. it w;i- an
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on of that very Church - and - King spirit,

which has prevailed in these islands, nay, it was an

instrument of the state, according to the confession

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f the acutest Protestant historians, in its warfare

against the Holy See. Considered &quot;materially&quot;,
it

was nothing but Catholic; but its spirit and form

were earthly and secular, in spite of whatever faith

and zeal and sanctity and charity were to be found

in the individuals who from time to time had a share

in its administration. And in like manner it is no

sufficient security for the Catholicity of a University,

even that the whole of Catholic theology should be

professed in it, unless the Church breathes her own

pure and unearthly spirit into it, and fashions and

moulds its organization, and watches over its teach

ing, and knits together its pupils, and superintends

its action. The Spanish Inquisition came into colli

sion with the supreme Catholic authority, from the

circumstance that its immediate end was of a secular

character; and for the same reason, whereas Acade

mical Institutions (as I have been so long engaged

in showing) are in their very nature directed to

social, national, temporal objects in the first instance,

and since they are living and energizing bodies, if

they deserve the name of University at all, and of ne

cessity have some one formal and definite ethical cha

racter, gi.Hid or bad, and do of a certainty imprint that

character on thv individuals who direct and who

frequent them, it r;min&amp;gt;t but 1&quot; . that, if left to
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themselves, they will, in .spite of their

of Catholic Truth, work out results more or less

prejudicial to its interests.

Nor is this all: such Institutions may be pervert &amp;lt; &amp;lt;!

into hostility to Revealed Truth, in consequence of

the character of their teaching as well as of their end.

They are employed in the pursuit of Liberal Know-

_e, and Liberal Knowledge has a special tendency,

not necessary or rightful, but a tendency in fact, when

cultivated by beings such as we are, to impress us

with a mere philosophical theory of life and conduct,

in the place of Revelation. I have said much on

this subject already. Truth has two attributes

beauty and power; and while Useful Knowledge is

the possession of truth as powerful, Liberal Know

ledge is the apprehension of it as beautiful. Pursue

it, either as beauty or as power, to its furthest

extent and its true limit, and you are led by eithei

road to the Eternal and Infinite, to the intimations

of conscience and the announcements of the Church.

Satisfy yourself with what is only visibly or intelli

gibly excellent, as you are likely to do, and you will

make present utility and natural beauty the prac

tical test of truth, and the sufficient object of the

intellect. It is not that you will at once reject

Catholicism, but you will measure and proportion it

lv an earthly standard. You will throw its high,

and most nioincntoiiv disrln&amp;gt;uiv- into the back

ground, y,
MI \\ill di-ny it&amp;gt;

principle,-. -.\pl:iin a\vav
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its doctrines, re-arrange its precepts, and make light

of its practices, even while you profess it. Know

ledge, viewed as knowledge, exerts a subtle influence

in throwing us back on ourselves, and making us

our own centre, and our minds the measure of all

things. This then is the tendency of that Liberal

Education, of which a University is the school, viz.,

to view Revealed Religion from an aspect of its

u\vn, to fuse and recast it, to tune it, as it were, to

n different key, and to reset its harmonies, to circum

scribe it by a circle which unwarrantably amputates

here, and unduly developes there; and all under the

notion, conscious or unconscious, that the human

intellect, self-educated and self-supported, is more

true and perfect in its ideas and judgments, than

that of Prophets and Apostles, to whom the sights

and sounds of Heaven were immediately conveyed.

A sense of propriety, order, consistency, and complete

ness gives birth to a rebellious stirring against miracle

and mystery, against the severe and the terrible.

First and chiefly, this Intellectualism comes into

collision with precept, then with doctrine, then with

tin- very principle of dogmatism. A perception of the

Beautiful becomes the substitute for faith. External

to the Church, it at once runs into scepticism or

infidelity; but even within it, and with the most

unqualified prot r in of her Creed, it acts, if left to

it-elf, as an clrim nt of corruption and drbilitv.

tholicis it li:i- coin. &amp;lt;lo\vn 1&quot; ii- from tin.- lir-t.
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:as to lie mean and illiberal: it is a mere popular

religion; it is the religion of illiterate vile

populations or barbarian warriors
;

it must be

treated with discrimination and delicacy, corrected,

softened, improved, if it is to satisfy an enlightened

generation. It must be stereotyped as the patron of

arts, or the pupil of speculation, or the protege of

science; it must play the literary academician, or the

empirical philanthropist, or the political partizan; it

must keep up with the age; some or other expedient

it must devise, in order to explain away, or to hide,

tenets under which the intellect labours and of

which it is ashamed its doctrine, for instance, of

grace, its mystery of the Godhead, its preaching of

the Cross, its devotion to Mary, or its loyalty to

Peter. Let this spirit be freely evolved out of that

philosophical condition of mind, which in former

Discourses I have so highly, so justly extolled, and

it is impossible but, first indifference, then laxity of

belief, then heresy, then an explicit suppression of

Catholic theology, will be the successive results.

But this is only the beginning of evils: there is no

medium between truth and error, and the ultim

event of the struggle will show it. The University

which does not profess the Faith, must in consistency

denounce it. It becomes the pi I the organ of

avo\\ed infidelity, as bitter a foe to the int of

Krvealrd Truth, as it mi-lit ha\v 1.. d.-li-i.

thru are t\\o injuries, which Krxvlaf i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n
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likely to sustain at the hands of the Masters of

human reason, unless the Church, as in duty bound,

protects the sacred treasure which is in jeopardy.

The first is a simple ignoring of Theological Truth

altogether, under the pretence of not recognizing

differences of religious opinion ;
which can only take

place in countries or under governments which have

abjured Catholicism. The second, which is of a

more subtle character, is a recognition indeed of

Catholicism, but (as if in pretended mercy to it) an

adulteration of its spirit. These two have successively

constituted the subject of these Discourses; and now,

at the risk of anticipating what may come before us

in future discussions, I will proceed to show the

dangers I speak of more distinctly, by a reference to

the general subject-matter of instruction, which a

University undertakes.

There are three great subjects, on which Human

lie-as* &amp;gt;n employs itself: God, Nature, and Man: and

the province of theology being, as the present argu

ment supposes, for the time withdrawn, the physical

and social worlds remain. These, when respectively

subjected to Human IJeason, form two books: the book

&amp;gt;f nature is called Science, the book of man is called

Literature. Literature and Science, thus considered,

nearly constitute the subject matter of Liberal

Education; and, while Science is made to .-ubservc

tlic fnnncr &amp;gt;f the two injuries, which Kevealed Truth

it- exclusion. Literature suhsrrvrs tin-
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latter, its corruption. Let us consider the influence

of each upon Religion separately.

1. As to Physical Science, of course there can be

no real collision between it and Catholicism. Nature

and Grace, Reason and Revelation, come from the

same Divine Author, whose works cannot contradict

each other. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied, that,

in matter of fact, there always has been a sort of

jealousy and hostility between Religion and physical

philosophers. The name of Galileo reminds us of it

at once. Not content with investigating and rea

soning in his own province, he went out of his way

directly to insult the received interpretation of

Scripture; theologians repelled an attack which was

wanton and arrogant; and Science, insulted in her

minister, has taken its full revenge, upon Tlu.-olog\

since. A vast multitude of its teadnTs, I fear it

must be said, have been either unbelievers, or sceptics,

or at least have denied to Christianity any teaching,

distinctive or special, over the Religion of Nature.

There have indeed been most illustrious exceptions;

some men protected by their greatness of mind,

some by their religious profession, some by the fear

of public opinion; but I suppose the run of experi

mentalists, external to the Catholic Cliuivh, have

more or less inherited the positive or negative unbe

lief of Laplace, Buffon, Franklin, Priestley, Cuvier,

and Ilumboldt. I do not oi eoiirse mean to sav that

there H.-.M! lie in every Case a resentful and virulent
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opposition made to Jleligion on the part of scientific

men; but their emphatic silence or phlegmatic inad

vertence as to its claims, have implied more eloquently

than any words, that in their opinion it had no voice

at all in the subject-matter which they had appro

priated to themselves. The same antagonism shows

itself in the middle ages. Friar Bacon was popularly

regarded with suspicion as a dealer in unlawful arts;

Pope Sylvester the Second has been accused of magic

for his knowledge of natural secrets
;
and the geogra

phical ideas of St. Virgil, Bishop of Saltzburg, were

regarded with anxiety by the great St. Boniface, the

glory of England, the Martyr-Apostle of Germany.

I suppose, in matter of fact, magical superstition

and physical knowledge did commonly go together

in those ages: however, the hostility between expe

rimental science and theology is far older than

Christianity. Lord Bacon traces it to an era prior

to Socrates; he tells us that, among the Greeks, the

atheistic was the philosophy most favourable to

physical discoveries, and he does not hesitate to

imply that the rise of the religious schools was the

ruin of science.*

Now, if we would investigate the reason of this

opposition between Theology and Physics, I suppose

we must first take hit&quot; aivinmt Lord Bacon s own

explanation of it. It is common in judicial iinjiii-

* Vul. Hallam s Liti-nitmv &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t KUIMJ.O, Maraulay s Essay, ami the

Author s ttxt unl 1 niv.TMiv S.TIIIIIII&amp;gt;, IX.
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D the parties on whom tin.- verdict de

pends t&amp;gt; put out of their minds whatever they have

rd out of court on the subject to which th ir

attention is to be directed. They are to judge by

the evidence; and this is a rule which holds in other

investigations as far asthis, that nothing of an adven

titious nature ought to be introduced into the process.

Take the well-known instance of the Homilies of the

Established Church: when, in enjoining the ordinance

of fasting, after appealing to Leviticus, the prophet

Zachary, St. Luke, and the Council of Chalcedon, they

go on to speak of abstinences
&quot;upon policy&quot;,

&quot;in con

sideration of maintaining fisher towns bordering
*-^ G

upon the sea, and for the increase of fishermen, of

whom do spring mariners to go upon the sea, to the

furnishing of the navy of the same&quot;,
we feel at once

tin- incongruity of mixing religion and statute law.

In like manner, from religious investigations, us

such, physics must be excluded, and from physical,

such, religion; and if we mix them, we shall

spoil both. The theologian, speaking of Divine

Omnipotence, for the time simply ignoiv.- tin- laws of

nature as restraints upon it; and the ph philo

sopher, on the other hand, in his experiments np&amp;lt;n

natural phenomena, is simply ascertaining those

&amp;gt;, prescinding (to use the technical word) that

Omnipotence. II the th . in tracing the ways

of Providence, wei 1 with - unmnded

impossibility of physical n, \\oiild
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lii-rly protest against tlie interruption; and were the

philosopher, who was determining the motion of the

heavenly bodies, to be questioned about their final

or their First Cause, he too would suffer an illogical

interruption. The latter asks the cause of volcanoes,

and is impatient at being told it is &quot;the will of God&quot;;

the former asks the cause of the overthrow of the guilty

cities, and is preposterously referred to the volcanic

action still visible in their neighbourhood. The

inquiry into final causes for the moment passes over

the existence of nature; the inquiry into physical,

passes over for the moment the existence of God. In

other words, physical science is in a certain sense athe

istic, for the very reason it is not theology.

This is Lord Bacon s justification, and an intelligible

one, for considering that the fall of atheistic philosophy

in ancient times was a blight upon the hopes of physi

cal science.
&quot;Aristotle&quot;,

he says, &quot;Galen, and others

frequently introduce such causes as these: the hairs

of the eyelids are for a fence to the sight; the bones

for pillars whence to build the bodies of animals; the

leaves of trees are to defend the fruit from the sun

and wind; the clouds are designed for watering the

earth. All which are properly alleged in meta

physics; but, in physics, are impertinent, and as

rewords to the ship, that hinder the sciences from

holding on their cour&amp;gt;e &amp;lt;&amp;lt;{ improvement, and intro

ducing a neglect &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f searching alter physical c;r

*
In Ailment..
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Here then is &amp;lt;&amp;gt;ne iv;is&amp;lt;&amp;gt;u t &amp;gt;r tin- prejudice of physic. t !

philosophers against Theolog}
7

: on the one hand,

their deep satisfaction in the laws of nature indis-

&quot;S them towards the thought of a floral Governor,

and makes them sceptical of His interposition; on

the other hand, the occasional interference of reli

gious writers in a province not religious, lias made

them sore, suspicious, and resentful.

Another reason of a kindred nature is to be found

in the difference of method, by which truths are

gained in theology and in physical science. Indue-

tion is the instrument of Physics, and deduction only

is the instrument of Theology. There the simple

question is, What is revealed? all doctrinal know

ledge flows from one fountain-head. If we are able

to enlarge our view and multiply our propositions, it

must be merely by the comparison and adjustment of

existing truths; if we would solve new questions, it

must be by consulting old answer-. The notion of

doctrinal knowledge absolutely novel, and of simple

addition from without, is intolerable to Catholic ears,

and never was entertained by any one who was even

approaching to an understanding of our creed.

Revelation is all in all in doctrine; the Apostles its

sole depositary, the inferential method its sole instru

ment, and ecclesiastical authority its sole sanction.

The Divine Voice \\-i&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;puken
once, for all, and the

only question is about its ineanii: \..\v this pro-

:r as it was
rea&amp;lt;&amp;gt;niii;5. was the \vry nnle &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f
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-oning, which, as regards physical knowledge, the

school of Bacon has superseded by the inductive

method: no wonder, then, that that school should

he irritated and indignant to find that a subject-

matter remains still, in which their favourite instru

ment has no office; no wonder that they rise up

against this memorial of an antiquated system, as an

eyesore and an insult; and no wonder that the very

force and dazzling success of their own method in its

own department should sway or bias unduly the

religious sentiments of any persons who come under

its influence. They assert that no new truth can be

gained by deduction; Catholics assent, but add that,

as regards religious truth, they have not to seek at all,

for they have it already. Christian Truth is purely

of revelation, that revelation we can but explain, we

cannot increase, except relatively to our own appre

hensions; without it we should have known nothing

of its contents, with it we know just as much as its

contents and nothing more. And, as it was a divine

act independent of man, so will it remain in spite of

man. Niebuhr may revolutionize history, Lavoisier

chemistry, Newton astronomy; but God Himself is

the author as well as the subject of theology. When

Truth can change, its Revelation can change; when

human reason can out-reason the Omniscient, then

mav it supersede His work.

Avowals siieli as these fall strange upon tin- ear of

men, wlioM- first principle is tie : li afn-r truth,

26
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and whose starting points of search are things mate

rial and sensible. They scorn any process of impiiry

not founded on experiment; the Mathematics ind

they endure, because that science deals with ideas,

not with facts, and leads to conclusions hypothetical

rather than real; &quot;Metaphysics&quot; they even use as a

bye-word of reproach; and Ethics they admit only on

condition that it gives up conscience as its scientific

ground, and bases itself on tangible utility: but as to

Theology, they cannot deal with it, they cannot master

it. and so they simply outlaw it and ignore it. Catho

licism, forsooth,
&quot;

confines the intellect&quot;, because it

holds that God s intellect is greater than theirs, and

what He has done, man cannot improve. And what

in some sort justifies them to themselves in this extra

vagance, is the circumstance that there is a religion

close at their doors which, discarding so severe a tone,

has actually adopted their own principle of inquiry.

Protestantism treats Scripture, just as they d-al

with Nature; it takes the sacred text as a large

collection of phenomena, from which, by an induc

tive process, each individual Christian may arrive at

just those religious conclusions which approve them

selves to his own judgment. It considers faith a

mere modification of reason, as being an acquiesce] m.-

in certain probable conclusions till better are

Sympathy then, if no other reason, throws

iiit-ntal philosophers into alliance with the eiiemio &quot;f

li
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I have another consideration to add, not

important than any I have hitherto adduced. The

physical science-. A-tronomy, Chemistry, and the

rest, are doubtless engaged upon divine works, and

mnot issue in untrue religious conclusions. But at

the same time it must be recollected that Revelation

has reference to circumstances which did not arise

till after the Heavens and the Earth were made.

They were made before the introduction of moral

evil into the world: whereas the Catholic Church is

the instrument of a remedial dispensation to meet

that introduction. No wonder then that her teaching

is simply distinct, though not divergent, from the

theology which Physical Science suggests to its fol

lowers. She sets before us a number of attributes and

acts on the part of the Divine Being, for which the

material and animal creation gives no scope; power,

wisdom, goodness are the burden of the physical

world, but it does not and could not speak of mercy,

longsuffering, and the economy of human redemp

tion, ;u id but partially of the moral law and moral

g nid n. &quot;Sacml theology&quot;, says Lord Bacon,
&quot; must be drawn from the words and the oracles of

God: not from the light of nature or the dictates of

reason. It is written, that the Heavens declare the

glory of God
;
but we nowhere find it, that the

Heavens declare the will of God; which is pro

nounced ;i hnv and a testimony, that mm slnnild do

according to it. Nor dot s this ]mld only in tin-
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great mysteries of the Godhead, of the creation, of

the redemption. . . . We cannot doubt that a large

part of the moral law is too sublime to be attained

by the light of nature; though it is still certain, that

men, even with the light and law of nature, have

some notions of virtue, vice, justice, wrong, good,

and evil&quot;.* That the new and further manifestations

of the Almighty, made by Revelation, are in perfect

harmony with the teaching of the natural world,

forms indeed one subject of the profound work of the

Protestant Bishop Butler; but they cannot in any

sense be gathered from nature, and the silence of na

ture concerning them may easily seduce the imagina

tion, though it has no force to persuade the reason, to

revolt from doctrines which have not been authenti

cated by facts, but are enforced by authority. In a

scientific age, then, there will naturally be a parade

of what is called Natural Theology, a wide-spread

profession of the Unitarian creed, an impatience of

mystery, and a scepticism about miracles.

And to all this must be added the ample opportu

nity which physical science gives to the indulgence

of those sentiments of beauty, order, and congruity, of

which I have said so much as the ensigns and colours

(as they may be called) of a civilized age in its war

fare against Catholicism.

It being considered, then, that Catholicism dilliT-

imm physical science, in drift, in method of proof,

* Do Aii-m., 28.
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and in subject-matter, ho\v can it tail to meet

with unfair usage from the philosophers of any

Institution in which there is no one to take its part?

That Physical Science itself will be ultimately the

loser by such ill treatment of Theology, I have

insisted on at great length in the first part of these

Discourses: for to depress unduly, to encroach upon

any science, and much more on an important one, is

to do an injury to all. However, this is not the con-

corn of the Church; the Church has no call to watch

over and protect Science: but towards Theology she

has a distinct duty: it is one of the special trusts com

mitted to her keeping. Where Theology is, there she

must be; and if a University cannot fulfil its name

and office without the recognition of Revealed Truth,

she must be there to see that it is a bond fide recog

nition, sincerely made and consistently acted on.

2. And if the interposition of the Church is

necessary in the Schools of Science, still more impe

ratively is it demanded in the other main constituent

portion of the subject-matter of Liberal Education

Literature. Literature stands related to Man, as

Science stands to Nature; it is his history. Man is

composed of body and soul; he thinks and he acts;

he has appetites, passions, affections, motives, designs;

he has within him the lifelong struggle of duty

witli inclination; he has an intellect fertile and

rapacious; h i&amp;gt; formed for society, and society

multiplies and dm rsili.-s in null, ss ci&amp;gt;mbiTi;iti&amp;lt; ii.s
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his personal characteristics, moral and intellec

tual. All this constitutes his lite; of all this Litera

ture is the expression; so that Literature is in some

sort to him what autobiography is to the individual; it

is his Life and Remains. Moreover, he is this

sentient, intelligent, creative, and operative being,

quite independent of any extraordinary aid from

Heaven, or any definite religious belief; and, as

such, as he is in himself, does Literature represent

him; it is the Life and Remains of the natural man,

or man in purd natura. I do not mean to say that

it is impossible in its very notion that Literature

should be tinctured by a religious spirit; Hebrew

Literature, as far as it can be called Literature,

certainly is simply theological, and has a character

imprinted on it which is above nature; but I am

speaking of what is to be expected without any extra

ordinary dispensation; and I say that, in matter of

fact, as Science is the reflection of Nature, so is Litera

ture also the one, of Nature physical, the other,

of Nature moral and social. Circumstances, such

as locality, period, language, seem to make little or

no difference in the character of Literature, as such;

on the whole, all Literatures are one; they are the

voices of the natural man.

I wish this were all that had to be said to the

disadvant 2 [ Literature; but while Nature phy-

&amp;gt;ii-ul remain- fixed in its .\\ n laws, Nature moral

and &amp;gt;iu-i;il, has a will &amp;lt;f it- &amp;lt;&amp;gt;wn. i- &amp;lt;elf-i:&quot;\erii&amp;lt;
&amp;lt;l,
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and never remains any long while in that state from

which it started into action. Man will never conti

nue in a mere state of innocence; he is sure to sin,

and his literature will be the expression of his sin,

and this whether he be heathen or Christian.

Christianity has thrown gleams of light on him and

his literature; but, as it has not converted him, but

only certain choice specimens of him, so it has not

changed the characters of his mind or his history; his

literature is either what it was, or wwse than what

it was, in proportion as there has been an abuse of

knowledge granted and a rejection of truth. On the

whole, then, I think it will be found, and ever found,

as a matter of course, that Literature, as such, no

matter of what nation, is the science or history, partly

and at best of the natural man, partly of man fallen.

Here then, I say, you are involved in a difficulty

greater than that which besets the cultivation of

Science; for, if Physical Science be dangerous, I have

said it is dangerous, because it necessarily ignores the

idea of moral evil; but Literature is open to the more

grievous imputation of recognizing and understand

ing it too well. Some one will say to me perhaps:
&quot; Our youth shall not be corrupted. We will dis

pense with all general or national Literature what

ever, if it be so exceptionable; we will have a Chris

tian Literature of our own, as purr, as true, as the

Jewish&quot;. You cannot have it: I do not say you

raunut form a select literature for the young, or for
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the middle or luw.-r cl; this is another matter

altogether: I am speaking of University Education,

which implies an extended range of reading, which

has to deal with standard works of genius, or

what are called the classics of a language: and I say,

from the nature of the case, if Literature is to be

made a study of human nature, you cannot have a

Christian Literature. It is a contradiction in terms

to attempt a sinless Literature of sinful man. You

may gather together something very great and high,

something higher than any literature ever was; and

when you have done so, you will find that it is not

Literature at all. You will have simply left the deli

neation of man, as such, and have substituted for it,

as far as you have had any thing to substitute, that of

man, as he is or might be, under certain special ad

vantages. Give u} the study of man, as such, if so

it must be; but say you do so. Do not say you are

studying him, his history, his mind and his heart,

when you are studying something else. Man is ,-i

being of genius, passion, intellect., conscience, power.

He exercises these various gifts in various ways, in

Lrreat deeds, in great thoughts, in heroic acts, in

hateful crimes. He founds states, he tights battles,

he builds cities, he ploughs the forest, he sub

dues the element-, he rules his kind. He creal

at idras. and influences many ^vin-ratioi, I It-

takes a thonsind shaprs. and iin&amp;lt;
&amp;lt;

- a thousand

lortun Literatin nls tlimi all t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; tin- lite.
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Quicquid agunt homines, votum, tiiuor, ira, voluptas,

Gandia, disdursns.

He pours out his fervid soul in poetry; lie sways to

and fro, he soars, he dives, in his restless specula

tions; his lips drop eloquence; he touches the can

vass, and it glows with beauty; he sweeps the

strings, and they thrill with an ecstatic meaning.

He looks back into himself, and he reads his own

thoughts, and notes them down; he looks out into

the universe, and tells over the elements and princi

ples, of which it is the product.

Such is man: put him aside, keep him before you;

but, whatever you do, do not take him for what he

is not, for something more divine and sacred, man

regenerate. Nay, beware of showing grace and its

work at such disadvantage, as to make the few whom

it has thoroughly influenced compete in intellect

with the vast multitude who either have it not, or use

it not. The elect are few to choose out of, and the

world is inexhaustible. From the first, Jabel and

Tubalcain, Nimrod,
a
the stout

hunter&quot;, the learning

of the Pharaohs, and the wisdom of the East country,

are of the world. Every now and then they are

rivalled by a Solomon or a Beseleel, but the habitat

of natural gifts is the natural man. The Church

may use them, she cannot at her will originate them.

Not till the whole human race is regenerate, will its

literature br pmv and true. Possible of course it is

in uka, for nature, inspired by ururo, to exhibit
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itself on a large scale, in an originality of thought or

action, even far beyond what the world s literature

has recorded or exemplified; but, if you would in

fact have a literature of saints, first of all have a

nation of them.

What is a clearer proof of the truth of all this,

than the structure of the Inspired Word itself? It

is undeniably not the reflection or picture of the

many, but of the few; it is no picture of life, but an

anticipation of death and judgment. Human Litera

ture is about all things, grave or gay, painful or

pleasant; but the Inspired Word views them only in

one aspect, and as they tend to one scope. It gives

us little insight into the fertile developments of mind;

it has no terms in its vocabulary to express with exact

ness the intellect and its separate faculties: it knows

nothing of genius, fancy, wit, invention, presence of

mind, resource. It does not discourse of empire,

commerce, enterprise, learning, philosophy, or the

fine arts. Slightly too does it touch on the simple

and innocent courses of nature and their reward.

Little does it say* of those temporal blessings which

rest upon our worldly occupations, and make them

easy; of the blessings which we derive from the sun

shine day and the serene night, from the succession

of seasons, and the produce of the Earth. Little

about our recreations and our daily domestic com

forts; little aln.ut tilt ordinary orra&amp;gt;in:is nf ti-stivity

\ ill. tin- Anth&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r&amp;gt; i&amp;gt;\f,,nl SITIIUMIS \,,\. I.
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and niirth, which sweeten human life; and nothing

ut all about various pursuits or amusements, which it

would be going too much into detail to mention.

We read indeed of the feast when Isaac was weaned,

and of Jacob s courtship, and of the religious merry

makings of holy Job; but exceptions, such as these,

do but remind us what might be in Scripture, and is

not. If then by Literature is meant the manifes

tation of human nature in language, you will seek

for it in vain except in the world. Put up with it,

as it is, or do not pretend to cultivate it; take things

as they are, not as you could wish them.

Nay, I am obliged to go further still; even if we

could, still we should be shrinking from our plain

duty, Gentlemen, did we leave out Literature from

Education. For why do we educate, except to prepare

for the world ? Why do we cultivate the intellect of

the many beyond the first elements of knowledge,

except for this world? Will it be much matter in the

world to come, whether our bodily health or whether

our intellectual strength was more or less, except of

course as this world is in all its circumstances a trial

for the next ? If then a University is a direct prepa

ration for this world, let it be what it professes. It is

not a Convent, it is not a Seminary; it is a place to fit

men of the world for the world. We cannot possibly

keep them from plunging into the world, with all its

ways and prim-iplcs and maxims, when their time

comes; i&amp;gt;ut ^&amp;lt; -an juvpaiv them against what is
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inevitable; and it is not the way to learn to swim in

troubled waters, never to have gone into them. Pro

scribe (I do not merely say particular authors, par

ticular works, particular passages) but Secular

Literature as such; cut out from your class books all

broad manifestations of the natural man; and those

manifestations are waiting, for your pupil s benefit, at

the very doors of your lecture room in living and

breathing substance. They will meet him there in

all the charm of novelty, and all the fascination of

genius or of amiableness. To-day a pupil, to-morrow

a member of the great world: to-day confined to the

Lives of the Saints, to-morrow thrown upon Babel;

thrown on Babel, without the honest indulgence of

wit and humour and imagination ever opened to

him, without any fastidiousness of taste wrought into

him, without any rule given him for discriminat

ing
&quot; the precious from the

vile&quot;, beauty from sin,

the truth from the sophistry of nature, what is

innocent from what is poison. You have refused

him the masters of human thought, who would in

some sense have educated him, because of their inci

dental corruption: you have shut up from him those,

whose thoughts strike home to us, whose words are

proverbs, whose names are indigenous to all the world,

the standard of their own mother tongue, ami the

pride and boast of their countrymen, limner, Ai

&amp;lt; &amp;lt;Tvantes, Shakespraiv. l-fause the old Adam -unit

rank in tin in; and for what li:i\e
y&amp;lt;&amp;gt;u

iv&amp;gt;rrvrd him?
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You have given him &quot;

a liherty unto&quot; the multitu

dinous blasphemy of his day; you have made him

free of its newspapers, its reviews, its magazines, its

novels, its controversial pamphlets, of its Parliamen

tary debates, its law proceedings, its platform speeches,

its songs, its drama, its theatre, of its enveloping

stifling atmosphere of death. You have succeeded

but in this, in making the world his University.

Difficult then as the question may be, and much

as it may try the judgments and even divide the

opinions of zealous and religious Catholics, I cannot

feel any doubt myself, Gentlemen, that the Church s

true policy, is not to contemplate the exclusion of

Literature from Secular Schools, but her own admis

sion into them. Let her do for Literature in one way,

what she does for Science in another; each has its im

perfection, and she supplies it for each. She fears no

knowledge, but she purifies all; she represses no ele

ment of our nature, but cultivates the whole.

Science is grave, methodical, logical; with science

then she argues, and offers reason to reason. Litera

ture does not argue, but declaims and insinuates; it

is multiform and versatile: it persuades instead of

convincing, it seduces, it carries captive; it appeals

t&amp;lt; the sense of honour, or to the imagination, or to

the stimulus of curiosity; it makes its way by

means of gaiety, satire, romance, the beautiful, the

pleiisiinibli.
1

. Is it wonderful that, with an agent like

this, the Chuivli should claim to deal with a vigour
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corresponding to its restlessness, to interfere in its

proceedings with a higher hand, and to wield an

authority in the choice of its studies and of its books,

which would be tyrannical, if reason and fact were

the only instruments of its conclusions ? But, any

how, her principle is one and the same throughout:

not to prohibit truth of any kind, but to see that no

doctrines pass under the name of Truth but those

which claim it rightfully.

Such at least is the lesson which I am taught by

all the thought which I have been able to bestow

upon the subject; such is the lesson which I have

gained from the history of my own special Father and

Patron, St. Philip Neri. He lived in an age as

traitorous to the interests of Catholicism as any

that preceded it, or can follow it. He lived at a time

when pride mounted high, and the senses held rule:

a time when kings and nobles never had more of state

and homage, and never less of personal responsibility

and peril: when medieval winter was receding, and the

summer sun of civilization was bringing into leal and

flower a thousand forms of luxurious enjoyment;

when a new world of thought and beauty had opened

upon the human mind, by the discovery of the trea

sures of classic literature and art. He saw the great

and the gifted, dazzled by the Enchantress, and

drinking in the magic of IHT
&amp;gt;ong;

he saw the high

and tin- \\ IN , tin.- &amp;gt;tudt iit and tin- artist, painting, and

poetry, and sculpture, and inusir, and ardiitccnnv.
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drawn within her range, and circling round the abyss:

he saw heathen forms mounting thence, and forming

in the thick air: all this he saw, and he perceived

that the mischief was to be met, not with argument,

not with science, not with protests and warnings, not

by the recluse or the preacher, but by means of the

great counter-fascination of purity and truth. He

was raised up to do a work almost peculiar in the

Church, not to be a Jerome Savonarola, though Philip

had a true devotion towards him and a tender

memory of his Florentine house: not to be a St.

Carlo, though in his beaming countenance Philip had

recognized the aureol of a saint; not to be a St.

Ignatius, wrestling with the foe, though Philip was

termed the Society s bell of call, so many subjects

did he send to it; not to be a St. Francis Xavier,

though Philip had longed to shed his blood for Christ

in India with him; not to be a St. Caietan, or hunter

of souls, for Philip preferred, as he expressed it, tran

quilly to cast in his net to gain them
;
he preferred to

yield to the stream, and direct the current, which he

could not stop, of science, literature, art, and fashion,

and to sweeten and to sanctify what God had made

very good and man had spoilt.

And so he contemplated as the idea of his mission,

not the propagation of the faith, nor the exposition of

doctrine, nor the catechetical schools; whatever WMS

exact and systematic pleased him not; lie put from

him monastic rule ami authoritative speech, as David
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refused the armour of Ids king. No; he would be but an

ordinary individual priest as others: and hi* weapons

should be but unaffected humility and unpretending

love. All he did was to be done by the light, and

fervour, and convincing eloquence, of his personal

character and his easy conversation. He came to the

Eternal City and he sat himself down there, and

his home and his family gradually grew up around

him, by the spontaneous accession of materials from

without. He did not so much seek his own, as

draw them to him. He sat in his small room, and

they in their gay worldly dresses, the rich and the

wellborn, as well as the simple and the illiterate,

crowded into it. In the mid heats of summer,

in the frosts of winter, still was he in that low

and narrow cell at Saint Girolamo, reading the

hearts of those who came to him, and curing

their souls maladies by the very touch of his

hand. It was a vision of the Magi worship

ping the infant Saviour, so pure and innocent,

so sweet and beautiful was he; and so loyal and

so dear to the gracious Virgin Mother. And they

who came, remained gazing and listening, till at

length, first one and then another threw off their

bravery, and took his poor cassock and girdle instead:

or, if they kept it, it was to put haircloth under it,
and

to carry off his light yoke upon their sh&amp;lt;uildn&amp;gt;.

In the words of his biographer,
u

lie \\.-is all tiling

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; all men. He suited himself to noble ;md ignoble.
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and old. subjects and prelates, learned and

ignorant; and received those who were strangers to

him with singular heniimitv, and embraced them
t__ /

with as much love and charity, as if he had been a,

long while expecting them. When he was called

upon to he merry lie was so; if there was a demand

upon his sympathy he was equally ready. He gave

the same welcome to all: caressing the poor equally

with the rich, and wearying himself to assist all to

the utmost limits of his power. In consequence of

his being so accessible and willing to receive all

comers, many went to him every day, and some con

tinued for the space of thirty, nay forty years, to

visit him very often both morning and evening, so

that his room went by the agreeable nickname of the

Home of Christian mirth. Nay, people came to

him, not only from all parts of Italy, but from

France, Spain, Germany, and all Christendom; and

even the infidels and Jews, who had ever any com

munication with him, revered him as a holy man.&quot;*

The first nobles of Rome, the Massimi, the Aldo-

braudini, the Colonna, the Altieri, the Vitelleschi,

were his friends and his penitents. Nobles of

Poland, Grandees of Spain, Knights of Malta, could

not leave Rome without coming to him. Cardinals,

Archbishop-, and Bishops \vnv his intimates; Fedrri

lioromeo haunted his room and got the name of

&quot; Father Philip
^ MUI! . Tin- Cardinal-Archbish*

-I. I..
|&amp;gt;.

1 92, 1 1..
|&amp;gt;.

!*.
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of Verona and Bologna wrote books in his honour.

Pope Pius the Fourth died in his arm-. Lawyer,-,

painters, musicians, physicians, it was the sunn- tn

with them. Baronius, Zazzara, and Rieci, left the law

at his bidding, and joined his congregation, to do its

work, to write the annals of the Church, and to die in

the odour of sanctity. Palestrina had Father Philip s

ministrations in his last moments. Animuccia hung

about him during life, sent him a message after

death, and was conducted by him through Purgatory

to Heaven. And who was he, I say, all the Avhile,

but an humble priest, a stranger in Rome, with no

distinction of family or letters, no claim of station

or of office, great simply in the attraction with which

a Divine Power had gifted him? and yet thus humble,

thus unennobled, thus emptyhanded, he lias achieved

the glorious title of Apostle of Rome.

Well were it for his client- and children, (rentle-

men, if they could promise themselves the very

shadow of his special power, or could hope to do a

miserable fraction of the sort of work in which he

was pre-eminently skilled. But &amp;gt;o far at least th

may attempt. to take hi&amp;gt; portion, and to use his

method, and to cultivate the arts of Avhich he w.&amp;lt;

bright a pattern. For me, if it br (,od &amp;gt; blessed will,

that in the years now coming 1 am to have a share

in the great undertaking, which has been the occasion

and the Mihje. r &amp;gt;f these disc,, in - far 1 C;MI

lor certain, that \\hether or not I can do any thing
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at till iii St. Philip s way. at least I can do nothing

in any other. Neither by my habits of life, nor by

&amp;gt;ur of aru I fitted for the task of authority,

or rule, or initiation. I do but aspire, if strength

is given me, to be your minister in a work which

must employ younger minds and stronger lives than

mine. I am but fit to bear my witness, to proffer my

suggestions, to express my sentiments, as has in fact

been my occupation in these discussions; to throw such

light upon general questions,upon the choice of objects,

upon the import of principles, upon the tendency of

measures, as past reflection and experience enable me

to contribute. I shall have to make appeals to your

consideration, your friendliness, your confidence, of

which I have had so many instances, on which I so

tranquilly repose; and after all, neither you nor I

must ever be surprised, should it so happen that the

Hand of Him, with whom are the springs of life and

death, weighs heavy on me, and makes me unequal

to anticipations in which you have been too kind,

and to hopes in which I may have been too sanguine.
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I AM very sensible of the meagreuess of the following illustrations

of the main principles laid down in the foregoing Discourses
; but,

as I am so situated that I cannot give the time or labour necessary

for satisfying my own sense of what they ought to be, I avail

myself of such as happen to be at hand or on my memory.

1. Knowledge is the direct end of University Education.

1 HARDLY know what steps to take in order to establish this

position, which has been startling to some persons, viz., that the

education of the intellect, or the diffusion of knowledge, is the

direct scope of a University. It seems a truth, or rather an

historical fact, which it is impossible to dispute, and therefore hardly

Me to pro\e. What would be the popular description of a

I &quot;ni\ er.-ity ? A place for ImnnJ and scii utijfc men, a A nn/cd body,

a large corporation, withy/-&quot;/. &amp;gt;f

art and science, with facul

ties ill tliciilaiji/, l,m\ inn! nui ///// e, with }
;/i,-,il iJi^n/fufi,,,,.^.^ with

examinations in m &amp;gt;

!
proiicieiiey, with decrees in token of

that proficiency attained. I do not say that, over and above this

account of it, the notion-, will nevi -t them-dves of I.Vli^ious

-ol,.innitir&amp;gt;. and S.TIIIOIH, of
di&amp;gt;eipline.

of 1 iv,

28
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ecdesiastical jurisdiction, d \

&quot;&quot; &quot; M

1 10U before to the i the whole, or the formal i-.m&amp;lt;vp-

tion, of a Univer-ity in the minds of the generality of men; and 1

cannot doubt it would be pronounced at once to be a seat of

and letters, or that its end is knowledge.

Its recognized titles correspond: it is a
k Studium Generate

&quot;;
a

Universitas Litteraria&quot;; a &quot;Schola&quot;; and an &quot;Academy&quot;;

while, if we would know what an Academy is. we learn I

Horace, that youths were sent to Athens,

Inter sylvas Academi qucerere vt.nnn.

And the whole tenor of any work upon Universities implies this.

Huber s learned Treatise implies it from beginning to end, and for

that very reason scarcely ever says it categorically.

He observes, for instance, &quot;Before the time of Charlemagne,

monastic and cathedral schools existed in Italy and in England ;

after his time, they were established on the Continent, north of the

Alps. These schools were intended for the ci/lticti&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/t
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

tic In

li.ai-ni/ii/. . . Indeed, under Charlemagne and Alfred, and even in

Germany under the Othos, the Church manifested an

spirit much more similar than is generally admitted. t the
&amp;gt;pirit

of

the Reformation and of the period of revived classical learning. . .

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries, however, the Schools conti

nued to rise and to extend their organization, parallel to the geixT.d

progress of i/ttdl
/&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;.&amp;lt;&amp;lt;. Speculation, Theology, and Philosophy

were growing out of the narrow Logic and llhetoric of the ancient

Trivium and Quadrivium, and two new sources of /.//..///,,Aye

Roman Law ;md (jravo-Araljiau Natural History Mere opened&quot;.*

Again, he says of Oxford: &quot;As early a- the end of the ninth

century, Oxford was the seat &amp;lt;{ ! of the /,/,//

cult i . Nting. J!y the end of the eleventh, it had a-

i .1 title to
:

h.id that o! nhetluT

11 i.
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as regard- the Duality of its studies, or its inward organization. . .

It is well known how Fingland v. .1 by the struggles of

Nixon chiefs, and by inroads of the Sea Kings of the North,

awhile / . trampled under foot, that no traces of it

were to be found, except in Ireland, and in the North and West of

tr.d. win-re Alfred appeared for his people s rescue. From the

less distracted parts of his own kingdom he collected pious and

learned men, and brought over others from the Continent. . . The

will and example of the ki -t impulse to learning, and

his youth flocked to the newly opened schools&quot;.* It is true that

learning includes theology and protects religion ; but the simple

question is, not what learning does or is, but whether the object

contemplated by a University is or is not learning.

Polydore Virgil, centuries ago, had said the same thing : &quot;Neo-

tum imprimis, monastic;!? protes.-ionis virum sanctissimum, ob exi-

nii.un eruditionem rniro amore complexus est (Alfredus); quo hor-

tante Oxonii gymnasium instituit, proposita mercede omnibus, &amp;lt;j&quot;i

pvUici i

prqftterentur. Quo multi doctrind clari conflux-

erunt doccndi
gratia&quot;. Polyd. Virg., Hist, v., fin.

And an Oxford writer of the generation now passing away,

even while resisting the modern schemes of education, has borne a

similar testimony: speaking of Universities, he says

The composition and the early state of these bodies appears to

have been nearly the same all over Europe, and, except in the

instance of the t\\o English Universities, has not undergone any

matt-rial change .... The object was in the main the -aim- then

U it i- now; to provide for the three great professions of theol

hnv, and phvMc. not only the best iti.-trix-iinn in those department-,

but that common basis of ////&amp;lt;//
inf,&amp;lt;rin&amp;lt;itii^ which might exercise

and enlarge the mind, Itef.nv it&amp;lt; attention was confined to the parti

cular bn&amp;gt;iness &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f th&quot;-e -t-veral calling- : and at the -amc time to

afford ingenious men an opportunity of displaying their talent- in

IbiJ.
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teaeL _ which com]

heiided all that wa&amp;gt; thought iu&quot;.-t important in Indium ki&amp;lt;

In thi- Kii My include*] ethic-, phy-ie?, and

metaphy.-ic; (to \vhich three heads the title of philosophy

ially given), and as a preparatory discipline, grammar, logic,

rhetoric, geometry, astronomy, and history, to \vhich the study of

the Greek language was, as early as the latter part of the fifteenth

century, commonly added&quot;. Copleston //
thi&amp;lt;n-tu-ly

J&amp;lt; Dec.

L825,

Charlemagne s design was the same as Alfred s
; viz., by means of

the intellectual culture, which Universities or Aca -oiitcmplate

and impart, to promote the glory of God and the wellbeiug of the

Church. &quot; Domnus Rex Carolus&quot;, says a writer of his life, &quot;a

Roma artis grammatics et computatorne niagistros seen in adduxit

Franciam, et ubique ytmlimn Uttrrannit. expandere jussit. Ante

ipsnm enim domniim Carolum Regeni in Gallia unllum fuerat stadium

Liberalium Artium.*

In like manner, but more fullv in his uwn Epistle to the Abbot

of Falda. &quot;Xotuin &amp;gt;it Deo placit;t devotioiii vestrse, ijiiia no- una

cum fidelibus nostris consideravimua utile essi-, ut Kjti-c -pi

monasteria, nobi&amp;gt;, Christo propitio, ad gubernandum rnnim

/ regularis vitae ordineui atque sane t a- religiuni&amp;gt; i-unvi-r-atii iiciii.

etiam in literarum //.&quot;///// . eis. qui donantf Domino discere

possunt, secundum umusrnjiis(|Ue cajiacitatem, doccudi ,-tudiuni

debt-ant inqiendere; qualiter sieut regularis imriiia 1&amp;lt;inic.?t&amp;lt;it&amp;lt; m /////////,

ita quoque doceudi et ili-ceudi iii^tantia &quot;rdii d &amp;gt;f ornet

-//,
et qui L ro placeiv appetuiit \ivcndi. ci plaei-n- non

negligant rect j

loqut-mli .f

Here two points are clear
; first, that l. cli-ion is not the imme-

ditae end of Charlemag tools, but of the rx^tiim monast. -ri.-.-,
;

and on the other hand, that -cimee or liti-ratnn- a- -in-h. \MH not

the einl. but. a.&amp;gt; I 1
;

:.l above, ill- ciilim-c i.f , lied.

t J !
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Those \\li.i learned to live well from monastic teaching, won- to learn

1 from collegiate or academic. He proceeds :

&quot;

Quamvis

enim melius sit bene facere, quam nosse, prius tamen est nosse quaui

&quot;. He wished then his schools to impart knowledge, and

that / -/ ihf- .&amp;lt;nk? of practice. Hence he goes on in the same letter to

notice the benefit for learning for a better understanding of Holy

Scripture.

I think it abundantly evident then that intellectual, and not

moral education is the direct end of a University; and the forma

tion of its members into particular Societies, and the institution of

separate bodies within its jurisdiction, is an additional evidence of

it. These were established to supply a want, to give that which

the University, from the nature of the case, could not give, though it

might and would attempt it, protection and security to its children

against the temptations of a great city, or at least against the disorders

y to a mixed multitude of students. Such would be Semi

naries for the secular clergy; such would be monastic communities,

urham and Gloucester Colleges in Oxford for the Benedictines
;

such Inns, Halls, and Chambers. These bodies did not set them

selves to teach any thing which could not be taught in the University ;

for the University taught theology in all its parts ;
but they protected

morals, and formed religious habits in those who otherwise would

have been exposed to the evils under which the German Univer

sities are said to lie in this day. I do not mean to say, that, in the

absence of the institution of the theological faculty here or there, a

Seminary or a College might not fulfil accidentally this function of

(he I liivn-.-ity ; but I am speaking here of the normal state of a

I niversity or College. And in -aying tliis it i- evident, I am mak

ing no admi-Moii to those who, as in the nueeifs &amp;lt;

..lieges among

us, would hani-h theology from the public teaching and confine it

to the private Soeiety ; tor though there \\eiv l&quot;ui\ er-ities in the

middle ago. without tin- th&amp;lt; i

1

faculty, yet tin n/,, ,// ,-,,/ truth

always /
&quot;/&quot;/ assumed a

/,/,/

i- ntered as truth into the s
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matter of all the km&amp;gt;\\ Ic-l^u which ally taught then.-, and

thus M implicitly present, and alcnt only accidentally.

Vid. what 1 have said 2, //.

I set down the following extracts from Papal bulls or letters, not

in proof of what I think cannot be doubted, but simply as an histo

rical record. According to them Universities are
&quot; institutions for

the promotion of letters and the sciences, tending to the defence of

the faith and the welfare of
society&quot;.

Boniface the Eighth, of Rome :

&quot; Ferventi non imrnerito desiderio

ducimur, quod eadem urbs, quam diviua bonitas tot gratiarnm

dntibus insignivit, scientiarum etiam fiat fecunda muneribus, ut

viros producat consihi maturitate conspicuos, virtutum redimitos

ornatibus, ac diversarum facultatum dogmatibus erudites, sitque ibi

fons scientiarum irriguus, de cujus pleuitudine hauriant universi

liberalibus cupieutes imbui documentis&quot;. Caraf. De Gymnas. Rom.,

p. 573.

And Innocent the Seventh: &quot;Cum litterurum studia et boua-

rum artium doctrinae, prater sitrnrnam ct mnnifestissimam utili-

tatem, quam privatim atque publice afferuut, maximum ornamentum

Ugnitatem illis civitatibius ct loeis, in quibus ipsa vigcin,

praebere videautur, et cum pace ac tranquillitate, cujns nos ease cupi-

ilis-iiiios pruh temur, maxime sint conjuncta, decrcvinius,Deo anctore,

hujusmodi studia per longissima spatia hactenus intermi.-sa, in hoc

tempore Pontificatus ad hanc urbem reducere, et omni fomento ea

rursus excitare, ut homines per eraditionem vrritatrm veram agim-

scant, ct Deo atquc legibus parem mldi&amp;gt;i-aut&quot;. Vl&amp;lt;\. Caraf. De

mnas. Kmi)., p. 10S.

Again, Benedict the Fourteenth :
u

&amp;lt;Miaut;i reipnblicK commoda

ubvc-iiiant ex publicis studioruin t iii\-&amp;lt;M--itatilui-, in ijuilui- Imuaniin

artium ac scientiarum documents in^cnii.-i- ju\cntuti tradimtiir, mn-

niiuii judicii.i
et felifi cxjuTifiitii i cvidciiti&amp;gt;.-iiiir constat; ilum per

huininv- umximi liluTulilius di-ri|ilini- r\riilt&amp;lt;is iit|iic cxpulitus, tutius

civitati- mcrr-, ad ;i ijnitat- ili iicm conformare solent,

rt ii. ililni- -lui.- judici [ landabiliter
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. pluraqur homiiium usibu-
pn&amp;gt;!icua

iuveniri pas-im cn.-pi-

ciuntur, ut reliqua
1 omne* privata ct publiea res prudeuter utilitev

4 1 ic adininistrari&quot;. Ibid., p. 636.

Ill like manner, Nicholas the Third, of Paris :

&quot; Dum attentse

Mcratiuiiis iudagine perscrutamur, quod per litteraruni studia...

viri eificiautur scieutiis eruditi, per quos Scriptnranun veritas

explicating erudiuutur rudcs, provecti ad altiora concrescuut, et

fide* Catholica invalescit&quot;, etc. Launoi. Stipr.

Urban the Fifth, of Vienna :
&quot; Commissa3 nobis speculations

aeiem exteudentes, fidelibus ipsis ad queerenda litterarum studia, per

quoi diviui uomiuis, suseque fidei catholics cnltus protenditur, jus-

titia colitur, tarn puVdica, quamprivata res geritur utiliter, omnisque

I

t-ritas humanaj couditionis augetur, libenter favores gratiosos

impendimos&quot;, etc. &quot;(. um itaque ipse Dux [Rodolphus] ad solum

et utilitatem et prusperitateni hnjusniodi reipublic;v, et incolarum

ducatus sui Austria 1

. &amp;gt;cil rtiam aliarum partium vicimarum lauda-

biliter iuteudeus, m Villa sua Wienuensi phu-imum dcsideret fieri ct

ordinari per sedeni apostolicam Studium Generale in qualibet facultate,

ut ibidem fido ipsa dilatetur, erudiautur simplices, requitas servetur,

jiulicii crescat ratio, et intellectus homiuum augeatur ;
nos etc.

lervcuti dc.-iderio ducimur, quod Ducatus et Villa pra dicta .scieutia-

riini immeribus amplientur, ut viros producant consilii maturitate

picuus, virtutcm redimitos ornatibus, ac diversarum facultatuni

dogmatibofi erudites, sitque ibi scientiarum fous irriguus, de cujus

plfuitiidiiie hauriaut universi, literarum cupientes inibui document i-&quot;.

Kullar. Airilrrt 1., p. 53.

Martin the l- ittli, nf Louvaiu :

l&amp;gt;

Nuper oxhibita petitio con-

tiuebat, qimd in l.)ucatn ]!nilianti;v etc. . . .iiullus locus esse noscitur,

in (jiiu saltcin (M-iici-;ilc \ i-.vit Studium Literarum, nude partium

illarum pleriqiie vi. l hujusmodi litterarum inijici-itia
1

subjacent, \el in

tis
]&amp;gt;artilni

6 balici; itia- liiiju-nioili in eis BCCtantes

.. Qaod inter catera yirtatum opera, ilia diviiup

pliiriinuiu nullateuus anibi^iintur, ):i |ii;i-
:id

q)ifinluiu .-ingulare virtutiiin diadema ilfi- qui srientiaruiii
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eanmdem &amp;gt;itiunt arquiivre maruaritam. npportums n/mcdii-

anxiliaribns commodi-. &amp;gt;ubvi-nti. iilium efficaciter impertitur,

rale literarum Stadium ordinati dc&amp;gt;idcrant, ut inibi disriplhhT

atque sapientia? se .studiis exercentes. sibi ot aliis im.-lii &amp;gt;]!.-, effici

valeant, et partiam illarura prosperitatis auctore Domino facilius

incrementum sequatur nos pium eorumdem desiderium, per quod

scientiaruin fons, ex quo ad Dei laudem et gloriam haurire
p&amp;lt;:&amp;gt;

singuli viri consilii maturitate persf}iicui, virtutum et dogmatum

ornatibus redimiti succedaDt, plurimum commendantes&quot;, etc. Privil.

Acad. Louvan. 17

Clement the Sixth, of Prague : &quot;... fidelibus ipsis ad qua?renda

literarum studia, per qua3 divini nomiuis suaeque catholicte fidei

cultus protenditur, jnstitia colitur, tarn publica quam privata res

geritur utiliter omnisque prosperitas humanie conditionis angetur,

-ratiosos hbentar favores impendinius&quot;. Vid. Monument. Hi&amp;gt;r.

rnivers. Carolo-Ferdin.

Eugenitis the Fourth, of Caen: &quot;Dnm pensamus quantum litterarum

studia ad profugandas ignorantiie teuebras commoditatis, tarn publii-;i-

quam privatrc, .^piritnalis ac temporali.s, mundo conferant umv&amp;lt;

ex (juibus advcr.su&amp;gt; lia-i iifirmatur fides, Dei cultus an^ctur,

aiiiuianuu consulitur saluti, pax ct tranquillitas inter homines pro-

curatur, dispensantur bouis praemia, mali supplk i^ puuimitur,

humaiuv.- c.&amp;gt;nditionis ampliatur ]&amp;gt;V .-]H-rita?, culitur retina virtutum

justitia, Ecclesia militans ex eamm ubemmis fructilms
&amp;gt;]&amp;gt;iritualitcr

ct tcmporalitor confuvetur&quot;, etc. Dacher. . 3, p. 7 &quot;_ .

All Irfinchc-? of kn&amp;lt;nrl,

Educal

1 ha\.

all kno\\lc. imt imply tliat in in

parti tj iniylit imt l.c ddiciciit in tlii- IT that I&amp;gt;rain-Ii. or
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that it might n&amp;lt;

j

ial attention to one branch over the rest
;

l&amp;gt;ut only that all branches of knowledge were presupposed or

implied, and none omitted on principle. Universities would natu

rally commence with Arts, and might, at least for a time, have no

Professor or Teacher of Theology; but the truths of Theology would

from the first be taken for granted and used, whenever they naturally

entered into the subject of the Lectures which were given in Philosophy

or (if so be) the Languages. Or this or that University might be

a special school for Law or for Medicine
;

still it would be on the

same type as other Universities, being by accidental circumstances

drawn aside in one particular direction. Just as any church or

cathedral implies chancel, nave, aisles, etc., yet need not be built in

all its parts at once, yet would from the first presuppose and make

provision for all those parts ;
or even when finished, might be

remarkable for the length of its chancel or nave, or its height, or

fur its Lady Chapel ;
and again, as a church never might be

finished, or might be made in parts of bad materials, or might

gradually become dilapidated, or be virtually demolished in

whole or part; in like manner we may find much irregularity or

incon-istency in the studies or in the annals of a given Univer

sity, yet this without any prejudice to the ideal upon which it is

n instructed, and which it professes and binds itself to fulfil.

I n i versifies, which fell under these various suppositions, would

still be the same in kind, one with another
;
and they would be

specifically different from an Academical Institution which began by

putting aside Theology, as a science which was not to be recognised.

Accordingly \\ e need not be surprised to find that Law was especially

cultivated at Bologna, and Medicine at Salerno
; nay that other

Italian Universities, from the circumstance of their civil origin,

in&amp;gt;tead of being simple schools of Liberal Knowledge, wer&amp;lt;

llubcr tells I,., eminently practical&quot;. The same author says, on

the other hand,
&quot; So surpassing was the pre-eminence ..f Arts,

embrai i it did, .ill the other Sciences ;:nd the new
philo.-ophv,

that it .\hetlier the term FocuUoa \- -Irietlv
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to the M

i^-rew up by tlir -id&amp;lt; .( Arts, but

r gained strength to compete with t! . nor has the prin

ciple ever been attacked, that the University has its foundation in

Arts&quot;.* He observes too, that, &quot;had not the coming in of Cano

nical Law evolved new materials, Theology might perhaps not even

have constituted a separate Faculty&quot;: for, &quot;as a science, it had

unfolded itself entirely out of the old studies, and could not lie-

red from them&quot;.f Again, we have, according to Antony a

Wood, as referred to by Keuffel, a curious state of scholastic

disorder at Oxford in the middle of the twelfth century, on the first

introduction of lectures on Roman Law. Highborn and lowborn

flocked to the new Professor who came from Lombardy and Bee
;

and Arts began to be neglected and to decline. The change of

studies was mischievously promoted by the lucrative character of the

new science. Thereby too the very idea of a University \\as

impaired, fur there ceased to be a course or circle of studies.

&quot;This saltu-?, or skipping from one science to another&quot;, sa\

Wood, &quot;before they have hardly made an entry, caused much

abruption in literature, and a great displeasure in critical and

knowing men that lived in those times; and especially fur this cause,

that they, who had spent many years in Arts, and hud therefore

gained great respect, were now with their doctrine neglected

by upstarts&quot;. j Roger Bacon (cent, xiii.), as might be supposed, wa-

opposed to the change. The students were now considered to fall

under three classes, \vhich had their names given them :
&quot; the

Shallow&quot; who did not study Arts at all; the
&quot;Ragged&quot;

or
&quot;Patchy,&quot;

who crammed up, as we should now say, fmm abstract- or formi.

and the
&quot;

Solid&quot;, who, after laying a deep foundation, \\ent on (&amp;lt;

biiild upon it. As time went on, this Mate movement, for

to ha\e -.cited the alarm ot the Holy See, ami 1 ope Innocent

&quot;1. L, p t Hi. i
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published a (/ institution, prohibiting the admission of Lawyers to

tical dignities in France, England, Scotland, Spain, and

Hungary. The \\nnl- of Matthew Paris, speaking of the middle of

the thirteenth century, are remarkable :

&quot; Et jam fere omnes scho-

. iutactis gramruatices rudimeiitis. auctoribus et philosophis, ad

Leges properant audiendas, quas constat non esse de nuniero Artium

Liberalium; Artas eni/n L* se appetuntur. Leges autem

ut .suluria ac/j t/rn/itt/

That a University was really, in its idea, the seat of all learning

is plain from its very name : in saying which I am not taking my
stand upon the derivation of the word, but upon its recognised

meaning, however it came to mean it. &quot;Academic institute sunt&quot;,

Moriuus (Ordin. Hi. 13 fin.), &quot;ad quas, velut ad studiorum et

-rii-ntiarmu emporia, undique concnrsum est
;

in quibus doctrina

Christiana perfecting, diligentius, ndidius, quam in Collegiis

et Seminariis clericorum tradita est&quot;. As to the meaning of the

word, authors are divided in opinion ;
some explaining it of a

universality of studies, others of students. As, however, it is the

variety of its schools which brings students from all parts, and the

variety of its members which demands so many subjects of teaching,

it does not matter much how we settle the derivation of the word.

Anv how, it is certain that the word must soon have acquired the

sense of universality of students, from the use of the word Univer-

-, in the civil law.

I .-hall set down here some definitions or descriptions of the

\\ord, a- I have ftuind them.

1. Krrrpti im.i esl VM\ l. niversitatis ant Studii Generalis vel

I niver-alis : et.-i nee id satis constet, qui Uuiversitatis vox hue

tr.uta -it. ( miring, dc A/iti^u. Acad. Siippl., i. 7.

2.
&quot; In his etsi universa doctrina et rerum humanarum divina-

nimque -cientia prnpnnitiir. inin in ilium finuin sunt in.-titut.i
1

, ar

I iiiver.-itatiui) iiuincii siuit adejita , ]iariiin tain.-n l::n telius ill

rrrinn natural iuin .i.itlii iuatici.- etr ^tinn est&quot;

/ -hillisti l i. II. II.
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3. &quot;

II;&amp;gt; Micrunt jmlilic.T, i|ii&amp;lt;

&amp;gt;d pa.--;im

in illi- tradeivntnr ; nee tantum clericifl, au&amp;lt;

!crmn a--nnirndis, pront schola- Kpiscop
;

oninilni- indif-

ittji- aduk ?centibn&amp;gt; patereut : 1114110 inde paulatim (Jniversitates,

id est, scholar uuiversales, dici coeperunt&quot;-
-Van Espen, vol. i. p. 549.

4. Denomiuationes Studii Geueralis et Universitatis, inde scholis

de quibus nuiic ago, attribute [sunt], qu&amp;lt;id
&amp;gt;cientue universes in illis,

proponebantur, cum contra in scholis cathedralibus, monasticis, et qme

pr;vterca autehac excitata? erant. (jiui dam tantum doctrina? juventtiti

tradcrentur. Aliam tamen notionem vocabulo Uuiversitatis assignat

Habcrus (de jure civ., ii. 3. 2) existimans, titulura hunc acadc-

niiis conipetere, qnatenus jurisdictioneni babent, et certo constant

regimine : sed monet Thomasius ad ilium locum, non respici ad hunc

signification, sed ad universitatem studiorum Keuffel, Hi

Origin, et Progress. Schol., p. 319.

5. Vocantur scholoe publics celebres Universitates, vcl nuncupa

tions desumpta ab uuivcrsis scientiis, qtioe in eis edocentur
;

vel si

non omnes scientise legantnr, ab universis taincn audionda&quot;
1 ct ad.

disccndic aliqiiC traduntur. Mcndo, &amp;lt;l&amp;lt; jar? Ar&amp;lt;nl&amp;lt;
ii&amp;lt;-&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt;

iuit.

G. &quot;UnivtT.-itt -: ocule ou coll(\-v dam It.-qurl on ciisi igne tonics

les sciences&quot; Encyclop. Mti]i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt;li
i&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;

.

7. &quot;On appela le (.oiiiii&quot;si.-
Univi-rsiti dr.- i-tiidc-^

;
ct enfiu

simplement
l Universit6

, pour marquer qu en ne seulr ville on

enseignait tout ce qtf il t-tait utile de savoir&quot; Flmi-y. des

Etudes, 8.

8. &quot;University: a school, where all aii&amp;gt; and faculties are

.-tlldird&quot;. JnllUSOn.

!. &quot;A
(&quot;niversity,

such as Oxford was made, i- a joining l-

r. and an iururporation under on&amp;lt; nmeiit, of many pul)lic

iu uiu- r tli.- Mini. twn r city. &quot;I i- a
|&amp;gt;la&amp;lt;v

fur ihr iv-

rcpti&quot;ii
&quot;f .ill pcnplf tint (l.--iiv t&quot; learn; n ]nv-eiiting the \\lmle

Knii \\lierein it i-, nay the \\lmlc \\nrld.
&amp;gt;aitli,

i

HHI&amp;gt; !
euiiie tu it. and :iri|iiire

durtrinc

and .A \\ 1. i.
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In. &quot; In the.-e public schools or academic-, which were founded

at Padua. Modena, Napl.
-

ua, Toulouse, Salamanca, Lyons,

Cologne, and in other places, the whole circle of the sciences then

known was not taught, but only certain parts of it, or some parti

cular sciences. That at Paris, which exceeded all others in various

iv-pects, as well as in the number both of teachers and students,

was the first to embrace all the arts and sciences
;
and therefore

first became a University, or, as it was expressed, Studium Uni-

versale&quot;. Mosheim, EwL Hist., vol. ii. p. 529. London, 1841.

11. &quot;Hitherto the public studies had been limited to certain

branches of learning : but, as the views or desires of men were

enlarged, the whole circle of sciences, as far as the allotted period of

time would allow, did not appear to be an object beyond the compre-

jion of youthful minds. Schools then, which professed to em

brace all the sciences within their walls, and to appoint masters to

each, were properly denominated Universities &quot;. Berringtou s

J//(A/- &amp;lt; J
, /&?, p. 35 1.

12. &quot; Hitherto only the Trivium and Quadrivium had been

taught in these schools, but the newly awakened zeal for philosophical

theology now led distinguished men to establish courses of lectures

on this subject apart from the cathedral and conventual schools,

though in a certain degree connected with them. To these were

added, one after another, lectures on canon law, on medicine, and

tin- art.-, and in this way the first University was formed by a

congregating together of these various teachers&quot;. Gieseler, Text.

vol. ii. p. -,i:l, ed. 1 *:. ,(;.

l. I. &quot;Themes celebrated was that of Paris. It was adorned

iin &amp;gt;re than any other by the multitude, the rank, and the diligence

of its student-, and by the abilities and various acquirements of its

re; and since, uhile other academies coiilined their in

struction- t &amp;gt; particular bran. -lies of -deuce, that of Paris alone

pretended to embrace the entire range, it \\a? the first which

the title of I in &quot;. Waddm-ton - Ch. I It- ., p.
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j 3.

I DO not know that it is worth while to say in the words of others

what i^ so evident when stated by any one; but as I am engaged in

referring to authors who have gone before me, I will set down two

passages on this subject.

&quot; Much we are told from day to
day&quot;, says Dr. Copleston, of

the folly of pedantry. The fully is indeed ridiculous, and it is

seldom spared. But the pedant in chemistry, or in physic-.

least as disagreeable an animal as the pedant in classical learning ;

and the pedant in political economy is not disagreeable only, but dan

gerous. . . Never, while the world lasts, will it be wholly disabused

of that specious error, that the more there is crammed into a young

man s mind, whether it stays there or not, whether it is digested or

not, still the wiser he is. . . A half-educated father hears that

Lectures are read in Chemistry, Botany, Mineralogy, etc., etc., at one

place, and his son is learning nothing of this sort at school. Incapable

of judging how mental powers are improved by continual e

and how the moral character is in a great measure formed by the

study of good authors, he fancies that when the grammar \&amp;gt;f a lan

guage is learned, all further attention to that Ian. lo.-t time,

and then there is nothing new gained, because there i- n&amp;lt;&amp;gt; new name.

If the boy is captivated by the novelty and variety uf the ~tudi&amp;lt;-&amp;gt;

which is presented to him, he seldom returns with any relish to

philological pursuits. !!&amp;lt; m.iy become a skilful agriculturist, an

improver of manufactures, an useful i r uf roads, mine-, and

canals; but all that distinguishing grace which a liberal education

imparts, he foregoes for ever. It cannot be acquired in a late

period of life, if the morning of his day a occupied with

other cares, or the intellectual habi &amp;gt;-ttIcd in different form-

and po-tures. If,
-, .ft en happen.-, these matters I

into the car, but take i i &amp;lt;,f the mind, th&amp;gt;-i&amp;gt;- i- in-t only

a mural blank, but an intellectual I..:
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and invention, a d.-avth of historical and poetical illustration, a void

of nil those idea- which decorate and enliven truth, which enable

to view over again the times that are past, to combine the

produce of widely-distant ages, and to multiply into one another

the component parts of each. The experiment is a correct one. I

have seen it tried
;
and have witnessed the melancholy and irrepa

rable result&quot;. Reply to the Edinlvrcjli Review.

An interesting Essay on University Education has lately been

published by Dr. Tappan of New York. As, however, is to be

expected in a work of his school, there are many opinions expressed

in it, which a Catholic will think not only false, but extravagant and

unreal
;
but still passages may be found there, which I gladly would

quote in illustration of the views I have been maintaining, and the

more readily, because they are the result of experience in national

experiments in education. He has a keen sense, for instance, of the

evils of which I am at present speaking.
&quot; We have destroyed the

charm of
study&quot;,

In peaking of his own country,
&quot;

by hurry and

unnatural pressure, and we have rendered our scholarship vague and

superficial. We have not fed thought by natural supplies of know-

led. We have not disciplined mind by guiding it to a calm

and profound activity; but we have stimulated acquisition to pre

ternatural exertions, and have learned, as it were, from an Ency

clopedia the mere names of sciences, without gaining the sciences

themselves The highest institutions will set the tone of

(duration. And this we see realized in schools of every grade for

both . Our schools for boys, our schools for girls, present

on the pro.-pertus a formidable curriculum of studies, and immature

brings of sixteen or seventeen are carried through the mathem.-

the natural sciences, general history, the philosophy of history,

belles-lettres, and metaphysics, together with two or three languages,

and various polite accomplishments. These higher branches too,

are often tan-lit in lecture- adapted rather to I &quot;ui\ er&amp;gt;ities than to

elementary The popular growth of education j.~ n,,t the

orderlv and gradual gro\\tli of mind a&amp;lt; it&amp;gt; o\\n innate



Al

but an inn i&quot;H- deglutition

of knr.v. uheiv the mental dige-tinji is e-timated arn.rdini;- t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

the rapidity with which these subjects are
di&amp;gt;p&amp;gt;

The move

. tin- moiv book-. tin 1 more branches of knowledge in a given

time, the faster the process goes on .... We forget, that, although

we can quicken the labours of our hands, and increase the power and

scope of our machinery, we may not overlay the organise power of

nature
;
and that, as trees have their time to grow, and harvests

their time to ripen, so the mind of man must grow from infancy to

childhood, from childhood to
youth&quot; &c., pp. 51, 54.

This evil is of long standing in America. I had occasion myself

to remark on it nearly thirty years ago in a review of a book of

Travels, in which just a similar mode of education, if it can so be

called, was praised.
&quot; We find that, in the space of four years, the

student, whose age need not exceed fourteen, in addition to a long

and varied list of books, attends lectures in chemistry, miner

alogy, geology, natural philosophy, metaphysics, ethics, and theology,

engages in forensic disputations, and is moreover expected to be

connected with one or other of three literary societies
,
established

among them. A range of literature and science of this nature is

not only unfavourable to the aeijni-ition ( .f classical learning, but

detrimental to application of any kind. Mr. Duncan indeed is of

opinion, that, although Yale College, in the United States, may not

&quot;produce many writers in mathematics to surpass those of Cam

bridge, or giants in Greek literature to wrest the palm from those of

Oxford, it is very probable that it will send forth a ^reater propor

tion of men, -\\hose mind- are .-ImiUlij Im/nul fn &amp;lt;&amp;gt;r&amp;lt;l&amp;lt; r and activitv,

and &amp;gt;tored with those elements of knowledge, which are available

in almost every situation, and which may be -aid In in&amp;gt;iuv to their

possessor a ,
i

&amp;lt;//&amp;lt;_//

train
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

t/iinLin&amp;lt;/
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

i-li to \\hirh, by his inclination or t: -ncies of his future

he may lie led . To n&amp;gt;,
In- ueh a COUTSe .-eeins likely

:it use the youthful mind by it- variety, than to rimrli it

\\ith it- abuiidan Tin--,- u ho \\\\\\ at too miieli nf h-n .-ml in
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nothing. To enforce quickness in investigation and patience

in reseaivh. to -i\v the power of grappling with difficulties, accuracy

of thought, and clearness of reasoning, to form the judgment, to

refine the taste, to instil delicacy of feeling and a quick perception

of poetical beauty, objects such as these have surely range enough

to fill the most capacious mind, and magnificence enough to satisfy

the most exalted spirit, even if the student left the scene of study

with little besides the accidental knowledge, which discipline of this

nature could not fail to impart&quot;.

&amp;gt;
I. The Branches of Knowledgeform one n-hole.

IT is curious how negligent English writers seem to be just now of

the necessity of comprehensiveness and harmony of view, in their

pursuit of truth in detail. The very word Encyclopaedia ought to

suggest it to them ; but the alphabetical order has assimilated the

-rent undertaking so designated to a sort of Dictionary of portions

and departments of knowledge. Coleridge indeed, a man of philo

sophical mind, has felt the evil, and planned the Encyclopedia

\\ith which he was connected, on a truer idea; but if I have a right

to judge by such specimens as I have met with, he is an exception.

Sinn beginning these Discourses I took down an Encyclopaedia of

name, hoping ii \\niild give me light on the subject I was considering.

1 turned out the word &quot;Philosophy&quot;, there was no article on it,

but a rei erenee, &quot;see Natural&quot;, &quot;see Moral&quot;. I turned out

Seieiiee, ami found instead a notice to the effect that, whereas each

science \\ill be found di.-cus&amp;gt;cd under its own name, there is here a

vaeant place t .&amp;gt;r enumerating some entertaining problems or curi-

i.Hties etc.,
in science; and then followed some such as &quot;the Invi.-i-

ble(iiiT . \eiitriloi|iii.sin,
-u-ar from ..Id IM-&amp;gt;. etc., etc. I turned out

29
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various other i but I could Irani nothing about &quot;truth&quot;.

&quot;knoulrdgo&quot;, etc., the Mibjr-rt- ni which I was in search. I had

recourse to the article on Metaplr. M even that did nut supply

the d&amp;lt;;&amp;gt;ideratum.

Hi-ally wise persons, whatever their religious feelings, have frit

it- importance. Hugo de St. Victore has a Treatise de Studio

Legc-iidi, in which he treats of philosophy and its
part&amp;lt;.

I It-

- that philosophy is
&quot; Studium sapientiae&quot; (i. 3), and saplentia

is
&quot;

compreheusio rernm prout sant&quot; (vi. 14.); or more largely,

&quot;

discipline omnium rerum humanarum atque divinarum rationes

plene investigans&quot;. Consequently there are as many parts

of philosophy as there are &quot;rerum diversitates&quot; (i. 5). For this

reason &quot;

Philosophia est ars artium, et disciplina disciplinarum&quot;

(ii. 1), and &quot; omnes artes ad unum Philosophise tendunt terminum&quot;

(ii. 18). After dividing off and enumerating the arts and sciences,

he continues
(iii. 3, etc.) :

&quot; Ex his omnibus scientiis septem specialiter decreverant antiqui

in studiis suis, ad opus erudiendonim, in quibus tantam utilitatem

prne caeteris omnibus perspexernnt, ut quisquis harum disciplinam

finniter percepisset, ad .iliarum notitiam pn-ti-a inquirendo magi

rxeivendi , quani andiendn pcrveniivt. Sunt enim quasi optima

qu.rdam instrumenta et rudimenta, qiiibus via paratur animo ad

plenam philosophicae veritatis notitiam. Hinc trivium ct quadrivium

iimncn accepit, eo qiiod iis quasi quibu.sdam vii- vivax aninn,

ta sophia- iutroeat Ilinc jn-ofrctn accidit oo teinpon-

[Pythagone] tot fui r sipirntes, ut plura ipsi scriberent quam nos

mils. Schulastici autem nostri aut volunt aut nesciuut

nioduui congruum in discendo servare, et idcirco multos studentes,

paucos sapieutcs iuveuiiuus Mihi videtur prinium opera danda

artibus, ubi fnidanicnta sunt oiniiiiini. rt pura &amp;gt;ini]lex(juc

vorita~ :qii-ritur,
ni.ixiiin his -rjitein ijuas pr;x-dixi, qua- tntius philn-

^opliia- instruiii ! it !I;i
-

[uidnn ita &amp;gt;il-i . oli.-i-rrin .

.dtcmi- viri iui ratimiilm- indigent, ut. M nna dcfiu-rit, phi-

liiini t an-iv noli
\

midr milii \ idmtiir, ijiii
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mtondeiite- talem in artilm* coha-routiam, quasdam sibi ex ip

i-ligunt. i- intactis. his se po^c fieri
perfe&amp;lt;-t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;~ putant.

.... &amp;gt;unt quidcm, qui, lictt ex iis qiue legenda suut, nihil praeter-

mittant. nulli tamcn arti quod suum est tribuere iiorunt
;
sed

singulis legunt omnia. In grammatica de syllogismorum ratione

disputant, etc., etc Cum legeris artes, et quod unius cuj usque

sit proprium agnoveris disputando et couferendo, tune dennun

ratioms singularum invieem conferre licebit, et ex alterna conside-

rotione vicissim qua- i:,inus prius iutellexeras investigari. Noli mul-

tiplicare diverticula, quoadusque semitas didiceris. Securus discurres,

cum errare non timueris
&quot;

iii. 3 H.

He brings in Literature thus :

&quot; Duo sunt genera script ararurn.

Primum genus est earum quag proprie Artes appellantur; secuudum

e-t earum, quap sunt appendentia Artium. Artes sunt quse Philoso-

\)\i\x supponiuitur, id est, qivx, aliquam certam et determinatatu

Philosophic materiam habent, ut est grammatica, dialectica, et

NTU hujusmodi. Appendentia Artium sunt, qu& tantum ad

Philusophiain spectant, id i-st, qune in aliqua extra Philosophiam

matcria vei sautur, aliquando tamen qusedam ab Artibus discerpta

spar.&amp;lt;im
et confuse attingunt, vel si simplex uarratio e-t, viam ad

Ptiilo&amp;gt; }thiam pra?parant. Hujusmodi suut omnia pndarum carmina,

ut .siint tragcdia. , coinedia-, &amp;gt;atyra;,
heruica quoque et lyrica, ft

iambica et dida.-calia qiurdam ;
fabuhe quoque rt histmia

&quot;,

&amp;lt;

iii. 4.

Again, an eloquent \vriteriu the Dublin Review gives the follouiu-

omit of a Tract of St. Bouaventura -
:

&quot; From God, the Fuiital

Light, all ilhuniiKitioii d. M-.-nd.s to man. The Divine Light, from

\vhicli. a&amp;gt; from its source, all human science emanates, is of four

kind;-: the inferior light, the exterior light, tlie interior light, and

the superior light. The inferior light, that of sensitive knowledge,

illuiniiialr- in re.-p ct of tin.- natural forms of corporeal ulijcet-,

\\hich are manifi^ted to n.-, by the li\e senses. It- raii^ doea Hot

rMelid be\oi,d tliekll&quot;\\! -.-n&amp;gt;il lie t i , COnd, 01

extern. il li.ulit of ineeli.tnieal art. illuminate- in re.,peet of art



&quot;. .\riT.Nin \.

fan- lloniln no whole circle of tliosc arts which aim at

proteninii man from the weather, clothing, feeding, healing him

when sick, and the theatrical art .5 directed to his recreation. Thus

it includes all productions of the needle and the loom, all works in

iron and other metals, stone, and wood
;

all products and all prepa

rations of food
;

all navigation and commerce, which superintend

the transit or the exchange of these
;
medicine in its widest sense,

and music with the arts belonging to it. Manifold as are the

objects of this light, it is all concerned with artificial productions ;

it touches only one side of human nature ;
it deals with man almost

exclusively as an animal
;

it is directed to supply his bodily needs

and console his bodily infirmities. The third, or interior light, is

that of philosophical knowledge ;
its object is intelligible truth. It

is threefold, for we may distinguish three sorts of verities, truth of

language, truth of things, and truth of morals. . . . Lastly, the

fourth, or superior light, is that of grace and of the Holy Scripture,

which illuminates in respect of saving truth. . . Thus the fourfold

light, descending from above, has yet six differences, which set

forth so many degrees of human knowledge and science. There is

the light of sensitive knowledge, the light of the mechanical arts,

the light of rational philosophy, the light of natural philosophy, the

light of moral philosophy, and the light of grace and Holy Scrip

ture. And so
,
adds the saint, there are six illuminations in

this life of ours, and they have a setting, because all this knowledge

shall be destroyed. And therefore there Micceedeth to them the

nth day of rest % which has no setting, and that is the illumina

tion uf
.ulory&quot;,

etc. Dull/in R Dec. 1851.

&quot;I ttio
, says the Sacred Congregation, de Studii.s mode-

randis, under Leo the Twelfth,
&quot; rerum . itionmn, qn.-e no!, is

naturaliter insculpta e-t, ut ord mis ideam noliis patef ai iat. Ilinc

S. Angosturas, Ul i-itnr IHVUM- seternse Le-is notionem, &amp;lt;|ii.-e

illlpl-fxa ll iliis 68t, i[ii:illtmii V:dn,, vol,is c\pi; i|ii;
(

tt oiiinia -in( onlinuti-im.i
;
on In aiilrni, sive |&amp;gt;ariiiiu

di-],;n-iiniii|iic rennn sua euiquc loca nilnioi-
di.&amp;gt;po-iti&quot;\

i pafitiu-
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incondite vagari : sed unauiqnamque inter suos fines constituit.

Hiuc est quod in Physicis, in Mctaphysici-, ac Moralibus, imrno in

toto sciontiarum regno pulchenirna dispositio enitet, quae oculos

mentemque mirum in modum perstringit. De scientiarum itaque

atque Artium pra-cellenti hannonia pauca delibare fas erit, ut Ado-

cscentium animos erigere, et in eis Sapiential aniorern valeamus

cxcitare
&quot;,

etc. Card. Bartazzolii Paraenesis, apud Collect. Leg. de

rect. Stud. rat. Rom. 1828.

&quot;Amongst so many great foundations of Colleges in Europe&quot;,

s Lord Bacon,
&quot;

I find it strange that they are all dedicated to

professions, and none left free to arts and sciences at large. For,

if men judge that learning should be referred to action, they judge

well
;
but in this they fall into the error described in the ancient

fable, in which the other parts of the body did suppose the stomach

had been idle, because it neither performed the office of motion, as

the limbs do, nor of sense, as the head doth
;
but yet, notwith

standing, it is the stomach that digesteth and distribiitetli to all the

rest : so, if any man think Philosophy and Universality to be idle

studies, he doth not consider that all professions are from thence

ved and supplied. And this I take to be a great cause that hath

hindered the progression of learning, because these Fundamental

Knowledges have been studied but in
passage&quot;

Advancement of

5. A ml it rf m/i/
j

/ri,,. ./&amp;lt;!, ,,(//.

ujusdam arti- ;\&amp;lt;l in^ilim-ri- aut liumilis quoque,

ac vilis pmios ir, (jui,
-i -it .-iipi-i-lm-, nn ilium aut pra-cipuam

.inniiiin censeat, aut nun crrtc e\i&amp;gt;tinian jn tat, ac contrmlat
;

il!iuli|iK adt u rn-M-il ..tuin, ut rll . riv qin-mquc artriu .-iiani
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i t laudi tiani alii- oinnibu- anti-puiiere, licoro no

pi urn es.se arbitrentur. Gramma unum putat sapnv, dr-i-

plurianx- : Philosophic n.Thjuos miseretur ut pecudes ;
Juri.

-ultus alios omnes deridet; Theologos despicit ;
non quod sc

creteras artes ignorare dicant, ant prae se ferant, immo nibil cunctan-

tur coiifirmare sua ilia una disciplina reliquas universas prsstautius

claudi ac contineri, quam iu libris eorum qui de illis nominatim

tradidernnt.

&quot;

1. us apud Ciceronem omae disciplinarian atque artium

genus cognitione juris contineri nssevcrat
;

et quidcm, si diis placet,

libcllo xii. tabularum
;
hoc idem nostri Jurisconsulti habent persua-

sissimum. Grammaticus totam philosophiam, quam late se diffun-

dit, historicorum et poetarum libris contineri autumat
; quos quum

habeat in mauibus, nihil sit quod Aristotele aut Platone indigeat.

Quam artem rite percipient ac tradent, qui earn alieuissimis in locis

habitare consent, et illinc esse petendam, ubi vix illius sit

vestigium ullum inveuire ? Idcirco videas falsissima atque absur-

dU-ima in omnibus artibus asseverari ab
ii.s, qui illas violenter

exprimunt ab auctoribus, qui nliquid eorum obiter et quasi aliud

agentes attigerunt. Quot ab.sunla in pliilosophiu dogmata ab

traxernut uriginem, quum inulti veterum non ilium ut

I lietain legerent, sed ut pliilnsoplium doctissimum ct

\ i.-Mimun? Ludov. dt- Viv.
/,/. .I//., i. 3.

&quot; The strength of all scienci ngth of the old m;in\

it,
in the band. For the harmony of a science, supporting

each part the other, is, and ought t be, the true and brief confu

tation and Mippiv-.-ioii of all the smaller sorts of
obj&amp;lt;

: but, on

the other side, if you take out every axiom, a&amp;gt; the sticks of the

by one, ynu may quarrel \\ith them, and bend them and

break them at your plea-mv. . . Fm- \\,-re it not better for a in;in

in a fair room, to set up 01 lit, &amp;lt;r branehing eandlestirk of

h;in t&quot; go about \\iih a -mall \\atdi candle into every

con: A /c. . i.

lh i /
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much to our purpose here, though

it is too long to present before the reader except in extracts. It is

entitled Keilox: /rales sur 1 Utilite dcs Belles-Lettres, et

&amp;gt;ur les Inconveniens du gout exclusif, qui parait s rtablir en favour

Matlu-matiques et de la Physique&quot;.

It was occasioned by the same circumstances which led to

(ribbon s Essay on the Study of Literature. The writer is tracing

the history of modern literature, and observes :

&quot;De la Grammaire naquit la Critique. Celle-ci entreprit d

abord de pnrger les anciens textes, des fautes que 1 ignorance ou 1

inattention des copists y avaient introduites, etc. . . . Peu a pen

elle s eleva jusqu a chercher dans les ouvrages des Grecs et des

Remains, les modeles du beau et les regies du gout.

A mesnre que les connaissances s entendaient, les objets d

ude se multipliaicnt ;
la curiosite croissait. L Histoire, consi-

drive depuis 1 origine du monde, offrit un champ immense, et

fournit la matk re d un nombre infini de recherches. Religion,

Loix, Couturnes, successions d Empires, suites de Princes, migra

tion de Peuples, fondations de Villes, naissance des Arts, progres

dos Sciences
;
tous ces points furent approfondis ;

le critique discuta

les faits, le Geographe detenuina la position des lieux ou ils

etaient passes; le Chronologistc en fixa la date
;

1 Autiquaire

trouva sur le marbre et sur 1 airain, de quoi les eclaircir.

... &quot; L ordre naturel de leurs etudes, dont le plan general

embrassait 1 histoire et les monumens de tous les temps, les rappro-

. ha, par degivs, de relni iju mi nomme le Moyen age ; nouvolle

carriere, d autant
plu&amp;gt;

iuti iv^unte que chacun d eux croyait y

\uir le germe du gouverneinent auquel il etait soumis, et le berceau

de la langue qu il
parlait&quot;,

etc.

Here the author speaks of the use of the .Mathematics in F

mid of tin 1 sciences ;
and &quot;I the jealousy which it

ainoiiu the men uf letters : and he prm-i-rd- t&quot; ivmark upon ;i Dis-

COUTSe nf tin
1

AM&quot;- du l;,-n. l, ulm -(_ plaint dan- &amp;gt;uii

nc I &quot;ieiit ! ttti
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k-tters aient 068s &amp;lt;!&amp;lt;
1 -tiv; non qu un nouvcl

emp , raais qu il nc B
1

i

lc sur les mines d un

autre. En effet, les nenf Mu- ;t soeurs : a cc titre, elles sont

iroit de pn-tt-mlre qiir la faveur public, qui fait la portion

la plus precieiise de leur dot, soit partagee entre elles avec

egalite&quot;.

After remarking that the various branches of Science are not so

I v connected with each other, as those of Literature, he proceeds

to illustrate the mutual relation and influence of the latter.
&quot;

II n

en est pas de in erne d 1 Erudition
;
ses differentes branches conposent

un tout presque indivisible ; la plupart, au moins, sont si fort de-

pendantes les unes des autres, qu on ne saurait en detacher precise
-

ruent une, pour la cultiver seule. Tel, par exemple, est ne avec du

gout pour la science de Medailles et voudrait s y distinguer : il

faut qu a la connaissance des langues, qui, prise separement, cou-

stitue le grammarien, il joigne la counaissance des temps, qui con-

stitue le Chronologiste : celle des lieux, qui constitue le Geographer

la discussion des facts, qui coiistitue le critique ;
1 experience du

il, qui constitue le connoisseur : et toute fois nous u aurons qu

un Antiquaire. Disons tout en un mot; chaque branch de 1 Erudi

tion exige le meme fond d etude
;

a peu de chose pres, la nicnic

etcndue de savoir, peut-ctro les memes talens
; pour qiuiser nu

genre, il faut les embrasser tous&quot;. Etc.

The remainder of the paper is principally on thu subject of the

utility of literature: the following passagi.-, which I quote, is on the

subject of philosophy, and the danger of mistaking a narrow

/-&quot;/TV
scientific view of things for it :

&quot; On dit souveut, pour relever 1 excellence des sciences-exai :

que ce sont elles qui out introduit das le moude 1 Esprit Philusupliiijui
1

,

ce flambeau juvciciix, a la favour duqud ii&quot;ii&amp;gt; ^avuiis duiitcr t

en. ire
Mprop&quot;.-.

Mais cc qu un attribuc aux Bciei -lnsi\i -

ini-nt imiirrait bicn rtiv V nuvrago dr la niti., par rmi^cijiu-iil,

appart. iiir aux It-it ntin, 1 t^j.nt phili^npln- prut sf tlf-

iraifl priu. ij
, . il.
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quelque nature qu I ll a dire, tant de celles qui

sont ,-ouniises au.\ qne de celles qui sont du ressort de 1

i -pi-it, C&quot;ii&amp;lt;ul&amp;lt;Tc dans ses diverges faculties. Or cette superiorite de

u est le ivsultat des reflexions que les hommes ont faites, &

mesure qu ils ont accru le nombre de leurs idees, en acqueraut de

uouvelles connaissances par la voie de 1 etude Puisque 1

esprit philosophique s etend, sans exception, a tous les objets de

nos counaissauces, suivant ce mot d uu ancien, La Philosophic

ot nece.--aire, lors memo qn on ne traite pas de la Philosophie,

il faut bien so garder de se confoudre avec 1 esprit de calcul, qui

de sa nature est renferme dans un circle, au dela duquel on ne doit

pas lui permettre d s etendre. Nous ne dissimulerons pas que

notre siecle commence a perdre de vue cette distinction : et qu H

force de se piquer d etre Geometre, ou plutot de vouloir tout ra-

meuer au calcul, d en appliqucr par-tout la uiethode, de 1 eriger un

instrument univorsal. il cesse presque d etre Philosophe. Nous

trouvcrions chez les etrangers et chez nous plus d un exemple de cet

exces, qui, dans le fond, n est pas nouvean
;

les scholastiques du

xiii. siecle avaient deja transport^ dans la Theologie la niethode et

la -tyk- des GeonnMros&quot;.

In another Essay (t. xiii.),
&quot; Des Rapports que les Belles-

Lett re- et les Sciences out entr elles&quot;, the author, the Abbe Nauze,

observes :

&quot; L Esprit Philosophique est un talent acquis par le

tra\ail, et par 1 habitude, pour juger saiuement de toutes les choses

du moiule. C est une intelligence a qui rien n echappe, une force

ile raisoiinemeiit- quo rien ne pent ebranler, un gout siir et reflechi

ile tout re qu il y a &amp;gt;le ln.m mi de vicieux dans la nature. (

j,lr unique du vrai et du beau. II n y a done rieu de parfait

lau- les dill re nt &amp;gt; uuvrages qui sortent de la main des hommes,

(juc ce qui e.-t auinie d qirit. De lui depend en particulier la

do lielle L-ttiv- ; (.-i-pcinlant comme il est le fruit d une

enn-&quot;iniii r. rt le parta-. ! 1 im pen de ,-avaiit.-, il n

ni
po&amp;lt;.&amp;gt;ii&amp;gt;le

ni a^cessaire
p&quot;iu- Lettres, qu un talent .-i

B6 tn-uxe dan- I it. II -utlit ;i line
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nation que certain? grand- gt -nie- le
\ t,

t quo la

de leurs lunik-res les rende les arbitres du gout, les oracles de hi

critique, les dispensateurs de la
gk&amp;gt;ire

litt Tain-. L
(.-.sprit phil&quot;--

phique residera propremeut dans ce petit nombre
;
mais il rpandra,

pour ainsi dire, ses influences stir tout le corps de 1 Etat, sur tons

les arts, sur toutes les professions, sur tons les ouvrages de 1

esprit ou de la main, et principalement sur ceux de Litteratnre &quot;.

&quot; The more deeply the sciences are investigated&quot;, says Gibbon,

&quot; the more clearly is it seen that they are all connected. They

resemble a vast forest, every tree of which appears, at first sight,

to be isolated and separate, but, on digging beneath the surface,

their roots are found to be all interlaced with each other. There is

no branch of study so insignificant and unimportant, as not some

times to afford facts, disclosures, or objections, to the most sublime

and exalted sciences. I like to dwell on the reflection, that it H

highly necessary to show different professions and nations their

mutual wants. Point out to the English the advantages they may

derive from the French
; acquaint a natural philosopher with the

assistance he may obtain from Literature; and self-love will

perform the office of sound reasoning. Thus philosophy is extended,

and human nature benefited. Before, men were rivals; now. they

are brethren. All sciences are founded upon reasoning and f

Without the latter, our studies would be chimerical: deprived of tin-

former, they would be blind. Thus it is that the different branches of

Literature are united : and all the various ramifications of the study

of nature, which under an apparent meanness often hide

magnificence, are connected together in a similar manner&quot;. E
on Literature.

The following instructions of Cardinal Genii! for tho establish

ment of an Academy of Science, strikingly illustrate vhat I li.ivr

insisted on in the text, as t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; tin- indivisibility &quot;f the- v;iri&quot;iis br;iu&amp;lt;;li.-&amp;gt;

of knowk i.

1. &quot;I
- Mathoinatiqu. toate leor tendue

;
la j.liyMqu.

|i.titi&amp;lt;:n;
: 1 &amp;lt; tudr &amp;lt;]&amp;lt;- l.i
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nature, les rapport* qiii liciit les Etros eutr eux ; les loix et les

moyens de leur action reciproque, les phenomenes qui en resultent
;

1 application de ces phenomenes aux besoins de la vie
;

tels sont

! &amp;gt;

ol.jfts dont il parait que 1 Academic doive principalement s

occnper.

2. Toute decouverte reelle dans 1 ordre de la nature ne peut qu

i tre suivie d une utilite reelle ou immediate dans 1 ordre de la societe.

-Mais c est moins a 1 utilite en elle meme, qu a la source de 1

utilite, qu une Compagnie savante doit s attacher. Elle doit se

proposer de s etendre la sphere des connaissances reelles, bien assuree

d en voir decouler tot on tard des avantages precieux pour 1

hutnanite.

3.
&quot; L Academic ne fera done pas des arts 1 objet de son travail.

Ou a observe judicieusenient (dans une note marginale) que le pas

qu il taut faire pour appliquer a la pratique de 1 art une experience

ou un priucipe calcule, est ordinairement tres facile, et qoe les obser

vations miuutieuses qui reglent la pratique des arts, nuiraient a cet

essor plus releve, qu on est en droit d attendre d une Academie.

4.
&quot; Ce n est qu il n y ait dans la pratique des arts, des regies ou

des resultats digues de toute 1 attention d une Academie
;
mais

dans cc ca&amp;gt; IH.MIH-, elle ne s en occupe qu autant que le precede de 1

art rentre dans la classe des experiences ou observations de Physique

on de Histoire naturelle, ou bienqu il fournit matiere ou a la reso

lution de quelque probleme, ou al eclaircissement de quelque theorie

niatlieniati([iie. En un mot, les arts seront traites dans 1 Academie

ntitii|urmciit, ft nun a la facon des artistes.

5.
&quot; Ou a pn-pusi

- d admettre dans P Academic P Etude de P

Antiqnitr, fii dirigcant cctfc ( tiide a la recherche des sciences et

des arts chfx ls auciens. . . . Des ouvrages de cette nature

i^fiit iii -cc.-.-airi incnt un concours de Inmiik-rc.s pour etre portes

an point ilc juTtivti iii, done il&amp;gt; sont stiscejitiblfs. Neaumoins,

a\ant i|iu- df BODgei d ft.iblir inn- classe P
anti&amp;lt;iuite, il convii-nt

If I un noinliif df Mijcts jimprf- : i cdte sort de travail

ft nui Vfuill&quot;iit s \ fini l. \ i-.
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-.pliqii T en qiiel -on- on a

dit dans 1 i crit .

&amp;lt;jn

il .strait ;i propos ( ju ime

Academic se proposal quelque plau de recherches, qu on pout re-

garder comme 1 ouvrage du corps, et 11011 ^implement comme le travail

- differents membres de T association. Vu travail comuivm pent

etre concn de deux manieres, on en tant que plusieurs co-operent ati

meme travail sur un meme sujet, on en tant qne les travaux distincts de

plusieurs se rapportent et conconrent a un meme objet. One deux

on trois artistes entreprennent de peindre en commuu unc figure ;

que 1 un s applique a peindre la tete, 1 autre les mains, ou que se

relevant tour a tour chacun passe son coup de pinceau sur les

monies traits, ce serait la un travail commun sur un meme sujet.

J avoue qu une telle methode serait peu propre a donner a un

ouvrage cette unite de caractere, qui en doit faire le principal

merite. . . . Mais qu il faille etaler un spectacle sur la scene
;

le

Poete, le Musicieu, 1 Architecte, le Peintre, le Macbiniste, le

Danseur, gi-and nombre d autres artistes doivent necessairement

concourir an succes de la representation. Voila 1 idee d un travail

commuu dans le second sens; je veux dire, le resoltat des differents

travaux tres differents en eux mi im-.s, inais que se rapportent pour-

tant a uu meme objet. Une societe savante peut former, pour 1

avancement des connaissances humaines, des projets, dont 1 execu

tion exige difll rentes sortes de recherches, et par con.si qiient le

concours des differents membres qui la composent. Dans ce

chaqtie associe s occupe de sa partie; mais oca different travaux,

rciinis par lour rapport a un meme e-bjet, forment un tout et mi

cHsemble, qu on peut regarder comme 1 ouvrage de la
aoci^te&quot;, etc.

I add a passage of a writer ab-eady quoted, \\lio i- speaking of

lleligion :

&quot;

Religious knowledge is not merely ;i code ol !&amp;gt;i or

credcmla, a -ummary of article-. ( .r a manual of devotion. It j s

intimately eoinieeteil with the \\hole mur-r of ancient bi.^tory, with

pbilos(ipb\ and critiei-ii), \\ith the .-tndy of tlie learned lan-u.i

\\ith moral and metaphysical philosophy. It run- parallel with the

mind in every libcial pur.-uit. Tin- pea.-ant
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may l.c ae wise ;i- In- &amp;lt;:&amp;lt;&amp;gt;mlitioii require- him to be, without t he-

light of learning or philosophy ;
but the information which is suffi

cient for the peasant is beneath the claims which such a subject has

upon the scholar and the gentleman. If indeed the mind be care

fully instructed in every other branch of liberal knowledge, without

a corresponding acquaintance with that which is the most momen

tous of all, an undue bias must be given to the judgment ;
the

topic which is not expanded in proportion to the rest, will virtually

shrink into insignificance, and be despised ;
its track will be for

saken, its treasures undiscovered, its domain uncultivated. We

cannot, therefore, too earnestly insist upon the incompleteness of

any system of education in which this main ingredient is wanting&quot;.

Copleston in
&amp;lt;lu&amp;lt;_nii rly Review, December, 1825.

&amp;gt;

I&quot;.. Kiti&amp;gt;if/,,J,/c nmli i- this aspect is Philosophy or Lil(/-&amp;lt;il

Knowledge.

ADDUXIT ad tractandas atqne excolendas artes magnitude rei,

rt upiH imum excellentia mentis nostrse longe dignissimum, cupiditas

\ ci i invoiiiendi, qua nihil est pneclarius, uec quod magis deceat

htiminem, sicut ignorari, falli, decipi, turpe ac miserum judicamus :

t|ii:i
ut r\itaivnt, philosophatos esse priscos illos, nee alia causa,

a ut ill alium usuni, Aristoteles pcrhibct gravis in primis auctor.

\thniratio luijus tauti opcris ingentes illos animos ad studium

ft inquisitiourm caiisanun compulit ;
hine si quid se putarent novum

ct aliis inauditum iu\v iicredibilis srqtiebatur delectatio, tan-

quam parta victoria, ct tantis difficttltatibtlfi supcratis, t-a dclcc-

taliu drtrnrbat 608 in riira ct lalmn-, ( |imia ill! dt/lcrtatinncm

di-iiitatiliiis, rt alii&amp;gt; iiinnilni- \it:c mmnmdN Jinijiniicliant

r\|)cilicriint ae varia hniniiiiuii in nt in vcniiii ln-c
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fodiendum ac oruoni.lum prorsus incmnbrn-nt, all

inducta, alia, ut fni.jrentur iis i.Urrtaii).-iiti.-. qua
. t.ttioiir

theatri hujus naturo? in ixim&amp;lt;- eapiuutur, \
;

.. mdi. ac iliutunia.

Praostautia ingenia ex sublimi ilia et gcnernsa n&amp;lt;.&amp;gt;ta lm&amp;lt;- veiicnnit,

quod, quura se tanta pectoris luce illo vigore mentis praeditos re-

putarent ac instructor, uulla in re alia cousumi tanta bona oporti-n/

censnenint, quam ut rem pulcherrimam scruterentur ac conipk-ct
1 -

rentur, et, quatenus liceret, quam plurimis prodessent&quot;, etc. Yives,

de Cans. Corr. Art., i. 2.

&quot; Galenus medicus hac utitur sectioue artium, ut alia- dicat

coutemptibiles vilesque, quae corporis laboribus et mauibus exer-

ccntur
, quas Graeci x eePovP /lK^ 9 vocaruut, alias houestas et

homine libero dignas ,
de quo genere primam facit Medicinam. Hoc

coudonandum amori professionis, et tanquam pietati iu nutriceui

bene meritam : addit Rhetoricarn, Musicaui, Geometriam, Astruuo-

miarn, Arithmeticam, Dialecticam, Gramraaticam, Legtim pnidt. ii-

tiam. Nee repugnat, si qnis volet huic numero adscribere eas,

qut is fiugimus pingimnsqne, quod ha% tauiet~i citra nianuuia npc-rain

noil obeantur, tanien non videntur egoiv ml .ore illo et lacorti&amp;gt; juve-

nilibus; Seneca vero non adducitur, ut in numerum liberaliuni

artium pictoreui rccipiat, nonmagis quam statuaries, aut marmorarius

ant ca?teros luxuria? ministros. ^Eque luetatorc&amp;gt; i.-t tntam

luto constantem scientiam expellit, quod ei convenit cuui

nee liberalia studia sunt, seuteutia Sum

militaris; venatiouem quoque a liberalibtis Sallii-tius rxdudit.

Possidonius Stoicus artes hunc in niodum partiebatur, ut alias

vulgares et sordidas nominaret, (jiice mauu constarent et essent ad

iustriK iulain ^tam occupatae, expertes decori atque ln.dicsti
;

alias

ludicras, (jure ad voluptatem tenderent oculurum atque aurium:

pueriles sunt, et aliquid habmt&quot; - lil.u-ralibus simile, ([&amp;lt;

^&amp;gt;6c-

pi av Grxc i vocant, qua- inm penluciint aniinum ad \ii-tuti-ni.

\jii-diuiit ; libcraU s \ cr- . iuiin., ut inquit, sobe liln-ra .^iint,

ura: virtus.

I!,-, .-pt i i.piuin iilicraK-
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jiiatuor &amp;lt;lr qiiantitate. Ha&amp;gt; ingenuas cognominarunt, quasi has

&quot;&quot;la- ingeiiui discerent ac exeroerent. Nemo enim fere in liberis

rivitatibus ingomui? inaiiuariis artibus operam accommodabat ;
sed

puer hi.sce erat artibus deditus, juvenis verb militia?, campo, gym-

&amp;gt;, a ut publicis negotiis, administrandee reipublicse, causis acti-

tandis, et ejusmodi exercitamentis, quae sola censebant illi digna

homine libero, unde illud in Comoedia, Fac periculum in litteris,

fac in pakestra, in musieis, quae liberum scire aequum est . Ill;e

cnim artcs niaxime existiraabantur ingemiis hominibus ad vitoe

cultum et ad rempublicarn gerendam congraere, ut sermo esset

i-mundatu.-i ot purus, etc., etc. . . . Miror prsetermissas ab illis

Architecturam et Perspectivam ad multa utilem. ... In nostris

scholia haec qnoque fundamenta sunt triurn sedificiorum, Medicinae,

Theologiae, et periti* Juris, quas supremas artes disciplinasque

norniuamus, et usui quotidiano cum priruis serviunt. Philosophiam

moralem adjimxinius, qu&amp;lt;e
multum Theologiie adminiculatur; et ex

(jiui jus esse ortum existimant Sacrum et Profanum
;

tarn cognitio-

iifin Naturie reruin, sine qua Medicina manca est prorsus&quot;, etc.

\ ives : &amp;lt;/&amp;lt; C Kis. Con: Art., i. 2.

&quot;Sequitur post actioucm quies ;
ratio est velut scnitatio, judicium

electio, contemplatio autem inspectio quieta et tuta omnium, quae a

ratione sunt collecta et exculpta, a judicio autem recepta atijne

apprnliata. Nun rst in ua ratiocinatio ulla, in qua omnia sunt

certa jam atque exposita. Et quando delectatio omnis nascitur ex

pruportione qnudam cougi iientiaque object! cum facultate, nihilquc

est menti congraentiofi quam veritas, fit ut in contemplatione magnoe

siut delectationes. In ([uo tamen spectantur veritas et ingenium, nam

vcritatestam sunt gratissimsE quam certissimas maximeque defaecata?,

pmlata- siinul cum sui.s uriginibus primisque causis; id vero si non

I .nicedatur, secuudum est ut ad veritatem quam proxime accedant

siniillima-qiie sint. Nemo est tain torpcnti t alijecto in ten-am

aiiiino, qiniil nun ( \ritftur :nl ham- vncrin, Kgo til/i hujuscf ivi

|iati
l;iri;iin &quot;. \ ivi-s dc Aninia, ii. 10.

cnim it, i in ATCtom COnfingendufi r-t animus ut intra iiiiani
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aliquain artem snUi-tat. n\ (-nlm illnd faciunt, iniqui profecto

judices, non perspiciunt, quantum natur.i human! ingenii valeat ;

quo ita agilis &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t et velox, ut n^ quidem aliquid agere tantinn

unum, si Fabium audimns. Non audiendi sunt homines iinperiti qui

hurnano ingenio majorem, vel inutilem et rebus gerendis ad-

versam, -o\vpd0eiav criminantur. Est igitur quaedam scientiarum

cognatio et conciliatio. nude et i /KiK\o7raiceiav vocant gra?ci, ut in

una perfectus did neqneat, qui cameras uou attigerit. Sellularium,

vilium, et sordidarum artium alia ratio est, quibus nulla inter se est

conjnuctio ;
ex quanirn iugenio liberales ilke censenda? non sunt.

Fabrilia qui tractat. impune ignorare sutoriam potest ;
at in

liberalibus illis couspirant omues manusque jungunt. In architect

quid reqturat Vitruvins, novimus. Nulla pcene disciplina est, qnam

ille non attingi velit. In Oratoribus et Poetis, perfectis scilicet, ea

omnia qua? in architecto suo Yitruvius, requu-uut earum disciplina-

rum Magistri. Et has quidem scieutias artesque omnes ita conge-

reudas in Philosophum suurn judicaruut Stoici, nt nee mechauicarum

artium rudem hierint. ac indignum eo credideriut, si aliorum

ministeriis ad vita? civiUs necessitates uteretnr. A rniamus ad di.--

ciplinas elegautiores : ad quas junctim excolendas natura duce

iucitamur, ut extremo viris pudori sit, in una aliqua consenescerc.

Non dubium est, mediocribus etiam ingeniis hie liccre esse felicibus
;

Inest scilicet illis op^TrpoiTravra /naOr/uma, qiialis ingeuio m;i

eouvenit, et qualem nobis Plato describit. Est animoruui nostrorum,

ita loqui liceat, iy/-os, quoilli vel per naturam vt-1 a.ssuetai:ti&quot;iifm

apti sunt multa simul complecti, abstraln/rc a Hiiuulariliiis, si.-que

ab illo humili statu in sublimem perducere. Itaqiie se exerit in illo,

([iiod ap-^nejcroviKov appellare possumiis, aut. e .nnnn ili

eiiilina,
TO

ij-/enoviKoi&amp;gt;, i\-giu quasi spiritu, L-t tulminis in-tar omnia

prnt-tran?, :t &amp;gt;iui quadaui luce omnia iiorlustrans (,ui

di&amp;gt;tincta&amp;lt; reruin idea- aninm ti in-nt. modo lordinatas nee

rniut iisa-. illi- nn iiniiiinui. scd -o
Kf&amp;gt;i-i^ii&amp;gt;.

;

i|iiuil ciliatione omniom partinm rranltat. Majnr mini
]&amp;gt;\-\

111 li-.
&amp;gt;|iii

rii 1

,/ini \ cl -
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illiu.- iudoi urn rude- sint,

omnia ;ilia metiautur Xeqite tamen id volo, ut qui onnii

iplinarum ucueri, in illis omnibus simul habitet
;
man

tiis, aliisqtie impediment!- :imur, nt fieri a

Quare occupabiuius quidciu totuiu huuc fauJum

nniino, aftectu, impetu ;
sed convenientissimaui ejus partem quasi

timitibus quibusdam circumscribemus, quam excolamus, et in qua in-

dustriam nostram cxereeamu.-. Excludit ipse scientiarnni vastitas

ho.-pite^ suos
; qui nunquaiu habitabunt, nusquam domi orunt, si

ubique habitaiv voleut, ant levi tautuui percnrsatione piminia

attiuent&quot;. ^lorbi.if. Pv1;ildytr^ i. 1. I have left out sentences here

and there for the sake of brevity.

&quot;It is an assured truth which is contained in the verses, Scilicet

ingenua didicisse fideliter
,

etc. It taketh away the wildness and

barbarism and fien f men s minds
;
but indeed the accent had

need be on ; for altogether superficial learning doth rather

work a contrary effect. It taketh away all levity, temerity, and

insoleucy, by copious suggestion of all doubts and difficulties, and

acquainting the mind to balance reasons on both sides, and to turn

. the fir-t &amp;gt;nvi&amp;gt; and conceits of the mind, and to accept of

nothing but examined and tn&amp;lt; It taketh away vain admi

ration of any thing, whidi i&amp;gt; the root of all weakness : for all

things are admired, either because they are new, or b rausr they arc

great. For novelty, no man that wadeth in learning or contempla

tion thoroughly, but will find that printed in his heart, Nil novi

super terrain . Neither ran .my man marvel at the play of puppets

that goeth In-hind the curtain, and adviseth well of the motion.

Ami for magnitude, as Al- the (Jreat, after that he wa- used

eat armies, and the great coiiqip -ts of the spacious provinces

in A.-ia, when he iv,-ri\ ,,! .ut of &amp;lt; fights and

there, which were comnioi-ly for ;( passage, or a fon .

! town at tin- most, he s.iid, It seemed to him, that he

idverliscd of the battle of the . th.it the old

tales ueiit of. I lainK, i: man meditate upon the unis.

30
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frame of nature, the Earth with ni -n up-.n it, the divinene-s of souls

1. Mill not seem much other than an ant hill, where some

ants cany com, and some cany their y~ iing, ami sonic
g&quot; empty,

ami all to ami fro a little heap of Just. It taketh av ,,iiti-

;h fear of death, or adverse fortune; which is one &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f the

greatest impediments of virtue, and imperfections of manners

And therefore Virgil did excellently and profoundly couple the

knowledge of causes, and the conquest of all fears together, as

mihintia; Felix qui potiiit &quot;,
etc. Bacon, Adc. of L-

vol. i. p. 60, ed. 1824.

In quoting (ji .lion, it is generally necessary to apologize lor his

irreligious tone. &quot;With some [the philosophical talent] con-i-ts in

tracing out new paths and ridiculing every prevailing opinion,

merely because it is prevalent. With others it is identified M ith

geometry, that imperious queen, who, not content with reigning, pro

scribes her sisters, and declares all reasoning unworthy of the name,

which turns not upon lines and numbers The philosophical

talent consists in the power of going back to simple id MS, of

seizing and combining first principles. The glance of its possessor

is correct, but it is at the . Placed upon an

eminence, In in a wide range of vision, of which he form

himself one simple and connected idea, while other minds, as

correct in apprehension, but more limited in extent, see only some

portion or other of it. He may In- trieian, or an anti p .nry. &amp;lt;&amp;gt;r

a musician, but still he is a philosopher; and by dint &quot;f penetrat in:;

into the first principles of his art, he becomes superior to it. lie

has a place among that small number of geniuses, who, at distant

intervals, cultivate that chief science to which, were it perfected, all

other- must submit. Taken in this view, the talent is extremely

rare. There are plenty of mil. \ apprehending

particular id u collect int&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

r thi- i
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It is a gift
.

i l,y Ik-av.-n: the majority of mankind are

ignorant of. and i! wi-hed fur by the wi,-e ; has been

ii tr, few ; has been acquired by none ; but I think that the

study of Literatim:-, that habit of alternately becoming a Greek or a

Roman, a di--iple of Zeno or of Epicurus, is admirably adapted to

develop and exercise it. Throughout all these infinitely diversified

minds, may be ob.-erved a general conformity between those who,

by the similarity of their times, countries, and religions, have

acquired very nearly the same manner of looking at objects. Those

minds which are least imbued with prejudice, cannot be entirely free

from it. Their ideas have a paradoxical appearance ; and, even

when breaking their fetters, yon perceive that those ideas were

once shackled by them. Among the Greeks I look for favourers of

democracy ; among the Romans for enthusiastic lovers of their

country ; among the subjects of a Commodus, a Severtis, or a Cara-

calla, for
ap&amp;gt;

for despotic power; and among the ancient

Epicureans, for inveighcrs against the religion of the times. How

striking a spectacle for a truly philosophic mind, to see the most

absurd opinions received among the most enlightened people ;

barbarians attaining to the knowledge of the most sublime truths
;

legitimate but incorrect consequences drawn from most erroneous

premisses ;
admirable principles continually approaching nearer to

truth without ever quite reaching it
; language formed by ideas, and

ideas corrected by language ;
the sources of morality always the

same
;

the opinions of the quarrelsome metaphysician always

varying, generally extravagant, clear only while they are superficial,

and subtle, ubscure, and uncertain whenever they pretend to be

profound. [In llistorv] the philosophic mind sees a system, con

nexion.-, and
con&amp;gt;equence&amp;lt;,

where others can discern only the

caprices of fortune. It considers this science as one of causes and

eflect- : and it well an attempt to lay down some particular

rules, not to enable genius to bud forth, but to guard it from

mistakes. I eihup-, if this had always been \\t-ll weighed, cunning
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would ii r..-ii ha\v ba ii mi-r penetration, oh.-unit

depth, ami an air of paradox for a cr&amp;lt;
/ &quot;&quot; /&quot;

To enter into the opinions of other?, and to be sceptical about the

truth of any, are not, as Gibbon
supp&amp;lt;

as. For surely

it is no paradox to say,
&quot;

I understand you, but I think the con

trary of your opinion true&quot;. Here it will save me trouble, if I

express niy meaning in my own words on a former occasion.

&quot;There are many men of one idea in the world
; your unin-

tellectual machine, who eats, drinks, and , is a man of one

idea. Such, too, is your man of genius, who strikes out soni&quot; new,

or revives some old view in science or in art, and would apply

it as a sort of specific or interpretation to all possible subjects, and

will not let the world alone, but loads it with bad names, if it will

not run after him and his darling fancy..... Such again are the

benevolent persons, who, with right intentions, but yet, I think,

narrow views, wish to introduce the British constitution and

British ideas into every nation and tribe upon Earth
; differing, how

much, from the wise man in the Greek epic, whose characteristic

that he was versatile
, for he had known the cities and the

mind of many men . History and travel expand our views of man

and of society; they teach us that distinct principles nil- in

different countries and in distant periods ;
and though they do //&amp;lt;//

teach us that all principles are equally true, or, what is the xmie

thing, that none are either true or false, yet they do teach us that

all are to be regarded with attention and examined with patience,

which have prevailed to any great extent among mankind. Sneh

is the temper of a man of the world, of a philosopher. He may
hold certain principles to be false and dangerous, but he \\ill

try to enter into them, to enter into the minds of those who hold

them; he will consider in what their strenxth li.s, and what can he

&amp;gt;iid for them; he will do i

|y/e and dissert them
;

he

will compare them with other-
;
and h- will apply himself to tin- la k

and disproving tliem. He \\ in not ignore them&quot;; etc-.
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It ! o supposed that any Catholic can endure Sharon

Turner, though lie was after all fairer than his generation ;
but still

it is pleasant to find him, after a contemptuous mention of the

Trivium and Quadriviirm, give utterance to the following just senti

ment : The classical minds whom we are accustomed to venerate,

were not formed merely from the literature which preceded them,

but from the general intellect, business, conversation, and pursuits

of their day. It is a mistake to imagine that a man of great in

tellectual eminence is made only from his library ;
he is the creature

of the improvement of society about him, reflecting upon him the

rays of a thousand iniuds, and pouring into him information from

a thousand quarters. Every hour his understanding, if it has the

capacity, is insensibly directed, enriched, and exercised, by the

knowledge and talent that is everywhere breathing, acting, and con

ferring around him. His mind expands, without his own conscious

ness of its enlargement ;
his ideas multiply independently of his will

;

his judgment rectifies, his moral and political wisdom increases with

his experience ;
and he at last becomes a model imperceptibly bene

fiting others, as he has been benefited himself&quot;. Middle A

vul. iv. p. 241.

From an exceedingly able article in the British Critic for

January, is 11, on Utilitarian Moral Philosophy&quot;, I select the

fi illt i\\ ing p:
. as having an immediate bearing on our subject:

&quot;

[Comprehensiveness of view] is the power of embracing without

confounding a variety of facts, past, present, and to come, of

holding in the mind a number of ideas, each perfect in itself,

each with relation to the, rest, of uniting an indefinite number of

objects in t ! .i whole. This power is to a certain extent

&amp;gt;l in any, the comment &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t comparison, every tim&amp;lt;

,1 any kind of likeness or unlikeue.-.-, preference or relation
;

at

tin- it is perhaps in this more than any othci

the intellect, (hat v, able t&quot; ice! distinctly IK-U far our natural

ability I alN &amp;gt;!i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;rt &amp;lt;&amp;gt;l &amp;lt;&amp;gt;ur capacities. Illustration:, may lie t

In.m an) quarter. In mu-ic. \\ ablr t&quot; diatin-ui-li a
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3 from an unpleasing sound, ami t! ill : shortly we

me able to ron. \vliich led to it, and to view

I . i .r. 1 bv those which we hold still in our nie-

raorr, to understand, that is. a simple air; next, we detect simul

taneous sounds and melodies as they combine to form one harmony;

and so on, till the accomplished musician is enabled to embrace in

one grn- It were, a whole musical movement, with all the

history and relations of the various threads of melody, which appear

and disappear, are echoed, varied, entangled, and disentangled,

enforced and overwhelmed through the whole composition. Thus

too, in examining a piece of mechanism, after we have i;

one by one the various ingenious contrivances by which minor

difficulties are obviated, and the forces applied to their different

destinations, we stop and try to see them for a moment all at once,

to embrace in one glance all the complicated movements of the

parts, as subordinate and ministering to the common purpose of the

whole. By such an effort we seem to gain a kind of double power

of dividing and concentrating our mind, so that even while wi;

direct our main attention to any one part, we yet d&amp;gt; so with a kind

of active ami real, though perhaps uncous n of a

variety of other o to which it has or may have r&amp;lt;

The same might be said of our mode of feeling the compilation of

a picture or poem; but with even lit and truth, of hi-

and philosophy; and here it is that we may most tn ..lut

we may have done for our own minds, and how very much remains

to do, when, after having run through a line of history, a
philo&amp;gt;up

m, or even a train of argument, we try so to fix our attention

on the \A hole, as, vuthout dropping the particulars, to grasp and

unite them all in one view, in one course or group. In such an

effort we ordinarily &amp;lt;-d a little, and fail .il ; and

while in our mode of failure \\ ai-]v \\here it is

that \\e fa&quot;. t-:ieli n- how

h our nature might by the mnv exte,

of i
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ption of those powers, which it is not impossible may some

day :i to man, of embracing in one sweeping and piercing

glance the real living truth of all those vast dispensations which he

has wondered at in history, embracing them as well in their vast-

as in their minute details, from their relation to each other, and

ts 011 the course of human history, down to the capricious

human passions, as we call them, and paltry accidents, which were

the instruments of their accomplishment. And this indeed is but a

small part of what is conceivable. There is plainly no limit to the

extent, to which the mere faculties, which we now have in a weak

imperfect state, may be exalted and extended. There is no contra

diction in supposing our present faculties so strengthened as to

enable mere man to grasp without conscious effort the whole system

of the universe, and to carry it about with him, colouring aright all

the particulars on which he fixes his attention, as easily and natu

rally as music, which we hear without recognizing, may give life to

what we are reading, or as a purpose quickens our interest in

what surrounds us, even when we are least distinctly aware of its

presence. At the same time, it is but conceivable; for, as we

cannot confine, so we cannot presume to push forward to any

uied limit, the degree to which creatures may be allowed to

partake of those vast attributes of divinity, which are now granted

us only in such measure as to help us in conceiving them.

&quot; It is by mimicking this power to which it should subserve, that

Seieii &quot; is apt to make itself ridiculous; when, not content with its

own legitimate power of laying out materials for thought, it claims

.ictioiis a reality which they do not and cannot possess ;

proud of a kind of second-rate comprehensiveness, a comprehen

siveness obtained not by enlarging our powers, but by paring out to

a portable form the subject-matter which \\e would grasp, embra-

_:vat many objects by ne-; ill in whieli thry dilier, and

then perhaps, as il COnJ of ill-
1 in &amp;lt; li is the,

necessary ivsult of e.i&amp;gt;tin- a\\a\ BO mneh nf tin- essence of i-aeh

&amp;gt;

l
\\ II I I r.llil V bv ;|
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mul i : arbitr
,

it is 1

thin_ original . but at tin imt founded mi

the i 11 thing

and thi: .

&quot;.,
etc.

I have eagerly looked 1 t information and instruction on

the subject, in the &amp;lt; f the learned and well-principled writer,

from whom the following shor, ;e extracted :
&quot; The ol

of a Liberal Education is to d .-v.-lop the whole mental system &quot;t

man, and thus to bring it into ncy with it.-rlf, to make

his speculative inferences coincide with his practical

liable him I .^r a reason for the belief that is in him,

and not to leave him in the condition of Solo- liiugard.

who is wiser in his own conceit, than seven men that

in&quot;. &quot;Whewell on F,ngU*li Utticertif// J .1. p. 1

&quot; Ail ex -i-t know : the mind to ! tn apjily.

uly and clearly, not only th&amp;lt;

rin fundamental i ud it i- .f n Lii

Ivlm-ation to fix and dcvdoj.

7. J.

( \M If I h ir- tn ijuutc a p n the
Mil&amp;gt;j&amp;lt;.a

&quot;f thr etl

t of ancient philo-ophy, which occurs in a sketch I v

many y.Mrs ago of the writings of writer

Lyttletun, ! [ it an

that h&amp;lt;- i fctly aware f what was jihil.isnphi.

Jit ami

dinlv di

in tli.- him
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ill wiU fancy when assisted by iui

t the of his case constituted it an ex

ception to the broad principles of duty. . . . But the argument of

the a proceeds on an entire misconception of the design

and purpose with which the ancients prosecuted philosophical

studios. The motive- and principles of morals were not so seriously

acknow! tend to a practical application of them to the

conduct of life. Even when they proposed them in the form of

precept, they ,-tiil r 1 the perfectly virtuous man as the crea

ture of their imagination, rather than a model for imitation, an idea

which it was a mental recreation rather than a duty to contemplate;

and if an individual here or there, as Scipio or Cato, attempted to

nil his life to his philosophical conceptions of virtue, he was

sure to be ridiculed for singularity and affectation.

&quot;Even among the Athenians, by whom philosophy was, in many

1 to tin
:

&amp;gt;n of every active profession, intel

lectual amusement, not the discovery of Truth, was the principal

object of their discretions. That we must thus account for the

ensnaring questions and sophistical re.innings, of which their

disputati Q noticed in our article on Logic ;
and

it was their extension of this system to the case of morals, which

brought upon their - the irony of Socrates, and the sterner

rebuke of Aristotle. Hut, if this took place in a state of society in

which the love of speculation pervaded all ranks, much more was it

in be exported among the Itomans, who, busied as they were in

political enterprises, and deficient in philosophical acuteu&amp;lt;-~. had

neither time nor inclination for abstruse ii. tious, and who

i lered phi]s(.j.)iv simply a- one f the m itro-

tluced from rt of table furnittn \Varburton well

expi re refinement in t social ent.

Thi- and ciiciuie&amp;gt;. 1!

the popularity which attended the thr nian philo-Hphers -\\ In,

had COB n emb;;

ion Mi th which * ato procured their
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dismissal, thro;:. Plutarch tells us, lest their arts of

putation should corrupt th a youth. And when at length,

&quot;lie authority
-

ipio, the literary t; of Sylla, and the

patronage of Lucullus, philosophical studios had gradually received

the countenance of the higher classes of their countrymen, we still

find them, in consistency with the principle above laid down,

determined in the adoption of this or that system, not so much by

the harmony of it? parts, or by the plausibility of its reasonings, as

by its suitableness to the profession and political station to which

they respectively belonged. Thus, because the Stoics were more

minute than other sects in inculcating the moral and social di:

we fiud the Jurisconsults professing themselves followers of Zeno
;

the Orators, on the contrary, adopted the disputatious system of the

late Academics
;
while Epicurus was the master of the idle and the

wealthy. Hence too, they confined the profession of philosophical

science to Greek teachers
; considering them the sole proprietors, as

it were, of a foreign and expensive luxury, which the vaiiqui-hed

might have the trouble of furnishing, but which the conquerors

could well afford to purchase&quot;.
Art. Cicero, Encyd, M

] -24.

The learned Dissertation on medieval society with which Mr.

Hallam concludes his &quot;Middle
Ages&quot;, suppV. illustra

tion of literary or philosophical ethics as distinct tVom ( liri-t

an illustration contained partly in the historical e puts be

fore us, and partly in his own personal sent)! i limit them.

He eoii-iders the ethics of Catholicism .-imply defective and incom

plete, when I to prevail without restraint, almost ruinoi

morality, but admitting and commonly r&amp;lt; ;ection Innii

the true morality of literature, philosophy, romance, i

tlemanlike feelin::. lie cautioii.-l\ &quot;\\hether tin- HIJM r-

-tition &quot;t&quot; the dm &quot;had actually /&amp;gt;

/&amp;gt;-( / that point, uheiv it

public moral.- and the welfare oi

than tie notion- , oinplr\
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:iun, upon which I would
l.iy

no means pronounce an affirmative

!&amp;gt;n&quot;. Vol. iii.. p. iM .t. Then he is candid enough to state

the favourable .-ide of the question, telling us that ecclesiastical ethics,

indeed, did not make much account of
&quot;justice

and veracity , yet

they were characterised by precepts of meekness, self-denial, and

charity, which could never be wholly effaced, and especially by the

eleemosynary spirit (as indeed was Mohammedism) and the still higher

praise of championship of the op; . On the whole, however,

&quot;

religion lost almost every quality which renders it conducive to

the good : though
&quot; there are afew great land-marks

of moral distinctions so deeply fixed in human nature, that no degree

of rudeness can destroy, nor even any superstition remove them&quot;.

Now, that the state of society and of morals in the middle ages was

lamentably low, I have no need here to deny; I am not denying

that, it is to be traced, as far as found, to the &quot;rudeness of semi-
/

barbarous populations&quot;;
what I do deny, and what I am saying

that the author affirms, is, that it was owing to the &quot;super

stition&quot; of Catholicism.

Such then being the poverty, to use a mild word, of ecclesiastical

ethics, let us see what it is that Mr. Hallam considers their historical

restoration. Not the teaching of the Catholic Church, but first

the abolition of slavery, and the enforcement of fixed laws and a

in of police; and next, the rise and spread of the Manichees,

Catharists, Albigenses, and other heretical sects, whose belief,

though
&quot;

certainly a compound of strange errors with truth, was

attended by qualities of a far superior lustre to orthodoxy, by a

Miicenty, a piety, and a self-devotion, that almost purified the age

in which they lived&quot;. Thirdly, he attributes much to the inllu&amp;lt;

of the institution of chivalry; and it is to this part of his Disser

tation I would direct particular attention, for we shall find that that

institution did both service and dif to the ethical teachii

Catholicism, of the same kind as, in l&amp;gt;iscour-e IX., is attributed to

literature. ci\ ili/.atioti, ami philosophy.

He jays then, tint &quot;thl moral
discipline&quot;, that N,
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. hich tin- middl

iivalry. re are, if I may so

thro Its, which have from tiim- to tim. 1 moved over tin-

face of the wat 1 given a predominant im]

of mankind. These, are the spirits of lib.

.ion, and of honour. It was the principal bu-iness of

chivalry to animate and cherish the last of these three. And,

whatever high magnanimous energy the love of liberty or ,

has ever imparted, was equalled by the exqiii -e of honour

which this institution
]

d&quot;.

Now let us see the mingled character, partly protective, partly

destructive, of Christian morality, which marks this creation of the

natural man. &quot;We shall see, in the course of his account of it, that

the author parallels it, and justly, as a principle of influence, to the

sentiments found existing in the religion of Homer, Mahomet,

the Red Indiai

The soul of chivalry was individual honour, coveted in so entire

and absolute a perfection, that it must not be shared with an ai

or a nation. Most of the virtue it inspired were what we may

call indepei. d to tho.se which are founded up..

relations. The knight. errant of romance perform their b .loiis

from the love of woman, or from a sort of al -ense of ju-

rathcr than from any solicitude to promote the happiin s- of mankind.

If t!. -ings of action are L rally l.i-nrliriid, i!

however, mon- led with elevation of c! . than the

lie prudence of 1 to social life. This soK

and independent spirit of chivalry, duelling, as it were, upon a

rock, and disdaining injustice or f. 1 from

internal dignity, without any calculation of their .
- not,

unlike what Arabian c! orih

American Indians,

other, seem to i

nation,, far i i both of tin-in, A\ . the .-pin

.dry. I .nt the m&amp;gt; (itul pietun- th;r i pour-
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- tin- Afli

tative of chivalry in it.? most general t -rin, with all its sincerity and

unyieldi aide, all it- and munificeii

diti e; je in which he is engaged, and contemplating

with .is and unshaken look the premature death that awaits

him. his heart only beats for glory and friendship&quot;.

Then, after all tiding- to the spirit of devotion and of gallantry,

which were the animating principles of chivalry, and observing that

the latter, so far from conducing to the moral improvement of

society, actually debased it, he goes on to mention the special

virtues of a knight, loyalty, courtesy, and munificence.

1. &quot;The first of these, in its original sense, may be defined,

fidelity to engagements ;
whether actual promises, or such tacit

obligations as bound a vassal to his lord, and a subject to his

prince. It was applied also, and in the utmost strictness, to the

fidelity of a lover towards the lady he served. Breach of faith, and

especially of an express promise, was held a disgrace that no valour

could redeem. False, perjured, disloyal, recreant, were the epithets

which he must be compelled to endure, who had swerved from a

plighted engagement, even towards an enemy. This is one of the

iking changes produced by chivalry. Treachery, the u.~u; l

. irrupt nations, became infamous during

the rigour of that discipline. As personal rather than national

feelings actuated its hemcs, they never felt that hatred, much less

that fear of their enemies, which blind men to the heiuousness of

ill faith.....

2.
&quot; A knight was unfit to remain a member of the order,

it lie \iolated his faith; he Mas ill aejiiainted with its duties, if he

proved wanting in courtesy. Thi.&amp;gt; word
expn&amp;gt;&amp;gt;ed

the most highly

reiii: 1 breeding, foundrd less upon a knowledge of ceremonious

polh ;hon-h i lot to be omitted, than on the .-pon-

lf-denial, and : I m- Others, \\hieh might to

spring from hi^ heart. ll -ides. tli liieh ti utiful

\irtne threu il life, it I doun the
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natural f \var, aii l gradually introduced tliat indui

. t of pr which was almost unknown to antiquity. . . .

battle of 1 ohiers, ti , _!i-h ami Gascon km-,

irt, having entertained their prisoners, went home

of them with the ki/ r squires he had taken ; whom he

then
&amp;lt;]!-

1 up, ,n their honour, what ransom they could pay

without inconvenience, and easily gave them credit
;
and it Mas

common for men to say, that they would not straiten any knight or

squire, so that he should not live well, and keep up his hunur .

3. &quot;Liberality indeed, and disdain of money, might l&amp;gt;r

mentioned, as I have said, among the essential virtues of chivalry.

All the romances inculcate the duty of scattering this wealth with

profusion, especially towards minstrels, pilgrims, and the poorer

members of their own order

&quot;

Valour, loyalty, courtesy, munificence, formed collectively the

character of an accomplished knight, so far as was displayed in the

ordinary tenor of his life, reflecting these virti m unsullied

mirror. Yet something more was required for the perfect idea of

chivalry, and enjoined by its principles ;
an active sense of justice,

an ardent indignation ag.iin-t wrong, a determination of emu-age to

itsla-t cud, the prevention or redress of injury. It grew up as a

salutary antidote in the midst of poisons, whilst scarce any law but

that of the stro .tained regard, and the rights of territorial

property, which are only right as they conduce to uvneral yood,

became the means of general oppression

The characteristic virtues of chivalry bear so much resemblance

to those which ea-tern writers of the same period extol, that I am

a little di-posed to suspect Europe of having derived some improve

ment from imitation of Asia. Though the ( rir-ade&amp;gt; be-an in

horror of infidel-, the sentiment won- on i;i ,-oiiie d, f,,rc

their ion
J
and the regular in:

,
sometimes

of alliance between the Christi ue and the Sarai

must ha* \ed part of the prejudice, \\hile experience of their

elicit t\ iu war, \\ould \uth tl, Maul
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Jiten the remainder Certainly. exeept-

-Uillautry toward-
v\&amp;lt;.men,

which their eust

would DMT admit, the Mahomedan chieftains were, for the most

part, abundantly qualified to fulfil the duties of European chivalry
&quot;

I have already mentioned the dissoluteness which almost

unavoidably resulted from the prevailing tone of gallantry. . . .

An undue thirst for military renown was another fault that chivalry

must have nourished; and the love of war, sufficiently pernicious in

any shape, was more founded as I have observed, on personal feelings

of honour, and less on public opinion, than in the citizens of five

states. A third reproach may be added to the character of knight

hood, that it widened the separation between the different classes of

society, and confirmed that aristocratical spirit of high birth, by

which the larger mass of mankind were kept in unjust degra

dation. . . .

&quot; Tournaments may be considered to have arisen about the middle

of the eleventh century. . . . The Church uttered her excommu

nication iu vain against so wanton an exposure to peril; but it was

more easy for her to excite, than to restrain that martial enthu

siasm&quot;.

Writers of the nineteenth look back upon the deeds of six or

a centuries before them, and are able to trace the points dis

tinctly, in which their deeds and their principles were agreeable or

contrary to ri-ht reason, and (whether they are Catholics or not) to

Catholicism. In like manner the world, some centuries hence, if it

- so long, will dispassionately contemplate the theories and

ineu-nres of this day, and pass judgment upon its commercial, its

gentlemanlike, and its selii-h ethics, both according to the standard

of common sense and Christianity. The author I have quoted

d to run the chivalrous into the gentlemanlike spirit, and

there ll it.

The -piiit of chivalry left behind it a

The chaiMcter of kui-lit -radii. illy
sisb-ided into thin iileinan;

and the one di-lingnMied in th&amp;gt; nil, and
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qually elevated,

- in devoti

. an high pri independence

iity it gave, a sympathy for martial

ugh now subdued by civil habits, are the lineair

which prove an indisputable descent. The cavaliers of f harles the

First v. .mine sued f Edward s knights: and tin 1

iblance is much more striking if we a-euid t the civil wa

the

The following are extracts from a very able article which ap

peared in the Edinlvrijli Review, in 1829. The writer \- a di--

ciple of what may be called (generically and &amp;lt; the

Shaftesbury School, in contrast with the School of Locke or

15,,-ntham. Here is the theory of Beauty denouncing the th

&quot;f I

tility. I need nut that athulie will pronounce

his theory indefinitely higher than the theory he expose^ ; .-till

I have said in the text), Jicauty and Utility easily lost.- th-

,ch other, and (without entering into a metaphysical argument,

in which accuracy of thought is not to he stni&amp;gt; //,),

when the author places hope of reward and fear \ p:i;,i-hmeiit &amp;lt;

the - a moral Lawgiver) in what he calls th

and not the
&quot;

Dynamics&quot; of our moral nature, h

inherit the err. !! as th .ry.

After cha; ng &quot;this age of ours, as not an In

voticiial, philosophical, or moral, but above all others, the Meclni!

&quot;,
and .showing this to be true, not only as regard^ it&amp;gt; ma!

v, mis, but , ducation, ecclesiastical matters, the fine

literature, science, and politic-;, the writer contin;

dantic.illy, there i

in man s fortunes and natm .!! a- ni M .
&amp;lt;

. v.\nc\\ tre.it- . |iriniiiry.

unmodified f man, the in.
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. ainl Fear, and Wonder, of Knthu.-uism. Poetry. Religion, all

which have a truly vital and infinite charaet well as a

science which practically addresses the finite, modified developments

of these, when they take the shape of immediate motives, as hope of

reward and fear of punishment.

&quot;Now it is certain, that in former times the wise men. the enlight

ened lovers of their kind, who appeared as moralists, p

priests, did, without neglecting the Mechanical province, deal chiefly

with the Dynamical ; applying themselves chiefly to regulate, iii-

-, and purity the inward primary powers of man
;
and fancying

herein lay the chief difficulty, and the best service they could under

take. But a wide difference is manifest in our age. For the wise

men, who now appear as Political Philosophers, deal exclusively

with the Mechanical province ; and occupying themselves in count

ing up and estimating men s motives, strive, by curious checking

and balancing and other adjustments of Profit and Loss, to guide

them to their true advantage ; while, unfortunately, these same

motives are so innumerable, and so variable in every individual,

that no really useful conclusion can ever be drawn from their enu

meration. But though Mechanism, wisely contrived, has done much

for man, in a social and moral point of view, we cannot be persu

that it has ever been the chief source of his worth or
happi&amp;gt;

Consider the great elements of human enjoyment, the attainment^

and possessions that exalt man s life to its present height, and see

uhat part of these he owe- to institutions, to Mechanism of any

kind; and \\liat to this instinctive, unbounded force, which Nature

If lent him, and -till continue.- to him. Shall we -ay, for

ample, that Science and Art are indebted principally to the- foun

of Schonls and I niv er.-itie.^ ? Did not Science originate father,

gain advancement, in the obscure &amp;gt;f the linger Hanm.-,

Kepler-, Ne\\ton&amp;gt;: etc., etc.?. . . . or to tike an infinitely higher

instance, that of the ( liri.-tian Religion how did &amp;lt; hn-tianity

noi-e and -pn-ad abroad among men ? \\a.- it by the in-titntion- mid

establishments, and \\ell-arran: i of Mechanism ? Not

31
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.... man -

j

attain; - dynamically,

mechanically. Nay, we will venture t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; .-ay that no high attainment,

not even any far-extending movement ammi^ man, \\ accom

plished otherwise. . . . The Crusades took their rise in 1.

their visible object was, commercially speaking, worth nothing. It

\va- the boundless, invisible world that was l.-iid bare in the imagi

nations of those men
;
and in its burning light, the visible shrunk as

a scroll. . . . No dining at Freemasons Tavern .... only the

iouate voice of one man, etc., etc The Reformation had

an invisible, mystic, and ideal aim : . . . . our English Revolution,

too, originated in Religion ;
men did battle, even in those days, not

for purse sake, but for conscience sake. . . . The French Revolu

tion itself had something higher in it than the cheap bread and

Habeas Corpus act. Here too was an idea
;

a dynamic, not a

mechanical force, etc., etc

&quot; Thus does man, in every age, vindicate, consciously or uncon

sciously, his celestial birth-right. Thus does Nature hold on her

wondrous unquestioned course When we can drain the Ocean

into our mill ponds, and bottle up the force of Gravity, to be -M

by retail, in our ga- lien may we hope to comprehend the in

finitude of man s soul under formulas of Profit and Loss; and rule

over this too, as over a patent engine, by checks, and valves, and

balances.

&quot;

Nay, even with regard to Government it -elf, can it be necessary

to remind any one that Freedom, without which indeed all spiritual

life is imperil &amp;gt;]&amp;gt;, depends on infinitely more complex influences

than either the extension or the contractnient of the democratic in-

-t ? . . . Institutions are much
;
but they are not all. The lir&amp;gt;t

and highest .-pints of the world have been often found under sti

outward circun ~t. Paul and hi.- brother
ap&amp;lt;&amp;gt;-tlr-

\\riv

politieallv
slave- : Kpictetus \

&quot;Dally

&quot;To define tin- limits of ihf.-e t\\n departments of man s

aethity, uhieh work into each other, and l.\ ..f one another,

BO intricately and in- paiMMy, unv, fiy its nature, an iiiip.,-il.|i;
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.uteinpt. ... Ft .&quot;iik in the right Co-ordi

nation of tin.- two. and the vigorous forwarding of both, does our

true line of action lie. Uiidue cultivation of the inward or dyna

mical province loads to idle, visionary, unpractical courses
;

and

e -pecially, in rude ages, to Superstition and Fanaticism, with their

lung train of baleful and well-known evils. Undue cultivation of

the outward, again, though less immediately prejudicial, and even

for the time productive of many palpable benefits, must, in the long

run, by destroying moral force, which is the parent of all other

i&quot; ive. prove not less certainly, and still more hopelessly pernicious.

&quot; We shall find this faith in Mechanism has now struck its roots

deep into men s most intimate, primary sources of conviction
;

and

is thence sending up, over his whole life and activity, innumerable

stems, fruit-bearing and poison-bearing. The truth is, men have

!-t their belief in the Invisible, and believe, and hope, and work

only in the Viable; or to speak it in other words, this is not a..

Religions Age. Only the material, the immediately practical, not

the divine and spiritual, is important to us. The infinite, absolute

character of Virtue has passed into a finite, conditional one
;

it is

no longer a worship of the Beautiful and Good; but a calculation

of the Profitable. Worship, indeed, in any sense is not recognized

among us, or is mechanically explained into the fear of pain or hope

of pleasure. Our true Deity is mechanism. It has subdued exter

nal Nature for us, and, we think, it will do all other things. We
an- &amp;lt;iiants in physical power; in a deeper than a metaphorical

sense, &quot;&amp;lt; aiv I iian-, that strive, by heaping mountain on mountain,

to eon.|iirr Hcaxen also

.iii.l effect
1 N alnio.-i the only category nndrr which we

look at. and work \\ilh, all Nature. &amp;lt; )nr ]h&amp;gt;t ijiiotion with re -a hi

to any object is not, What it is? but How it i We aiv im

longer instinctively driven to apprehend and lay to lirurt \\hat is

&amp;lt;jood and Lovely, but rathrr to
iiu]ui&amp;gt; a-lookers, how it is pro

duced, \\hence it come-, whither ii ... A Kiiphni-t of mir

J.-iv dilVer.s much from lii- pleasant pr&amp;lt;&quot;

An im
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dapperling of these time- boa.-ti chieflv of his invsi-tible per-pic.i

liis dwelling in the daylight of truth , ami 90 forth Wonder,

indeed, i- on all hands lying out; it i- tin.- -&quot;mn uf uucultivatioi,

wonder It is the force of circumstances that &amp;lt; TV thing ;

the force of one man can do nothing. . . . Religion, in most countries,

more or less in every country, is no longer what is was and should

be, a thousand-voiced psalm from the heart of man to his Invisible

Father, the Fountain of all Goodness, Beauty, Truth, and revealed

in every revelation of these; but for the most part a wise pruden

tial policy grounded on mere calculation
;

a matter, as all oth&amp;lt;

now are, of expediency and utility, whereby some smaller quantum

of earthly enjoyment may be exchanged for a far larger quantum of

celestial enjoyment. Thus Religion too is Profit; a working for

wages : not Reverence, but vulgar Hope and Fear Let us lo&amp;lt; &amp;gt;k

at the higher regions of Literature, where, if any where, the pure

melodies of Poetry and Wisdom should be heard... what is the soim

they shag? Is it a tone of the Memnon statue, breathing mi

the high priest touches it ? a liquid wisdom
, disclosing to our

sense the deep, infinite harmonies of Nature and man s soul

alas! no. It is not a matin or vesper hymn to the Spirit of all

Beauty, but a fierce clashing of symbols and -hunting of multitud*

as children pass through the fire to Moloch. Poetry itself has no

e for the Invisible. Beauty is no longer the god it worships, but

some brute image of strength, which \\e may \\dl call an idol, Un

true strength is one and the same with P.cauty, and its wor-hip al

i hymn

&quot;Again, with respect to our moral condition; here al.-o he who

runs may read that the same physical, mechanical influences an-

TV where busy. For the superior morality of which we h

SO much, we too would de-ire to be thankful; at the same time, it

re but bliudiie^ to deny that this -uperior morality is properly

rather an inferior criminality , produced, D, ,f v j,-_

tile, but by greater perfection of Police; ;md of that far subtler and

r P.. lice, called Public Opinion. Thi- la.-t watche- &amp;gt;&quot;
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\\iih h- _ keenly than ever; hut the inward
&amp;lt;-yi&amp;gt;

with sleep. Of any belief iu invisible, divine things,

we find as few traces in our morality a- el-ewhere. It is by tangi

ble, material considerations, that we are guided, not by inward and

spiritual. Self-denial, the parent of all virtue, in any true sense of

that word, has perhaps seldom been rarer; so rare is it, that the

most, even iu their abstract speculations, regard its existence a&amp;gt; n

chimera. Virtue is pleasure, is profit : no celestial but an earthly

thing. Virtuous men, philanthropists, martyrs, are happy acci

dent- ; their taste lies the right way. In all cases, we worship

and follow after Power, which may be called a physical pursuit.

No man now loves Truth, as Truth must be loved, with an infinite

: but only with a finite love, and as it were par amours. Nay,

properly speaking, he does not beheve and know it, but only

thinks it, and that there is every probability . He preaches it

aloud, and rushes courageously forth with it, if there is a multitude

huzzaing at his back; yet ever keeps looking over his shoulder, and

the instant the huzzaing languishes, he too stops short&quot;.

Etc., etc

This brilliant essay illustrates what I have said in Discourse IX.

on the ambiguous position of the Religion of Philosophy relatively to

Catholicism. I have not a suspicion who the author is, nor am I

:iming to judge what was the real state of mind under which

he wrote ; but, in spite of all he says so well and truly, it is impos

sible from his language to tell whether he was a believer in

*

hristianity.

In order to illustrate further the Philosophical character in its

Contrast to the (. hristian, I will make some extracts, in the order in

which they meet the reader, from the &quot;Characteristics of Goethe&quot;

( London, 1S33), from the German of Fulk and Von Mi illcr.

&quot;Hi- Metamorp) /V^///\, his Doctrine of C &amp;lt;

. are

beautifal monuments of hi&amp;gt; c.ilm -pii-it of investigation: they are,

speak, filled with the
in.&amp;gt;pip

d ylimp-.^ of the
seer, reaching
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iiitklcu .nd int&quot; the hidden &amp;lt;

while, on ti ll delineation- of tw&amp;lt;&amp;gt; cha

racter- so utter ditYeivnt from hi- f Wieland and

.1. II. VMS-, sufficiently manifest, not so much his literary skill, as

Mitiful nature, which &amp;lt;-.&amp;gt;nl.l take in every object in all its

-eiiuinene-s and purity, and reflect it hack like a clear, spotle-^

mirror. . . . A- this lofty talent of Goethe h univer-allv

acknowledged, BO, on the other hand, has he been as loudly

reproached with the lokewarmness of hi- moral sentiment-, as far

as these can be inferred from his writings. ... It appears to me

that the disputants on both sides overlooked a main point through

out the whole discussion. A mind like that of Goethe, in which a

calm observation of all things was an innate- and characteristic

quality, could by no possibility fall into that moral enthusiasm which

the age exacted, and which it was too much inclined to consider as

lii-he-t
po-&amp;gt;iblo prerogative of human nature. Goethe

born to identify himself with thing-, not things with himself. From

the moment in which the publie enti-r- the li-t- with
pa&amp;gt;-|nn against

real or supposed evil, it cares little to examine the good sides which

thi- very evil, if con-idered with pertVet calmness, mi-lit perhaps

piv-ent to tie eye of the oUmvv&quot;. Vol. i.. p. 1 1.

&quot;In society he would rather talk of one of B - talc-.

than of matter- on which the welfare of Kuroj.c w;i-, thought to

dejieiul. Many attrilmted thi? way of thinking to cold, unsympa-

thizing indifference of temper; a.-suredly with injustice. To be

other than he v -haiv th.- uniycr-al ardour and .-t niggle for a

nc\\ order of thin_-....(Joetht- must have ceased to be liim-elf. and

have suddenly and utterly renounced the many--idcd uUservatinu

with which In- wa- vmit to regard, and the mature deliberation

with which lie \\a- w.-nt to weigh, all thing-, and c.,ii-c l

ju
(

jiitly thi-

ni-torical
j&amp;gt;hi-imiiK

noii among the rest. Certainly, the trampii!

ill tin- of thi- nio\ in- and cl, n,,l

il parti- ipant, whether d. in the strife and
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tumult, arc characto: -

:

tially distinct and incompatible. The

latter can by no possibility fnrm an accurate and impartial estimate

of his own situation. There is no point of neutral ground on

\\liich he can gain a footing. It would be absurd to ask the dove

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; write the natural history of the eagle; it must be one-sided.

There is wanted some third nature, elevated far above both
; truly

god-like ; which receives both into its bosom, and discriminates

their respective excellencies and deficiencies
; acknowledges the

former, and, if it cannot love the latter, at least strives to bear and

even to excuse them. It is only by taking a firm stand on this

elevated and commanding point whence the low game of human

life, with all its contradictious, is seen to roll up beneath our feet,

(like the many-coloured curtain of a theatre), that we can either

form an idea of the soul which animates Goethe s works, or acquire

the lea-t right to form a judgment of our own on so extraordinary

and unique a man&quot;. Ibid., p. 19.

&quot;

Goethe, by his very nature, cannot, must not, will not, set a

single step which may compel him to quit the territory of expe

rience, on which he has so firmly and so happily planted his foot

and taken root, for more than half a century. All conclusions,

observations, doctrines, opinions, articles of faith, have value in his

eyes, only in so far as they connect themselves with this territory,

which he has so fortunately conquered. The blue horizon beyond

it, which man is wont to paint to himself in such beautiful colour?,

troubled him little
;
indeed he shunned it, knowing, as he did, that

it is tlu- abode of all brain-woven fantasies, and that all the phan

toms of dim and gloomy superstition, which he hated, held their

throne there. . . .

&quot; Even virtue, laboriously and painfully acquired, was distasteful

to him. T might almost aflirm that a faulty but vigorous character,

if it had any real native qualities as it- basis, wa- regarded by him

with more indulgence and re-poet than one \\hich at no moment of

cxi-tei- which :tl\ under the most nna-
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tr.iint. am: .nr-ntly iinp&amp;lt;i-&amp;lt;--

:i painful constraint on

! he sighing, on sm-h occ-i-imi.-. it they li.nl but

,rt to commit some absurdity! p.
-7.

With que-ti .eerning time, B] ilnd, matter, God, im

mortality, and the like. Goethe occupied himself little. Not that he

denied the existence of beings superior to ourselves. By no means;

they were foreign to his pursuits, only because they lay out of the

region of experience, to which, upon system, he exclusively devoted

himself. IJepiignauce to the super-sensual was an inherent part of

his mind &quot;. P. 30.

&quot; Our scientific men
,
he said, arc rather too fond of details.

They count out to us the whole consistency of the Earth in separate

and are so happy as to have a different name for every lot.

This is argil, that is quartz; but what am I the better, if I am ever

so perfect in all their names ? . . . Every thing in science is

me too much divided into compartments. In our professors

chair.-, the several provinces are violently and arbitrarily severed,

and allotted out into half-yearly courses of lectures, according to

fixed plan*
1

&quot;. P. 36.

u He laid down the proposition, that Nature, accidentally, and as

it were against her will, became the tell-tale of her own secrets.

That everything was told, at least once
; only not in the time and

place at which we looked for, or suspected it
; we must collect it

here and there, in all the nooks and corner- in which -he had let it

drop. Hence the Mysterious, the Sybiline, the Incoherent, in our

;ii ins of Nature. That she was a book of the vast-

strangest content- ; from which, however, we might gather, that

many of its leaves lay scattered around in .Itipiter, I ranus, and

other planets. To come at the whole would he difficult, it not

utterly impossible. On this difficulty, therefore, mn.-t all BystemB

,-utf ei- shipwreck&quot;.
1 . ( 1.

On the day of Wicland .- funeral. 1 ren, inn

ill (i.-elhe
1

.- \\ll&quot;le niaillier. a- \\ e were - -Mom arcil-tiimed In

ii him. . . . For the super-sensual io,.ihr . &amp;gt;.mMi &amp;gt; \\\\ ~
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- nance, it m&amp;gt;t a contempt : completely on principle, as it appears

to me
; for it wa* more consonant with his natural disposition rather

to eunn ne himself to tli- Present, and to all agreeable and beautiful

&quot;I jirts which Nature and Art offer to the eye and the observation,

in paths accessible to us. ... I asked him . . . And what do you

think is at this moment the occupation of Wieland s soul ? Nothing

petty, nothing unworthy, nothing out of keeping with that moral

greatness which lie all his life sustained
,
was the reply. ... It is

something to have passed a life of eighty years in unblemished dig

nity and honour
;

it is something to have attained to that pitch of

refined wit, of tender, elegant thought, which predominated so delight

fully in Wieland s soul: it is something to have possessed that industry,

that iron persistency and perseverance, in which he surpassed us all. . .

Wieland s soul is one of Nature s treasures : a perfect jewel. . . I

should be little surprised, inasmuch as I shall find it entirely agree-

ble to my views of the subject, if, a thousand years hence, I were to

meet the same &quot;Wieland as the monets of a world
;

as a star of the

first magnitude ;
even to see him, and be witness how he quickened

and cheered everything that approached him by his beautiful light.

To fashion the misty substance of some comet into light and clear

ness, that were truly a welcome, gladsome task for the monas of our

Wieland
;

as indeed, speaking generally, if we suppose the eternity

of the actual state of the world, we can admit no other distinction

for nnniades, than, as blessed co-operating powers, to share eternally

in the immortal joys of gods. The work of creation is intrusted to

them. Called or uncalled, they flock together of themselves; on

every \\.i\, from all mountains, out of all seas, from all stars, who

may stop them ? I am certain, as you here see me, that I ha

been there a thousand times already, and hope to return thither a

thousand times again&quot;. Pp. G6 82.

After speaking of certain philosophies, he went on to say,
u

&amp;lt; n

popular philosophy I am y little an admirer. There are

my-terie.-.
in

p|iilo&amp;gt;..phy
as \\ell a- in religion. Tin- people on-lit to

lie -pared all disru-ioii.- mi -u&amp;lt; li poinm ; at K-a-t, they on-lit
liy

n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
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il.ly drag^ -d into (linn. Kpiciiru- -omewhere -

Thi je tin- people are displeased at it . It

i- difficult t&amp;lt; the end &quot;f those unprofitable and unplca-iiu

mental ^^ which have arisen among us since the Reformation ;

from the time that the mysteries of Religion were handed over to

the people to be pulled about, and set up as a work for the quibbling

and cavilling of all sorts of one-sided judgments. The measure of

the understandings of common men is really not so great, that one

needs set them such gigantic problems to solve, or choose them as

judges in the last resort of such questions. The mysteries, and more

ially the dogmas, of the Christian Religion, are allied to sub

jects of the deeper and more intricate philosophy ;
and it is only the

positive dress with which it is invested that distinguishes the former

from the latter..... The multitude, however, are never so A\ ell

satisfied as when they can repeat, in a still louder tone, the loud de

clamations of some few who give the cry. ]&amp;gt;y
this process the

strangest scenes are produced, and there is no end to the exhibition

of presumption and absurdity. A half educated, enlightened man,

often, in his shallowness and ignorance, jests on a -ubject before

which a Jaeobi, a Kant, the admitted ornaments of our country,

would bow in reverential awe.

&quot;The results of philosophy, politics, and religion, ought certainly

to be brought home to the people : but we ought not to attempt to

exalt the mass into philosophers, prie&amp;gt;t&amp;gt;.
or politician-. It N of m,

avail. If Protestants sought to define more clearly what ought to

be loved, done, and taught ;
if they imposed an inviolable, reveren

tial silence on the Mysteries of Religion, without compelling am

man to assent to dogmas, tortured with aillicting presumption ii

conformity to this or that rule
;

if they carefully refrained from de

grading it in the eyes .if the many by ill-timed ridicule, or from

bringing it into danger l.\ iudi-crect deni.il. I -hoiild my-elf lie the

fir-t to \i&amp;gt;it the Church of m\ brethren in r.-li^ioii, \\ithsinceiv

heart, and to Submit my,-elf \\iih \\illin- rdilica i^n to the general,
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i faith, which connected itself so immediutelv

with notion&quot;. 1 . li-

In Goethe, all idea.- became forms, lie would have liked to

renounce th. imperfect medium of language, to speak, like

Nature, in symbols, and to throw his whole imagination, with the

vividness and reality of sense, into die existence of a flower or a

-tar. To him. as to Nature, it sufficed to revel in uninterrupted

solitude, and to pass from one agreeable state of existence to

another, through all forms and modes of life. At such moments, he

disliked even the mention of Herder, whose northern severity led

him to insist on overshadowing those gay, delightful visions of art

and imagination, with the thunderclouds and mists of politics and of

actual life. These, as Go*/ the truly remarked, were two totally

different and widely-severed spheres ; it was absolutely necessary to

keep them unite distinct, and to let every man take care of himself,

and God of us all. Thus what seemed to Goethe narrow and par

tial. Herder called noble and philanthropise ; while, on the contrary,

what Herder admired as the infinitude of a great idea, revealing

itself to man, in various godlike emanations, in the valour of the

hero, the wisdom of the legislator, the inspiration of the poet, or the

events of a world, this sort of elevation moved Goethe so little, that

such characters as Luther and Calvin excited in him a sort of un

comfortable feeling, which could be satisfactorily explained only on

the hypothesis that their nature stood in a mysterious sort of oppo

sition with his. Goethe s genius and disposition were for the Beau

tiful, Herder s for the Sublime&quot;. Vol. ii., p. 36.

&quot;The mind that wrought so powerfully on mine&quot;, said Goethe,

k&amp;gt; and had so powerful an influence on the whole frame of my

opinions, was Spinoza s. After I had looked around the world in

vain, for means of shaping my strange moral being, I fell at length

on the Ethics of (}\\- man. What I read in thi- work, \\hat 1

thought I iv; id in it, I can give no ;i.v,,unl of; eiiou-h. that I

found there a ealm i. my |

med to ..pen ),, ni,&amp;lt; a wide
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and : raal and the moral world. But what pecu

liarly riveted m hi boundless disinterestedness that beamed

forth from ntence. Those wondrous word-,
l lie who loves

aright, must not require that God should love him iu return
,

with all the principles on which they rest, with all the consequences

with which they teem, filled my whole mind. To be disinterested

in all. mon of all, in love and in friendship, was my highest desire,

my passion, my task
;

so that those daring words which follow, If

I love you. what i- that to you? were the true language of my
heart&quot;, etc. P. l! 4.

&quot; His intimacy with Herder first led him to penetrate into the

lofty sentiment of the Italian school of art, and to become acquainted

with poetry under a totally new aspect, and one much more in

harmony with his character During his first era, he had in

clined to the Flemish school of art, to which indeed he never ceased

to do justice ;
but Italy opened his eyes to the full perception of

high art
;

his rich, fertile spirit, which embraced at once the Lofty

and the Child-like and the Lovely ;
his delicate, and at the same

time profound, taste for nature and for art, now turned with lo\e

ti the Noble and the Elevated. In the place of his former princi

ple nf naturalness or reality, now arose that of ideality ;
but that

pure ideality which transports nature into the region of Ideas and

.
&amp;gt;f pure Beauty&quot;.

V...1. iii., pp. 227233.

I .y means of hi- pa.-sionless, serene, objective way of louking

npoii the world and upon life, a view of human things had been

i
. d to him equally removed from traditional one-sided narruw-

. and from
]

ived theories ; this led him tn iv

y thing as fitted to it- place ; to see the Individual in its connexion

and co-operation with the Whole : and, in human life, eli ort ami

artioii a- the main duty and happine. &amp;lt; tf neees-ity. this threw

a milder light on that dark point at which the threads of human

xiiit to a dim and fathomle-- de.-tiny. Thi- at length

d him t. the idea of a / &amp;gt; Vol. iii., p. 2. ! I .

In- .-aid, u ill nes er 1&quot; v. orth mwli, if
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In. pretend; to draw exelu-ivelv from hi= owu resources. \Vhat is

genius, but the faculty uf .-eiziug and turning to account every

thing that strikes us ;
of co-ordinating and breathing life into all

the materials that present themselves
;

of taking here marble,

there brass, and building a lasting monument with them ? . . The

most original young painter, who thinks he owes every thing to his

invention, cannot, if he really has genius, come into the room in

which we are now sitting, and louk round at the drawings with

which it is hung, without going out a different man from what he

came in, and with a new .supply of ideas. What should I be, what

would remain to me. if this art of appropriation were considered as

derogatory to genius ? What have I done ? I have collected and

turned to account all that I have seen, heard, observed
;

I have put

in requisition the works of nature and of men. Every one of my

writings has been furnished to me by a thousand different persons,

a thousand different things, the learned and the ignorant, the wise

and the foolish, infancy and age, have come in turn, generally

without having the least suspicion of it, to bring me the offering of

their thoughts, their faculties, their experience ; often they have

sowed the harvest I have reaped ; my work is that of an aggrega

tion of beings taken from the whole of nature; it bears the name ot

Goethe &quot;. Vol. iii., p. 75.

&quot;

lie held fast to order and obedience to law as to the main

pillars of the public weal. Whatever threatened to retard or to

trouble the progress of moral and intellectual improvement, and the

methodical application and employment of the power of nature, or

to abandon all that is best and highest in existence to the wild

freaks of unbridled pa-sion and the domination of rude and violent

men, was to him the true tyranny, the mortal foe of freedom, the

utterly insufferable, evil. This was the persuasion which dictated

all his endeavours to influence the minds of others by conversation

or by writing; to suggest, to
in&amp;gt;tniet,

to encourage, to iv.-train ;

to represent the Kil-e, the 1 (Ntorted, the Vulgar, in all their

iiothiiigiie&amp;gt;s&quot;,
etc. P- ~ s I-
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You \
&quot;I

l --
,

i Over \\hcn any

i a transient wound; iiiit \\ e old ^entlr-

mcn have all p. ViMe reason- for guarding- ourseh &amp;gt;u-t iiu-

rions \\hieh produce a violent effect upon us, and interrupt the

course of steady employment to no purpose . When his mind was

filled with any great thought, or any new work, he would sometimes

refuse to hear a word read from newspapers or public prints .

P. 288.

Around him all must acquire life, form, motion
;

all must lend

itself to energetic action. The Symmetrical must be sought out and

brought home, must be thoroughly apprehended, must be modelled

anew into fresh forms. Without assuming the pedagogue or the

pedant, he impressed a peculiar stamp on all who surrounded or

assisted him; he knew how to keep every man within the limits of

his own appropriate sphere; but, within that, to urge him on to

excellence and to productiveness; to engraft in his mind invariable

maxims of order, steadiness, and consistency, out of which the

germs of a higher culture might gradually and spontaneously unfold

themselves . P. 2 Jl.

&quot;

Every thing that was sent out in writiu-. the smalli -,-t note of

invitation, must be written, folded, and sealed with the greater

possible care, neatness, and eleganee. Every thing iinsyinmctricaL

the slightest blot or scratch, was intolerable to him. Hi- enjoyment

from the sight of the most beautiful engraving was disturbed, it lie

saw it awkwardly handled, or at all crumpled; for all that sur

rounded him, and all that proceeded from him, must lie in 11111-011

with the symmetry and clearness of hi- inner perceptions, and

nothing must be allowed to trouble the harmony of the impression&quot;.

P. 2!

vv In the hundreds of things which interest me , .-ays he, one

always place- it-elf in the centre, as &amp;lt; liief pleasure, and the remain

ing &amp;lt;j)i&amp;lt;n//if&amp;gt;,t

of my life revolves around it in various moon-like

-hapes, until at length one or other of them .-n&amp;lt;veed,- in \\nrking

it -elf into r ,i it- turn*. Not al\\:iy-. however, e,,uld he
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obtain this instantaneous self-concentration; and fully conscioi

his vehement susceptibility and irritability, he then seized ou the

extremes! means, and suddenly and inexorably, as it iu a state of

siege, cut off all communication from without. Scarcely, however,

had solitude delivered him of the full torrent of crowding thoughts,

than he declared himself free again, and accessible to new objects of

interest; carefully knit up the threads he had let drop, and floated

and bathed in the fresh el.-ment of widely extended Being and

Acting; till a new irresistible crisis of inward metamorphosis trans

formed him once more into a hermit&quot;. P. 300.

&quot; He took great and manifold interest in the missionary reports

from Halle, as he did indeed in all endeavours to diffuse higher

feelings of morality by religious means; and if his nearest friends

were sometimes surprised at finding him engaged in the theo

logical writings of Daub, Kreutzcr, Paulus, Marheineke, Ruhr, or

even poring ver the folios of the fathers of the Church, his

admirers will perhaps be still more so, when they learn, that at the

time of the jubilee of the Reformation, he was most intensely

busied on an historical cantata on Luther and the Reformation, a

complete sketch of which, in all its parts, was found among his

papers&quot;. P. 306.

One of his greatest and most peculiar enjoyments was the

\\eekly visit which both the deceased Grand Duchess Louisa and

the reigning Grand Duchess and Grand Princess Maria, constantly

paid him on a fixed day and hour. ... If ever some inevitable

obstacle t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; the \\niited visit occurred, he seemed to feel a chasm in

hi- existence; for it was exactly the constancy, the punctual recur

rence of those days and hours, which to him gave them their

peculiar charm; which had the mo-t animated effect ou him through

the whole week. Amid the vast variety of external impressions

and internal workings, he found in the steadiness i,f tin- beautiful,

pure, and noble connexion, not only a cheering object, but a !

ficial resting place, u hence his mind ro.se refreshed, to devote it- If

with more \aricd powers to the tranquil observation of all thin
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&quot; Fur it was an absolute want of hi- natm .n a clear rnn-

ibject. however In t. tOg
mil the incredible

readiness \\ith which he could tran-tnrin incident, every per

sonal -rate or &amp;lt;it nation, into an / //.-/, must be regarded as the main

foundation of his practical wisdom and good sense; and certainly

contributed, more than any other quality, to preserve a man by

nature so passionate, so easily and so deeply excitable, in secure

equanimity amid all the catastrophes of life. As he invariably

referred every passing and particular incident to some higher and

universal standard, and sought to bring it under some exhaustive

formula, he could strip it of all that was startling or repulsive, and

could then calmly regard it as an example of conformity to the

general rules of nature, or neutralize it as a simply historical fact,

an addition to his stock of ideas. How often have I heard him

v, That may now turn out as it will; the conception of it I have

got fast hold of: it is a strange complicated affair, but it is per

fectly clear to me uow &quot;. P. 309.

&quot; When Goethe had to bear the death of his only son, he wrte

to Xelter thus : Here the mighty conception of duty alone holds

us erect. I have no other care than to keep m\&amp;gt;c,lf in equipoise.

The body !?/.&amp;gt;/,
the spirit

/ ///,- and he who sees a i v path

prescribed to his will, has no need to ponder much . Thin did In-

shut up the deepest -rief within his brea-t, and hastily sei/.ed upon

a long postponed labour, in order entirely to lose himself in it . In

a fortnight, he had nearly completed the fonrth volume of his life,

when nature avenged herself for tke violence he had done her; the

bursting of a bloodvessel brought him to the brink of tin-
grave&quot;.

P. 3H.

&quot;*] feel my-elf surrounded, n.i I. by all tin- spirit- I

ever COnjored Up ,
he wa&amp;gt; heard to Bay. A- a relaxation, In- had

Plutarch read aloud to him quite throii-h. lie would try hi&amp;gt; judg

ment ton upon the present state l tin- \\orld, and took up tin- modern

French literature) that literature of despair ,
ae In- called it, \\ith

auch patience and ardour had had -till many lu&amp;gt;n
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which ti&amp;gt; look en at the u; a me of life Then did the

nlent, peaceful ^ iiius [Death] unexpectedly draw near, and in the

midst of then jrfnl industry, of the most zealous and bene

volent - /ions we saw him summoned to that higher and

more perfect sphere of activity, where that grand solving word,

which he uttered to his friends a year before, shall be fulfilled,

Es gilt am Ende, doch nur vonvarts .

Vol u., p. 318.

&quot; The year 1827 iniiicted upon Goethe the heaviest blows he was

doomed to feel
;

the Grand Duke ended his long and beneficent life

in the course of a journey He was so overpowered by this

irreparable loss that, contrary to his custom and to the rules he had

laid down to himself, he yielded to his grief, and even gave vent to

it in his correspondence. These rules were not the offspring of

selfishness, but the result of observation and of a great force of

will. Susceptible to a high degree, he would have obeyed every

impulse, he would have been the sport of passions which would have

poisoned and shortened his life, had he not early acquired the habit

of opposing labour and study to affliction and regret ; only, as we

have already remarked, his labour changed its nature. Goethe

i^ed to create, a thing impossible in the hour of real suffering,

but he resumed the task of observation and inquiry, and sought the

consolation he needed in the contemplation of the works of nature .

Voliii., p. 17.

&quot;It has been truly remarked that he avoided conversation on

painful or agitating subjects ;
but this did not arise from feebleness

r pusillanimity ; it Mas the result of reflection and of the highest

derive of MMi -kiuiwli/diiv. Intensely susceptible, as we have re

marked, t all improMoii.s, subjugated by any new and striking

id had ;: MV man to dread those which might have

turned hi: ,ick, and given up his warm imagination

uncurbed \\aii . N or did lie like people to dwell in his

piv-eiicc o;i . ilioiightM or lament
3,

u:ile~&amp;gt; -onie

n 1. conversation. It was \&amp;gt; \

32
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tlii- reason that I the common -.
ty ; and that

those around \\\m : fatigue his ears with sinister

rumours of politi
. I .nt

heard him qu I. Walter, physician, etc. . . In this case he

- sure CM rewarded by valuable information, etc. ... It

was the same with the thought of death : he never forgot his age,

nor the necessity &amp;gt;&amp;gt;f yielding to the universal law
;
he onlj calcula

ted the chances which still remained to him of life and enjoyment,

and the means he might employ for increasing them; amo

foremost of which he placed care in keeping at a distance all

gloomy thoughts, all exaggerated anxiety ;
as \\ell as constant ex

ercise of the intellectual faculties to preserve them from torpor and

decay. When an irreparable calamity overtook him, he compelled

himself to neutralize the pernicious effects of long regrets by

zealous application to study. There were moments when, to a

-uperticial observer, he might have appeared insensible, whilst the

-t painful conflict agitated his soul. In such a case you might be

certain to guess what was paing within, by taking the very con-

trary of his conversation : thus he related one anecdote at i

another with ire vivacity, at a time when all his thong!;

were coiirciitraled on one point.

.... He spoke to his friends several times of his death, uii i

the means of warding it off to a remote age. Yes , -;iid lie,
k we

cai: head against him for sometime ; as long ;i., o

sates there is no room for dying; but \et, the nijjit, the great

night, will . in which no man &amp;gt;hall work . lie used to call

ih.it solemn hour k the undetermined hour , ^ ol. iii., p. 8

.ved, that, if he thought him-elf dy,

he did not t c.ir death. Faithful to his principle-,, h,- con-tan;

Copied himself, that In- mi-ht ii.- 3 (he thinking faeully time to

v dull and inaeti n ^hen he had lo&amp;gt;t llie |io\\er

i
iii- hand

|
i the charaet.T of hi.- liic ; hi-

ii In- tratcd charaet r&amp;lt; in the air: and \\hen hi- liand

k -loulv on hi -lie radiant ,st;ir -link beneath our h-n ;

\ ol. iii..
}..
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lie died the most blessed death that man can die, conscious,

cheerful to the last breath, perfectly painless. It was an univ

gentle sinking and going out of the flame of life
; harmonious,

without struggle. Light was his last request. Half an hour

before the end he said, Open the shutters that more light may

come into the room &quot;. P. 00.

One of the most miserable, yet natural, characteristics of this love

of the Beautiful, is its connexion with sensuality. This will most

obviously take place through the medium of the Fine Arts. It is

often invested with an odious affectation of philosophy, as in

Dryden s Cymon and Iphiycnia. On this Lord Chesterfield

remarks, &quot;Mr. Dryden, who knew human nature, perhaps as well

as any man who ever studied it, has given us a just picture of the

force of female charms in the story of Cymon and Iphigenia.

Boccacio, from whom he took it, had adorned it with all the tinsel

finery an Italian composition is capable of. The English poet, like

most English travellers, gave sterling silver in exchange for that

superficial gilding; and bestowed a moral, where he found a tale.

He paints in Cymon, a soul buried in a confusion of ideas, inflamed

with so little fire, as scarce to struggle under the load, or afford any

glimmerings of sense. In this condition he represents him struck

with tii nf Iphigeuia s beauty; kindled by them, his mind

rta it- powers, its intellectual faculties seem to awake, and that

nth fcmvity of manners, by which he hud hitherto been dis-

tinguished, _ iy to an obliging behaviour, the natural effects of

. I am sorry to say, Dryden was a

Catholic, whi ii In- published this poem.

Again, take the follow!]!, .ge from a tale of Ticck .s:
&quot; She

r-tmnUed, and quickly as h&quot; .-prang forward, he could nut hinder

but that for a moment she, in the most charming po-tmv, lay

kneeling at his feet. He 1 ai-ed luT. 6tC. - . . lie follutted h&amp;lt;T

into (In. Clinreh, and saw mily the im -he knelt before him,

and, etc. ... II ;- halloaed; hi- heart floated for

ever in ihe . motion. N,u&amp;gt;. now friendly to him. and.



her beamy tinii. h- 1* It I ii lnger a

i h- trod tlii.- threshold,

th .le. with t ;ir other feeling than

In tho-e dav- uf levitv. !! held tv.-ml.- her tlie hulv \v;&amp;gt;

*

her white fmuers t- they tourlicd lii- : &amp;gt;wed gra

ciously. He followed her and knelt near her. His whole heart

melted away in melancholy and love. It seemed to him as if, from

the wounds: of lun.2-in.ir. hi? existence was bleeding away in ardent

pr Every word of the pri, -t thrilled through him;

tone of the music gn-hed devotion into his bo^ra
; his lip* Hiiivrrrd,

a^ the fair one pre^-ed t
! -ifix of her

ro&amp;lt;ary
to her ruby month,

llowhadhc not been able to comprehend this faith and this love brfu

The priest raised the Host, and the bell 1. She bowed her

self more humbly, and crossed her breast. Like lightning it -truck

thiviii^h all his powers and feelings ; and the altar-pictnre seemed

alive; the coloured dimness of the window- as n liuh; uf I .irnd -

Ti-ars streamed profusely fn.&amp;gt;m hi- and allayed the inward

burning- of his breast. Divine service wa- ended. He .i-nin

offered her the holy font&quot;,
etc. /A -firm, London, l.s!

Which is the olijei-t of worsliiji hen- the true li\carnate Lord,

the dll-t Olid 8

In the tullowini: ;

a corruption uf Christianity; and heathen security and indift-

i&amp;lt; held up t&quot; iinitatir.n as the healthy state uf mind.

! Euthanasia! an easy doath . wa- il na-

i uf Ai 1 - what Antoninus 1 ins enjoyed; and it

that fur v,-h!ch c\-&amp;lt;-rv ^ ise man will pray, said Lurd (

&amp;gt;rrfry,
i\li

]ierha]is lie was contemplating the close of a Swift s li

&quot;The An.
I
withuiit lerr^ met it

with iinliiVrreu- e Thuii jli thev did nrt cmirt the pr

tranquillity ; in tl

f their allei;urie:il ., 1 &amp;gt;eath \\ liter

iencl uf the nn-

I -hral
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uumeuts, .Eternal! Soimio. Ii the full ii_lit &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t revelation had

not \et broken ii tin-in, it can hardly be denied th;it they li.id

some glimpses ami a dawn of the life to come, from the many alle-

gorieal inventions which describe the transmigration of the soul, a

butterfly, etc., etc They did not pollute their imagination

with the contents of a charuel house

It would seem that the Romans had even an aversion to

mention death in express terms, for they disguised its MTV name by

some periphrasis, such as disces-it &amp;lt; vita .

i he ancient Artists have so rarely attempted to personify death,

that we have not discovered a single revolting image of this nature

in all the works of antiquity. To conceal its deformity to the eye,

as well as to elude its suggestion to the mind, seems to have been

a universal feeling, and it accorded with a fundamental principle of

ancient art Catullus ventured to personify the JN.-ter-

Destinies as three crones
;

but in general ,
\Yiukelmann observes,

*

they are represented as beautiful virgin-&quot;, ete Death v

a nonentity to the ancient artist. Could he exhibit what repre-

its nothing? Could he animate into action that which lies in a

state of eteinal tranquillity? Elegant images of repose and tender

sorrow were all he could invent, to indicate the still of death

&quot; \Vhen the Christian Ileligion &amp;gt;pivad
over Europe, the world

The certainty of a future state of existence, by the

of \\ iciu d worldly men, terrified instead of consoling human

n;itiuv ; and, in the Resurrection, the ignorant multitude seemed

rather to have dreaded retribution, than to have hoped for rem;n

ration. The Founder of Christianity everywhere breathe- the

lil
- .eial feelings. It is Our Father

,
v\ horn He

ad., \rnid this general gloom of Europe, their

troubled imaginations were frequently predicting the end of the

v\orld. It was at this period that they first beheld tl
&amp;lt;n,

and [t.atli, in ihe &amp;lt; iothie form at anatomy, parading thro

the III. i. :IS they \ie\\ed eSen-

u here hi, i the t \\ili-ht of their Cathedral s

-t re\ol( m - rinl l. lll.- of de..tll. .
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ir barbaru- ta-t -

]
I no absurdity in giving action i

-. nhich could only 1. ther in a state of iinnio-

!:y and repose ;
nor that it was burlesquing the awful idea of

the Insurrection, by exhibiting the incorruptible spirit under the

unnatural and ludicrous figure of mortality drawn out of the cor

ruption of the grave&quot;.
Disraeli s ( f Literature.

Sentiments .such as these suggest to us the iity of the

&quot;

elegant mythology of the Greeks&quot;, as paganism h i called,

commending itself to educated minds in the nineteenth or twentieth

centuries. Hume and Gibbou have both shown a kind furling to

wards it
; so, it is scarcely necessary to say, did many of their

French contemporaries. This subject h i touched upon in

one of my Tracts for the Times.

&quot;Will Antichrist profess any religion at all? Neither true God,

nor false God, will he worship ;
so far is clear, and yet something

more, and that obscure, is told us. Indeed, as far as the prophetic

accounts go, they seem at first sight incompatible with each other.

Antichri-t i- to -exalt himself over all that is called God or wor

shipped . He will set himself forcibly again&amp;gt;t
idols and idolatry, as

the early teach I
in declaring. Yet in the book of Dni&amp;lt;-l*

we read, In his estate shall he honour the g-d of forces; and a

god whom his fathers knew not shall he honour with gold and

silver, and with precious stones and pleasant things. Thus shall he

do in the nio-t strong holds with I
. whom he will

acknowledge and i; in glory . What is meant bv the word-

translated god of forces
,
and afterwards called a strange god ,

is quite hidden from us, and probably will be so till the event
;

but

any how some sort of ; predict of Anti-

chri-t, with thi- prediction the contrary way, that he shall set hiin-

Xou it is

not at ail extraordinary that there should lie this contrariety in the

prediction, tor \ve know gem-rally that infidelity 1, r-ti-

the \
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tion, and that the men ms.t reckless in their blasphemy are cowards

They cannot he consistent, if they would. But let me notice

here again a remarkable coincidence, which is contained in the

history of the last fifty years&quot;, [the Tract is dated 1838]
&quot; a coinci

dence between actual events and prophecy sufficient to show us that

the apparent contradiction in the latter may easily be reconciled,

though beforehand we may not see how
;

sufficient to remind us

that the all-watchful Eye, and the all-ordaining Hand of C,od is still

over the world, and that the seeds sown in prophecy above two

thousand years since, are not dead, but from time to time, by blade

and tender shoot, give earnest of the future harvest- Surely the

world is impregnated with unearthly elements, which ever and anon,

in unhealthy seasons, give lowering and muttering tokens of the

wrath to come !

k&amp;gt; In that great and famous Nation which is near us, once great

for its love of Christ s Church, since memorable for deeds of blas

phemy, (which leads me to mention it,)
in the capital of that powerful

and celebrated Nation, there took place, as we all well know, within

the last fifty years, an open apostasy from Christianity; norfrom Chris

tianity only, but from every kind of worship which might retain any

semblance or pretence of the great truths of religion. Atheism

absolutely professed ; yet in spite of this (it
.seems a contra

diction in terms to say it), a certain sort of Worship, and that, as

the prophet expresses it, a strange worship ,
was introduced

( Mi-ervc what this was.

&quot;I say, they a\&amp;gt;\\ ed, on the one hand, Atheism. They pre

vailed upon an unhappy man, whom their proceedings had forced

upon the Church as an Archhishup, to come before the public, and

dechuv that there was no God, and that what he had hitherto taught

a t alile. They wrote up over the burial places, tint death was

an eternal sleep. They closed the churches, th&amp;gt; 1 and dese

crated ti , turning those

iits, like lleMc-zzar, to the B86 of their revelli;

they formed ninck
pr...-. ! in priestly garments, and Miiging

piMpham- lr. l uiiiiilled tin- divine ordinance uf man ;
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into a mere civil &amp;lt; ..iade anil diss I at

it a part of their euormit

&quot;On the other hand, after havin_ ,1 away from all restraint

of God and man, they gave a name to the reprobate staff itself

into which they had thrown the it,
that very

of religion, or rather that real and living blasphemy, into

a kind of god. They called it Liberty, and they literally wor&amp;gt;liij

it as a divinity. It would aln,
&amp;lt;!e,

that men, who had

flung off all religion, should be at the pain- I and

senseless worship of their own devi-ing. whether in superstition or

in mockery, were not events so recent and so notoiv \fter

abjuring onr Lord and Saviour, and blasphemously declaring Him to

be an impostor, they proceeded to decree, in the public as&amp;gt;emb
!

the nation, the adoration of Liberty and Equality as divinities; and

they appointed festivals besides, in honour of Reason, the Country,

the Constitution, and the Virtues. Further, they determined that

tutelary gods might be worshipped; and they enrolled in the num-

f those some of the most notorious infidels nnd pvtl

the ht-t century. The remains of the two
,

! of the-e \\en-

brought in sol-mn
proces&amp;gt;ion

into one of their churches, and p!

upon the holy ;dtar it-elf; ii; -red to them, and the

milled multitude h&amp;lt;.\\ed d &amp;gt;\vu in wor.-hip h.-forc oni

them, before what remained on Earth of an inveterate eneri

Christ. . . .

&quot;Further, let it be remarked, that there w; lencv to intro

duce the old Human democratic worship, as if further to show us

that Koine, the fourth ; ..f the Prophet s
vi4&amp;gt;n,

is not dead.

They even went so far a- t.. i ;l,e
wm&amp;gt;hip

of one of the l!o-

man divinities
(&amp;lt;

er s) by name, v.iised a statue to her, and

appointed a festival in her honour. . . . Still further, it

to i.h.vrve, that the former
ap&amp;gt;

in tin- rarly tinn -, the

.fulian, i _ -d in lurking 1

.aiii-m. Further still, let it be ol
A the

Aiitiuhii-t hri-t, the &amp;lt;
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lized himself in forcing the Pagan worship upon tlir in, introducing

it even into the
Temple.&quot;

7 ,
S 0.

I am induced to add some extracts fruin a Protestant sermon of

wn, written just twenty y. &amp;gt;,

both for its special connexion

with the above extracts, and also as a sort of illustration of what

I have said above, in Discourse I., concerning the long hold which

the class of opinions, which I have here been advocating, have had

upon my mind.

&quot; In every age of Christianity since it was first preached, there

has been what may be called a Religion of the world, which so far

imitates the one true religion, as to deceive the unstable and the

unwary. The world does not oppose Religion as such. I may say,

it never has opposed it. In particular, it has, in all ages, acknow

ledged in one sense or other the Gospel of Christ, fastened on one

or other of its characteristics, and professed to embody this one in

ii- practice ; while, by neglecting the other parts of the holy doc

trine, it has, in fact, disturbed and corrupted even that portion of it,

which it has exclusively put forward, and so has contrived to

explain away the whole
;

for he who cultivates only one precept of

the Gospel to the exclusion of the rest, in reality attends to no part

at all. Our duties balance each other; and, though we are too

sinful to perform them all perfectly, yet we may in some measure

be performing them all, and preserving the balance on the whole
;

whereas, to give ourselves only to this or that commandment is to

incline mir minds in a wrong direction, and at length to pull them

down to the earth, which is the aim of our adversary the Devil.

&quot;

It is his very aim to break our strength ;
to force us down to

the earth, to bind us there. The world is his instrument for this

purpose; he is too wise to set it in open opposition to the word of

d nd. Xo ! he alFivts to he a prophet like the prophets of (, ,,d.

lie rail- Isd prophrt&amp;gt;; and they mix wiili the scatl

remnant of the true Clmivli, with the solitary Michaiah.s \\lio \\m -

left upon the Kaith, and speak in the Nairn- of the Lord. And in
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one sense th k. tin- truth ; l..ut it is not the whole truth ; and

we know even iVi in the comni&quot;ii experience of life, that halt the

truth is often the most gross and mi.-rhievus of lal.- hds .

Then I allude, first, to th .latonist-, tn Aininoiiiiis, his con

nexion with
&amp;lt;&quot;rigeii

and the school of Alexandria, to Julian, etc.

&quot;Even in the fir-t a IT-; of the Church, while persecution still

raged, he set up a counter-religion among the philosophers of the

day, partly like Christianity, but in truth a bitter fne to it; and it

deceived and shipwrecked the faith of those who had not the love &quot;I&quot;

1 in their hearts&quot;.

Next I allude to the superstitions of the middle ages, as ordeals,

the savage feudalism, the fanaticism of chivalry, the wild excesses

of the era of the Crusades, the Flagellants, and the cruel and

bloody persecutions of Jews and heretics, all of which a Catholic

condemns, though here. I ignorantly implicate the Church in them.

&quot; Time went on, and he devised a second idnl of the True Chri.-t,

and it remained in the temple of (Jod for many a year. The age

rude and lieive. Satan took the dav! of the Gospel; its

awful mysteri &amp;gt;u&amp;gt;ne-s it- fearful glory, its sovereign inflexible

justice; and here A/V picture- of the truth ended. Miod i- a e&amp;lt;m-ii-

ming lire
;

A\ c know it. 15ut we know inure, viz., that (iod is love

:il&amp;gt;n; but Satan did not add this to hi- religion, which became one

of fair. The religion of the world wa- then a fearful religion.

Superstitions abounded, and cnteli; The noble lirnmess, the

fill au-teritv of the true (. hri&amp;gt;tian wen-
&amp;gt;u|pt-i&amp;gt;c.lcd by forliid-

din- i i eye, and haughty of brow; and thc&amp;gt;r were

the jiatterns or the tyrant- of a b.-jnil. d
) pi &quot;-

Then I come t the h rligimi uf ( i\ ilization, which i- the sub

of the Ninth 1 36 in il.i- volume.

&quot; V. liat i- in this da\ *. a far different one; but

re IM niii inii-. . . . &quot;\Yh;:t i- the \

a tin In i-1. nf the GrOS] el,
i

COmJ ; all darker, dn-prr \iews of man s

itiou and pru.-pect- 1&quot;

tparatively forgotten. Tliis is tin-

i Ui natural and \\&amp;gt; \\ ha- Satan dressed and
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completed it into an idol of the Truth. As the reason is cultivated,

the taste formed, the affections and sentiments refined, a general

.icy and grace will of course spread over the face of society,

quite independently of the influence of Revelation. That beauty

and delicacy of thought, which is so attractive in books, extends to

the conduct of life, to all we have, all we do, all we are. Our

manners are courteous; we avoid giving pain or offence; our words

become correct; our relative duties are carefully performed. Our

sense of propriety shows itself even in our domestic arrangements,

in the embellishment of our houses, in our amusements, and so also

in our religious profession. Vice now becomes unseemly and hideous

to the imagination; or, as it is sometimes familiarly said, out of

taste . Thus elegance is gradually made the test and standard of

virtue, which is no longer thought to possess intrinsic claims on our

hearts, or to exist further than it leads to the quiet and comfort of

others. Conscience is no longer recognized as an independent

arbiter of actions; its authority is explained away; partlv it is

superseded in the minds of men by the so-called moral sense, which

is regarded merely as the love of the beautiful; partly by the rule

of expediency, which is forthwith substituted for it in the details

of conduct. Xow conscience is a stern gloomy principle; it tells

of guilt and of prospective punishment. Accordingly, when its

terrors disappear, then disappear also, in the creed of the day, those

fearful images of divine wrath with which the Scriptures abound.

They are explained away. Every tiling is bright and cheerful.

Keligion is plea.sant and easy; benevolence is the chief virtue;

into, . bigotn.
- of zeal, are the lirst . Austerity

.1 absurdity; even linn- looked on with an unfriendly

suspicious eye. On the other hand, all open projligacy is di-coun-

teuanced; drunkenness i- :nted a disgrace; cursing and

.ring ai- Moreover, to a cultivated mind, which

rc.cn in the varieties of literature and hue. \vlrdg,-, and is

interc-icd in the (. simulating discover! and the

(\vr-iYoh accessions of information, political
(

&amp;gt;r other, from fu,

IVli-ion &quot; ill commonly BCCm to L_- dull, from want of



!:y.
Human exei: -lit ut and rewarded.

New object- ill religion, n&amp;lt; and plan.-,
new docl

D,-\V p:
-. are

uecf.-&amp;gt;ary iy that eraving, \\hieh the I

call. &quot;f knowledge has crca; The mind h.

morbidly sensitive and fastidious; &amp;lt;V d uith tin they

are, and desirous of a change as such, as if alteration mu- It&quot;

be a relief.

&quot;Now, I would have you put Christianity for an instant out of

your thoughts ;
and consider whether such a state of refinement, as

I have attempted to describe, is not that to which men might be

lrought quite independent of religion, by the mere influence of

education and civilization ;
and then again, whether, nevertheless,

this mere refinement of mind is not more or less all that is called

religion at this day. In other word-, is it not the case, that Satan

has so composed and dressed out what is the mere natural produce

of the human heart under certain circumstances, as to serve his

purposes as the counterfeit of the Truth ? I do not at all deny

that this spirit of the world rds and makes
prof&amp;lt;v-iuiis,

which it would not adopt except fur t &amp;gt;ns of Scripture;

nur do I denv that it takes a general colouring from Christianity,

as reallv tu b muddied by it, nay, in a measure enlightened and

exalted by it. Again, I fully grant, that many ;
. in \sliu\n

this bad spirit -!M\\S it-elf, are but partially infected by it, and

bottom g 1 &amp;lt;

hri&amp;gt;tians, though imperfect. Still, after all, here is

an exi-ti only pnrtially lical, built
ti]iuii worldly

prinei;i!
. . v.-t pretending to be th&amp;gt;-

&amp;lt;Jn-pel, dni|&amp;gt;|iing
one \\lmlu side

of it, vi/.., its austere character, and considering it enough to be

-, candid, correct in conduct, delicate, though

it has no tr &amp;lt;&amp;gt;\
I ind, no i ervent /.eal fur His honour, nu deep

luhvd ( ! .-in. n &amp;gt; liurror at t , nu iiuj -naiimi and

the I ll- - uf hei idherence (

rind truth. at (In- particular n

Ided the . |ld&amp;gt; b nt lu\;;by tu tlh Holy

llC t binvh i l \\}\] \\ the &amp;lt;

: i,|

, di al (ii the ill a \\ I 1
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. and therefore is neither hot nor ml.!, but (in Scripture

language) I . Thus the present age is the very contrary

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; \vluit are commonly called the Dark Age.?; and together with

the faults of those ages, we have lost their virtues. I say their

virtues
;

for even the errors then prevalent a persecuting spirit, for

instance, fear of religious inquiry, bigotiy, these were, after

all, but per, and excesses of real virtues, such as zeal and

reverence
;
and we, instead of limiting and purifying them, have

a them away, root and branch. Why ? because we have not

1 from a love of the Truth, but from the influence of the Age.

The old generation has passed, and its character with it
;
a new

order of things has arisen. Human society has a new framework,

and fosters and developes a new character of mind
;
and this new

character is made by the Enemy of our souls to resemble Christian

obedience, as near as it may, its likeness all the time being but

accidental. Meanwhile, the Holy Church of God, as from the

beginning, continues its course heavenward; despised by the world,

yet influencing it, partly correcting it, partly restraining it, and in

some happy cases reclaiming its victims, and fixing them firmly

and for ever within the lines of the faithful host militant here on

Earth, which journeys towards the City of the Great
King&quot;.

Aft.T speaking of the reception of this counterfeit Christianity by

the Puritan or We sicyan party of the day, I proceed to describe

it- acecptableiiess to the so-called Liberal.

&quot; The form of doctrine, which I have called the Religion of the

hay. is especially adapted to please men of sceptical minds, who

never been careful to obey their conscience, who cultivate the

intflli ct without disciplining the heart, and who allow themselves to

speculate freely about what Religion ought to be, without going to

Scripture to discover what it really is. Some persons of this

character iduio.st consider Religion itself to lie an obstacle in the

advance of uiir social and political well-bring. Hut they kiiou that

human nature rcnuiivs it ; therefore the\ the ino-t rational

form of Religion (so they call it) which they can dc\ i

rr far more seriooslj disposed, but aiv corrupted by bad example
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or othe, . But they all discard what thoy call gloomy \

in rcli-i -ii: th- y all tru&amp;gt;t themselve- m-iv than*- I d
;
and

thti-
|

1 arc ready to embrace the

plea- . ling religion, natural to a polished age. They lay

much stress on -works on Natural T! id think that all

religion is contained in these; whereas, in truth, there is no greater

lacy than to suppose such works in themselves, in any true

to be religious at all. Religion, it has been well observed, is some

thing relative to us
;
a system of commands and promises from God

towar Hut how are we concerned with the sun, moon, and

trs ? or with the laws of the universe? how will they teach us our

duty? bow will they speak t ,-,?? They do uoi t

sinners at all. They were created before Adam s full. They

declare the glory of God
,
but not His n-iU. They are all-perfect,

all-harmonious ; luit that brightness and excellence which they

exhibit in their own creation, and the divine benevolence therein

seen, are of little moment to fallen man. We see nothing there of

G&quot;
!t

li,
of which the conscience of the sinner loudly ,-pea

So that there cannot be a more dangerous, though a common device

of Satan, than to carry us utt from our secret thoughts, to make us

forget our hearts which tell us of a God of justice and holiness,

and to fix our attention merely on thf God who made the heavens;

who i- .
. .i.l indeed, but not God as manifested to us sinners,

but as He shines forth to His angel-, and to the elect here

after.

&quot; Wln ii a man has so far deceived hiiii- lf a- to tru-t hi- dr-tiny

to what the heavens tell him of it, in&amp;gt;tead of consulting and obey

ing h -
- what is the that at once he mi

interprets and - the ^Imle text of v
. . . . &quot;We are

expressly told that strait is the -ate and narrow the way that, leads to

life, and few there lie that find it ; that we mn-i

in at the -trait
jj

. for that man; to enter

in , but that is not enough; they merely .ml do Dot find it;

and further, that thry who do not ( .bt tin &amp;lt;

lasting punishment*. Ti^ de of ivli-ion: ami
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the men I have Keen describing cannot bear to think of it. They

shrink from it as too terrible. They easily get themselves to believe

that those strong declarations of Scripture do not belong to the

present day, or that they are figurative. They have no language

within their heart responding to them. Conscience has been

silenced. The only information they have received concerning God

has been from Natural Theology, and that speaks only of benevo

lence and harmony ; so they will not credit the plain words of

Scripture. They seize on snch parts of Scripture as seem to coun

tenance their own opinions ; they insist on its being commanded us

to rejoice evermore
,
and they argue that it is our duty to solace

ourselves now (in moderation, of course) with the goods of this

life
;
that we have only to be thankful while we use them

;
that we

need not alarm ourselves : that God is a merciful God
;
that repen

tance is rjuite sufficient to atone for our offences
; that, though we

have been irregular in our youth, yet that is a thing gone by ;
that

we forget it, and therefore God forgets it
;
that the world is, on

the whole, very well disposed towards IMigion ;
that we should

avoid enthusiasm
;
that we should not be over-serious

;
that we

should have enlarged views on the subject of human nature
;
and

that we should love all men. This indeed is the creed of shallow

men, in every age, who reason a little, and feel not at all, and who

think themselves enlightened and philosophical. Part of what

they say is false, part is true, but misapplied ;
but why I have

noticed it here, is to show how exactly it fits in with what I have

already described as the peculiar religion of a civilized age; it fits

in \\ith it equally well as does that of the so-called religious world,

which is the opposite extreme&quot;.

THE i:XD.

JOHN f. M WI.KK, rrmt.T, :i I r.iw Str.-t, I .HM.- Strict.
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